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TRODUCTI

Inran=effort to meet the needs----41, all
normal, the -slowi:_nand=lbt_zifted_=='±'thistikdide=
fOr-AlWte-aching-39f_-_Etiglisk-isofferedlon,Ahrtel=--

-levels: jor,eack-igradeaeven Ahrough=_Awelw-
Thdfie7leVels,= are ClaSsified_ds-A3ASIP,-E-STANDi=
ARD and ADVANCED. The basic course is in
tended-lOr-Ahosepupiltr-whdlw-ed-_mdtk_tiradti=
cal --,:antrAndividdall help in all phases of the
English :progrant:-Aihe:*andiltd EcourseAd--ex-
pected to meet the needs 1-Tot_thezmajorityzortht
_p_upilsiza-n_d_ithei-radvanCedZ=-offersopPortdnitied-rz
for-,-enrichMentlandfdepthAdzAhoTh-rightidr'gW_:-
etkIrkeseleveltArary_litinf Sehoot=to ':..sehool;-=for----
example;i-thel,pupilai-itif_thef-basie==level==dt*W=

thanat of =-antithet!=_Thesesitiefopen=end -feedri
Anotteacher is restricted

may OrroWildtasi-frOMIthe=basict e staiidãrd, =
Or-the=advanced_NObenEsuitable;orritede

=

'he-scope o
Ifen-sWer-
the=Cthi_
avoid.
the in(

-
eachem usually =agree that the great -Nral

oftlieStlidyef----graminstria-Atalized_Tonlits-Wheji
principles of gkamtestrEare=apPlied:4fir-Ahdanaly---

ii_diOdirtment7-0t-thef pupirs,sown_-writing _

that constant practicc--in-:-tompoSition
thrOughout alFtnglisbit-ourses=di_tssentiallinte

- tei_Writt-NVeltia:devel-oped'_=_ohly'by"3eter,
cise in writing. Drill work in formal grammar

-,===be-toraescr_*--i,inieaninklesa,-=initaervinte-= -Toutine-
Whed===it-li-ditaCCoMPanieiVbir=azi--aCtiVtc-doti=
stientiOuS.=program:-oLcoMposition.iThit--puPild
sbOtili;V-writt-inordertWbeiiread'7andAhe-A-eac4.--

-=,-er=shOtildikesik--tortiet-:_=_Edino-tde;Ain-d_ -return
for correction Abe-:

anningmotiva nu_anctreVisirit--are three
of_ tAnott---4dndanientliF aspects teaching,.
compoSition, and ree w idliare-rnost often
-jidoredlibyPtOdieitead

anningltliO_comp_osis
discussing lea;

vision skills
vision

Trie

Droaa ana compre-
ormsi *on composing

exible_and toe
ere with

nent. C
teacher tea
activi
hoped I
teacher
incru

ac Os a

d ven ually-tile
every d en learn teacher has

ormerly done for him.Tbe teacher _will never
be relieved, however, m'Ahe necessity- of
reading- i era; but in the -eleventh and twelfth
grades should, ideabecome more 41early

evote his attention Ore creative as-
_Vvri iii
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might write a short composition telling how adjective and adverb as modifiers can be pre-
ry, sentéd and practiced in writing. (See "Sentnce

; the concepts of grammar and mechanics atterns rn t e Appendix. )
vocabulary, and simple techniques of composi- . .tion, based upon the reading, become a unified . In the literature from animal sties and
experience for the pupil. Afterthe teacher -has simrIe ta'es of adventure, the pupil progresses
corrected the written work or made suggestions to morematureconcepts found inbiographies,
the most 'enefit is accomplished:in a personal- sho't stories, travel stones, poetry, essays, and
conference 'with the chfld---then the revision plays as be participates in the seventh-grade
done. This is the real learning for the pupil, program. lie reads to discover how others have

- faced the problems wbichhe is beginning to rec-
If, however, the composition has been an Ognize in his öwniife. Impovernent of reading

oral report, emphasis must be placed on devel- skills i necesary in 9rdei to enable the'stunt
oping good speech habits in addition to the-cor- to satisfy his reading interests. A growing
rect coñceptsof ranimar. The audience has vocabulary which 'will enable the student to
the opportunity to- practice listening 'kills sp more mature concepts becomes mCreas-
which.- are different from reading, writing, ingly important throughout- junior Thigh school
speaking Special- attention needs to focus on
teaching skills in this- major medium of com "Thedifficulty-of literature is notto write,
mumcation. At this -stage dictation is recom- but to write what you mean; not to affe'ct your
rnende1 as preliminary to note talcing at senior reader, but- to affect him precisely as YOU
high level. To listen efficiently-pupils-must (1) wish." (obertLou Stevenson)
intend to listen, (2) alert themind, (3) follow
the -thought of the-speaker, (4)ineñtally -ask Control-group experiments at the University
questions,-and (5) fallow up with oral ques- of Minnèsota have démonstratèd that improve-
tions. The appreciation of literature can often ment of a pupil's yocabulary_Systhmatically
be increased through-listening to., it In turn, raises his standing slowly-ir all his studies
listening 'often stimulates siléht reading. Dr. A. C. Eurich conducted this experiment.

Also at -the Lkman Engine ering Laboratory,
Even though the Division &f Séëoñdary Edu- Stevens Institute ofr-TechnOlogy, lioboken, New

cation recognizes the impossibility oi dividing Jersey, Dr .l6seph O'Connor conducted a sim-
the language arts into -separate phases or into ilar experiment. -
peri6ds. of tithe, an artificiaLdivisiomi -into six -z-

weeks periods has been mideto -heI inexpe- Whjle it is possible to think without words,
rienced teachers progress at theapproxithate -it is not possible to transmnit carefully- qualified
rate of speed required to Cover-speCific- areas ideas. Vocabulary needs to be taught systefli!
of the English program. This *uideis intended aticafly, persistently, and with some sort of
in no -way -tO' restrict or- limit the able, exper- long-range plan, beginning in the feventh
ienced teacher, grade.

In grades 7 through 9 all eipenence,points There are several methods-of teaching vo- -
= to this level of schooling as the place toilay3he cabularywhich have been useful. The list below

foundation of the structure of-the simple sei ma be helpful.
tence.=With careful concept teaching and a lim- -

ited quanity of material to èover, the iflstructiin 1. Iàcidental Method. Thi teacher suggestsin these years can be lughly successtul, and oi deiñands that the pupil look up thoseeven more, can buildrespect forgrarnrnar and words in his reading which--lie doesnotthe part-it playsmn good writing. knOW. -

In -grade seven, students should learn first 2. Individual Dictionary Method. Pul?ils are
the subject- and the, verb and become a-dept give a list of words t9 look up with due
in writing all types of sentences in whichthey attentio,n to 'meaning, pronunciation, and
can identify these elements. Next come the derivtion. TeacheFs slould be,ware of
complementS, or completers, and experience sele9ti1g-- them unintelligently in terms =

- shows that the predicate nominative and the of difficultyandreqUeCy.
predicate adjective an best established if- 3. Socialized Dictionary Method. Committees ttaughtprior to the direct object. Direct objects in rotation =look up- words in the reading -
should always be related to verbs Of and rent them.
justas predicate complements are always-re- 4. Socialized Sinonym Apprach. Pupils -
lated- tO subjects. When these three parts of compile a cIMs list o.f all possible á'no-
the simple sentence (subject, verh. connIe- nyms for such-conceits as go, say, fight,

1' . and differentiate shactes of meaning;Thismen, are we estabiished in the many pat- is (fine tonic if it ii dnC shortIybefore
terns in which they can occur, then the simple thTemesorcompositions are due. Ta-

--



et-Avriting=sbecOnieti=a-writing -ediuntiformiltizar
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=more= -practice =4:n):=Ahe_=-AechniqUeeisinf--gb-aVp_en=

evidenced in___ all_ -his writing: = Also, -the= teacher

of--letters. ell of-=:a11-_-iy-ordA_Isect
writing==should -=`be =demanded. -edonnection---
with-=stress_ing tOher-ihas
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Recognize t e_ subject- of_ speech
(nouns and pronouns) emphasizing the subject
as that- which answers the questions "Who or
What did? Who or what is?" Be sure the pupils
understand the difference between a compound
subject and the Incorrect double subject.

Recognize
-
and use natural =and = inverted word

ordet, recognizing introductory theie-and the
interrogatiVe sentence as examples of inverted
word or er.

o ma ave o ex lain a e uide
s, in hea e at each-page
ictionary, are t e fir as words
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During t esu y of subjects and verbs,- the
slow -pupili should be given many short prac-
tices spread-over a number of daily Periods.
Have the pupils write some original sentences;
have them = indicate = the = subjects =and the verbs.
Encourage the Slow pupils to read, and insist
that they follow directions and 13S-accurate in
copying. The section on complete predicates
may need extra drill. Let the-pupils use their
original sentences to illuStrate-this concept.
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ort tones
The short- story has become a popular

of literature in the= twentieth centu ome of
our greatest writers-have tised-it as medium
for informing and-entertaining people; for-de-
picting customs, dress, and= speech of world-
wide _regions; for expressing various philoso-
phies ; and, in -satirical forms, for influencin
government and politics.=

u ges e etmhe



The abler TpUpils-should have much practice
in using a word as different parts o_ f speech.
For -= example, -use ck-as a= noun, =an adjective,,
a verb, or an _adverb:

IC LE'
AMMO

eke o

arison_o-f adjectives an verbs.



-LITERATURE-i' -_shoOld-Aise=us or:_exam leon-_-_preSenthfrt
hm,iambicic air,b_e_refetred

-t -"he miirChing,-_rhkthui"i=andianapestiC,Itti_1,the
!-_galloPing==rhythnt?",-Tapping---fot
be-einployedj_to-i-eniph-asixe,-apiartibularrhk_thni._--

--RhYnies-f_aErfamiliar==_asAliose-:af:liother==-Goose-
---nlaYr-bO,JapP-O-4-JO-EfintradUCO,,-_the- element=:Of
pattern,in --Verke--makin. =

"Christtr'As Carol" (See suggestions for
'teaching -the short story.)

Narrative
41±z_to enjoy,poetry_-_

-should 3_,-07=the-r=point Of einPhaSiSsrin--the-:teachint__-:_,
-----ofvoetty_tthe-junior=highilOVelPOetry=shotild-----_-=

YoungPOOple-5-shoul&-first_af--_-all-lbO4ekpoSedJar,---
obvioussatisfactions-An=_4requent---opportundies:-,
to experience _the _=funraUr-poetrY=---and=tel=ienjak,
its,rhYthin-.f,-Too=i-nuch:emp_haSi-vOlt-4hItechni=-----
Ca litids_af =form, the ife= ofitho=authari-_-=aridt=the

r'interpretatiWofisubtle;Jir-abit--rUseine-atingS------
can hinder -their---=_learning-Aa--enjOyspoet
it _creates -a mood, appeals -to the - senses;
a, story,reiVeals=_the==idgiiifiCantapp.reCiatio

experiences- -that_ are -__- universal_ or - persona_ 1=
Poettk, as:ireal'SignifiCanCe- o s Udell

ci-=mastery In:_ofi=a11--the subject
-matter --liStedz-10,--ethe, stand ard, =lev e4--the= gifted

-Stddent---should=--irOC-ogniw_prOgressive===form-C-Atif
-Ake---ii0b-TIIe=shotildichOW=-hoto-forM,the,per--

feretrtenSes--,aii-

_e= epresen
zexpresses:present-=

-'-n--ekpresses-_custom-ary_

resents action _

t-
°min _titurel

represen
continuing

Oil
e ptesent

resents earl er of
_past = action
remits action

_completed = before some
tire
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PupilsPupls should= continue written =
writing letters,_ reports, -reviews,- descriptions,
and other- forms of creative and expoSitorY
Writing. These compositions, rio_doubt- will be

n simp e u es- o -capitalization s ou
be observed.-Pupils should =have -practice in_the
following punctuation: the_period at the end of
a-statement -aftera breviations,-after -numbers
in_a and-after initials; the comma between
the city and state, betWeen month-and-year, at.
ter saluation and close-of a-frieridly_letter, in a
series,-_between Ev direct quotation,and the rest
of `the sentence; after yes and-no-at the begin-
ning _ofa-sentence; -the- question mark- at the
end of- the _interrogative sentence- and- the.--- ex-
clarriatia point at the_6nd of sentences exPress-

ex=
-----pected-Ete,_write=-1:"essays,7-=but7=estiay_lfreadinvank

essay- writinr:arer-=-6ftewigiven: slight== tittention
The essay is=t1i-e-forni-4or -tea-chili-if the t- art==of-
writing == because= =it= =is so == demanding of -gdozd-

zipersonali- ---expreSsion and-Alfe-
-learhed-Jibilityto-_-=re ectuponw_hat-,one:knows;

ing = str=ong feeling =;= the = apostrophe in contra be Lincoln's o
tions and with possessives; the,colon after the
saluation =of a usiness letter; quotation marks
with tities--simple quotations, and conversation.
Pupils may also ,practice t e underlinin of
titles o boo magazines, an newspapers

Ur er=
green

as api
are e lives of ersona

en coMpositio

spellin -words
m n o
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onfiction
The teacher should prePare to= read aloud

to the class= an article- or an essay. From the
suggested = list= under the standard = level, the
teacher may select from a variety of nonfiction.
The selections have a high interest level and
are of varying degress-of difficulty. Each teach-
er will= determine which ones are best= suited =to
his class-

Bor= = vocabualary building-t e -teacher _may
concentrate on the= study of prefixes. may
need to explain how the prefix of each of these
words = provides a == clue to the = meaning of the
word.- Refer = the pupils-to -the- = article= "More
Word Clues: Prefixes" following -the story
`itrchie and the April Fools" by J. Chute._

es -t e

e _ the e ween- 4an_

rmu a e ini

ones -on

tenia ica revious
e et -a

POSITI

e eac ertfiti see= a 4ftipi
clear-s temen that =they=makereadh-sentence

its-t ==parangra014Ztkat
use_-correct punctuation =fo_r_ Wet



=

appositives, exclamatory words, and for the
possessive case of nouns. The teacher should
provide e xercises in- all the forms of writing ,
previously named, but the work required should
be upgraded 4o meet the intellectual needs of a
particular group.
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time. Th_e= eacher should take time for an
overview of the entire course stressing those
things the pupil should «remember above all
other things.
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__ _-_-__-_ -5. -A-good: chareater"sketch-alwaYs-obs-trves ---:- -_ _------ -- -- _-- -LITERATURE -_- the_la*:--cit coUtteSy;_Wdoes -_ndt-flatter;:'
= --_ it dues__-nott_ridiculc

_-
SinCere_adoration_ Plays

Or=giod;hhnOred :fun-Making- are= always =_- ------

_
-

-:- -Welc-Othe;-iblit"-_-thereig=rieVer-sai--tith5---_for---- -:- =FOr,-=-slow--=puils---th-teadher----_sh-ould- -select
insincerity órz-disc-ourtesy.---- short -_simple-iplaYs-AO-7:readttof-theic;clOss.- Háve

=f_ --liSt-eif-los-drathatic==-re-Cordirigs.---=Soine;_of
--thefirmay-tvantto!dramatizelife-situation&--For oral work the teacher may bring for

discussion one or_two brief character sketches
from books or magazines that the pupils have
read and liked. The teacher should have the --
sketches read aloud _After the reading the
qualities- that made the sentences seem vivid
should be pointed out

-
Use for discussion the following points re,-

garding character comments, and -have the pu-
pils give examples

1. Would=the-twork-4yorn-hands, Vie___rounded-
_ shoulders, And--EthelOhanibling__:gait=b-extie-

-coUrAged-rIlaborer1===_Terhaps,-__-= the "teacher
uldiike lo=suggest-ot erAle

=
_ ADVANCED LEVEL-

_

_ GRAMMAR -- .

The advanced group should Study- the same
subject inatteras that -of the Standard level,
but it should be of greater difficulty; The work ,
Coining from the pupils themselves should be of
higher quality: -Superior pupils= should be re-
quired to write really- worthwhile -sentences
of a -More- complek--nature They can-do-this.
without- necessarily understanding_ the gram-
mar of-the-Sentences they are using. For vari-
ety, pupils e asked to suggests Subjects
-about which _they can write interesting sen-
tences.--

=a-snea -=---- --- awoman -of culture 7--111&I
-it-bul ,=-==- - -an--a 9 ----------- =shou

--, an tet ---a-it ou soor '9 --during=eerOon .
---= -On Italian?-- Wt '---=-' -=---- -frogmen-,

3. How' does one's dress-reveal _c oraiter?_ _IT
e'sliroid

4. w=.--

rag-
e eacher

ichlar type

=

A

Esentences in

the
e pupils an-overview of

e should stress those
t inks the
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en_
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Clemens Adventures of Field âlico Bush
Huckleberry Finn French.- Lance of KananaAdventures of
Tom Sawyer

I, arst CowboyBoots
The Prince and the Gates BlueWillow

- Pauper North Fork
Defoe Robinson Crusoe Gipson Old YellerDickens Crick* on the Hearth Henry Brighty of Grind-Dodge Hans Brinker; or the Canyon* Silver Skates Justin Morgan Had aGrahame

Wind inthe Willows Horse
Kipling Captain Courageous Kiiig of-the Wind

Mistyof ChincoteagieJungle BookMowgli
Jdhnson The BiackSymbolLondon Call of the Wild Kjelgaard AnytitlePyle- The Merry Adventures

of Robin HOod Knight Lassie Come Home
Rawlings -. The Yearling Krumgold . .AndNow Miguel

Onion JohnStevenson Kidnapped
Treasure Island Lanipman - Witch Doctor's Son

-} Tarkington Penrod Lawson Ben and Me
The Great WheelPenrod and Sam
Mr1RevereandlTerhune LadADoj

Lindgren Pippi Longstockingt Verne Around the World
in Eighty Days Lippmcott --Wahoo Bobcat-

- Journëyth the Center =- Phantom Deer
Wilderness Champion-

- of the Earth
Mysterious-Island Lofting Story of Dr. Dóolittle
Twenty Thousand Voyages of
Leagues Under the Dr. Doolittle

- SWallace The BoyS' Be mi McClosky homer Price
Wyss Swiss Family Robinson Mëracken Flaming Bear

McGraw MoccasinTrail S=
- FICTION IcLean Master of Morgaa S

--Anderson High Courage Storm over Skye - S=

Andrews Quest ii the Desert McLelland. Hi! Teacher
4 Quéstof the Snow McSwigan All Aboard for 4

Leopard- Freedom
- 4 Aason SmokyBay Snow Treasure S

Arnier WaterlesàMountains Meader Any title
Bagnold National Mukeril - Gay-Neck 4
Baumnn World of the Pharoahi Nôrton At-Sword's Points SBrink Caddie Woodlawn O'Brien The-Return of Silver

ChiefBuriiford The Incredible Journey
- ivertlie , Dog ofCanfield Uiderstoà Betsy

Church Five Boys in a Cave Silver Chief to theClark Santiago Rescue
Secret of the Andes O'Hara My Friend Flicka

41 Cleary Fifteen Pease Hurricane Weather =- =-Crisp HauntedRef Jinx Ship
JavaWreckmen Long Wharf

Derleth Moon Tenders Secret= Cargo
Desinond Jorge's Journey Pinkerton Adventure North
Dick Tornado's Big Year Price Amazon Adventure-

South Sea AdventureDillon Singing Cave
Underwater AdventureD Bu ois Twenty-One Balloons - Volcano Adventurealk

Farley.
Winter Journey
The Black Stallion

Whale Adventure
Mrs. Wigga of theRice'- Man O'War CabbagePatch

18
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ENGLISH 8

A thorough =understanding of the English
language is necessary for-all students.- At the
eighth grade level the - primary= objective should
be- the development of =-a= solid foundation_
especially irithe basic tools of grammar. = Pupils
will, -therefore, Jae expected' to= -tech-
niques of -correctness- for writing, speaking,
listening, an readin

nee varie

r, =WEE
ND1
DMPOSITIOI' entente; ragmen
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To convey the concept of the paragraph, the
teacher might ditto or mimeograph = as = one
paragraph a three-paragraph article or anec-
dote and have pupils divide it into paragraphs.

To supplement the presentation of the stepti
in writing a paragraph, the = teacher might show
these pupils a aeries_offour film strips in color,
Steps in Building a Paragraph, Society for Vis-
ual Education, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

e teacher will need to stress that a para-
graph is concerned= with one topic, which is
stated in the topic sentence. Pupils= are prone to
stray from the topic, letting one idea lead cas-
ually to the next.-

As a suggested practice to help students stick
to the point, the teacher might ditto or mimeo-
graph several = paragraphs= in which one sen-
tence in each paragraph does not refer to the

=topic= sentence. Have each pupil write on a
piece of paper the sentence that doeslnotbe- -
long. Then have the class discuss-why it does

not belong.= The = following are = examples of -such

Vocabulary should be taught systematically,
beginning in the junior high school grades. For
slow pupils it is== suggested -that each day-the
teacher_write on the =board an unfamiliar =word
that is in some way related to the lesson for
that particular class. With a dictionary in the
hands of =each pupil, the teacher may- have each
one =look up the word. This igives the teacher
an opportunity to instruct the pupils in the use
of the dictionary without their being aware of
it. The first thing they will = note =is that= the book
is assembled alphabetically, for ease in using.
Besides the correct spelling of the word, the
dictionary =gives correct syllabication, diacrit-
ical markings for-pronunciation, the derivation,
the part of speech and the meaning for-that
particular = =part of sPeechall these items the
teachei will need to point out to these inexpe-
rienced learners.



J
-

drill on successive days at longer intervals.-At that he is restricted to the suggested list of the 4thi beginning of each class session, a five or, standard level; he may make other selections
ten minute review of what the class learned that are more suited to the needs and interests
from the previous day is effective, The alert of-the basic group.

-

teacher will tie this review in -with th new
lesson-to be studied. To set down certain prescriptions for a-

teacher and his basic group to be covered by a
The teacher will 'need to make a class list definite time-would be illogice. This guide is

of common errors. Keeping a cumulative file of meant to beusable and flexible to- aid the
each pupil's errors could be a teacher-pupil teachers to do the most -effective job of teach- Iproject. As the need arises, he teacher will ing. The main s&ess is placed on those funda-
explain the correction of these common errorsL mentals of grammar as set forth specifically
It is desirable to give individual help or in- under the "Standard Level." Where the teach-
struction in small groups. It will be necessary er goes -from there; will depend largely upon
to give ample practice in writing and speaking the caliber of-his pupils and the enthusinsm and
to test-the pupils' competence. ingenuity he puts into- his teaching. The key

rr - to this still lies in the hands of a competent
Any devices such as games and jingles -to teacher.

provide repetition -of correct usage are effec-
- -=tive. The teacher will refer the pupils-to the ADVANCED LEVEL -textbook for helpful material of explanation COMPOSITIONthat may be used- successfully after the subject

matter has been introduCed in classroom dis- In addition to the writing program of the
cussion. Exercises for practièe are available in standard level, the following additional supple-
the text. Additional drill is advisable inthe - ment is suggested for the advanced.
form of original sentences .When suCh senten- The emphasis in writing should be placed

4ces have some application to current school
-

interests, they drive home the skill to be chiefly on exposition. Mücli practice is need-learned with increased emj'hasis. ed tO develop good aiagraphsairanging
- sentences according to time-order, space orr,

The -teacher will need to concentrate on a or order of importance, restating the idea of
few basic errors at one time, working with the the topic- sentence in the clincher sentence.
class to eliminate these errors before moving having unity and clearness, It takes persistent- on to others When the pupil has sufficiently effort oa the partof the student to avoid

- progressed, the teacher will cover material empty, padded, overloaded, and illogical séi-
-suggested in the standard level. -tences. He must learn to develop topic senten-

ces by using details, examples, reasons,-=com-
Sftjcesound is important in establishing a parison, and contrast.

correct pattern, the teacher may choose to have' -.. -
a ,snappy oral drill with words that may be The pupil should learn to write descriptions
correctly matchedfor examplè, You don't, based on actuar Observation. He should beable
You are. He does, He is, She does, She is, to state his point of view, give a general im-
Children play, Sue paints. The teacher will, for pression, andsupjort- it with details, using sim-the most part, teach sentence sense through iles and metaphors for effective expression. He
usage rather than by grammaticaV approach. should define terrns accurately. He should be- Practice through sound and repetition will help able to use concrete details in explaining gen-
to instill good usage. eral ideas.

LITERATURE
- In giving a book report the gifted pupil will=

The basic group will study the same unit bi able to evaluate a book, supporting his opin-
ions with reasons.on the short story as the standard. The teacher

will decide how many stories to read, and per- He should be able to take accurate minutes
haps will discuss one in a limited way. He may of a meeting. =
find helpful the information under the stand- Let the bright pupils go far afield in theirard and the advanced levels as well as in the imagination. In one class assignment it might 1

ninth grade advanced section"Plan for the be interesting to_ have the pupils write about
- Study of the Short Story." early life in this section by telling experiences

of early F ttlers. This is a good opportunity
In- general, it is -suggested thr the teacher to do some research in the library.

of the basic level use the suggested list of liter-
ary selections under the standard level, omit- The writing of any group should develop

from their experiences and their reading. Itting selections he thinks are not particularly will be a correlation of all phases of the lang-
suited to his class. However, this does not mean uage artsreadthg, writing, tools of grammar
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arid=niechanicsiand--thinking. Gifted:pdpils are
ofteirver_bose. 'By idrasticall Lifting theittpara-
graphs- aho-w -them -the- need- =for --conciseness,-

-for== choosing -exact- words, -and-fortdeveloping----
good sentence structure.-

----The :teacher: Must:require _legible-, :neat:writ-
ten= work. He -shoul &see-tha_the -1i upil- corrects
bad- =penmanship through -- regular
tices found =in the-±penmariship:bbOklet.

---';Distussion--:Ofs:COMPOSitiOn be given- _

in:detail again _forthe---mostimportant concepts
forthig -leVel 1;a1/0 beenindltided:=The!folltiyinr-
siX-weeks'-p-eriodstwill,have--compositionlisted,-
and =it-- will be- _left_lo--the teacher'S: decision --to
teach according -to =the= needs an-d-IntereSta= of
thei-pupilsatany:xiven-lime._-:Of;courseizthein-

-struttiont-ninst-stre-sa- thei-acquilsitiorr-of-_;nevu:
words and -learning :to ap correctly,Jle
grammar= and theAliechanics-,__- as: -well- as-rtech--
mques

In= addition to reviewing the basic-Parts of
the- sentence,= the = gifted pupil

an use aralle
should -under-

tr ctiontl cons u . should
ale to vary sentSnce= patterns =to increase -=

lation-totplotrand--characterization.,-To recog-
nize-the:theme-they must be_ able todetermine-
ther-valuta-Vhich,_Constitute the basic =idea of-
the-: story.1Teaoh_ pupils :the'e concept:of --zatmos=--
Phere _bY7-deterinining-the_ mood of-Tthe- :story,
PoinCot:th6_tY-0--es-f_of whim-
sy, farce, overstatementit arid: itont---Help the
pupilsAeterthinefh-ow 7 symbolism shelpS convey
the meathWo_f_the story.-:

"The--MarrWithout
a Country. " tStart-thetstudy-tgivint some-his,_

ttorical =backgrOurid=efore the story-Tia-assigned-
for Sileritreadirig.-::DiScUSSions reports -On the
aifficulties -of the -new country,__ the Napoleonic
Wars= inittope,11-,the confliCta=with both= Britain
and= -France, _theE-putchitgeof ntottiMarik=the---iri-
-trigues=:in :the --Wed -that- indl udedtSPamards,
Frerithiterritancl-=--Americatsthese---:form the
backdrop--ior-nsettinr==for--theopening of this
storY.t ita-report-On,Aaron-z_BOrr,alone_=would-

, give-althoWstifficient- =_backgroundtand--:-might--
__-_createimdretttetestthan=a=more

torical discussion.
'The leacher may want to staft the reading

of the story orally, at least through that point
whereNsfilan-- stbeen i en= sen ence and

e cou is st journe

-exekcise- o lowin elor er o the
narrative;haVe -classAirep-are n= inform

a
1

o_ u irs value- of
he eadirigs i_n theta

ear eve o e es sty
opening unit t e_a vanced-grou
want-to read all short-stories in
t -is= expected that each- tea-c er

the' capabilities of his _own =_c
as_muc erial as =time= -wi
the-reit ing_ of these storiea,

ro a
anthology

consider
resent-

om
shotld

-learn-to appreciate -the-hurnan=values-im licit
in-li eratiirt and-the literary devicei

amp
for =it_ consi
patriotism.

-man mast av eelin
to a-communi

udV aids to =star

-the story,
stories of
at - =every
o a fam-

ethe
is direc-

niques-used to communicate these values -Oral
_reading by both teacher and-able-PUPils =is _an-
essential activity in_the teaching_ofthe-appreci-

-aeon of literature .

Teach for the pupils' undeMtancling of the
wide range of subjects, characters, and settings

_pbSsible in the short story.
_ -

Show the pupils how = a combination-of plot,
charactem, setting, -theme, tone, itrnosPhere,
Mood, and point-of-view= creates -a single- im-
pression. Give them as much-Practice-as possi-
ble-in developing these-concep e more-sto-
ries they read,_the more practice t have
in- studying =plot, have-the pupils determine the-situation recognize details-that -advance the
-story and interpret signs = that = anticipate the
outcome. Point_ out that surprise = endings are al-

-ways intriguing. In learning about character-
ization,-the pupils should note details impor-
tant in character development. = Point out to
them the universal nature of == common experi-
ences that mold character_ and advance maturi-
ty. -Be certain the pupils corisider setting in re-

Draw = attention to the way-the = story =is told,
to the story as a story: Being able toAiscuss
tethnique this= way_ adds another_tdimension
to appreciation and to enjoyment. Some teach-
ers may feel thatbein overly analytical before
a s o 's read, or w e it being-read, takes
away from _the= emotional effect .Ali a teacher
feels that using the skills box on "Ways of Tell-
ing =a Story" will-be snore effective just= before
discussing these questions-rather than before
the-story is- assigted for reading,== he should not
hesitate to wait and use it at that point.)

Bring_the story up-to-date by having =a = =panel
discussion, followed by experiments =ilr writing.
For-example, instruct the pupils to =find the
passages = - =in -the= text that =tell how-much -of
American history Nolan =missed during his life-
time. Review the main - events he - never knew
aboUt. Have the-m imagine= that this story of
Nolan's imprisonthent began in 1900 and ended
at the present time. Ask, "What would be the
main events of _history, the inventions, and
other- changes in_ life he would not
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know about?" Or, some of the pupils might Identify metaphors, similes, allegories, and
wish to put the answers in the form of a con- parables in poems.
versation with Nolan. Others might like to dis-
cuss or write how a twentieth-century "Man Write compositions wherein ideas in poems
Without a Country" story might differ from a are compared or contrasted with their
nineteenth century one. OWn.

Grade on comprehension, expression of ideas,
Stress the importance of adding new words and logical reasoning, pointing out gram-

encountered in the story to the cumulative vo- tflatical errors.
cabulary list. Give periodic check-upsto deter-
mine the pupil's competence in using new ADVANCED LEVELwords.

COMPOSITION

SECOND SIX WEEKS Regular weekly work should continue assug-
STANDARD LEVEL gested for the first six weeks; Practice develop-

COMPOSITION ing and polishing paragraphs whenever there is
r time released from practice on grammar.

See discussion under first six weeks.
GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR The bright pupil should -have no difficulty
Review of agreement of subject and verb with the complements andthe kind of verbs

used in conjunction with the study of themReview of complements 4

1. Direct and indirect objects (in "actor- He should be able to use asingular or a plu-
action-goal" type of sentence) ral= verb according to the meaning of the sub-

ject when it is a collective noun. He must- know2. Predicate nominative and predicate ad- that- singular verbs are used with nouns plural Ijective (in "equation" type of sentence) in form but singular n meaning
Explanation of transitive and intransitive

verbs in conjunction with the study of the corn- In addition to correct use of pronouns he
plements should understand the intensive and reflexive

uses of compound pronouns. He ujes pro-Correct use of personal pronouns nouns in the possessive case to modify gerunds.
Formation of plurals and possessives of He must- be able to use a pronoun as an appos-

itive and make it agree in case with the wordnouns and pronouns with which it is in apposition. He must use=the- correct pronoun forms in comparisons- He
LITERATURE makes his pronouns agree with their anteced-

"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" (suggested ents in person, gender, and number. These
concepts should be put to practical use in his

time: Halloween) writing.
Teach what a legend is. Distinguish between

LITERATURElegendary and historical tales.
S Since Halloween occurs in October, this

Narrative Poems would be a suitable time for "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow." (See the detailed discussionHave pupil state the meaning of each poem of treatment of the short story for the first six

he reads. weeks.). The clasi wi1l enjoy Irvings sly and
quiet humor. The characters will provide good

Suggested poems from text: topics for discussion. Many unfamiliar words
will need to be added to the vocabulary list."I Sing the Pioneer: Daniel Boone"

Guiterman - Narrative poems suggested for the standard
"Lochinvar" Scott make a good start -for the advanced group, but
"Paul Revere's -Ride" --------- ..Longfellow the bright pupils should have no difficulty in
"Western -Wagons" -------- ---------.._...Benet reading all ten of the poems listed on page 594

in Adventures for Readers, Book 2, Olympic
Suggestions for the study of narrative poetry edition. "Evangeline" is not studied until the

fifth six-weeks' period.
Note figures of speech to eli&t pictures of

=

concrete objects. In the study of poetry the advanced group
should be able to distinguish between narrativeIdentify and discuss symbols and ideas that and lyric types of poetry. They should con-

they represent. sider the use of literary devices to project im-
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and onomatopoeia) -.---_They_come
-understand--_- that----econoMY--_-and =- Precision -_are
-Characteristics r=-of-7=p6-etie--style---and-Qthativordt ,-
--fit=patterns----0U-rhythmu-and=-- rhyme.
-preciate-humor in poetry: --The- teacher - perhaps- --
will want z:-Abi-act-inairit<them -'with-suhdiVisions--
of-the--narrative:_poetrY,=offiexample_theballad,_

etiasing="the-jballak-theteather-__Mity--telFahouti-_
=t6picsffor_rballads-4--thurder,-=horror;_ gallan-out-
laws, jealous lovers, =and= heroic deeds: __

_-_ -As ion- the- pre - reading, the
-_-teadher:_-ma-y--=ask-ithe-:- pupils to: do two

things-_;-(1) _Go-13-ack_-over the story,----noting=
the= jtimpin=liMe.1 (2)=:DiScuSs_s-hb* this
story==lnight,--be-=:presented---ion--_-ntelevision,
deciding--thoW--smooth tranSitions__,Might-le

flaShbacks- and-- _baok-into the
Present.A-Howimight the-star b-eiused,_for

-example-4-11_

oo ='-ithe==leacher:-may =recommend .

lhat---include--=thit-th'eme-rof - love--and ;_ciand sha
-=

e-rEtritt s - and = Man of =the :Fan:My
Ralph Moos

-M
1erria,ai &ighter-
Hie -t6-the5 unterv_ J esse-- Stuart

_ Swisi=FsmilY=RObinson Wyss
-rTheir-Linf ed- to- Laugls __ - _ Kathryn==Worth

upils should state the meaning f--- each
poem read.

THIRD:SIX:-WEEKS:,"_
STANDARD-LEVEL-_-___

COMPOSITION

-Seeldiselission5un er; ix-=_wee

ound'" .

6em__and
=stormrine' a

ent e c

onjugation

nctua e comm
wion

.r e ressions
uotations an 1

erecord
pupi

ollowin se e ons are sujgges
appropriate ones for t e season:

ristmas Day in the Morning'
nowboun

gestions or
orning" -

A discussion ris as
olidays __and = = how= life's memocentersUc days May in

this selection e teacher= m
class whether they_ remember a

oli tha was f r t -ern ei
enjoyment or sorrow. e mi
Lincoln Steffens and =his account o
Miser-able Merry Christmas," whic some
may remember froth Adventures or Read=
era, Book =l__(and = =if they =do not, the teach-
er may want to read it to them now.)

The pre-reading hint = =and the author
box should be introduced at an- -early
point.

neces-
e, met-

e =the
e right
words

e--class-may---:_h-aVez the
____6

-Ort =and parts they

VANCED:LE
COMPOSITION

-The writing is a continual process correlated
with all phases of the language arts. The dis-
cussion for the firs_t six= weeks should be suffi-
cient.

GRAMMAR

In the= study of verbs--conjugation, moods,
voicethe teacher will decide from test results
and from observation how much = drill on= verbs
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le 'needed.-- Make= thig,-drilHargely---sindiVidUal
with -statlentg_-werking--_- in -pairs= --or in =

gro_upSAo----eliminate-the_--_-errors-; they-7attually-
= =

ExcuSe from- _drill_ on- punctuittionr-and==eap-i=
italization pupils-__-Who--make-=-1_0_0_ per sent- -on --
thei- diagnostic --_:_testz-: and-sregularly=-_use-_ =correct --
pUnctUatiOn -and-OapitaliZationiNhen-ImPilti
are -±_n-ot--:=-practicin-g= -ontmechanicS,-----they-l-should
profitably:Bp en&the-=-Iithe mriting_paragraphsr-

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Weekly writing = = continues with = increased
emphasis= on vocabulary words and = spelling de-
mons.

= GRAMMAR

The study of the compound sentence, its
structure and =punctuation,= = will be = chiefly re-
view. Move on as rapidly as = possible = into the
verbals.

LITERATURE-
For this period the literature selections

would be= the= game as for the = standard: "Snow-
Bound" -provides excellent opportdnity for
developing descriptive paragraphs.

The teacher, Tperhaps, =wi11 start-reading the
-poem to the class, or use a recording of it with
the pupils-following=in their textbooks Arnold
Moss'- reading (Many Voices 2) Study_the-fig-
urative-language for the- purpoge -of showing
that e poet projects an idea with the =fewer

_wor

--P_ontout--_two7important-purposesin-prosent=
ing__ -verbalS =the= elitninationot=senteifce_ltitg--
mants=anditheimprovementfofrokpteSsion,-;--

=

-_=

In the advanced group the pupils need to
find ways in which to express themselves with
greater = variety _and == force. = Th-e study of verbals
will be interesting and helpful.

Review using correct modifiers and preposi-
tions.

correct mo 'era an d prepositio the = =essa
anization-an
a e

F

LITERA

Biographies, Articles, an ays

See scussion under advanced level.

Suggested list:
ub Pilot on =the issippi"

"Flying the Mail"
"Yes, Your_Honesty" --
"Amazing Habits of Anti"
"The owards Never Sta. d"

a_ s Their Book"
is in the Telephone"-
amed It"

"Mr. Chairman" Gilbreth
"The =Night=the Bed-Fell"

cussion-un six weeks

The-ccimPlex4entenie-aii-

-Revie*V--of -relative- -pro_ noului and -subo-rdi=
atuconjUnttioifs_,
Review of-case =forms -_of = relativtriand inter-

rogative):_pronounc

Study of adjUctive, adverb,- and -noun ilattOS:
Correction of clanse-__fragnients;

f=,Punctuationiotsentences-,v_fith adjective and
-adverh=clauses

arkwabi
Lindbergh
Papashyily

13a

"Earth -!_
"Father=
"14061--= eck-

_and-=Carey
-- Thurber
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LITERATURE-

"EVangeline"See d_irectionS for the "Ad-
vanced=Level."---

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Continue collecting new words to spell cor-
rectly and to know their meanings and `to-use
correctly. Stress-diction.-_Thisis a_good-time_to
review the wordsfrom the special vo-cabulary
sections following the selections_ in the- anthol- -
ogy. See the index summarizing the vocabulary
-building sections on pags 585 Of-Adventures
for Readers, Book 2, Olympic isdition. Continus
the- writing of good ,paragraphs,- using some
newly-acquired words in a naturarway.

GRAMM
Fo_r == this period `it--that-the-la

vancedgroup- saMS: dyt,plani:sts-
theithridard.--

the-rvocabularyz-section --Sntitled nords
Recall_ Old -__Stnries"-= the-reit:a good-f-oPporttinity
fOrioral;:disctiSsionrofitnrieibehiii&viotd-r=---1=-:

_ WOrds=foil:Lvodablilary building are listed =in_
the = Teacher's_ - Manual for -Adventuria-----=1for
Readers-,=Book 2.

Rending: -Workshoi2,- =Page 44 =use
Exercisezil=t-n- "NotinuRefer=
ince of Pronnuns."'- This exercise=- concerns lit-

Peonnun --referendetinithat
using- to the :-Studentfrequently _prove_ --co

reader of poe

es 1zai
ac e

Makecertain that the upils can identify
the pa where the- mood changes:

Thepoem abounds in suitable es = o
speech which call for study and clarification.
The poet has appealed to the = eye an e ear
through-figures of speech. -

For- an historical look-and comparison take
up with the class the post-reading study
section.



--AD'VANCED_-LEVEL
COMPOSITION-

Overview:-

By the -.rend of --the- school year -the eighth _

grade -pupil =at ilevel-_=should =be
able to_do_---a-7creditable-pieee-CCexpOSitOrY-- Writ-

averaging__ _about -125- words. -His --__- para-
graphsrshouldhaverdetailkr=eicampleg,:rreasoria,
and -comparison =_;_and"-cniitraSt=jiw deV=e1Oping-_
topic = sentences: -_-_The-_-sententea =of the-Tara-1_
graph-rshould"Jaa-arranged"-accordingr to time- -_orderi spa_c-The=-inip_ortance.-_,Th-e--
pupil==_shouldbe_ careful= ta-restate-the -idea=of -
the--tOPic---senterine;ine his dlindher4entence,-and:
to maintain-Eanity-rand--tle-arness.--Hernshotild=b-e-
nothOetnnt=in-_--,usirig_Tatallel:_canstructiOn---_--and_-
in.- usingJa-ried=-'ientenne--p-atterns,t6 =increase=-
effectiyenn)---1--- -1= ==-

hisf-=:a-kplan-ations- -=the -advanced -student
-13-e-;=able=to----1-efine_=-termslaec-uratelarid-=

to-iexplain-_gentraLldeas,AftridAmpreSSiorik-_-attP-- =
-porting-tkeM*ri

logue, action,: and-the-- incidents of the-
that he _can-.-rappreciate -humor :and =-irony; :and=
thatrhelnotes---thespecial,requireMentS0f:radia

= andteleviSion

-Afteriiia_r-diSnuSsion r'LLplays _on_ TAr-i read to-=-

__- tether =the-- == introductory study= -aid- "Readin-g-
PlayS'I-lAilventurekfor Readetai,Book

Explain= that italiciied _parts-of- a --Play __should
-not kerskiP-ped-in-reading, -forthere-_-_onalnds-=

= actions= described-,-rPoint-out that-a-Iplay=consista
of_talk-and action._Mentionpantothine,and-=
plainit. --

-- -Suggest_ that-aa-they?readthey-shouldr-Stop!
occasionally-to-think whicIL,personsiirthatlasa
W_Ottld4beitzfitther_Y-akioa-s-7Part-s;_-=Mte-r_--reading-=-

= thrOugh---the-f,-Play-,,rlet--Ike_--41-06ntn=nboose-the-r7-
-_cast =an_d th =e_ director:- Then- let them _stage= a =_

-_-_---

escription-shou
detail& He -shoul
giving a general-impressio
with = detail using-similes
effective eX ressio

agazinee or
or

in

-o_Witlangta

m
kasicsprin"ci
be=-anderithe

-1

express easii

-It As-,
_whether= _cover _ ziniggestiona for- grammar
under=the_ -ridard= 7- ---

--ITERATURE-

Play
In the stu y of drama, the =pupil =must= under-

stand that-in a production of= a play the set-
ting, dialogue, action, costuming, lighting, and
sound- effects - combine to= produce a= unified ef-
fect.

The- -13iipb:sholild- distinguiihrbetWeen trag
edy antElnotnedY--__and- betWeen irealitnn--"and

H_ e must be able =to follow the plot, noting
the importance of details, and he must deter-
mine the theme.

The teacher must make sure that the pupil
notes the revelation of character through dia-

Alcott_

_Brorite-,-C.-
Clothe-its' =

Cooper

Eight Cousins
Little =Men=
Little Women
Old Fashioned Girl
Rose in Bloom
Jane Eyre
Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court

Huckleberry Finn
The Prince and the

Pauper
Tom Sawyer
The Deerslayer
The Last of the

Mohicans
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Defoe
Dickens

jackson
Janies
Kipling

re
anire
a

Howard
owa

ower

-Ro Wan-Yam,. _

Junior -Miss=
Burma Rifles -
Yankees:ow_ he :Run

_caddie -WoOdlieWn-
The=IncredibleiJonrhey

--SOn-g-=Of thelreyagent
Understood Betsy

=

-Whim
-Lathrop



Lippincott
McDonald

McSwigan

MalVern

Wilderness_ Champion
The _Courting =of
Ann Maria

All Aboard for
Freedom

Behold Your Queen
Dancing Girl
The Foreigner

_ Girl Named Ruth
Tamar
Wilderhess Island
Jim Davis
Any Title
Carajou
Big Tiger and Christian
Patriot hi-the Saddle
Falcons of France
Lsland of the Blue -

Dolphins
Green Grass of

Wyoming
My Friend Flicka
Thunderhead

Grenvilles
azik:er

r ventiir
urricane- eat e

"nx-
eam oa
issouri

Terhttne
Tharp

Ullman
thidegraff
Waldeck=

-Lad:-A Dog
Ch-amplain; JsTorthwest
= Voyageur=
Bannerin -the__S_k- y
TraVeler's=Candle
Lb:MS=4E111e Iitmt_

= The White Panther_
Winter Wheat--i: ____=_

-Mattl_Tyler's Chronicle
The;Gauntlet=--
Meha-wkIValley
CresSI-DelahatitY:_-_
'The-Friendly_

Persuasion
Gentlenten, -Hugh- :
Up Teriscope
-They :Loved to =Laugh

Masefield
Meader
Montgomety
Muhlenweg
Nolan
Nordhoff
O'Dell-

Walker__
Webb'

_elch=

_O'Mara

-Dori uixo
vitnte

n= =of= Thunder
c en

merica's Robe
e

°newel' Jac on
raham Lincoln

aniel Boone _
arcus and Narcissa
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-ENGLISH-1V-
- _ FIRST-SIX-MEEKS

--Acquiring-the _basic -fotindationsz in grammar
=the -most

_ iniportant'obligation-of Ahezthinth- grade--_-pupit.
year= lie

ity_AbAno*'-porsonallythe-enjoyfoot- of
tofienielthe-gatisfadtion-_--_that c-Ozheifirom-'being::_-
ablCi-to--1,write--=--and==to--Speak-effectiVelY = with
assurance;- _and - =to-=develop the= ability -to an- __

Adeat-Ahatistome-Ao--
him throUgh--all the:sentes, _-:= -1-

2. --LogicaLplan-,of-development

Thtrwhole-r-ipoint inlearnint about -words
-an-cVseritenc-eszis-to_-_use -them: properly in
Avriting_r-zarid__ Frequent ----themeS-

--should--lheiiaSaigkedUo-that,the pupil learns
=to_-_,-arringe-his---mateiial'and-AO=:deVelop--his
ideaS'zin-addOrdante--= -with= seine __
ligicaLPlan-Thisinvolves=spUcial=emphasis
upow::_-=tranSitional- expressions -- --and-__IPara-
graphsjeading=t0:azolizi_--=

ortelationswitliliterature- =

It -is-stggested-thatthe-teacher=draW-the
subjett-_-inatter=r- -his-ithezzies -from_ the
rimaterial the =class- is_reading,-z-since_=-the-PU-
pil-±:_in-tthe_-_Inifith==rgrade haClittle

_--thoUghtful_experience_

owle s ellin es
ac

oca U a

Ou d a rfropei
ioria as a furida=

mental= part of= =his-- programin
composi ion; ord-- origin-,- Unti-
nynis, synonyms,--as well -as-pro-
nuriciationi meaning, and usage
should be = included:

RD STUDY

Before going directly into the Writing of
paragraphs: the teacher may_ start with =a talk
and diScutsion cif words in this manner.

=

Something- like what we mean should never
be == considered - equivalent to what we Mean. --
Giorge Herbert Palmer (Place- this quotation
on the-board.)

Expository writing

During this term, topics of _more =than_one
paragraph = should= be assigned= with atten-
tion to planning, to- connectivOi etween
paragraphs, etc.; but the= assignments and
planning should be confined to expository
writing. Pupils shoul begin developing
fhe paragraph bithe different methods.

"Yo may _observe all the customs and= cou 1%

tesies =of -- pleasant = conversation and -of friendly
letter writing u may be able to plan a com-
position or a Story. You may have interesting



-opinions and be able--,to,outline_- them clearly
a-dn -convincingly. You may do theie-things,_bnt
there-is-still another that you =mud- master
you wish to -hold-i the interest-of=youraudience
yOu_-i--_-wish--_ to __bold the of yont-
audience. ---= You --must -n-exPress--=_ yourself by
means of -t the-- right words. 7-If=== your cO

HOMONYMS s ,
Suggest homonyms for _words in the listibe-

-= low. Write sentences using correctly the ,wordi
-at --_-_-_ --given and its -homonym. Underline the pairs-

of -Words;

,

m- alter- _

spositionS---or- _letters =-7:haVe --koundect----flat =and brake - to
uninteresting; and if they _--i have :-_disappointed -

,--

die _
_ -- iN11V

rite
keryou itisjUSt=-POSSible :Yon= have notdiscovered , -_ _heir: -_ -:_ ---- _ -__theit

-_- --tii-s-ek-e-ts--orifitere-stirigi-WordsDo-fidt be SatiS- le-d-= _--, '_ '7 bridle
fied-to=f-nse -_=Words -that-rar6-_-nearly-_-_right;ijin,- __- our ' _- lueddld-

rap-- -, meetstead-use -words that7are-r_ekaCtlYright_=Every- -: ,- -seeri --- -- . rod,.one has_three-rvocabularies-: a=-reading_a---writ, -_ ---r _taii- _- _ __-- === -prific:pal--=. - _
mg, _ and_r_A speakingz=votabularY._-_-Try-tmake___ _i_ --_=

through

your smallest become as large as-your-largest
now is. _Words are interesting, and our speech
and our writing become more and more alive
and vivid as we become conscious of the fine
shades of -meaning we may give to our
thoughts by- ineans of them.

--"f\ro--itudY_ --pays so-- well in-_-thel_= end-- aS-tlie-
stofff -Of -Vordsi-and-theseiareithe years-_16r=you

--to_i-be:-Ji_uilding=_Ji -At storehouse of words that
N-irill=--cp)=-I

___ --things you are -=learning_
:----a--- thinking.__As you build vocabu1ary

To u 'will :Tiee- yourself iitv:irit-self-expression.

What impressions do the following words
make? Suggest how they came into use. Skill-
ful writers frequently make use of words like

album anit-or --
these.- Use thenvin-seritences of your

vnch
-:, - l_ _

bang jingle
babel macadamize buzz . murmur
bloomer manuscript clang rustle__
boycott martial - clatter swish
camera meander growl tinkle
cereal mercury grunt; twitter
circus pasteurize hiss whizz
dunce vulcanize him
-



Rewrite the sentences with better expressions.
-1. If you paid ten bucks, you sure were

gypped.
2. -Cut it out!
3. I'll say!
4. Sure thing-1
5. I'll tell the whole wide world.
6. That plan's not so hot.
7.- That sure is a heck of a mess.
8. Isn't that just too precious!
9. The party sure was a swell blow-out.

10. That book's a wow. You won't be stung
on it.

-For each one of the- following expressions
_ _make: a- list of words that would expresi more

vividly the idea: Write as many as yOu can.
1. -He went down the street.

-2.- She looked-slowly at-the building.
-=-= 3. She-said.

4.- The child-Watched the-bird.

your=
udy carefully=stons---of the-in _-
hook- until ---younlia,,e-a- clear=m-ent-al-tipic-

- ute:=of what the-artist is= ayingi=witlfbrtiShantr-
or-,with=his_ ca-mera;--Then-Make--_-a-s-Avord

idture =Ofi--the--sceiwAging words= that= =will in-
==tefiestingly -describ-e-ttlfe-_-_picture-=andfyour4eel,

_ -ink - about-it. Noticei'that=the=artiitho-OSeSide7
tails-that fit-iintollis-,:picc_ure
Atidel-_-_a single _feeling.-__AVhat layys---ofccitnpoSi= _-=a he -Observelr-Show=in=your -paragrap

__ =-the =feel =ing you find =in the- picture Relheinher
=your- =topic -sentence. Rend- -your= composition
=aloud- to your- zroup,- and -let:lour :dlamithatek-

Our choice -of -Words and- deta4

few- sentences make_ a -word nidture of
someplace that is familar- to -you:- Condense
-kW picture: Select words carefully- in
t -tthey- may sar-exadtly=exactly-what you__ want Aheth

_ _ _to- Can you make yOur -picture appeal to
---- sight and sound and __smell and touch and

taste? Bring out single impression, and- -try -to-
_--m_ake your-reader feel just as you do.

-_Sttggettiozist_

-_ 'f. A street in the rain
-g; The river at sunset

-73-. A meadow in the
rain

4. The lake in the
moonlight

5. A'cloudy day_
6. Early morning
7. Any others that the class might like to

-write about.

GRAMMAR

During the ninth grade the pupil should be
reminded that he has this year and only one
more to equip himself sufficiently in mechan-
ics to meet the requirements of eleventh and
twelfth grade English. A thorough and con-
stant review of all work done in seventh and
eighth grade English will- be necessary. This
review will amount actually to reteaching.

1. Review parts of speech in connection
with the simple sentences and direct quo-
tations.

2. Review punctuation of simple sentences
and direct quotations. Put special empha-
sis on distinguishing- the difference be-
tween the direct quotation and the in-
direct quotation.

-3. One of the best = methods of teaching
capitalilation is in connection with com-
position.

LITERATURE

1. Sho-rt stories: a- unit of lected short
stories from the anthology,= = Adventures in
Re.ading, = Olympic= edition, =by= Lodge and Bray-
mer. Harcourt, Brace and Company, publisher.

All= nineteen stories here are excellent for
the teacher's purpose -- to interest pupils in
reading for the pleasure of story-and to make
his pupils aware of- character, plot pattern,
conflict, climax, theme, etc.

2. Suggested stories:
"Clothes Make tlie Man" ......___Duv-ernois
"Dan =Peters and Casey Jones" __Schramm
"The Ransom of Red Chief"-____0. Henry
"The Lady or the Tiger" Stockton
"The Necklace" _____DeMaupassant
"The Apprentice" __Canfield
"The Silver

3. Suggested activity: newspapers and mag-
azines

Since newspapers and_magazines are among
our most vital means of education, surely some
time should be allotted tc teaching proper use
and evaluation of-these news media of com-
munication. Periodicals -may be used in vocaI)-
ulary st.t.dy, outlining, paragraph development,
and = prods writing.

The short story is probably the most attrac-
tive kind of literaturS that an English class
studies. Although one major purpose of the
short_ story is entertainment, there are many
other values that have governed the choice of
the stories in this unit. They offer information,
ethical lessons, and a wide range of characters
deserving of discussion and analysis.
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For = most pupils at
S the ninth-grade level

the approach should be on the basis of values
other than the technical aspects of short story
construction. Pupils -should understand- such
terms as setting (approximate time and place),
characters (the persons involved), incidents
(things that happen), and plot steps (the se-
ries of incidents that make the framework of
the story). Perhaps it- is not worth class- time
to classify stories= as stories of =plot, action,
character, setting, idea, emotional effect, or
other category. A study of the list of require-
ments for the short story as laid down by
Edgar. Allan Poe perhaps is better -left to- a
later time. There are a few who may wish to
discuss the term denouement or to talk about
single line of action, unity of impression, etc.

The stories presented -in -this-unit are all
equipped with plots that have a beginning, a
middle, and an ending. None -is of Ithe "plot-
less" or "slice-of-life" variety. An- exception
is "The Lady -or the Tiger?' Because of its
very nature it is an unusual typé.-Thé= teacher
will need to stress its unu. !lel qualities.

In teaching any short story_ the teacher will
need to-- vary -the discussion approach from
story to -story to- avoid the deadly- monotony
of eliciting- details which-piece together inci-
dents in the order of their occurrence.

Found in the Teacher's Manual for Adven-
tures in_ Reading, by- Lodge, Braymer, and
Potell, pages-1548, are some-suggested-begin-
nings especially suitable for teaching the shor
stories fOr th;-i unit. Most of them-can-be used
with any--of the stories- To--avoid repeating
them- for ea-ch story-they are illustrated-as they
apply to_ The= Lady or the -Tiger-?"= The
teacher-;may--wish to vary these openings from
year to year or with different classes by mod-
ifying them to fit another of the fifteen ap-
proaches suggested- here. Some of these are
suitable,- too, for use witb other-literary forms,
such as the drama- or the novel. Variation of
discuisiori patterns will bring new life and
spontaneity into student reactions.

1. The character projection device: Nearly
everyone identifies =himselflZwith 1characters in
the stories he reads, and here is one- way- to
use this experience in a classroom situation.
Ask for volunteers, or select individUals who
will answer questions. One student is- "King
for the Day" or "Princess for- the Day" or
"Young Man for the Day." One girl becomes
"Lady Behind the Door for the Day" or even
"Author for the Day". Have class members di-
rect-questions Ito them, which -they must answer
in the-first-persorf, staying as clese as possible
to the facts -in the- story. Sample questions for
the Yoting Man-to answer might be: "Why did
you let yourself fall in love with the princess
anyway? Didn't you know it would be danger-

ous?"- For the Lady Behind the Door a good
question- is: "Which door did you want-the
young man to open, and why?' To keep the
giggling to- a minimum the teacher may insist
that the pupils think and talk for the char-
acters, not for themselves.

2. The approach through character: Have
the pupils decide which- character faced the

problem or- had -the- hardest decision
to make -- the king, the princess, or the young
man. Having- decided _this, the- class should
then- attempt to list- what they know about
this person, with a class secretary (who can
write legibly) noting each item on the board.
Further, there should be proof in the story for
each item agreed upon. Students should be pre-
pared to off this proof.

-3.- TheAcey_ -word- opening: Write the word
semi-barbaric on the- board. Tell the pupils
that-this-mord- is--a key to the- actions ,of the-
people:An: the -story. Have --them- -use it Tin --the
first- sentence ofa -three!or-four minute _para:--
graph-_-which-they-lnirite: about- one=Air several
of-the-charactersiinr-the -Story-.--HaVefa-inumher-
-of--the--_Paragrapha read aloud Branch out

-_fromAh-es-eia-greementsZan-d:_disagreements-intO
=_ an ekploration--rof-Other elements-of the,stort-

-=

4-.--.Theikey-iphrasexliSeuWton=_-§tgrter:-__Write-
on _the-- board: the-

=t- decreesof an impartial aniU=Incorruptible,
chance; -Askitheipti_pila tta-ell-,_Wh they-under-
stand-to heAhez meaning of --this- phrase and the
meaning-of the:wordscl-tereesvimpartial, and
irie_orrutitible.i-B4ve=Ahe_m--tell-why-thia-ThraSe-
is a key=to 's-om-e of-tlwraostimportanti-actien-

Anzit eistork:--Branch_ out from this_nrinto-signifi-
cant --!aspects-ef theistery-..-_thesseniibarbari-c--
people, the things that indicate their isemV
barbarity,: the- problem Anvolfed_ and: how -it
Would_ besettled- today, and Jhe,iritent of the
-author as indic-atedliri,the tOne- of--the writing-
arid=the -en=ding_ of the -story,

5. The approach b prOblem: What are the
problems- that make this story memorable?-
The first problem, and that starts all
the others, is that the princess falls in -love
with someone below_heristation. What is she to
do? What is the young man to do?-Whatis the
kingito do when -he -finds out? What is the
princess to-de_When she_learrls the secret of the
doors? And finally, of course, how does the
Story end? Tr ir te have- the class isolate- and-
identify each of _these problems in their own
words.
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6. The separate phase composition: Ask
each row to write, for Ifour minutes only, on a
separate phase of the story. (If you prefer, let
individuals choose their topics.) Assigned top-
ics such as these go on the board: "The King
as a Ruler", "The Justice of the Trial", "The

I



Dilemma of -the Princess', "My Version of-the
Ending". Have a number of students read their
papers aloud, and comment ou the better-writ-
ten ones. Perhaps, the teacher will select a
"best in the row' and put grades into his book
for all compositions read ; he can skim-grade
the others.

7.. The what-did-I-learn? approach: Try to
get pupils to volunteer things that they learned.
ed. If the response is slow,-prompt them by
asking =what they learned about this fictitious
kingdom, about the people, the king, the king's
method of despensing justice, and the descrip-
tive skill- of the author. Perhaps they will de-
cide there.are other- worth-while things to- be
learned from the story.

8. Setting up the =plot_ steps: Stories with a
conventional plot can= usually have their action
plotted =in a very brief- sequence of steps. Try
to have the class -find= these steps and-- show
how= they-work out in a one-to-the-other series.
Saidents may use-character designations rather
than -names. Here are _steps for 'The Lady or
the Tiger?":

Princess falls in love with young-man-below
_ -her station_ -

King- discovers situation
King-decrees trial by chance in the arena
Prine-ess discovers secret of the doors

- Princess indicates-to = lover which= door to
open -

This is the story stripped down to barest es-
sentials. The teacher mar have =some difficulty
getting his class to achieve this kind of analysis
and statement, but it will be =a thought-provok-
ing exercise. If step 2 -comes slowly, prompt
thenchy providing the first words for that step.

9. The why method: The teacher rnay tell
the class that just for fun he =is going to ask
some why questions about this storY. (With
another class, he can have them =make =up -the
why questions for general = answering by the
class =or by a group of volunteers.) =The ques-
tions: Why did the Kiiig determine punish-
menti as he did? Why -did- the people enjoy
this-method? Why did= the King make no ex-
ceptiOn-in the case of his daughter? Why was
she faced with a- special problem beyond -the
secret= of the doors? Why did the author not
provide a conclusion?

10. The approach through incident: In this
approach the teacher must have the class de-
cide-what particular incident or piece of action
was most important to the outcome of the
story. =Was it the discovery of the love affair?
Was -it the decision of =the king to settle the
matter by his customary method of passing
judgment? Was it the ability of the princess
to discover the secret of the doors and the
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identity- of the lady? -Or was it perhaps the
decision of-the young man to =go unfalteringly
toward the _door indicated -by the princess?
Once the incidentis selected and agreed upon,
the 'class might discuss other techniques. or
special phases of the writer's art the subtle
humor, the scholarly vocabulary, the creation
of an atmosphere of -semi-barbarism that
makes everything -seem poisible, the cleverness
of the ending.

11. The two _sides of a question method:
Here is= an all-time classic in the field of con-
troversial opinion. Who came out of -the door-

-the lady or the tiger? Let -three boys andthree
girls discuss the question around -a table at the
front of -the room, or separate the class= into
sides =and give- them turns; asking alwayb for
reasons. Of course, if you have -a noisy class,
ask for a composition.

12.- The capsule review exercise: Give the
class fiVe minutes-for the writing of one- sen-
tence of more than twenty words that tells
the =essential facts -of =the story. Or, for var-
iation, have-them tell it in a -ten-word tele-
gram. Read- many =aloud :- put some on the
board.

13. The-Tana of of etperte-lor _"Quiz ,Mds"
opening-:;-As-A:=homework-tassignment,- --tee h-/S0,-
pil Shotild-lave__-ready one or two queStiOns
dealing Scifie-, facts :in-;_th-e---stOrY.
Foriekainple-Where4lid the' King AgethiSidea
fOrthe-Tublitiarenal="_ one-of-his_
roWed-_--notioni"--_=-'borrowed,--_perhaps,
Other_-Senii4barbarie -: or -=rtiore--adfante-d_
doths.1*panehof fOur_orifive_"exPerts"--Might
volUnteer-=_:toanswer-_--the-- questions,_ taking
turrik; If tthei-ione-i-aris-Wering_laili others
panelsi may volunteer- If-no one :_on the panel
can answer,--class; members -- may try. Keep;:i'a
tally-tf-hits_=_and inisse-s-on-the blackboard::

14. A game of 20 questions: In this the
teacher has the initiative and selects some item
like "the movement the princess made with
her hand to indicate the door her lover= was
to open." The students ask q_ uestions to deter-
mine what item the teacher has in mind. The
teacher metely answers "Yes" or "No". Verbal
comment is forbidden. After 20 questions,
either the teacher or the class "wins".

15. The buzz session method: If a class
takes well to group activities, the teacher may
set up groups of five or six pupils each. Every
group should first select a speaker or chairman
to present its views, and each group should
have one topic assigned to it. Examples:
"What We Think of the King", "What We
Think of the Princess", "What We Think of
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the Method of Trial", and so on.- If the chair-
man does a good job, he will present points
on which members of his group do not agree
as well as some on which they do.

BASIC LEVEL
COMPOSITION

For ninth grade pupils at the basic level,
preliminary to any writing should be a dis-
Cussion of choices of subjects and selection of
a title -; the teacher and pupils may begin the
development of one idea in- a short para-
graph. For example, the teacher might ask,
"What did you see on your way to school this-
morning?" By trying-to recall what he saw the
pupil can be made aware that he needs to be
a= good= observer. He needs to wake up to the
world around him; he -will need to use all five
senses. _

With the= teacher a_ t the chalkboard, the stu-
dents contribute to ideas -which_ the teacher
writes on the board. By choosing the _import-
ant points, arranging. details in- easy-to-follow
order, using connectives; describing. being-ac-
curate; Specific,-and vivid, the teacher and=the
pupila write = their first paragraph together.
The= teacher needs to point out each one -of
these techniques.

Then the pupils may try to write another
paragraph independently. The following= is = =a
good suggested exerciAe-froni English in-Act-
ion, Course 1, Seventh Edition= by Tressler,
Christ, and Shelmadine, = pUblished by
Heath-and Co.: "On your way home this after-
noon =or=on your way to-school tomorrow morn?
ing, pretend that you = are about to= lose your
sight.-Choose one picture worth remembering

an abject, a person, a happening. As-you
prepare- =to describe the picture to your class-
mates, note the details that will= bring it= clearly
to mind. Then describe vividly what you saw."
Impress upon the pupils thet they must learn
to notice differences. These- earliest exercises
may be _paragraphs recording sense- impress-
ions; then move on to another phase of writing
in which accurate, action-packed verbs- are
stressed.

The pupils might start a journal and keep
it for a week or two. Watching for things to
write about every day sharpens -the= powers of
observation. The journal can become a valu-
able source of ideas, especially when shared
with the class.

In writing descriVions slow pupils need
work on subjects and verbs, and on writing
sentences to help them express _their ideas in
complete sentences. Discriminating praise en-
courages a poor writer.- If one sentence or one
phrase makes a good picture, praise it.

In building paragraphs, the slow pupils need
to concentrate on one idea in a paragraph,
adequate examples or details, and sensible
arrangenient. These children benefit, from- class
discussion of their classmates'_ paragraphs.
They may read and discuss simple, clear para-
graphs from newspapers; magazines or how-
to-do-it instructions.

Another activity for slow pupils might be to
have them concentrate = on- telling brief stories
aloud effectively and on writing clearly_ about
personal experiences. For a beginning let the
pupils write and tell very brief jokes and anec-
dotes. This procedure will acquaint them with
punctuation of quotations and the rudiments
of story organizatiOn in preparation for longer
assignments. For-practice in sentence_ structure
and- good -usage, = consult the appropriaWsec-
tions of the handbook.

When the class studies letter writing; slow
children= may= take longer to learn correct letter
form. These pupils = benefit especially from
assignments in which everyone = writes the same
kind of letter and the class votes =for the _best
one, since they tkeri-have-the opportunity- of
comparing their own performances- wi_ th= those
of their classmates.

As the pupilAirogresses in the literature for
any given unit, have_= him write a == paragraph
in connection-with_the study of some= character,
or an inciddnt; or=humor in-the worIc HaVethe

= pupil give a character sketch or-tell -abouLa
favorite character. = Be sure -to- =have him= -give

= adequ-ate details arranged in_a sensible order.
Here opportunity-opportunity =is = provided =for the usesof new
words learne ammar concepts-and mechat-
ics _ptit-to practidal use.- Have_Ha_ve= the = pupil take
painstaking care to- wri legibly -and =spell

= correctly. If necessary use a seventh o an
eighth grade penmanship manual

r
for practice

exercises I- achieve-legibility. A good dictionary
is a= necess.,icY for any writing exercise; see that
every child has the use of one

Topics for written- work _will depend upon
the =interests of-the pupils and the teacher's
ingenuity. As the child's interest and ability to
read- increase, it usually-follows that- his ability
to write will improve. Toward-the end of the
year the compositions will be extended to- twd
or perhaps three- paragraphs. Correlation= =of
all the facets of the language arts curriculum
will have-been put into practice.

There seems to be no best way to teach com-
position, but the following suggestions have
been helpful _in teaching writing to slow chil-
dren:

1. Teach carefully and soundly only one
concept at a time.

2. Use language the children understand.
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3. Try to show the pupils a real need for
what they are learning.

4. Overcome vocabulary difficulties by ex-
plaining unfamiliar words during assign-
ments.

5. Have frequent reviews of skills taught.
6. Base teaching on the needs of the pupils

and keep it geared to their abilities.
7: Take each pupil where you find him and

try to improve from that point.
8. Have all composition work= done in-class

under the direction of the teacher.

BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

Slow- pupils need extra drill= on subjects,
predicates, nouns,- and pronouns; they -may
postpone adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions,
conjunctions, and interjections until later.

Give the students only what they can absorb.
Probably the broken quotation should =be omit-
ted for most slow students in theninth grade.

LITERATURE_

A unit = on short stories seems to be & good
starting point for any level; for most children
like stories._ One of the biggest problems-to =be

at the basic-level is-to overcome in-
diffarerice or aversion =to reading by- =poor
readers. In the-beginning a =good short story
read to the class =by the teacher will= help-to
create interest in reading.

--
At== the = ninth-grade level, the= approach

should-13e =on the basis Of values other than the
technical= aspetts = of short = story == colistruetion.
Pupils should understand such terms as setting,
cii2racters, incidents, and= plot= steps. =Point out
that the short story is-a stepping-stone to the
novel. =The = pupils should know that-these stor-
ies have a beginning, a middle, and an- ending.
See the suggested list under the "Standard
L'evel " ("The-Lady or the Tiger?" is one ex-

-ception of the short stories= in Adventures in
Reading, by Lodge and Braymer.) Stress vocab-
ulary. The selection of stories is th-e respon-
sibility of the teacher of this group, for she
alone= will be able to judge the most suitable
onea-for her class. These stories =are grouped
within the types studied, around carefully se,
lected themes. There is sufficiently flexible dif-
ficulty range to offer literature that is reward-
ing for most class groups. The following stories
are both easy and humorous: =

"Clothes Make the Man" __Henri Drivernois
"Ah Love, Ah Me" Max Steele
"Dan Peters and Casey Jones"

Wilbur Schramm
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For suggestions for teaching the literature,
the Teacher's Manual for Adventures in
Reading by Lodge, Braymer, Potell, Harcourt,
Brace and Company, publishers, offers varied
and interesting plans.

The following remarks concern the writing
program as- it develops for the year. No at-
tempt has been made to break it up into spe-
cific six -week- divisions as the grammar has
been done.

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

-
Although advanced =groups should have a

guided- program -_ compoSed of paragraph
themes written regularly throughout 'the year,
they should at intervals- be _given opportunity

__- to engage_ in longer meaningful pieces- of- crea-
tive writing. =Th=ese- experiences should -be--based
mainlY=driunitii from: the literature, revealing
theInutual_relationshi0 -betWeen- literature:land-

' composition: --

=Bright-students_l_will=_Tearn-_,:inany morefrnew
wordsdurinr-=a-_-term=-_than-seithet the fil-oWsir
the-=standard.-- Thef-habittiaLuse of the Mirriam
Webiter-Collekiate:Diatioritiy-lainiportant4or
--them rtOlook-- Latin- roots, -1Word---deritn,
-tions,-=andsha-des_:=-:Of-ineariing This advanced
gron-p==nshrotild"Pend--_-= ahadefi--_OU

Ineaning_E-and="On-learninearid- uaing-new- words
in a naturaloontext.

_ .on:letter__ writing_ provides1
cellent = opportunity for- challenging the-=gifted
students::Stait, _perhaps; lwith-notea--1-of: invi-
tation;-acdentanCe,-,and=reg-ret. _MOO the =mot

--studotts-Viitt-addititifitilAetterS':baiedi-onAMik
own- current nendsi-'ProVide,for7 rOports--on-:_ithe
letter -Writing-Jsections f_ bObka of :etiqu-ette.
Have -Student-3 stories told in let

for=ekample,_:_hiaijorie_ DaW-by_ThOmas
BaileY Aldrich;- Daddy 4Long-Legi and Dear
-Elan)! by Jean__ Webster-. Have reportS on
fattionS dollettions of letters -- for example
The -WorId'i -Great '`Letters- edited -by loL
Lincoln Schuster:

In preparation for descriptive and detailed
writing the =teacher must help' the bright stu-
dents to develop keen observatiori: to change
passive looking- into active seeing; to use ob-
serving as a key to learning; to share obser-
vations through vivid, sense-arousing descrip-
tion. Writing assignments such as character
sketches of friends or relatives, =lively accounts
of school events, articles for the- school paper,
brief nature pieces should be practiced -regu-
larly. The =class may start a collection of good
examples of descriptive writing -- a para-



graph copied from a newspaper, magazine, or
book. Good descriptive passages from assigned
reading, or outstanding examples=from student
themes, may be added to the collection.

Bright students who understand paragraph-
ing from the start should be given- more prac-
tice in writing various kinds of paragraphing:
one-paragraph book reviews, _descriptions,
character -sketches, and resumes of speeches
or articles. Tie in paragraphs with =the writing
of precis. While the basic and average level
students usually do best = to stick to _basic
methods of paragraph development,- = bright
students may successfully y-employ less ordinary
methods, such as suspense and impressionistic
description.

The advanced group may *rite fully about
their own experiences and try writing original
stories, take-offs -- on soap operas, detective
stories, and westerns. An additional = assign-
ment may be oral report with an outline _and a
bibliography required. No two= pupils-should
choose the same subject. Students at their seats
may take notes on the reports

This guide- is designed to- develop and utilize
th-e superior minds. The ac ivities -sl _oul-d= =cor=
relate all _phases of the language arta -- listen-
ing,- speaking, reading, writing vocabula
enrichment, spelling, grammar and usage,
literature, thinking, and observing. _The sug-
geStions are= offered =merely as a guide; =the
teacher should make any necessary modifica-
tions.

GRAMMAR

Regularly excuse from drill pupils who =by
making 100 percent on the = =diagnostic test
deinsmstrate that they do= not need further
practiee. Let these pupils work on an individ-
ual = or a = class project, or read. Even very
bright students, however, may work profitably
with- selected practices to improve their
writing.

In their reading the bright pupils may 'ob-
serve how authors use specific nouns, colorful
verbs, compound subjects, or compound. pred- .

icates. An interesting subject for them to in-
vestigate might be levels of usage.

Have the advanced group review the parts
of the simple sentence: subject, verb, comple-
ments, object of preposition.

-Train the pupils to define a word- in terms
of the part of speech it is in a --(particular con-
text. Until he is trained to find an accurate de-
finition of a word, a pupil is not likely to use
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a new _word correctly iniater speech and writ-
ing. Excuse from drill on punctuation and cap-
ilalization pupils who make 100 per cent on
diagnostic tests.

The advanced group may _prepare reports
for the =Class on the history of punctuation or
on how various foreign languages mark quest
tions.

LITERATURE-

As a supplement to the work of the stand-
-ard level, this group will perhaps read all the

short storiesin the anthology they use.= The pu-
pils- must maintain the =skills =for the study of
literature, previously learned. -They- = should
learn to appreciate the human values = implicit
in literature and the literary-devices and tech-
niques used to communicate these values. They
should relate- situations and characters en-
countered in literature to their own lives. They-
should = learn that the - "aim -of literature is not
to = adjust people to life, to the values of mass

o enlighten =and= disturb them,
-n en-them life

a litionTa s of the
inspire an

and- themselves
best min ds,- =the= saving remnant= the - human
race." Dr. Douglas Bush of- Harvard
University:

Continue -t_o-= develop oral -reading skills by
having the -- pupils read = =to= =the class passages
from the literatbre textbook.

For _a --detailed study of the short story, see
the folio-wing suggested plan.

A -PLAN FOR THE STUDY O_ F THE
SHORT-STORY

I. Type
Tale
Story of dramatic incident
Story of romantic adventure
Story of ingenuity
Story of the = supernatural
Story= of terror
Humorous story (conceptual

perceptual devices)
Story of local color
Character sketch
Is.n;znal story
Psychological story
Story of phantasy
Story of youth
Science-fiction
Love story
Ap-ologue
Fable
Parable
Allegory
Legend



II. The purpose of a short story may be one or
a combination of the following:

A. To entertain
B. To teach a lesson: the author has an

ulterior purpose and uses fiction mere-
ly as -a means to an end: =

1. To enforce good manners
2.- To enforce pruderice
3. To enforce virtue_
4. To enforce any other lesson
5. To teach amoral lesson by using:

apologue
a The simple.st form of apologue
b. The fable -- usually hat

mals as -- characters to =teach a
lesson (Aesop's= story of "The
Fox and the Grapes") .

c. The parable also teaches a
lesson, but it does =not represent
animals_ as -speaking; -it keeps
clOser to`- the -facts of life- (New
Testament parable =of t e-prodi-
gal son).

d. The allegory abstract quali-
ties are personified.

Title may serve one or more purposes of
which the following are the most common:

A. To name the principal character, or to
characterize him

B To give the scene or setting -of the
story

C. To suggest the chief incident or
episode

D. To name some object which =plays an=
important part in the story

E. To suggest the type of story
?. To give the tone of -the story
G. To arouse curiosity

IV. The beginning or the opening paragraphs
of a story may serve various purposes, of
which the following are the most common :

A. To start the action of the story, either
with incident or with conversation-

=B_. To introduce characters by description
or by comment

C. To give., the setting, describing the
scene of the story
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D. To state or suggest the central idea,
or theme, of the story

E. To tell how the story came to be writ-
ten or published

V. Plot may be described as what happens to
the characters.

A. Plots may be classified on the basis of
their probability in three groups:

1. Probable
2. Improbable
3. Impossible

B. In realistic fiction the plot is always
probable.

C. In romantic fiction the plot may- be
improbable or impossible.

D. The movement of the story is the way
events succeed each other:

1. Swift
2. Gradual

Slow

VI.

e story= =interesting__or- are =there
points where interestflags?
The climax is the point where interest
is at higkett pitch.

1. many mo ern_ sho Stork*
the whole -plot_is- Milt up ti-P-on

-the climax; the story exis
thiS, tml- when it ig reaehe
story ends.

2. In the== tel__e,= =and in some m-odern
stories the= climax is less impor-
tant. Where is-the climax? Does
the= whole story converge upon
this point?

3. In most stories, besides the prin-
cipal climax there are = minor-
ones. Are there minor = ones_= in
yotr story? Where do they =oc=
cur?

4. An incident that -helps in plot
development is called a contri-
buting incident.

5. An episode is an incident that
does not contribute or help in
plot development.

6. Episodes may be omitted without
affecting = the main story. Are
there- any episodes in the- story?
If so, why are they introduced?

Characters are fictitious persons.

A. Are the characters few or many?
B. Are the characters lifelike?



-
C. From what class of society are they

drawn?
D. Traits of character may be shown in

two ways:

1. The author comments.
2. The author lets the characters

exhibit their traits through their
speech and acts without his com-
ment. Thii is called the dramatic
method. Which method is used?
Or are the two methods com-
bined?

VII. Setting means the time and the place of
the story.

A. Are the *time ,and the place of the
story definitely stated, or- do you infer
them from casual hints? Is there in-
ternal= evidence and/or external evi-
dence? What_is= the =actual= =duration of
time for the plot.

D. Does the author possess a wide vo-
cabulary?

E. Does he use unfamiliar or technical
terms? If so, does he gain or lose- by
this?

F. Are figures of speech frequent? Point
out a figure of speech, and show what
is gained by its use

G. Does -the style possess individuality, so
that you feel =that after reading sever-
al of the writer's stories you could
recognize his work?

H. Which of -the following terms describe
the style of the story?
swift transparent
graphic involved
picturesque abrupt
easy. polished
flowing ttame-

= careful wordy
epigrammatic flat or dull
intense.= Are the surroundings made clear -? or some other term of your choice

Does = the author =g ve- in much detail
the appearance? W 'r IX. Critical terms used in literary criticism

Is there znuch description of nature?
E. In describing the people does the au-

thor give their features? their figure?
their dress?

F. In some _ stories the characters= or -_the
setting= are purposely vague, just as in
a = picture an artist may give =us softened= z
outlines or =a = shadowy background,- ,1

to impart a certain atmosphere or tone
to-the picture. Is-this the case in the
story you read? =

G. Is there sufficient description to make
you see- clearly the persons -in the
story?

2
H. Is there much use of local color? 2

VIII. Style is a writer's own
2

particular way of 2

telling a thing. Style will include such
features as diction, typical expressions 27.
and sentence patterns, characteristic use 2

of modifiers and over-all plan of prey-
29.

1. action
2. = allegory
3. anecdote
4. apologize
5. arabesque_ romance
6.= art (defined by Poe)
7. igniosphere
8. characterization
9. cliinax
0.- compression _
1. conciseness, (FrenA)
2. conte, = the
3. culMinittion
4. denouement
5. det&tiVe story
6. dialect, introduced by

Lowell
7. dialogue
8. emotional intensity
9. essay
0. exposition opening
1. extravaganza
. fable

3. fantastic
4. fantasy

S. filnoirsild=style
folklore

8. force ilrving's lack of)
form

0. German romanticism
31. ghost story
32. historical romanceentation.
33.

A. Is the story told chiefly through con- 34

versation, or chiefly through direct=
.

1,53.

narration? 87.
88.

B. Is dialect used? If so, what is gained 40.
39.

by its use?
41.C. Is the style clear, or are there een- 42.

tenses that you must read a =second 48.

time?

humor
immediateness
impression
intensivism
length of short story
lightness of touch
local color
locality (added to tale
by Irving)
love element
lyric(Perkins defined)
Marchen (Ger. legend-
ary tale;

44._ momentum
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45. movement
46. nouvelle
47. novella
48. novel
49 novelette
50. novelty
51. one-act play
52. originality
53. paradox
54.-picturesque
55. plot
56. ratiocination, tales of
57.- realism
58. redundancy
59. repose
60. romance
61. romanticism
62.- satire
63. sensational -the
64rsentimentalism
65. sex motif
66. short story
67. sincerity
68. situation
69. sketch, the
70. soul -in the short story
71. Stocktonesque style
72. struggle
73. style
74. substance
75. suggestion
76. surplusage
77. surpriseending
78. symbolism
79. tale, the
80. tales of effect
81. totality
82. travesty
83. triteness

-84. truth
85. unexpectedness
86. unity
87. variety
88. verisimilitude
89. veritism
90. vivacity



SECOND SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION
Continue spelling and vocabulary activities,

and relate the writing program to the reading.

GRAMMAR VERBS
1. Review of conjugation (adding progres-

sive- and emphatic forms), moods, voice,
transitive verbs, and intransitive verbs.

2. Agreement of subject and verb.

ENGLISH 9
S_ ECOND SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

LITERATURE
This unit includes the= six= groups of poetry

in the anthology,- Adventures in Reading,
Olympic edition, by Lodge and Braymer, Har-
court, Brace and Company, publishers:

The Call of Adventure
Poems That Never Grow Old
Poems for Reading Aloud
Just for Fun: Poems of Wit and Nonsense
Young Ideas: by Youth
Background: America

The study of poetic devices will vary with
individual- classes depending upon the abilities
of pupils- Pupils may be introduced to the most
common patterns and -learn to- distinguish be-

-tween blank-verse and free verse.

The Teacher's Manual for Adventures in
Reading by Lodge, Braymer, and Potell, Olym-
pic Edition, published by Harcourt, Brace and
Company, pages 51,91, provides= -the teacher
with specific -suggestions for-studying and dis-
cussing every poem in the text. Also, it _in-
cludes== suggestions for ways to combine _the
study of = particular reading and= vocabulary
skills with the-study of the poems themselves.
For handy-reference, here is -a- summary show-
ing where the skills materials appear in the
textbook:

=

Special- ReadingSkills °and = Vocabula

Understanding the Mood
=of a Poem

AlliteratiOn -
Figurative Language : Simile
Word-Pictures
wnonyms and Antonyms
Onomatopoeia

Word HiStories
Word Families
Appreciating Rythmic Effects

_Special Words and Slang
Exptessions

The Lyric
Word-Histories
Words Used in Unusual Ways

Travel"

eri Icicles Hang by tlie Wall::
"When Icicles Hangby =the all
"The Snow Storm"-
"Silver"_
"The Raven"
"Southern Ships an lers"
From The Kallyope 1"
"Lyric of the Llama"
"The Eznbarrassing EpisOde of

Little IVIiss Muffet"
"A Trip on the Erie Canal"

-"The Fawn"
"Four Little _Foxes"
"Portrait of a Boy"

Used With

tudies

sText=Page

SteVenSon-=

Shakespeare
Shakespeare
Emerson
de la Mare

oe
Bene
Lindsey
Johnson
Carryl

Anonymous

Millay
Sarett
Benet,

405

_=203-
-2.43
-204-

'218
-234}
23g-
245z
245

258

266
271-
272

The= following information is taken from the
Teacher's Manual for Adventures in Reading,
mentioned above.

The five poems grouped in The Call of
Adventure are thematic : =each poem is a true
adventure in = reading that sweeps us away
from the humdrum into imagination's world.
All are diverse in style and mood to pique the
interest of both boys and girls.

"Sea Fever" _________________Masefield
"Travel" .Stevenson
"Lone Dog" McLeod
"The Pioneer" ____ _ __Ruggles
"My Heart in the Highlands ". _______L_Burns
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The group, "Poems That Never Grow Old,"
will acquaint the class with some= major au.,
thors and classic poems. The "Twenty-third
Psalm" and a passage-from _"Ecclesiastes" are
reminders that much Biblical literature is in
poetic form. The teacher may want, to use
these selections =to stress poetry's role in his-
thry as a medium for expressing many of man's
spiritual aspirations.
"The Donkey" _______________Chesterton
"An Old Song" Bloomgarden
"When Icicles Hang by the Wall"

Shakespeare"The Goat Paths" ___________________
"An Old- Woman of the Roads" Colum
"Song from Drake" Noyes



"The Snow Storm" Emerson
"The Fool's Prayer " _Sill
"Silver" ____ .. _ .. _ de la Mare
"Invictus" (memorize) Henley
"The Lorelei" Heine
"The Raven" _Poe
"The Twenty-third Psalm" Bible
"Ecclesiastes" (from Chapter XII) _____Bible

The Teacher's Manual for Adventure_ s in
Reading, previously mentioned, advises that
when this group of poems has been-completed,
the teacher should satisfy himself that the
class understands and can give examplei of
alliteration, onomatopoeia, = paradox, metaphor,
simile, synonyms, and antonyms.

"Poems for Reading Aloud" include the
following:
"Binnorie" (a traditional ballad) _Anonymods
"Allen-a.Dale" _(a literary ballad)- Scott
"A Dutch Picture" Longfellow

(for-composition cdmpare with "Song from
Drake") =

"Southern- ShiPs and Settlers" _ _Benet
"JeSse Jameti"
"The = Secret of =the Machines" - Kipling
From !"The Kallyope Yell" ____ _Lindsey

-The-poems in "Just for Fun: Poems of Wit
and Norisense"- h_ ave been grouped in the Man-
ualas follows :

I. Those poems that depend upon humorous
plays on words such as

"A Hot-Weather Song" __Marquis
"Lyric of-the Llama' __Johnson
"The Embarrassing Episode of Little

Miss= Muffet" _____Carryl
Four Limericks: Number 2

2. Those poems that- depend- on humorous
situation:

"It Was a Famous Victo __Adams
"The Rhyme of the Chiva rous

Shark" ______
"The Embarrassing Episode of

Little Miss Mttffet"

3. =Those poems that give a surprise- twist to
the familiar:

"To the Yearners" __________Adams
"At the Aquarium" _Eastman
"Steam- Shovel" Malam
Four Limericks: Numbers I, 8, and 4

"Young Ideas: Poems by Youth" illustrate
this basic truth : economy with words and pre-
cision of expression are the hallmarks of good
poems.

"Wisdom" _ ................_________Flaccus
"Wind- Wolves" _______ ...........___Sargent
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"Penelope, -to=wn Absent Ulysses"
Demorest

"Men's Work" _Begg
"I Come" _Rose

"Background: America" group of poems is
America-centered and youth-centered; and, as
the Manual states, "The accent is on indige-
nous American materials and on contemporary
poems."

"Rain Song from the Rio Grande Pueblos"
Austin

"Conestoga 'agodesm West
"A Trip on the Erie Canal" __Anonymous
"Whoopee Ti Yi Yo" _________Anonymous
"Go Down Moses" Anonymous
"Spanish Johnny" Cather
"Nancy Hawks" ...........
"A _Farmer Remembers Lincoln" _Bynner
"The-Mountains Grow Unnoticed" ____-_____

Dickinson
"I Took My Power in -My Hand"

Dickinson
"Wintet Night" Millay
"The " __________________Millay

'Four _Lithe - Foxes" ________ ___Sarett
"Portrait of -a Boy" = Bonet
"Night lou " ............________________Lowell

-"Primer Lesson" _Sandburg
"Wind Song" ___ _Sandburig
"Sand Dunes" _Frest
"At-Woodvvard's Gardens" _Frost

-BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

Slow pupils = may postpone voice, lie, lay, sit,
set, -the fuffire perfect tense, and the distinc-
tions between past- tense and past peffect
tense. Mastery =of -a few vital -topics is more
valuable than superficial coverage of many.

--LITERATURE , =

The unit= on short poetry_ inchides-selected
--n-arratiVe; -deScriptiviind! lyric poetry.---iti- is
_doUbtfuLth-at:thiagroup-mouldTgain---muckfrom
attempting__Ad-study- tisecif artistic
Joolsieuch as selectiod,-Iimagery, syMbOl-

-figiireirof=speeth,4andi-rhythtn.---Here4gain
it _ is the teacher's decision to h_to _determine_ ow_
inUchfand what deptiLiStreSts vocabulary.

An approach to- the study of poetry might
begin with humorous poems of wit and non-
sense. Pupils may read limericks, learn the
form of the limerick, =and then compose orig-
inal ones- in class. Some suggested humorous
poems are the following:

"It Was a Famous Victory" __Adams
"The Rhyme of the Chivalrous Shark"

"The Embarrassing Episode of Little
Miss Muffet," _Carryl

and any limericks

4-



The teacher might point out that limericks
have become an important medium in advertis-
ing. The pupils might like to write some limer-
icks advertising a popular product. Also some
poetry, of an humble type, stores up useful in-
formation, as =

Thirty days hath September
April; June, and November .

and Red sky at night,
The sailor's delight .

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

For composition activity continue with the
same procedures as for the standard level.

GRAMMAR

Give a diagnostic test before taking up
conjugation. If results indicate need for fur-
ther drill, follow- the same procedure-=as= with
the standard; find additional practice material
if needed.

_studying agreement of subject an verb,
advanced pupilsparticularly, should be =taught
to consult = up-to- date == = authorities =on current
usage.

Preliminary to the study of poe consult
the chapter on poetry in the language text-

In-the = study =of poetry, the pupil distinguish-
es between= narrative, descriptive, a

Os. He studies the_ use of literary devices
to project imagery andand= create moo simile
metaphor, alliteration, and onoma opbeia).

rneas that economy and precision-
characteristic of poetic style and that =words =fit
patterns of rhythm =and rhyme. He appreciates
humor in poetry.

Have the group-write some original poetry.
Let the young versifier =write a poem instead of
a report. Teach him what a cliche'- is, and
watch for- progress in imagery= arid technique.
Encourage him to experiment with a variety
of- poetic forms. A= long-term activity -is the
preparation of long-term anthologies---prefer-
ably illustrated or annotated or both.

Bright classes may experiment with dra-
matic choral readingS of poems, make scrap-
books of favorite poems, or report on- books of
poetry by favorite poets. The student who
loves poetry and writes it himself may be en-
couraged to read good contemporary= poems. -

Read all the poems in the anthology. Mem-
orize "Invictus" and/or any others that aYpeal
to the pupils.
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THIRD SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION
Combine spelling and vocabulary activities.

Relate the composition to the literature stud-
ied.

GRAMMAR

Modifying and' connecting parts of speech
Comparison- of adjectives (Include ad- .

jectives that-cannot be compared.)
Comparison of adVerba
Special: attention- to- adverbs that-modify.

adjectives anctother adverbs-
Prepositions and prepositional :phrases

(Note The_preposition does_ not
exist without its object.)

Conipo mid- connective- words
Co-ordinating-- and- subordinating = =con-

=junctions

=-Correct -_ pronouns,-_ intluding, declension of
periorial pronouns-

Verbaln,,rstreSSiiiit-Ttbe
spossessive=j)efore-theigerurid- _

--LITERATURE--- NONFIC-TION;
The teacher7MAY- maker, selections_lionviarti,

clek essays,---,and--y-biographital- rriateritailhe
-following -arenuggested:----for reading=-this `six
*edits: =

STANDARIZELEVEL,
LITERATURE-

7Th-e-Teitchies--,:=M-Snnet- for7Adsentnres- in
Rai-dint -,bit lindge 4i_ages
92494,- presents the following fifteen
enfor=h-aridlirig,nonfittion.-Theauthors suggest
that any -devices-- from the short- storyy= ap-,
proathesccan:betried

1. A meet -the= -press Antervie*. -The author
or inihjectotthe _seledtion,grarits a- public

--iiiterVieiv--to:srePorterS. -Eitherthe_feather
or a---Student attsnatthe person interviewed
ed,--and-theclass--asksithe- questions.

2. the sentence setting start. Choose four or
five sentences from different parts of =the
selection and-read them -to the students.
See whether they can furnish the proper
backgrounds for the sentences.What= =was
the incident involved? What led up to it?

3. A journalistic approach. Write the six
= questions that newspaper writers are ex-

pected to answer in their "lead" sentence
or sentences: Who? What? When?
Where? How? and Why?

4. The honor key device for biographical
material. Consider that the subject of the
selection has been proposed for honorary

:3



Society, which has- these four= ideals:
Character, Scholarship, Leadership, and
Service. How well does the person meet
the requirements? Which qualities= are
most emphasized in the selection?

5. The then-and-now comparison. An ap-
proach of this involves bringing a selec-
tion up to date. What developments- have
taken place since the piece was written or
the time when the incidents took place?

6. The want-ad start. Have your class write
an ad designed to sell = the selection to
other readers. See how much they have to
invest at- ten cents a word to do the job.
Vote on money best spent and= put best
ads on the blackboard.

T.- A fishing trip method. Each =pupil Writes
one questien on a- small slip-- of paper.

slips= are of uniform:site.) These-ittee
plaCed-in a covered box-_ or_ a- papersbag.
Sereeted-"-fishermen"---takefturnsiAlkawing,
out qUestioni-and= Answering., If= questions

,are==dtipliCated-,:rthei- fii -ertriariiii-ity drop=
in his=line again.

__he= desert-thlindAest:Suppose-tbe-z entire
ielast- is =shipwreeked-- on a desert ,larand'
V.Tithithe: author- or subject- of -A-,seleetbitt.
Why Would-roirwoulant:lie 110)-=:-make

firgo-o-d' companion?

9 An assembly introduction. Suppose -the
author or the subject of the selection is
_to talk to the student body.-Write, in five
minutes, an appropriate introduction.

10. =The -viewpoint leenSting.- Haver the _crass
-__decide on the= authoes---_ntain-_-_ipOint of

"The: = author--==believes that -.-
TOfice the Viewpoint -is 'ekpressed in:a neat;
-Coherent- sentence, -Select- three -:or four
steps which the- author _takes to _estAbliSh
his point.'

Example:

11. The snapshot album starter. To use this
device,= have the class- describe the= most
significant scenes which would yield
snapshots that would tell the story in pic-
tures.

12. The five-point rating chart. Set up col-
umns on= the chalkboard and get- general
class aireement on the number of points
the selection rates in each category. At
the end, draw connecting line or graph.
(See Example Below)

13. The jacket_= blurb composition. Have= a
number of book jackets on 'display

=
and

read some of the blurbs. Give the class
four minutes to produce a cover blurb for
the selection. Read a number of them and
post the best.

14. Fan mail = fun. Everyone writes a= = brief
letter to an author or person mentioned
in the selection, praising or criticizing-his
actions or point of view. Five to eight
minutes is recommended for this.

to _dramatirwtioria . = Let = groups of
ree pupils_plan little= playlets =in

iey improvise as they o along.

Some suggestions:
ree students comment on an-

gles of the selection: What life
was like back -then ; = whAt they
think an atithor or person must
have been like as =a ninth-gradet;
the general = reaction to ideas pre-
sented, etc.

b. Two students= telephone each
other about their assignment

c. A literary= agent tries-to sell the
selection to a TV or motion pic-
ture director:

d. A = school = newspaper reporter in-
terviews the = author, person writ-
ten about, or parents of either.

Beginning Sustained Closing Reading
Interest Interest Strength Ease

Colorful Worth-while
Expression Information

5

4

3
2

1
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e. = An author discusses possible il-
lwdzations with artist or pub-
lisher.

"BriniCem In at Idlewild" __Langesiriesche
"Kitty Hawk" Shipp en
"Wings #or You" Earhart
"Lindberg" Hagedorn
"Skyrocketing into the Unknown"

Coombs
"Your Trip into Space" Poole
"My Papa" ______ _Douglas
"My Grandmother and 11.4r Many

Harbors" Chase
"The Thread Thatituns So_True" _Stuart
"Abe Lincoln Grows Up" ________Sandburg
"Son of the South"

The TeaCher's -Manual for Adventures in
Reading by Lodge, Braymer, and Potell pages
92-94; presents lateen = approaches for han-
dling nonfiction.

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Composition continues in the same pattern
extending vocabulary, learning to spell =new
words, correlating the _composition with liter-
aturergrammar and mechanics.

Excuse from drill pupils who make 100 per
cent - on the diagnostic test for this unit and
who habitually use correct= adjectives, adverbs,-
and_ prepositions in their speaking and writing.
Be= alert to these uses when a= student contri-"A Good Deed DailY" ____"__Cochran .- blites--to ra=--discussion, telli a story, or gives a"EverY-1:log Should- Own= a Man"- Ford- report: --_ -1- - i -- ---- =

"ThS_PriVate Life-al/46CW ..- Dixon - --_-n
__ __ _____ - In teaching- lixonounti exedseilron drill pu,

-BASIC -pilsrewho=-tegularlYiieronoutS-iorkeetlyi in__peakin _an 4ritinr Ii=iace00,pee=COMEWSITI - tet ldi, iatnosticlte

e paragrap

Postpone = until== later the a eement of =a= pro-
noun with anteceden an the predicate
pronoun if the class is unable-to master this
concept

LITERATURE

One verroasy _way_ to get the =class= started
on the nonfiction section is to read the general
introduction to them in Adventures in Reading,
Olympic edition.

Give the_class more information on =the dif-
ference betWeen fiction and nonfiction, but'it
is not necessary to go -into detail. Explain the
different divisions- of= nonfiction writing -such
as:

accounts of personal experiences
biography
autobiography
essay
article

If the teacher feels the class is fully able to
grasp the distinctionsshe might wish to go in-
to detail about- the

,-
various kinds = of= essays

(formal, informal, descriptive, and critical).
The class may also study in detail ==the= differ-

ent_ divisions of nonfiction writing, such as ac-
counts of personal - experiences, biography,
autObiography, essay, article, etc. This unit of
work contains a wealth of opp-ortunity for ex-
tension of vocabulary. Consult the Tether's
Manual for Adventures in Reading mentioned
under the basic level. =

FOURTH SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION
Continue spelling and vocabulary activities.



GRAMMARCOMPOUND AND
COMPLEX SENTENCES

Kinds of Clauses

Emphasize difference between phrase and
clause and their use as certain parts of speech.

Relative pronouns and co-ordinate and sub-
ordinate conjunctions

Sentence Structure

Use independent and dependent clauses to
combine and relate thoughts into one sentence.

Continually use knowledge of sentence
structure in- the improvement of written work.
Note especially:

Use of the compound and complex sentence
in the correction of choppy style.

Over-use of the compound sentence in loose
style.

Reduction of clauses in eliminating _wordi-
ne

e analyzing an diagramming to help du-
de asp construction&

Punctuation and Capitalization=
A- _mastery= =of the rules of punctuation, with

emphasie--on the-coMma-and-the semicolon
-The---litert.Lure has been discussed underutA kn-owledge_ of the application of the cap- Standard-level. Lit the-Class put on a play.-

LITERATURE
The study of a- play will serve to acquaint

young pupils -with a type of reading which
many of- them have not attempted by them-
selves. The inexperienced reader, with= prac-
tice, will discover that plays are not hard to
read. If, however, a_ -class finds this type of
literature- too difficult, the students may con-
fine their study to Lamb's Tales from Shakes-peare.

For aids in teaching drama, see- the Teach-
er's Manual for Advenures in Reading.

Continue vocabulary development= and spell-
ing for accuracy.

_ =GRAMMAR-

Expect the bright pupils to express- their
ideas = more accurately and vigorously by usingthe three kinds of== dependent clauses. Chal-
lenge everrloosely constructed compound sen-
tence, every -and, so, eve case =of rinpto er
subordination.-_This=uni in in
as in sen ence cons uction-

Continue the-writin paragraphs, = e en
ing the vocabulary, and learning to= spa -new

TURF_ -

ital = letter

LITERATU P=

The fou six Wee an appropriate timefor the s y of a ==Shakespearean play. The
brighter- students may enjoy
Night's Dream -or The Taming_of the w.

e slower students may confine their study
to Lam 's Tales from Shakespeare.

Suggested = List=from Text

TIFTEISIK-WEEKS
-STANDARWLEVEL

MPOSIT-IOIC

Continue spelling and == vocabulary activities;
correlate with the literature and the experien-
ces of the pupil.

GRAMMAR
"The Stolen Prince" Totheroh
"Never Come Monday" _Knight and Fox--
"The Valiant" _ H_ all and M_ iddlemass
"The Dancers" = Foote

BASIC LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Continue spelling and vocabulary activities.

GRAMMAR

Since an intense study of the novel will be
made this =six weks, fewer= topics of grammar
are included. =

Writing plurals and possessives of nouns
Avoiding- run-on sentences and sentence

fragments.

Slow groups may postpone at this time the
complex sentence and the use of the semi-colon
in the compound sentence. Many teachers with
slow and normal classes prefer to concentrate
on the simple sentence throughout the ninth
year.

-LITERATURETHE NOVEL

Since Great Expectiitioas =is included in the
anthology, Adventures Reading, perhaps
many teachers prefer to teach this novel. A
detailed discussion of= procedures for teaching
Great Expectations is included In Teacher's
Manual, pp. 150-162. Other teachers may wish
to- substitute a novel from Recommended
Reading List.
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BASIC LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Continue spelling and vocabulary activities;
correlate with- the literature and the experiences-of

the pupil.

GRAMMAR
In a slow class do not teach the possessive

singular and the possessive plural on the same
day. Omit the possessive plural if pupils have
great difficulty with the possessive singular.
Take up the plurals later.

Slow pupils may postpone the rules on com-
pound nouns and collective nouns. 'hey need
abundant practice in building complete senten-
ces, beginning -every sentence with a capital,
and ending it with a period, a question mark,
or an exclamation point.

. -
A slow group need not study sentence frag-

ments analytically, but may concentrate on
writing sentences that have subjects and pred-
icates and make statements, give commands,

_ or-ask-questions;

LITERATURE

If the pupils in a basic group are not capable
of comprehending a full-length "adult" novel
such -as Great Expectations by Dickens, they
should be helped by the teacher and by the
librarian to find books at their own- reading
levels and on their interest levels.

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION

Continue vocabulary development. Continue
the -writing program, relating it to the liter-
ature and the experiences of the pupil.

GRAMMAR

As usual, a pupil who makes 100 per cent
on the diagnostic test may be- excused from
drill on- writing plurals and possessives of
nouns. Pretest to- determine how much drill
on- run-on sentences and sentence fragments
the advanced pupils need; watch for sentence
errors in the writing.

LITERATURE

For literature follow the same guide as for
the "Standard".

SIXTH SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSIYION

Continue spelling and vocabulary activities
in connection with the writing and the liter-
ature.
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GRAMMAR

Build Better Sentences.
Emphasize the following:

Varying sentence beginnings
Avoiding redundancy
Condensing by the use of the appositive

and participial and infinitive phrases
Achieving clarity by -use of -the direct

quotation
Unify the year's work with a review of basic

principles.

Near =the end of this last six weeks,- the
teacher should give an overview of the year's
work, stressing those principles which she feels
should be understood and remembered above
everything else.

LITERATURETHE EPIC TALE
The complete Odyssey should be read and

discussed in class, with ,readings in mythology
assigned- as outside preparation. The teacher
is responsible for grounding the pupils-in the
nature and the conventions of the epic. For
uniformity, the following definition may be
used-: an epic is a-long, narrative poem told
in a noble or dignified manner about the leg-
endary deeds of some radial hero.

BASIC LEVEL
COMPOSITION

(Refer to "Standard".)

GRAMMAR AND LITERATURE

Slow groups may concentrate on clarity and
correctness rather than on variety of Isentences.

Teacher activity will be needed to =provide
some Thackground inpreparatiOn= for the study
of the Odyssey. When- this has been accom-
plished, the students rwill come to the Odyssey
prepared for it as a stirring journey into the
past if the teacher will communicate three
cardinal points:

1. Epic literature is based on historical
happenings. (There was a Trojan War.
Whether there was a real Odysseus,
we cannot say.)

2. Its everts occur somewhere in the
real world. (Ithaea, Troy, and Mount
Olympus are real places.)

3. The problems and conflicts engaging
its heroes are in essence -the same as
those man must face and resolve in
any period of history. (Initiative and
daring characterize Telemachus in the
Odyssey.)



It is the responsibility of the teacher to help
children understand that one of the funda-
mental reasons why the classics never die is
that the problems that students have corres-
pond, in some respects at least, to those which
harass the heroes of classical literature.

The teacher might accent the dramatic story
line, rather than the poetic form and content
Regard the Odyssey as an adventure story. The
story elements to bring out and hold clearly in
view are these :

Odysseus' character and its role in his
adventures

th-e tension and suspense of his
homecoming

the-fidelity of his dog, his old servants,
his son, and his wife

ADVANCED LEVEL
COMPOSITION AND-GRAMMAR

AN -EVALUATION

By - this-- time ==-the - advanced' -group--advanced' -group should
have= achieve d- _profitieney hi- exPository :writing
of shorttcom-positions-averaging-nt-least 150
words-4- They,sh-oUld be- able -to =write- -clear
rections,_ defiriitiOns,_ and explanations: They
should=giveireasone to supportfopinionsand-Uee
concrete -details_ in :explaining= =general:, ideas.
They--:ShoUld_ be ableitu-ccinstruCt -unifiecVand
coherent paragraphis, imaing Specific-- methods. _-
They have - formed -the habit_ of regular..
ly using_ the dictionary -for- any -kind of work
they leve_=to - -do. = They should haVe-__lettined-
to -proof-read- their -Nfritten *bit, -and -to- :Write
a :1:;at,- legible- final-_ copy. Their sentences
_shouldbe_:Structurally correct- andi-shovi- con-
cern -for- style. They -shodld- be-able to _USe: co-
ordination, subordination, and -parallelism-, to
place- =modifiers- correctly, and avoid shifts- in
tense.---They should- practice word economy and
choOSe-'eitact words.-_In_their deseriptions, they
should -le able- to- convey -sentory impressions
thrmigh_exact words-arid-apt figures of speech
- - similes and metaphors.

The suggestions concerning unifying the
year's work for the standard will suffice for
the advanced leve

LITERATURE

The study of the epic is the same for the
standard and for the advanced level.

The Teacher's Manual for Adventures -in
Reading, Olympic edition, has very detailed
suggestions for the treatment of the epic, the
Odysseyeleven pages of ideas, pages 189-
149._
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9TH GRADE ENGLISH
RECOMMENDED READING LIST

CLASSICS

A Lantern in Her Hand
Jane Eyre
Wuthering Heights
My Antonia
0 Pioneers
Shadows on the.Rock
The Song of the Lark
The Iliad of Homer
The Odyssey of Homer
A Connecticut Yankee

in King Arthur's
Court

Huckleberry Finn
The Prince and the

Pauper
Tom Sawyer
Robinson Crusoe
The Count of Monte

Cristo
Mrs. Mike
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
Ram_ ona
To Have and to Hold
Captain Courageous
Kim
Call of the Wild
White Fang
Mutiny on the Bounty
Men of Iron
The Yearling
Kidnapped
Treasure Island
Goodbye, My Lady
Monsieur beaucaire
A_ round the World in

Eighty Days
Mysterious Island
Twenty Thousand

Leagues Under the
Sea

Swiss Family Robinson
FICTION

A White Bird Flying
Story of a Bad Boy
Johnny Reb
The White Feather
Doctor in Buckskin
After Worlds Collide
When Worlds Collide
Run Silent, Run Deep
The Bridge Over the

River Kwai
Celia Garth
Sarah
The Silver Pencil

Aldrich, B.
Bronte, C.
Bronte, E.
Cather

Church

Clemens

Defoe
-Dumas

Freedman
Hilton
Jackson
Johnston
Kipling

London

Nordhor
Pyle
Rawlings
Stevenson

Street
Tarkington
Verne

Wyss

Aldrich, B.
Aldrich, T.
Allen, M. P.

Allen, T. D.
Balmer

Beach
Boulle

Bristow;
Bro
Dalgliesh



Daly
Davis
Ellsburg
Erdman
Forbes, C.
Forbes, E.
Forester

Fox

Seventeenth Summer
A Friend of Caesar
Ocean Gold
The Edge of Time
Mama's Bank Account
Johnny Tremain
Captain Horatio

Hornblower
Little Shepherd of

Kingdom Como
Gallico Mrs. 'anis Goes to

Paris
Old Yeller
The Dark Frigate
The Mutineers
Covered Wagon
The Voice of
Bugle Ann

Rifles for Watie
Kim
And Both Were You_ ng
Sea-Wolf
White Fang
The Lost =Queen of
Egypt
Island of the Blue

Dolphins
Green Grass of

Wyoming
Good Morning, Miss

Dove
The Light in the Forest
The-Bronze Bow
The Witch of

Blackbird Pond
The President's Lady
Alice Adams
Penrod
Seventeen

BIOGRAPHY
American_ Heritage Thomas Jefferson and

His World
Baker The First Woman

Doctor (Elizabeth
Blackwell)

Benz Louis Pasteur
Bigland Madame Curie
Bowen- Yankee from Olympus
Brickhill Reach for the Sky

(Douglas Bader).
Bromfield- Grandma Moses
Brown Young Nathan (Hale)
Chute- Shakespeare of London
Cody Buffalo Bill
Considine= Babe Ruth Story
Clover Theodosia, Daughter

of Aaron Burr
Crawford Little Princesses O'Brien

Gipson
Hawes

Hough
Kantor

Keith
Kipling
L' Engle
London

Morrison

O'Dell

O'Hara

Patton

Richter
Speare

Stone
Tarkington

Daugherty

Desmond

Eaton

Ewen

Forbes
Ford

= Frank
Garst

Gilbreth
Graham

Gunther

Hamilton
Hatch

Hawthorne
Holbrook
Irwin
James
Judson

Keller
Ker-nroff

Knapp
Kugelmass
Lindbergh
Lovelace
Mann
Marshall ,

Meadowcraft
Nicolay
Nolan
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Abraham Lincoln
Daniel Boone
Glamorous Dolly

Madison
David Livingstone
Narcissa Whitman
The Story of George

Gershwin
Talei from the Vienna

Woods (Strauss)
America's Paul Revere
Woodrow Wilson
Diary of a Young Girl
Amelia Earhart
Buffalo Bill
Custer, Fighter of the

Plains
David Livingstone
Will Rogers
Belles on Their Toes
Dr. George Washing-

ton Carver, Scientist
Lou Gehrig, Quiet Hero
Alexander the Great
Rooseveltin Retrospect
Robert E. Lee
Red Carpet for Mamie
Young Ike
The Romantic Rebel
America's Ethan Allen
Young-Bess
Six Feet Six (Sam

Houston).
Andrew Jackson
Boat Builder (Robert

Fulton) --

George Washington
Soldier Doctor (Wm.

Gorges)
Thothas Jefferson
The Story of My Life
Julius Caesar
Marco Polo
Mozart

-Eleanor Roosevelt
Louis Braille
We
Knute Rockne
Nathan Hale, Patriot
A Man Called Peter
Boy's Life of Edison
MacArthur of Bataan
Abraham Lincoln
Florence Nightingale
The Gay Poet (Eugene

Field)
Will Rogers



Paine*

Proudfit

Purdy

Regli
Roosevelt

Rourke
Sandb urg
Schachner

Sperry
Steffens

Stuart _

- -

Vance

Vining

Waite
White
Wood
Wright

Yates

Boy's Life of Mark
Twain

The Girl in White
Armor (Joan of Arc)

River=Boy (Mark
Twain)

Treasure Hunter
(Robert Louis
Stevenson)

He Heard America
Singing (Stephen
Foster)

The Mayos
Roosevelt's Letters to

His Children
Davy Crockett
Abe Lincoln Grows Up
Alexander Hamilton,

Nation Builder
John Paul Jones
Boy on Horseback

(Lincoln Steffens)
God's Oddling
The Thread That Runs

So True
Years of My Rebirth
The Jacksons of

Tennessee
The Lees of =Arlington
Marie Antoinette
Windows for the

Crown Prince
How Do I Love Thee?
Daniel Boone
Walter Reed
Sam Houston, Fighter

and Leader
Amos Fortune, Free

Man

NON-FICTION

Anderson Nautilus 90 North
Bulfinch Mythology
Carson The Sea Around Us
Dana Two Years Before the

Mast
Donovan P T 109
Fitch One God: The Ways

We Worship Him
Foster Abraham Lincoln's

World
Augustus Caesar's

World
George Washington's

World
Tie World of Captain

John Smith
Gayley Classic Myths
Hallibtrton Complete Book of

_ Marvels
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Hersey.
Hogben

Hoover
Johnston
Ketchum

Landon

Lindbergh
Lord

Malory
Overstreet

Parkmun
Skinner

Terasaki
White, A. T.
White, W. L.
Whitehead

Dickens
Hale

Harte

Henry, 0.

Hiroshima -

Wonderful World of
Mathematics

Masters of Deceit
Roman Life
What is Communism?
What is Democracy?
Anna and the King of

Siam
Spirit of St. Louis
Day of Infamy
A Night to Remember
King Arthur
What We Must Know

about Communism
The Oregon Trail --
Our Hearts Were

Young and Gay
Bridge to the Sun
Lost Worlds
They Were Expendable
The FBI Story

SHORT STORIES

Christmas Carol
The Man without.a

Country
Any collection of his

short stories
Any collection of his

short stories
Gold- bug -and Other

Tales

9th GRADE

Atherton
Austen
Barrie
Benary-Isbert
Bennett
Blackmore
Boyd
Bulwer-Lytton

Bunyan
Cather

Conrad
Cooper

Costain

Crane

ENRICHED READING LIST

The Conquerer
Pride and Prejudice
'Little Minister
Dangerous Spring
Master Skylark
Lorna Doone
Drums
The Last Days of

Pompeii
Pilgrim's Progress
Death Comes for the

Archbishop
Lord Jim
The Deerslayer
The Last of the

Mohicans
The Pathfinder
The Pioneers
The Spy
The Black Rose
The Silver Chalice
The Red Badge of

Courage



Dickens

Dumas
Edmonds

Ferber

Goldsmith

Hawthorne

Hilton

Homer

Hugo

Kane

Melville
Michener

David Copperfield
Great Expectations
Oliver Twist
A Tale of Two Cities
The Three Musketeers
Drums Along the

Mohawk
Cimarron
So Big
Show Boat
The Vicar of
Wakerfield
House of Seven Gables
The Marble Faun
Lost Horizon
Random Harvest
The Iliad
The Odyssey _

The Hunchback of
Notre Dame

Les Miserables
The Gallant Mrs.

Stonewall
The Lady of Arlington
Moby Dick

Nathan
Nordhoff

Orczy
Sabatini
Scott

Stevenson
Stewart
Swift
Wallace
Wells

Wister
The Bridges at Toko-ri Wren
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Portrait of Jennie
Men Against the Sea
Pearl Lagoon
Pitcairn's Island
The Scarlet Pimpernel
Captain Blood
Ivanhoe
Quentin Durward
The Talisman
The Black Arrow
Nine Coaches Waiting
Gulliver's Travels
Ben Hur
Seven Science Fiction

Novels
First Men in the Moon
The Food of the Gods
In the Days of the

Comet
The Invisible Man-
The Island of Dr.

Moreau
Time Machine
War of the Worlda

The Virginian
Beau Geste



INTRODUCTION
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

ENGLISH PROGRAM

There is no way, except an artificial one,
to separate the English-program for any parti-
cular year into three phases: composition,
grammar, and literature. As the pupil reads,
most writing will grow out of his reading ex-
perience. In the study of Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales, for example, a composition may develop
from this question: "Show that human nature
-has not changed since Chaucer's time. To back
your ideas, point- to specific characters from
the 'Prologue' or the Tales themselves a, well
as to counterparts in mode_rn life." The writing
sample, in this case, is a natural outgrowth of
the study of the literature. As the pupil writes,
he should be conscious of proper sentence struc-
ture. He cannot construct sentences properly
if he does not know elements of grammar
that a plural subject, for example, requires a
plural verb or =that the object of a preposition
is in the objective case. In the senior high
school, he must, as he writes his-composition,
be conscious of rhetorical = principles, such =as
parallelism, proper suberdination and coordina-
tion, correct = placement of modifiers, and-var-
iation of sentences. As he develops his Chaucer
theme, he must apply h-i-s= knowledge of para-
graph development, striving for unity, coher--
ence, and = emphasis in = each paragraph as well
as in the -whole composition. Can he develop
paragraphs = by definition or comparison and
contrast? Does he- make logical analogieS? Has
the student's vocabulary grown with= this
study?

When- the= teacher evaluates the student's
Chaucer composition, he = must keep in mind
that this selection involves a study of all phases
of the study of English and must evaluate it
accordingly. In addition to checking mechan-
ics, organization, content, and word usage, the
teacher must consider the- student's interpre-
tation of the literary- selection- and understand-
ing of Chaucer's characters. Does he have- an
understanding of human nature -as Chaucer
portrays it- = within his characters, -or does he
have an entirely different conception from-that
of Chaucer? Are' his comparisons with modern
counterparts sensible?

In this same study of Chaucer's Tales there
will be ample opportunity for oral expression,
just as there will be in_ the study of every liter-
ary selection. From day to day, class 'discus-
sions will grow out of the reading. Pupils may
discuss orally what they have included in their
composition-s. They may show orally that
Chaucer -is a realist, a humorist, or a satirist.
Often is these discussions, the different types
of discourse will be practiced. Even though
the pupil may not be aware of the type, he will
actually be using methods- of persuasion or
argument. Making use of the oral discussions
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that arise from day to day in connection with
the study of literature offers one of the best
opportunities for practicing principles of good
oral expression.

There will be, of course, reports and panel
discussions by the pupils and explanations and
lectures by the teacher that will offer oppor-
tunities for note-taking both in class and in the
library. The pupils who plan to go to college
need this training in note-taking.

Teachers, experienced and inexperienced,
must remember that all phases of the English
course should develop concurrentlythere
should not be a separation into time and sub-
ject matter units, such as grammar three
weeks and literature three weeks, -with com-
position sandwiched between the two.

ENGLISH 10

Although each-year in the senior-high school
is- a crucial one in the development of the
English program, perhaps none is more impor-
tant than the tenth. By-the end of this year,
students should have, for the most part, their
preparation in grammar. In the eleventh and
twelfth grades, there are = usually= reviews of
grammar to keep the students fresh and alert,
but the teacher should be able to focus the stu-
dent's attention and practice= on= rhetorical
principles = rather than =on basic elements of
grammar. Teachers, then, should-make a spe-
cial effort to have studerits-adeqliately prepared

grin ammatical e_ lements by the end- of the
sophomore year.

Many students at this grade level are ma-
ture enough-to assume a more thoughtful, crit-
ical- attitude in the study of literary-= selections
and in developing oral and written COMDOSi-
tions. The- maturity demonstrated in critical
analyses, short stories, poems, and other forms
of written work by tenth grade pupils is=almost
unbelieveable. From most of these students,
teachers should expect and demand work of
high quality.

COMPOSITION

In the sophomore- year the general aim is
the- writing of the short theme of, preferably,
three paragraphs (not less than three nor more
than five). The enabling objective, however, is
further emphasis on formal paragraphing,
and in slow classes the enabling objective may
be the only one reached.

Topic sentences, opening and closing sen-
tences, unity, and coherence should be
stressed.
Paragraph development by details, exam-
ples, illustration, definition and explana-
tion, and comparison and contrast should
receive-attention. Teaching these methods

4



means training the pupils to think in these
patterns. The teacher can go only so far
as the maturity of his pupils will permit,
but the first three methods should be well
within the range of the average sopho-
more student, and all of them are in the
reach of the- advanced section.
In teaching the writing of the three-and-
four paragraph themes, the teacher
should emphasize planning, outlining,
paragraph development, and coherence.

Planning and paragraphing in business
letters and friendly letters should con-
tinue.
The work in vocabulary building and
usage should continue with increasing em-
phasis. =The following texts provide mate-
rial and information for extending vocabu-
lary: English in Action, Course Two,
pp. 81-110, Adventures in Appreciation,
p. 737, "Glossary," pp.-739--748.

Writing the book report is another phase
of _the composition work in English -10.
The written book report should be of the
essay type, = which =may include a summary
of the contents, discussion of features of
special interest, and an intelligent evalu-
ation.

Mastery of the ability- to write clear and
varied sentences, the teacher must remem-
ber,= continues to be the most important
aspect of the program for equipping -the
pupil= to write effective paragraphs and
themes.

BASIC LEVEL
If students are divided into the three levels,

the student at =the basic level in= the tenth
grade will develop simple- topics into composi-
tions of one- or two paragraphs. He may prao-
tice writing one paragraph that develops a
topic sentence; or he may write a two-para-
graph report on a book from an approved list.
He may give =title and author and tell what the
book is about, or he may discuss the-most inter-
esting character or- the most exciting incident.
These basic students should, perhaps, write
friendly and business letters. The business let-
ters may- be letters of application, of request,
or claim letters. As an outgrowth of= studying
a literary selection, a simple- composition may
result; for example, in correlation with the
study of Idylls of the King, the basic student
may write- a theme on the topic "My Favorite
Knight." In developing compositions of any
length, the teacher should require sentence
clarity and conciseness.

STANDARD LEVEL
Students at the standard level should be ex-

pected to- accomplish, for the most part, the
aims listed at the- beginning of this discussion,
"Composition." The topics for- themes should

be of a more complex nature than are the top-
ics for the basic group. The student should
give attention to transitional expressions be-
tween paragraphs, to appropriate openings and
endings, to varied and nonrepetitious diction.
In writing a book report, he should assume a
more critical attitude than that of a basic stu -
dent, supporting his judgments with evidence.
Perhaps this student's composion growing out
of the Idylls of the King might be concerned
with an explanation of the deterioration of the
organization of the Knights of -the Round
Table.-In these compositions the student at the
standard level should practice word economy,
should choose exact words, and should write
sentences that are structurally correct.

ADVANCED LEVEL

At the enriched level emphasis is on depth
and quality. Although creative writing may be
encouraged, stress should be placed chiefly on
exp osition_Thestudentshouldbeable
write clear directions, definitions, and explana-
tions, giving reasons- to- support opinions. He
studies the person, object, or scene he intends
to describe, noting: significant details, = and in
his descriptions conveys sensory impressions
through exact words and apt= figures of speed'.
He uses co-ordination, = subordination, parallel-
ism, and places modifiers correctly. He also
avoids _shift= in= tense. The pupil at the enriched
level should make critical evaluations of books
read. Instead of the Simpler topics concerned
with the Idylls of the King,_his theme may in-
volve a careful study of the short- poem, 'The
Lady of Shalott" and the longer idyll-- "Lance-
lot and Elaine," showing similarities and dif-

=ferences betiveen the two and showing that the
more elaborate story of Elaine and Lancelot
seems to be-based on the same legend as- "The
Lady of Shalott," written earlier.

FIRST SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

-- GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC
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The objective in the intensive review (or
reteaching) of grammar in the tenth grade is
to corplete this mechanical phase of the pu-
pil's equipment and, thus, dispense with con-
centrated class study of it thereafterin order
to clear the way for more extensive adult and
creative work in literature and composition
during the all-important last two years of the
pupil's study of English in high school.

Construction of the Simple Sentence
For thorough knowledge of all parts of

speech, review or reteach all parts of speech.

Punctuation and Capitalization of the
Simple Sentence and Quotation

Review the rules of punctuation and capital-
ization with emphasis on the comma and quo-
tation marks.



LITERATURE

Here, at the turning point of the English
program, the teacher of English II should
strive to keep his pupils reading for pleasure;
but he should also begin seriously to teach
structure in a work of art, to bring his pupils
into an awareness of the writer's purpose, or
theme- and how it may= be discovered, to bring
them to recognize the use and purpose of irony
and symbolism and to understand wherein the
artistic = portrayal of life differs from reality,
wherein it is true because of those very differ-
ences. The level of appreciation the teacher
can hope to achieve will not be that to which
he may aspire with a- pilot section, naturally;
but he will be able to bring average sopho-
mores to feel, perhaps, the first faint begin-
nings of an intellectual activity which well may
prove, in its motivation, to be the turning point
in the pupil's scholastic career..

Short Stories

(A unit of selected short stories from the
nineteen in the anthology, Advatures-in Ap-
preciation) For ideas on- teaching the short
story,-refer to "Plan for the Study of the Short
Story" in the ninth grade advanced section.

The following are suggested stories for the
standard level :

"Blue Jays" Twain
"The- Affair At 7, Rue de M "

Ste_ inbeek
"The Red- Dog" Maier
"The Archbishop's Candlesticks" Hugo
"The Hat" West
"Big Two-Hearted River" Hemingway
"The Gift of the Magi" O Henry
"The Terrible Miss Dove" Patton
"The Heathen" _London
"Quality" Galsworthy

BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR '4

If the teacher finds that slow pupils cannot
grasp more difficult conceptse like noun used
as adverb, omit these sections when, teaching
the parts of speech. Give students only what
they can profitably absorb. In very slow classes
the teacher may wish to concentrate upon com-
mon usage errors as found in the pupils' own
writing, omitting problems of classification.

If the broken quotation is taught, go slowly
with frequent drill. The teacher may have the
students bring to class sample sentences taken
from newspapers and magazines that illustrate
the use of quotation.
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LITERATURE
Short Stories

The teacher will need to give the pupils the
historical development of the short story and
the classifications of =the short story. With the
slow pupils the teacher will help the ,pupils
identify their own personal problems and ex-
periences with those of the characters in the
stories.

The following are some suggested activities
for slow pupils:

Write a one-sentence summary of the plot
of a short story.

Tell the class a favorite short story.
Become _acquainted= with some of -the best

known short story writers.
Prepare brief-outlines of stories read.- This

will give the teacher an opportunity
to teach outlining in a me_ aningful sit-
uation.

Each pupil should = compile a list- of un-
familiar= =words= from the short stories
and any other reading matter.

ADVANCFD LEVEL
GRAMMAR

If bright- pupils are already using the skills
presented in the standard section,- ask these
boys and girls to review the chapter and to
complete Mastery Test. Excuse from drill those
pupils who make 100 per -cent= on these= tests.
Let these bright pupils work on an individual
or a class project (an investigation of Amer-
ican folklore, for example, -in connection with
the practice on recognizing the parts of the
sentence), or read.

The bright students may be assigned to help
slower students on a voluntary basis.

-.LITERATURE .

Short Stories

In addition to using the "Plan for the Study
of the Short Story," discussed in the ninth
grade, the bright students may pursue these
additional activities:

Take notes as the teacher tells something
of the development of the short story
and explains some of the main char-
acteristics and elements of the short
story.

Compare or 'contrast persons, events, and
ideas.

Write character sketches.



Participate in a panel discussion such as
"Why We Read Short Stories."

Write a brief review of a story, making
pertinent comments about the plot,
the climax, and personal relations.

Select other stories for independent read-
ing.

SECOND SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION

Tenth graders should now be able -to develop
written expression related -to life experiences
and to reading- material. Emphasis should be
placed on organization, choice of words, sen-
tence variety, paragraph unity, qualities of
narration, description, and exposition. Pupils
should be meticulous in the punctuation of ad-
verb clauses and adjective clauses.

GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC -

Elements of rhetoricsuch as faulty refer-
ence of pronoun; needless shifts- of subject,
tense, number, voice, and mode; and non-paral-
lelisms of various kinds.should be allotted
some space in the program for English 10 and
should= receive as much emphasis as*the prep-
aration- and progress of =the pupils of parti-
cular sections allow.

Using Compound and Complex Sentences
Effectively

Phrases and clauses should be reviewed or
retaught, giving particular attention to the
more = mature constructions (that is, nominative
absolute, introducing participial phrase, ger-
und, infinitive phrase, and subordinate clause)
and bridging the gap between recognizing and
using a given construction in the pupil's com-
positions.

Analyzing and diagramming mature sentences
will help the pupils grasp construction.

Punctuation and Capitalization
Review the rules of punctuation and capital-

ization with emphasis on the comma, semi-
colon, = colon, dash, and quotation marks. The
teacher will recall that all punctuation, save
possibly in the case of new students, is review
work for the pupil, and that correct punctu-
ation should be recognized by the pupils. Con-
sequently, his grading of all errors in punctu-
ation should be severe.

LITERATURE
Short Poems (a unit of selected narrative,

descriptive, humorous, and lyric poetry from
the collection in the anthology, Adventures in
Appreciation)
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The purpose of this unit is to select and pre-
sent poetry that the student will enjoy and
that will at the same time give him a wide
range of poetic experiences.

If the teacher can capitalize on current in-
terests, teaching will be more effective. Bulle-
tin board scenes, listening to recordings of good
poetry well read, and organizing poetry
around a theme within the adolescent's range
of experience will aid in ai ousing the needed
interest and in holding attem_on. The moods of
the students change just as the mood of the
poet. Then tenth grade student, however, has
begun to discipline his thinking and is able- to
get into the mood of the poem-when a little in-
terest has been aroused.

After interest is aroused, motivation may
continue through participation in= reading, an-
alyzing and interpreting in- accordance with
the student's interest for the moment. The
teacher has to bear in mind that poetry must
be selected in the range of the adolescent's
experiences. The tenth grade adolescent -will
not, react to = the deep = philosophical and satir-
ical trends that Would meet with interest in the
twelfth grade, but he will react= to the poet's
moods that are similar to his own. More oral
and listening activities are helpful: but some
follow -up= written activities, in which the stu-
dent's power of reasoning is challenged, are
necessary.

The teacher should emphasize:
Poetry, a medium of expression
Devices or tools -- used by poetsrhythm,

rhyme, meter, figures- of speech,
sounds, word pictures

Inspiration and pleasure from reading
poetry

Development of personal tastes and inter-
ests

Opportunities for self-expression
Suggested Activities

To achieve the desired- outcomes, the student
may

Read simple lyric and narrative poems.
Listen to records of good poetry.
Listen as the teacher reads selected poems

to the class.
Read a favorite poem to the class.
Collect poems for notebook.-
Make posters illustrating a favorite poem.
Select vivid lines of figures of speech from

poems.
Write an original poem.
Paraphrase a favorite poem.
Write an essay on a subject

"What Poetry Means to Me,"
"Pictures in Poetry."

Memorize favorite poems.and quotations.
Become acquainted with some of the

writers whose poems are studied.
:4,11



BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

In = taking up compound sentences the teach-
er needs to give the pupils only what they can
absorb in small units and with frequent drill.
He will need to stress that punctuation is no
frill but an essential in conveying thought ac-
curately, that muddled punctuation often
means muddled thinking. Even the tenth-grad-
er in the basic level needs to add variety to
speaking and writing by occasionally changing
two or more short sentences into a compound
sentence or even a good complex sentence. As
these sentences are studied, the teacher will,
of course, teach the needed capitalization.

For practice in using the semicolon in corn=
pound sentences, the teacher may have the -pu-
pils find in a newspaper or magazine and bring
to class some compound sentences in- which a
comma and a conjunction are used and others
in which a semicolon is- used. Later, perhaps,
the pupils will write illustrative sentences.

LITERATURE
Short Poems

The- love of poetry cannot be drilled into
pupils; it must be cultivated. The teacher
should read poems aloud and play records of
good poems for the class. After reading or
playing some poems, the teacher may suggest
that the pupils find in a book of poetry or an
anthology a poem that they enjoy.

- Classes that are not immediately interested
in reading poems may enjoy group or choral
reading: All types of voices, light and heavy,
a monotone= or a shy whisper, blend togeth-er.
All should get the rhythm with the more musi-
cal voices reading the solo parts. Before read-
ing, check to see that all students know (1)
the meaning of the poem; (2) the cornet pra-
nunciation of all words; (3)- whether the poem
is- intended to amuse, tell a story, inspire pa-
triotism, or describe a place or -a= mood; (4)
the part each is to take in the reading.

Some poems that have been found interest-
ing for slow pupils include the following:

"Casey at the Bat" Thayer
"Western Wagons" Benet
"Jonathan Bing" __Brown
"Swift Things Are Beautiful" _____

Coatsworth
"The Plaint of the Came:" __Carryl
"The House with Nobody in It" _Kilmer
"The Name of Old Glory" = Miley

ADVANCED LEVEL
GRAMMAR

In a bright group use mastery tests as a pre-
test to find out what to emphasize. As an ex
tra activity these students may prepare a bul-
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letin board display of newspaper articles in
which complex sentences have been used ef-
fectively. Then they may prepare a chart show-
ing how the same facts may be included in two
simple sentencesone compound sentence, and
one complex sentence.

LITERATURE
Short Poems

In addition to doing the activities listed for
the standard level, the advanced students may
enjoy discussing the following questions:

What are some of the characteristics that
make poetry a challenging genre for
reading and writing?

How does poetry mirror individual writers
and the age they represent?

What are some of the significant themes
of American poetry which stimulate
responses to the beauty of poetry as
well as to the ideas of the poet?

THIRD SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION

There should be continued experiences in
written expression of various types previously
listed; systematic effort to= improve sentence
sense; organization of material by note- taking
and outlining; = presentation of ideas in well-
constructed paragraphs; practice in evaluating
written- work and =in revision; recognition of
values in creative self-expression; use of punc-
tuation to= convey meaning -; punctuation of ad-
jective clauses, adverbial clauses, and= non-
restrictive phrases. The pupil should use idioms
satisfactorily.

GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC

Much practice in avoiding -run- together sen-
tences and sentence fragments is needed by
tenth grade pupils.

The oral approach is helpful in developing
a pupil's sentence sense. The incompleteness
of a sentence fragment is- more readily- appar-
ent to a student when he reads it aloud -: the
premature period jolts him. His voice is still
up, and his mind recognizes that the thought
has not been finished. When =the teacher as-
signs a composition -to be written at home, he
hould ask the pupils to proofread orally be-

fore making a final copy. It is most effective
to have all the pupils correct run-together
sentences in their own themes and the themes
of their classmates.

Writing Complete Sentences

Avoid run-together sentences and sentence
fragments. -



Recognizing and avoiding sentence frag-
ments will take much effort for many tenth
graders. In order to correct this fault the pu-
pil must know the following grammar terms:
participial phrase, prepositional phrase, sub-
ordinate clause, appositive, and infinitive
phrase. If the pupil needs to do so, he may
look these up in the handbook part of the
grammar being used.

The pupil needs to learn that a group of
words is a complete sentence when it has a
subject and a verb and expresses a complete
thought.

Words ending in ing, like lying, are not
verbs when they are- used alone. Unless a word
ending in ing does have a helping verb, it can-
not be used as the verb in a sentence. The fol-
lowing helping verbs may =be used with words
ending in ing to fcirm a verb phrase:

am
are
is

=was
were

will (shall) b_ e can (may) be
has been could (should, would)- be -
have been will (shall) have been
had been might have been

The- sentence fragment concept -to be under-
stood is the following: A sentence frigment is
a group =of words which does not express a
complete thought. Since it is part of a- sentence,
it should not be allowed to stand by itself, but
should always be kept in the sentence of which
it is a part.

The Phrase Fragment
A phrase is a group of- words acting as a

single==part of speech and =_not= containing a
verb- and its subject There are_many kinds of
phrases (participial, gerund, prepositional, in-
finitivi), but regardless of their kind they have
one important characteristicthey are parts
of a = sentence and must never be separated
from the sentence in which they belong.

Examples of the unattached phrase frag-
ments follow:
Fragment: On the school steps I saw Alice.

Waiting- for her mother to pick
her up. (This participial phrase
fragment modifies Alice .- I t
should be included in the sentence
with the word it modifies.)

Fragment Removed: On the steps I saw Alice,
waiting for her mother
to pick her up.

Fragment: The new cottage is on the north
side of the lake. At the edge.of a
gro-ve of pine trees. (This preposi-
tional phrase fragment modifies
the verb -is telling- where the cot-
tage is. The phrase belongs in the
sentence.)
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Fragment Removed: The new c_ ottage is on
the= north side of the
lake at the edge of a
grove of pine trees.

Fragment: My parents finally gave me per-
mission. To go with Bill to the
game at West Point. (Here an in-
finitive phrase fragment has been
separated from the word permis-
sion, which it explains.)

Fragment Removed : My parents finally gave
me permission to go with Bill to
the game at West Point.

The Appositive Fragment
A second type of fragment is the appositive

fragment. An- appositive is a word or- group
of words which follows a noun or pronoun and
means the same-thing. It explains the noun or
pronoun which -it follows. In the following ex-
ample the appositive has been incorrectly sep-
arated from the sentence in which it belongs.
Fragment: Uncle Frank came bearing gifts.

A. wrist watth for Jean and -a ring
for me.

Fragment Removed: Uncle Frank came bear-
ing gifts, _ -a= wrist watch
for Jean and a ring for
me.

The Subordinate Clause Fragment
A third type of fragment is the subordinate

clause which is incorrectly separated from the
sentence in =which it belongs. A clause is a
group of words containing a subject and a pred-
icate and used as a part of a sentence. A sub-__
ordinate clause does not express a complete
thought and cannot stand- alone.
Fragment: I was grateful for his ffnancial

assistance. Which enabled me =to
go to college.

Fragment Removed : I was grateful for his
financial assist ance,
which enabled me to
go to college.

The pupil must master this concept: Do not
separate a phrase, an appositive, or a subordi-
nate clause from the sentence of which it is a
part.

Agreement of Verb and Subject
Review the inverted sentence, phrase after

subject, positive and negative, predicate noun
and collective nouns.

This unit of work is closely related to the
preceding training in recognizing subjects and
predicates and provides further training in
finding subjects and predicates.



For a good drill with don't and doesn't the
teacher might require the students to make up
questions that require a negative answer using
either don't or doesn't.
Examples: Doesn't Don own a Renault Dau-

phin? No, Don
Don't the boys enjoy a rainy Sat-
urday at camp? No, the boys_

Have the pupils make up sentences of their
own beginning with There were and There
was. Provide rapid drill on this point.

Since habit formation is a major objective,
rapid drill is highly important.

LITERATURE

Nonfiction

In studying nonfiction, the student should
be taught to note the author's general plan.
He should-know how to select the -main -idea
and supporting details. He must learn to dis-
tinguish_ between fact and opinion in drawing
inferences and conclusions. Teach- the student
to note the point of =view employed and =to -be
aware of humor.

True Narrative
_

In this area the pupil should learn to ap-
preciate man's inquiring spirit and his search
for life's deeper meaning in natural pheno-
mena.

Biography
The pupil should understand= that the bio-

grapher should be selective in choosing detail
but honest in portraying the character. The
student should be taught to recognize the dif-
ference between factual biography and fiction-
alized biography.

He should develop a sympathetic under-
standing of human nature through understand-
ing individuals, their- problems, and their
achievements.

Personal Essay
The student should know what a personal

essay is. He should be able to find in essays
ideas which he can relate to his own thoughts
and experiences.

While keeping separate the main types of
nonfiction (true adventure, biography, and
essay), =the nonfiction unit is organized around
the =theme of man's persistent search to find
meaning through three important spheres of
life; (1) The Challenge of Far Frontiers; (2)
The World of People ; (3) The World of Mind;
This organization gives idea-centered lessons
but develops appreciation through understand-
ing of types of literature.
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The following selections depict man's desire
to explore the physical world; they are "ac-
tion" pieces dealing with frontiers of land and
sea.

"Victory on Everest"Ullman
(the story of mountain triumphs in our day)

"The Sourdough Expedition"Ullman
(fun for the class and, at the same time, will
further- develop appreciative understanding
of irony)

"Caves of Adventure"Tazieff
(depicts the challenge of another far fron-
tier through the experiences of a daredevil
geologist who became a cave crawler)

"Kon-Tiki"Heyerdahl
(great sea adventure story of our time)

"The Blue Continent"Quilici
(photographer pictures some of the mystery
and beauty of an expedition's experience
with the blackfish in the Red Sea)

"Operation Deepfreeze"Dufek
(how Admiral Dufek delivered five hundred
tons of equipment needed = to build a station
at the South Pole for the United States)

Instead of the usual- class discussion of these
selections, a round-table discussion led by -`a
student will give variety and will prove an ade-
quate summary.

For evaluating the unit such questions as
these might be used if the teacher wishes pu-
pils to write about this part of the nonfiction
selections: -(=1)= If you could have been a mem-
ber of one of the expeditions, which would
you have chosen? Why? (2)= Using examples
from the unit, tell why you= agree or disagree
with this statement: One- cannot escape the
consequences of his decisions.

The teacher may introduce the study of bio-
graphy, putting emphasis on values from read-
ing biography,= on common elements in human
experiencepast and present characteristics
essential to successful livingand on desirable
character traits discovered. For composition,
the pifpils may write individual essays on the
outstanding characteristics of great men, and
write autobiographical sketches.-

The teacher will perhaps arrange for a class
committee to prepare a bulletin- board- display=
on biographies. After starting the biography
unit, the teacher might on the second day or
third day ask the pupils to jot down on a slip
of- paper the kind of person they would most
like to =read about. Several categories may be
mentioned- and placed on the board. For ex-
ample:

1. Immigrants who came here as "green-
horns" and found their places as U_ . S.
citizens



2. Handicapped people whose "will to win"
carried them through

3. People who served the world through
science

4. Great athletes who were also great men
and women

5. Family circle
6. The "young years" of interesting people
7. Famous Americans who changed history

"The Fields of Home"Moody
(autobiographical study of a boy's growing
ability to understand "the world of- people")

The following essays and articles should
help pupils realize more fully than before how
stimulating new ideas can be and how much
fun it is to think and grow. The teacher will
need to point out to young readers that the
essayist shares both his ideas and his person-
ality.

After considering the category selected by
each student, the teacher -will be in- a position
to recommend books to each member of the
class. The pupils should make their selections
froth the Recommended Reading Lists.

In introducing "The World of Peole" unit,
the teacher might write on the board- the
statement: "Getting along with others is- a pro-
cess -of 'give and take."' Then he will need to
ask _the Pupils the meaning. He might follow
with Such questions as: (1) What -happens to
a person-; who= doesn't---understarid--how_to_ Aget

petiple asoneline,
some - Cages belligerenCe.) (g) Can reading
help = us- =to understand others? (3) =Do you
think -biographies have any speciarmerit that
other-types: of _literature- may-not- have-? (Stir=
ringeViderice that the worldlias been fult-of
men_Mid-woMen strong enough _to_ mold event_ s
rather than to be overwhelmedTby theft.

The following biograPhies and autobio-
graphies deal with a time which will be of
interest to-pupils, the time in which they find
themselves: -the period of youth. .

"Windows for the Crown Prince"Vining
(Elizabeth Gray Vining's remarkable mis-
sion as tutor and friend of Prince Akihito
from 1946-50)

"Preparing for College"Steffens
(selection from one of the outstanding books
of our time will encourage high-school pupils
to analyze themselves in relation to their
education) -

"On the Road"Sandburg
(Selection from Sandburg's autobiography
deals with hie-acceptance of the problems of
loneliness and strugglea sign of maturity
is a person's willingness to - accept the pain
as well as the glory of growing up)-

"Almera Hawley Canfield"Canfield
(learning about the author's

intogives the reader insight the spir-
it of integrity and stability characteristic of
New England)

"Three Days To See"=-Keller

(central thought "The seeing who see not" is
one which will sharpen the reader's sense
of values concerning the world about him)

To show pupils just how little they observe,
the teacher- might have them put their heads
on their desks and shut their eyes and think
for a minute about what they would miss most
if= they were to remain in the world of com-
plete darkness.

Before the class=- reads ``Three Days-to--See,"
the teacher will need =t0 make arrangements
for a bulletin-board display featuring- the
works of famous= artists whom = Miss Keller
names.= The dieplay = entitled = "What Is-Your Art
Ice- cam feature the--wotk -of the artist,- with
the characteristies of and =description
by using library sources or any other aid avail-
able. The = following- are artists whose works
should be featured:

Michelangelo:- -Great Italian- =painter, sculptor,
ands-architect-of_ the:Renaissance. He toht

-- -four -years- painting= -the- Ceiling-
tine- -Chap_eLin ==Of =the
pairitingis -man-and-his redemptiOn._-

Raphael : _Italian _painter of the ReriaisSance
who is noted partiCularly for his beautiful
inadOnhas.
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Leonardo da Vinci: Italian painter and sculp-
tor- whose most famous =paintings are the
"Last Supper" and "Mona Lisa".

Titian: Italian painter who stands unrivaled as
a master of color. Three of his master-
pieCes are "Man with-the Glove," Christ
and the Tribute Money," and "Assumption
of the Virgin."

Rembrandt: Dutch painter who drew his ma-
terial from the common- world. Few have
rivaled him in color and character, and
none- in -the Management of light and
shade. His most famous work is "The
Night Watch."



Veronese: Italian painter whose work fasci-
nates the eye with glitter and pomp of

-Venetian life.

El Greco: Painter of the Spanish school who
did excellent portraits.

Corot: French landscape painter who is espe-
cially known for the beauty of his still
water scenes.

This is a chance to bring at into the English
classroom and= introduce to some students a

_world about which they know nothing. It is
advisable to select pictures which a novice can
enjoy. Perhaps the teacher will want to feature
in a prominent- place the quotation =from Helen
Keller's essay that appreciation must come af-
ter the eye has been educated.

Thoughtful consideration and= discussion of
this essay can further develop the student's un-
derstanding of true maturity.

For vocabulary = improvement the- teacher
may wish to= reinforce-the words in-the-foot-
notes =by teaching pupils how =to use = =context
by having- them mention = clues in context that
would Iead= to =the meaning of the word =The
following might be used := static, where compar-
ison is a cl ue ;= kaleidoscope where an explan-
atory phrase before the = word is a clue; leth-
argy, where =a previous sentence gives a synO-
nym; dormant, where the mood established by
the whole paragraph gives a clue.

For enrichment perhaps the teacher= =will
want to read Sara Teasdale's poem "The Coin"
to tie in =with the= statement in the essay that
three days of sight would give Miss Keller
glorious memories. Some suggested titles for
compositions are "If I Had Only Three Days
To See," "Minds, Too, C_ an B_ e Blind," "A Pic-
ture in My Memory."

"A Letter to a Fan"Pease
(a detailed discussion of the steps involved
when one truly = reads a book; one of the
most rewarding selections in the book in
teaching young people the enjoyment= and
wisdom found- when a reader uses- all of his
faculties in "the world of the mind" to read
a book)

The teacher may want some student to give
a report on "The Nightingale" by Hans Chris-
tian Andersen. After the essay ha_ s been read
and discussed, the teacher might wish to ask
pupils what help Pease gives at the end of the
essay to fix the important ideas of the essay in
the reader's mind.

For vocabulary enrichment the pupils will
benefit from listing key terms connected with
fiction which the truly mature reader should
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understand, such as escape fiction; realism;
universal truths; symbolism; romantic view-
point; human, material, and ethical values;
literal and figurative language.

The teacher may wish to- have pupils read
a novel- from the Recommended Reading List
in connection with = this_ essay by Pease. The
pupils should not select escape novels. Their
reports could be written or, if oral, given in
panel groups with a common theme such as
"Family Living," "Growing Up," etc., for each
group. Whichever method is- used, pupils may
do a more organized and thorough job -if you
give them a guide such as the one following-
Silas Martier in the "Sixth Six Weeks."

"Irtnog"White
(deals with reading habits and teaches an
appreciation of good literature; excellent
values and student appeal)

Pupils should be reminded = to keep in= mind _

what Pease has had to say ahout values-a ma-
ture -person - should= get = from a book.- en-con-
sider=E. B. White a keen judge of: -Merican
life, is right in finding the reading a -of
American adults-laughable and =immature.
teacher =will -need to be sure that-the-pu
derstand_ they are reading on two leve s: (1)
an exaggerated descriptiOn= that offers godd
fun= and (2) a serious -discussion- of the_ "f&il=
ishneSS of some-of our= ways:" aiiy-Voice-s=
album has the-recording of = " g"=113-THitain

-Sherman. The -teacher= might want the pupils =
0 folloW along in their books as the-recording
is= played._=-

To- start= the = discussion after the pupils-have
read the essay the teacher may ask,= 'A very
immature reader -would = see only ,ivhich level
of the essay?"- He might-introduce- the more

-serious _level with the question, "What == level=
would the mature reader find= and what 'secret
cargo' would he discover?" After the discuslion
period, try -to let the = pupils = arrive=- at -_a= wise
conclusion through their own reasoning It is
helpful to guide them through questions-rather
than eXplanations. For instance, if students-ac-
cept only= the literal surface statements of the
last paragraph, these questions might help
them -: "Is there a -double Meaning= in the
phrase 'a= green world'?" "How does -the= last
paragraph show people were= reading for the
wrong purpoSe?" "What do you suppose E. B.
White really wants people to do?' "Do =you
think this essay could be reduced to three-sen-
tences?" After the pupils have discutded the
absurdity, of such a condensation, they- might
fill in the blanks in this formula: "The better
a piece of literature is, the diffi-
cult it would be-to condense without losing its
value ; the more a piece of literature tends
toward being 'escape' literature, the-



difficult it would be to condense." The pupils
might consider reducing "Three Days Tn See"
to understand how human values, theme, and
under-the-surface elements would be lost.

For composition work the students may en-
joy trying their skills at writing a satirical es-
say on some phase of school life, such as study
habits,- participation in- too many extracurricu-
lar activities, etc.

"Gift from the Sea"Lindbergh
(a clarification and solution for the frustra-
tion of having "too many things to do;" how
to achieve a unity within oneself amid all
the conflicting- pulls and tensions-of twen-
tieth-century life)

To help pupils understand Anne Lindbergh
iE .:peaking of a problem they- have, the teacher
might- put the names of the days of the week
on the board and ask students to list school,
community, job, and home _responsibilities for
each day. A visual= representation of the crowd-
ed schedule should impress students and make
the work meaningful.

We call such words abstract. Often if the read-
er does not stop to think about them, he will
have only a hazy idea of what the author is
discussing.

The teacher may wish to have the pupils
check back to see whether they can explain
the following abstract ideas in terms of con-
crete examples:

(For instance, if the abstract term sweetness
had been used, you could give as a concrete
example the taste of sugar.)

1. "social and cultural- pressures" (invita-
tions to the right parties, making the
team, getting passing grades)

2. "contradictory tensions" (the feeling a
student gets when= the band director and
the- football coach announce practice at

- the same time)
3. "renunciation of the world" (a hermit or

a recluse)-

Ince- the---essay demands= careful teiriteni=
ation,, in -nraLreadirig=61-=the----nssit is,=rie-corn=

Amended - -- (teacher- and- --eXPlainS );
the-ireading

--Ot-fthe essay_ = will come
making-: a LeOnriection=f-,betWeens--=Mkg--.

indblergh'S---* ,of---_saying thirigs--'aild

-era ;77_=-IiguratiVeilanguage-- of nOel"'
eSe= will become niere-_-meaniri

--_=Proportion, to the applidationsii-made=.= For in-
-stririerev-_"in- -grace"---isf-probably inxpresse&-i-ine
,Iligh-l-sehoot =talk as --"onAop_r_of thn--world---.''=En=
-- courage_ specific exainpleZ=of -IOW-that-feeling

caii =help studeats- iri-=__VariouS=-_areas4-4-a-Aall-
---gaMe, -a declamation -Cont-nsti ete-The_e_ teachr-
should_ try to bring an awareness of the=fact

at nit)_- easy solutiGn--= existsfor the problem:
njinding of the balance-in which- p-eacn:Will

of the- achievement -an-cVresporiSibil=
-_-'-itieS-one-has chosen. z- -=-

4. "material possessions" (autoMobile, ster-
eo, billiards)

5. "centrifugal activity" (pump, water run-
ning down the-bathtub drain)

The = same = =theme is treated in = the poems:
WordSworth's = -" -The= =World =Iss =Too

uch With Us" and Ogden Nash's "I Will A-
ris-e and Go Now," in

=

As =the subject for =a = composition the teacher
might =ask for a description an experience
which h-as-taught an- important value in life.
It ht be=d-alled "My Gift from ."
Such project might be- introduced =by asking
pupils it ther feel everyone should take a- Sea-
shore- vacntion since .MrS. Lindbergh =gained so
much from hers. =Pupils will probably bring out
the- idea that each must find important truths
in hi, own way.

"Out on- a-Limb with Father"--Pine
(inspiration to other high school students to
show what they can accompligh in a field
which most consider reserved for adults)

For Nocabulary improvement the teacher
may= point out that this = selection= =had many
words that we call abstract Perhaps, wewe= can
hest describe the meaning of abstract by-defin-
ing its opposite, _concrete.= If something is con-
crete, it is specific and definite. Anything that
one can taste or smell or feel- or see or hear

typewriter, for examplemay be described
us concrete. There is not much chance= of mis-
understanding what is meant by =words that
stand for sowething which may be very real
bit Nhi'h cannot be seen or touched. Universal _

-truth* democracy, welfare, individualism: all
of these tern s are in the realm of the mind.

Michael Pine's= clear thinking and clever
writing make this essay good for reading a-;
loud. Besides deriving enjoyment -from= the es-
say, =the pupils should be encouraged to =take
careful consideration of the underlying ideas.

- If pupils become interested in doing some
critical viewing of TV family dramas, they
might hold- round-table discussion. Before
investigating, they need to build =a preliminary
outline to follow in taking notes, such as

1. Definitiot. of the problem
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2. Analysis of the problem

a. Extentnumber of unrealistic fam-
ily stories

b. Causes of the problem
(1) An uncritical au.lience
(2) Problems unique to TV

c. Effects of the problem here and
abroad

3. Suggested solutions for the problem
4. Evaluation of solutions

"The Man in Asbestos"Leacock
(an allegory; a glimpse of the world of the
future; the things- and events- described are
important chiefly for the meaning that they
shed on life today)

By reading thisselection the pupils will have
as opportunity =to bring = together the concepts
and the reading skills of previous essays and
will realize that it is fun to think and to dig for
the "secret cargo" of literature.

One of the -chief =appeals = of= this essay is its
suspense. One must be careful not to give any
hint about =the == outcome of the trip through
time.

Before any discussion of the- = selection =-takes _

pl-aCse--the_ teacher InuSt-he sure that ãllpupilc
understand the mearing of allegory-The-class

their=kleaS- final-defint-
tion;i-stressing the--:point-that like_
a -parable in the st6iy-VhichAittiA
hidden meaning to apply to_an-setualSituation-

After the_=discussion---the teachet_inighti-ask
the class--hOtthe centratideai-behind=the-alle,
Ott: is -summed -up- in the= last Aentence;,-
came." Some will not realize that Leacock
means not only coming _ =awake --from= ileeP-_-_to
awareness = but also.=c-oming --aWitkecto:all the
valUes--ref the present -world --the - striving -=and
theletting there that monntaine-dri7spOkes-of
earlier as being the most worth,while of tht...ir
exploits.

After finishing the nonfiction section, the
teacher may wish the class to review by having
the pupils discuss the- entire division as a
whole. This review should emphasize -both
ideas and style of writing. To help pupils un-
derstand-style, the teacher will want to read to
theM "A Style-ish Fable". The= following ques-
tions froth the Teacher's Manual for= Adven-
tures in-Appreciation explore various styles of
the essayist.

1. Can you tell what environment a_ person
has had by the co-inparisons or-figures of
speech he uses? How are -Ralph Moody and

Carl Sandburg alike in this respect? What
would have happened to the effectiveness of
"The Fields of Home" had Moody decided he
would change his grandfather's way of speech
to conform with English usage rules?

2. In which of the three major sections of
the nonfiction unit were the authors seemingly
least concerned with style?

3. Which authors seemed to communicate
through their style sincerity and great interest
in their subjects? What authors revealed in
their styles that they are people of broad
learning? Whose style did you find easiest
to follow? most difficult?

4. Students may enjoy the following: Pick
out one person, an author or character, and
give your views on an incident around school
as if you were the person you are impersonat-
ing. Try t' imitate style as effectively as you
can Fe: instance, Thomas might say, "Tarnal
fools, what's this homecoming ruckus anyhow?
Wuthless, good-for-nothing people. Won't have
it,_I tell you If =each pupil_ does not tell-whom
he is= impersonating the class will have an in-
teresting time guessing identities.

Other qustions which -will- emphasize both
style and ideas are:

I. If you had -a free evening to read- and
were given the choice of more selections by
the authors included 1n the-nonfiction se-ctithi,
which author-would you choose? Why?

2. Which of-the =types studied has more to
offer- in ideas= that= a = person = can apply to his
Own life? = Which =is most = exciting' entertain-
ing? = Which would _offer= most reward in re-
reading?

3. Which of =the selections do you think
would-make an excellent film or TV drama?
Why?

4. Would you classify any of the selections
as- "escape reading"?

Any of the foregoing questions may be used
either as =oral discussion questions or as a basis
for individual writing. Topics such as th? = fol-
lowing lend themselves well to-a written dis-
cussion:

I. If you could choose one author from
each of the three "worlds" of the nonfiction
section to be neighbors of yours, which= three
would you choose? Expain your choice.

2. Choose- one selection from each of- the
three "worlds" which- seemed to you most val-
uable in giving you something to apply in- y-our
own life. Tell why.

3. Do the same qualities tend- to bring suc-
cess in the three worldsof far frontiers, of
people, and of the mind? Explain your stand.



Let each student select the question he wish-
es to discuss and allow sufficient time for him
to organize his reply carefully.

BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

See the information given for the standard
level.

At this time the slow pupils, perhaps, should
concentrate on you, doesn't, don't, inverted
sentences, phrase after subject, and subject
following or and nor.

LITERATURE

Nonfiction

LITERATURE

Nonfiction

In addition to doing the activities of the
Standard Level listed under "Biography" and
"Essay", the advanced- students may en-
gage =in a panel discussion of individual respon-
sibilities to society and learn to recognize liter-
ary references and allusions while studying the
essay.

Discuss essays and other literary forms that
have similar themes. This will help students
to see the relation of the essay to other literary
forms.

Here, again, the teacher will need -to deter-
mine- which of the selections discussed un-
der =the standard level will be best suited to
the needs, interests, and abilities of his class.

The slow group-might see and diecuss films
on tlie lives of great persons, tell- the life story
of some great American, and write a= short
autobiographical sketch. -

ADVANCED LEVEL
GRAMMAR

EXPeriende teaches us that:the bright stu-
dents-also need- much practice iniavoiding run-
oniiintenceiEand sentence fragnients. -They too
need - to- master :agreement 6f subject and:_Verb.
The, instructions for the standardi_level = will be
suitable for this grolip. A diagnostic test will
determine how_ much drill-Will be _needed.

.

In teaching agreement of subject anii verb
to the e-bright classes, the= teacher may point out
that-this rule covers the-few survivals in mod=
ern_Znglish of an older,-MOre cOmplicated_sys-
fern of inflected - __verb forms. Compare With
Latin, French, or another foreign language.

In English the rule applieS only to _the= third
perSon singular of the present tense and the
present perfect tense, to the first and third
person_ Singular of the verb to be in both the
present and the past tense, and to the passive
voice and the progressive forms in Which be is
used. The teacher may ask pupils to give ex-
amples -to illustrate the preceding explanations.
They -may make charts to illustrate -action
verbs and make listh to show how the- choice
of verb may greatly affect the vividness of
the sentence, such as -listing swoop and dart as
specific synonyms for fly.

FOURTH SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION

The teacher should provide activities in writ-
ten expression paralleling the study of literary
forms.

Concentrated attention should be given to
the= refinement of Writing skills, to the organi-
zation of research materials, to the-cultivation
of creative ability, and to practice in= expbsitory
writing. _Many- topics for written themes are
listed-in the unit on Julius Caesar.

GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC

Using= Correct Pronouns-

Review personal pronouns, interrogative
pronouns, relative pronouns; compound per-
sonal pronbuns, and compound relative pro-
nouns (pronouns with Self), and agreement
with antecedent.

Using Correct, Colorful Verbs
Review principal parts, the right tense and

other verb_ errors. Emphasize the correct use
of lie, lay, sit and set.

At =the tenth grade level pupils should be
expected to= master the accepted use of pro-
nouns. It may take some effort on their part,
but demand it.

The = folloWing concepts must be learned
and understood:

The following definitions were taken from
English Skills, Grade 12, Hook, Stevens, Ginn,
and Company, 1959, pp. 289-90.

1. A word= used in place of a noun is called
a pronoun.

2. An antecedent is a word to which a pro-
noun refers.

3. The case of a pronoun shows its gram-
matical use in the sentence in which it

occurs.
4. A personal pronoun indicates the person

speaking (first person), the person or
thing spoken to (second person), or the
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person or thing spoken of (third per-
son). The personal pronouns are I, me,
we, ui, you; he, she, it, him, her, they,
and them.

5. A possessive pronoun shows possession.
The personal possessive pronouns are
mine, yours, his, hers, its, ours, and
theirs.

6. A reflexive pronoun is used as a direct
object, an indirect object, or an object
of a preposition to indicate the same
Person or thing as the subject. The-re-
flexive pronouns are myself, yourself,
himself, herself, itself, ourselves, your-
sekes, and themselves.

7; An intensive pronoun emphasizes a noun
or another pronoun. The intensive pro-
nouns are the same as the reflexive pro-
nouns.

8. A- demonstrative pronoun is one that
points out. The demonstrative pronouns
are this, that, these, and those.

9. An interrogatiye pronoun is_used-in a di-
rect orAm: indirect= _question._ The_ most
important-- interrogative _f-pronoune_ -are-

, Who, mihoni,
=

10; An indefinite pronoun is -one_Aliat- does
- not refer to: a particular person,- place

or=thing; The chief = words which Often
, are used_ as= indefinite =pronouns are

each, everyone, iverybadY, -11iYonet, -
badyi= one, either,- neither, zall;:ittidiimiel-.

1=L A relative pronoun (or relative adverb)
must, like personal inonouns, always re-
fer to a definite antecedent The common
relative= pronouns are who or whom,
that, which, what, whoever, whomeier,
and sometimes as.

Among the relative adverbs are when,
where, why, whenever, and wherever.

Rules

1. Some personal pronouns may be used in
the nominative case, but never the ob-
jective case. These pronouns are I, he,
she, we, and they.

2. Some personal pronouns may _be used
in the objective case, but never in the
nominative case. These pronouns are me,
him, her, us, and them.

3. The- personal pronouns you and it may
be used either in the nominative case or
in the objective case.

4. Possessive pronouns may be used either
in the nominative case or in the objec-
tive case.
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5. As direct or indirect objects or as ob:
jects of prepositions, use personal pro-
nouns in the objective case.

6. As a- matter of courtesy, when you men-
tion yourself and someone else together,
refer to the other person first. When you
use you, with he, she, or they, place youfirst.

7. As predicate nominatives, use personal
pronouns in the nominative case.

8. Do not use a personal pronoun immedi-
ately after its antecedent as an extra
and useless subject.

9. A= personal pronoun should have an an-
tecedent to which it clearly refers.

10. A personal pronoun must agree =with its
antecedent in gender, person, and num-
ber. The antecedents each, everyone,
everybody, anyone, anybody, one, either,
and neither are singular, and the ante-cedents all, none, some, and many are
usually plural.

11. Always say-== himself and themselves. is-
self and theirselves are = not good Usage.

12. Never use the = personal = pronoun__ them
for the demonstrative pronouns= these orthose.

Select certain demon verbs (lie, see, go) and
use them repeatedly in illustration& Lie= is the
hardest verb= in the language. Pupils should
understand the correct usage and should prac-
tice the correct forms until they can use them
without stumbling.

In practice on correct usage, regularly-have
the student give the reason or explanation first
and thus avoid tiMe-wasting guessing at =the
correct form.

Since errors in tense= usually- involve a care-
less shift, give this fault sufficient attention.
Tressler suggests that the teacher ask students
if they would say, "It was= raining, isn't it?"
or "It's raining, wasn't it?" Then collect errors
from the written work of the class and attack
them.

Pupils = should -learn to use colorful verbs.
From a story popular with your class, select an
incident in which the author uses colorful-verbs
to produce a desired effect. Read the selection
aloud and make -your point with - a question:
"In the paragraph I just read, Cathy snathChed
up the envelope, glanced at the writing,
danced into the kitchen, and waved the envel-
ope. Suppose these four verbs had been picked,
looked, walked, and held. Would they have
given you the- impression of a happy, excited
girl?"



Tress ler advocates that the teacher insist
upon 100 per cent accuracy in the use of verbs
because exceptions prevent correct habit for-
mation.

LITERATURE

The Drama
"The Man Who Liked Dickens".Tallman
The King and IRodgers-Hammerstein
Julius CaesarShakespeare

It is suggested that the class will begin with
the familiar and the popular "The Man Who
Liked Dickens," a television play adapted by
Robert Tallman-from a short story by Evelyn
Waugh. Not-only is the play go6d theater, but
it will= lso serve as a valuable lesson_ appre-,
ciatibn.- -"The Man Who Liked Dickens" may
be folloWed by one -of Anierica's top musicals,
The King=and-I-In the musical- drama students
will -find entertainment-plus the satisfaction
which-lcomei froM seeing memorable -charac-
ters in- an interesting_ setting,_- acting -out a
drama:witli important- implications- in -_theme.
Th-e:idrairia= se_ ction for-the tenth =grade -may =be
Clinialed:7:bY Shake-
speare'S-Play Mins Caesar. =

The -s variety --of -the -drama section should-
pro-_veirMeaningfid to sophomores This unit
-begins= mith-what they-knoW-and -ilike;-itleads;
then-OM=--to__--a= -Vivid==eXample-al the -:best_-in
-Ameridairtheater; and=theirit_thallenges-Aliein
to Stretch_: their -intellect ranUemotioriSjh-Ake
readifieof-a PlAY-by-the -greatest dramatistin
the "En-glish- language.' Throughrthis;draina-sec=
tion- the teacher-- rciay-truly-lielp-;his stlideritt
to-findadventures in appreciation." =

Suggestions for Teaching Julius Caesar
To arouse some curiosity and, perhaps, en-

thusiasm, the day before the_teacher intends
to introduce the full-length play to the class,
he `could place some large printed headlines
on the board. They should be done in color if
the teacher wishes to get every student's at-
tention as soon as he comes into the= room. The
teacher may use such -- headlines as: Patriots
Combine Against Oppressive Dictatorship, As-
sassins Attack Noble Leader, =Plot = Involves
Trusted Officials, Chaos= Reigns in City.

The teacher should be careful not- to give
away too much by the headlines. He should not
reveal,time nor locale nor whether or not -the
attack-was successful. After= the= students have
assemble_d on the day the teacher wishes to in.=
troduce the play,_he could ask them to look
over the headlines carefully = to see just what
is revealed. He could ask the students to -guess
to what time and locale they apply. (The
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teacher should be on the alert for suggestions
that the first one could have applied to- either
Germany or Italy during World War II or to
the Hungarian Revolt in 1956. Such comments
can be used later to emphasize the timeliness
of the themes of Julius Caesar.)

After the students have discussed possible
times and places, the teacher may ask them
if there is any contradiction that they notice
in the headlines. They should spot the first
and second as being opposite-in point of view.
The teacher- may then go on to tell them that
these headlines never appeared, not because
the events did not happen but because news-
papers had not yet come- into being. At this
point the teacher may supply the year 44 B.C.
With that hint the students may be able = to
identify the setting. After establishing -that
the place was Rome and the attack was upon
Julius Caesar, the teacher may have students
open their books and read together the intro-
duction and the section on the times of Julius
Caesar.

After-_-reading the introduction- the teacher
hiay-_atapi=thT_dia-d-usa= p6aaibla difficulties=-which
the student -rentatniter.-
question, - "Why= = yoti _expect =aexpect play Mtit.-
teiv over =three_ hundred _Years: ago to be more
difficult to=-read thaane= written in our own

n=

--Students, will -Probably mention- changeain
the _-_meaning-of- words The teacher can tell
thein=thallOatnOtei have- been added to help
the-StUdents- respect:_ The teacher Will
need,ft621_-e-i-alekt-to, Wovl meaning shifts that
St-u-derits-May-1 hat utdelistthd; that --Act I,

lirie=59,_"trophies-,"kmeaning decera-
tiOns--4o-rAheistattieg---of Caesar;:_ Act Scene= 2,
line 165, 'brooked:" meaning- endured -;
Scene-3,line "tedreas," -meaning cure. Such
Meariing,shiftaare ones teachers will -_be able-ta
get -froni-oliteiti bid ones =which -might trouble
studentS,- --particularly Slow -__readers._ The -alert
Pupils_ should- be directed= to-_--consult the__Ote.
forcIDittionartin the-study of theseworda.,-----

_Another-difficulty Steins froin the change-in
the --way -we raitY something; The- teacher :might
use -a paraphrase---on the chalkboard to--=_
trate this point. He -may- -have- students open
their_ books_ and read lineS- 63-69-, -then write-
a paragraph- together.

In making a study of =the form- of the drama
as a true- aid to appreciation, the-leacler will
find it helpful to concentrate on the play from
the viewer's or reader's point- view. The
claSs will be concerned not with how the writer
.goes about producing an effect but with what
that-effect has upon the audience or reader.
Learning-precise definitions of theme, symbol,
simile, and metaphor will not increase appre-
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has been read.
Suggested activities in connection with the

study of Julius Caesar:
Take part in class reading of a drama.
Discuss the plot and characters.
Dramatize parts of the play.
Write an interpretation of a familiar quota-

tion from the play.
Make a pen sketch of some scene.
Make reports on Shakespeare's life and

times.
Search for parallels between characters in

the play and real people.
Compare the Elizabethan theatre with the

modern theatre.
Locate quotations for memorizing.
Quote from memory selected passages from

the play studied.
Paraphrase familiar soliloquies.
View film and listen to recording of the

play.
List new words and idioms from the play.

Teacher's Manual for Adventures in Appre-
ciation, pp. 145-162, has detailed aids and sug-
gestions for teaching Julius Caesar. A unit on
Julius Caesar taken from the Montgomery
County, Maryland, Bulletin Number 132 is-of-
fered as another approach for teaching the
drama.

ON TEACHING JULIUS CAESAR*

Since to know Shakespeare has become a
part of our culture, the teacher should plan to
help students enjoy the Bard. While there is no

*Public Schools, Montgomery County, Maryland, English
Language Arts, Grade 10 (September, 1955), pp.12-19.
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W. Ma WOO. wrote IOr muzaintnan auaiencea
that would not_ read the manuscripts, but
would see his plays. (The introduction in
Pooley, et al., Exploring Life through Liter-
ature, Scott, Foresman, Chicago, 1951, pp. 181-
186, would be very helpful.) This would help
to explain his references to clocks, candles,
coffins, and other anachronisms in scenes of
ancient Rome ; it would give reason for his
references to such sports as falconry and bear-
baiting in such a setting. As= the- reading pro-
gresses, =the teacher should be alert to- the dif-
ficulties that probably will arise in the frequent
uses of the soliloquy and the aside; he must
also help the students to visualize the actions
that accompany some speeches (Lucius' bring-
ing letters to Brutus; Anthony's exposing the
dead body of Caesar, and so forth).

Experience has shown that the difficulty of
reading Shakespeare for the first time may
lead to several readings of the play: the first
reading for plot, the second reading for fur-
thering comprehension and for such activities
as making selection of scenes for dramatization,
collections of familiar quotations, data for pan-
el discussion, and possibly a third reading of
certain areas about which students still feel
uncertainties.

At first, the teacher must do much of the
reading and the explaining. As- the play pro-
gresses, however, his sup.n.estions, hints, and
questions should help the- students begin their
own imaginary pictures of- the action. Before
his reading aloud the first scene of Act I, the
teacher should write on the board the names of
the characters who appear in the scene; then
he should help the students learn to pronounce
them correctly. In addition, the teacher should
give the pupils a- picture of what lie_ s behind
the action in the first scene; he must point out
that the play does not- open at the beginning
of the story; he must help students deduce
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would be good subjects for any of the pro-
grams? Add the- names of other programs
of a similar nature.

Person to Person
Masquerade Party
This Is Your Life
Cavalcade of America
T-Men in Action
Dragnet

- 3. Write a character sketch, using a fictitious
name if you wish, of an acquaintance whom
you would call successful, or average, or a
failure. Point out what influences by others
you think contributed to his situation.

4. Listen to the teacher read a short poem call-
.4. Listen to the teacher read a short poem

called "Opportunity;" tell why one man suc-

5. Decide how peoples' words and deeds show
what they are. Cite examples.

6. Decide what kind of person speaks or is the
subject of each of the following statements
taken from readings for your class:
a. "I'm always lucky in my weather. It

might rain if you wanted to go yourself.
You never hold trumps, you know _I al-
ways do. You've got the beauty, you see,
and I've got the luck!" (Silas Marner,
Chap. III)

b. "Let the gods so speed me- as I. love the
name of honor more than I fear death."
(Julius Caesar, Act I, Scene II)

c. "Young Cassius has a lean and hungry
look; he thinks too much ; such men are
dangerous." (Julius Caesar, Act I, Scene
II)
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the reading, tell your impression of what
was going on in Rome at the opening of the
play, how the tribunes and the commoners
felt toward each other, and what you think
was Shakespeare's main purpose in the
scene.

2. Refer to words listed on the board by the
teacher (assembly, consuls, dictatorship,
monarchy, patricians, plebians, republic,
senate, tribunes).

Discuss what these words mean and situa-
tions in which they are used.

3. Make a list of the important characters as
they appear "on stage", adding after each
name descriptive words that occur to you as
he plays his part. These will aid you later
in discussing the play.
Examples : Julius Caesarproud, boastful,

arrogant
Marcus Brutushonorable,

idealistic,
impractical

4. Listen to the MGM recording (or some
other) after you have read the first act to
hear how experienced actors interpret the
parts. Evaluate.

5. Read Act II to determine why Brutus be-
comes -the leader of the conspirators. Dis-
cuss the growing conflicts between Brutus
and Cassius, Caesar.and Calpurnia.

6. Read Act III to note that Cassius, rather
than Brutus, was a better judge of people.
Discuss what you Consider to be the climax,
the assassination or the effects of Anthony's
oration:

7. Read Act- IV and . V to determine how
Shakespeare is able to maintain audience in-
terest for such a= long period after the cli-
max.
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8. Collect, in your second reading, some ex-
amples of the use of the soliloquy, Act II,
Scene I, lines 10-34; Anthony's apostrophe
over Caesar's body, Act III, Scene I, lines
C 252-273 and P 257-278) .

If you are interested in figurative language
and devices, you may want to collect ex-
amples of simile, metaphor, personifica-
tion, anachronisms, and so forth.

9. Bring to class, for bulletin -board display
and discussion, clippings, articles, advertise-
ments that remind you of any of the char-
acters or- actions in the play, as well as
references to Shakespeare.

10. Plan and carry out a draniatization of- the
two orations or some other -- scene(s) that
you consider to be good examples- of one
individual's influence on others. Have 'try-
outs; try different interpretations; listen
to recordings; put practice scenes on tape
recorder for critical listening; plan such
setting and costumes as- are necessary;
rehearse! Remember that =much prepara-
tion must precede polished presentation.

11. Discuss the traits in both Brutus and Cas-
sius that made them disagree about many
things, i.e., the plans = for the assassination.
Compare Anthony and = Cassius =in their
methods of controlling others. Add other
pairs that may occur to you.

12. Make an oral report on a twentieth cen--
tury= dictator (Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin,
Peron). How could he be compared to Jul-
ius Caesar?

13. Have a panel discussion on the conflicts
within the play or on mob psychology as
evidenced both in the play and in our
times.

14. Point out on the board the listed pas-
= sages that you had = heard before = reading
them in the play. Where do they appear in
the play? Under what circumstances?
What is the significance of each? Have
you ever seen any used in other literary
pieces or in advertisements? Which have
you heard used in daily conversation?

a. "Beware the Ides of March."
b. "It was Greek to me."
c. "It is the bright day that brings forth

the adder."
d. "Let's carve him as a dish fit for the

gods."
e. "Cowards die many times before

their death--;
The valiant never taste of death but

once."
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f. "Et tu, Brute !"
g. "Cry 'Havoc', and let slip the dogs

of war."
h. "Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend

me yonr ears."
i. "The evil that men do lives after

them;
The good is oft interred with their

bones."
j. "Ambition should be made of sterner

stuff."

15. Divide the play by acts or by some other
convenient fashion, for each row, or other
group, to find the greatest number of fa-
miliar quotations and some others that you
like particularly; accept as a class list only
those that meet with general approval af-
ter your attempts at "selling" your list.

16. On a sheet of paper copy the numberS of
the sentences written on the board. In the
margin write true or false as you think
the statement should= be= labeled. Then in-
dicate on your paper how the meaning of
the= underlined word in each sentence in-
fluenced your marginal r eply.
a. Cassius considered Caesar a man of

prodigious strength.
b. Most Roman citizens wanted Caesar to

become their emperor.
c.- Caesar =admired= the way that valiant

men regarded death.
d. Calpurnia was unmoved by the= mes-

sages of the augurers.
e. Caesar did not have a petty .iole in the

founding of the Roman Empire.
f.- Brutus was not a servile man.
g. Cassius =was a wily conspirator.
h. Anthony called Lepidus an unmeritable

man, a gracious compliment.
i. At times, Cassius displayed jealowy of

Caesar.

7. For those who become very- much interest-
ed in the author, his peers, and his period,
read from various sources- and prepare a
source theme. A list of selected topics is
posted on the bulletin board. If= you wish
a particular topic, check with your teacher
and sign the list beside your choice. (Some
of these suggested topics are offered == for
the gifted child.)

Suggested Topics For Source Theines
History

Henry VIII
Elizabeth -I
Mary Queen of Scots
The Earl of- Essex
The Earl of Leicester
The Queen's foreign suitors



The Times
Elizabethan London
Elizabeth's "Progresses"
Inns and travel
Sports and pastimes (other than theater)
Architecture

Adventurers
Sir Francis Drake
Sir Walter Raleigh
Sir Philip Sidney
John Hawkins
William Baffin
John Davys
Martin Frobisher
Sir Lawrence

Theater
Early history
Famous theaters

The theater
Blackfriars
The Globe
The Swan -

Famous companies

Writers
William Shakespeare

Biography
The sonneteer
The dramatist
The producer-director
The actor

Ben Jonson
Michael Drayton
Beaumont and Fletcher
Edmund Spenser
Christopher Marlowe
Sir Francis Bacon
Itaac Walton

The Bard Today
Famous Stratfords

Stratford-upon-Avon, England
Stratford, Ontario
Stratford, Connecticut

Shakespeare on television
Shakespeare in the daily papers
Famous modern Shakespearean actors

Sir Laurence Olivier =

Sir John Gielgud
Basil Rathbone
Orson Welles
Vivian Leigh
Judith Anderson
John Barrymore
Claude Raines

18. Visit the Folger Shakespeare Library to
note f atures of the Elizabethan stage and
to note other memorabilia. Report findings
to class.
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19. Do an, artistic or construction project
which shows your ability to transfer what
you have read to another medium. Share,
your experience with others.

Constructing, Drawing, Costuming
Projects
Model of the Globe Theater
Cross section of a theater
Stage set for one scene
Floor plan for one scene
Costume plates for Julius Caesar
Costumed dolls

Of Elizabethan period
Of Roman period

20. Read books from the suggested list of sup-
plementary readings and write book re-
views.

Evaluating Activities
I. Illustrate your grasp of the plot of the play

and its- characterizations by your- agreement
or = disagreement= with one of the following
statements..

a. 'The brief appearances of -the= wives- of
Caesar and Brutus= could =have been omit-
ted from the play without any -loss to the
plot.

b. In his judgment of .Anthony, Brutus was
wiser than Cassius.

c. "Blind followers" like Caius Ligarids are
responsible fcir many of the misfortunes
and evils in the world.

d. People usually get the kind of- govern-
ment they deserve.

e. The assassination of Caesar accomplished
Brutus's purpose.

f. The characters in the play are represent-
ative of real people rather than of
stereotyped categories.

g. The play should have been named
Marcus Brutus, not Julius Caesar.

2. For purposes of testing your- ability to eval-
uate peopleand yourselfaccurately and
objectively, illustrate in a brief written pa-
per how the characters of Julius Caesar,
Marcus Brutus, Cassius, and Anthony are
emphasized by contrast with one another.

3. Write statements expressing your opinion
about

a. Who the successful character in the play
is -

b. Which character arouses the greatest
sym pathy

c. Who the most dominant character is
d. Who is completely unaware of his own

weaknesses and failings



e.= How Shakespeare arouses in his audience
a desire for Caesar's death

4. See the MGM motion picture of Julius
Caesar if possible; decide how well it com-
pares with your concept gained by reading
the play. _

BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

Just how much of the grammar recommend-
ed for the standard group the slow class will
be able to= absorb will- depend upon the abilities
and needs of these pripils. The teacher will use
his own judgment. Perhaps, with slow students
he will need to concentrate only upon the most
prevalent and serious propOim errors -; and per-
haps omit entirely consideration of such prob-
lems as who-whom, or-nor.

Active and passive are useful terms in dis-
cussing verbs but are not essential for slow stu-
dents.

LITERATURE
The Drama

The slow pupils-may read and discuss simple
one-act plays. The teacher should help them
determine the central idea of the play and-
should require them to write a one-paragraph
summary of the plot.

If the teacher attempt_ s to teach Julius
Caesar to these pupils, he will probably have
to read and explain most of it to= them. Audi).:
visual materials may help.

ADVANCED LEVEL
GRAMMAR

Tressler recommends that the abler pupils
be excused from drill on _pronouns= when they
regularly - use pronouns correctly in speaking
and writing and make 100 per cent on Mastery_
Tests.

These students may do the following activi-
ties:

Prepare a tape recording of conversations in
which the correct use of the definite pro..
noun is used.

Write pairs of sentences showing the differ-
ence in punctuation when -an interrogative
sentence is a direct quotation or an indi-
rect quotation.

Write and illustrate a brief anecdote in
which the singular or plural indefinite
pronoun is included with its- verb and the
correct possessive-adjective.
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The teacher may list on the board some corn-
dent papers and then have the pupils write as
many colorful verbs as they can for each one.
He may next have the pupils apply these verbs
in their writing.

LITERATURE
The Drama

With advanced students the teacher may
emphasize:

Characteristics of dramatic writing
Genius of Shakespeare
Life and times of Shakespeare _

Basic values of life as revealed in drama
Beauty of the English language
Current Shakespearean actors

The teacher may wish to have these students
write compositions in connection with Julius
Caesar. _

After they finish reading- Julius Caesar, the
students may enjoy a debate on- the question,
`=`=Was =the killing=of Caesar-murder eritistice?"
The debate shoUld be-based=not-only-WPen-the
play,-in which= Shakespeare interfteth- history
in a way which will create great-dr-mai-but al .
so _on- material= which the students gather from
other sourceshititory books; encyclopedias,
etc. The teacher should caution the students
to be sure to -put down =their sources-so that
if an-opponent questions their material,- they
can tell-from *hat book it came.

Students who like to --draw may make car-
toons illustrating figures of speech,_ such as
"he =doth bestride -the narrow world- like a
Colossuti . . .," etc. Someone with a_good imag-
ination could do a- clever series of picturez on
the theme, "Cowards die many: times_before
their death."

FIFTH SIX WEEKS
STANDARD LEVEL

COMPOSITION

The pupils must -continue to practice using
the skills =introduced= previously and to acquire
more advanced= skills to meet present and fu-
ture needs. '

Pupils should be required to write brief
analyses, summaries, and precis of literary se-
lections.

GRAMMAR

Through.abunclant practice in using the cor-
rect forms do a thorough review of adjectives,
adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions. Teich
Verbals: participles, gerunds, infinitives. -

=

9

A__



LITERATURE

The Literary Epic
The Idylls of the King
"Gareth and Lynette"

"Gareth and Lynette" will provide the stu-
dents with the experience of a long narrative
poem, a type of poetry which will be new to
many of them. This narrative of an impetuous
idealistic youth and a girl who judges by -ap-
pearances rather than true worth is an ex-
cellent introduction to an important literary
form. As -the students read this poem, they
should lay aside the rapid reading speed of the
twentieth century and slow down to the lei-
surely pace of an earlier day. The blank verse,
the archaic vocabulary, and the languorous
pace of the sentences create an effect- like rich
light shining from the stained-glass windowi
of a medieval cathedral.

Classroom experience has shown the impor-
tance of-creating for students a common = back-
ground for "Gareth and_ Lynette.'1_ Some stu-
dents will have rend during their junior high
school-years=books like- Men of Iron an -Ivan-
hoe. = Others will have attended some Moving
pictures or- learned of medieval life on some
television program. Many will have only the
vaguest idea, =if any, of feudal tirries. One way
to draw all together before reading "Gareth
and Lynette" is to show a film dealing With
this period of history. The Meaning =of Feudal-
ism (Coronet), a ten minute color film, with
sound, emphezizing particularly the feudal
castle will prepare= students for the scenes be-
tween Gareth and the King in the long vaulted
hall = where Arthur sits on his throne: The Medi-
eval EKnights, (Encyclopedia Britannita
dramatizes the stages through which a young
nobleman was required to pass in order to be-
come a_knight. Knights of the- Rmmd Table
(National Council of Teachers of English) is a
filmstrip= in two parts, dealing first with the
legend-and its relation to the United- Nations
of today and second with the legend (in color)
as taken from a motion pictureNersion. If the
teaCher can secure one= or two of these films,
he can- do much to arouse interest- in the life
of people in the times of "Gareth and Lynette."

As the teacher shows the -films -and as he
discusSes them =after the showing, he should
weave in as much preparatory =information as
possible.

Suggested Information to be Communicated
to Pupils

In Id_Y'lls of the King, Tennyson composed
twelve poetic . episodes (idylls) which retell
the old stories with a new emphasis =on moral
purpose and the accomplishmentof good deeds.
His characters and events symbolize certain
human traits and ideals. King Arthur is more

than a mighty warrior; he is the living "ex-
ample of man's power to subdue evil thoughts
and deeds. Gareth is the symbol of impetuous
idealistic youth, and Lynette represents the
human weakness of judging by appearances
rather than true worth.

Many beautiful passages from the total poem
are still quoted, and some of the characters
and incidents in it have taken on permanency
within the English language itself. King Ar-
thur's magic sword, Excalibur, for example,
has -come to stand for- justice, and the Holy
Grail, for man's aspiration toward purity and
nobility.

Idylls of the- King has a stirring meaning for
modern readers. It holds forth for them, as for
previous readers, great truths about life. The
heroic story about King Arthur has been retold
many times, until it has come to symbolize
man's persistent -efforts throughout history. to
athieVe unity and bring peace and goOd will
to the community of men.

Like the United_Nations in our own day,- so
the legendary Round Tablean association
of knights dedicated to= promoting = justice --of

- Ki -ng= Arthur's day, long ago, was-an attempt
on a= small scale_ to establish order in a trou-
bled world. In the= hopeful founding =of the
Round Table and its rise to glory, as well as in
its later weakening and final destruction, we
can try to = understand what lies at the base of
man's repeated failure to solve his social prob-
lems.

Suggestion for Teaching _` -`Gareth and Lynette"
After reading or assigning the introductory

material to "Gareth and Lynette,"-the teacher
may begin the poem itself by pronouncing each
Of the characters' names-and identifying them
so that no one starts the story with hazy vision.
Explain that King Lot was the King of the
Orkney Islands = north of = England and that
Bellicent __was= King Arthurs' half-sister who
married King Lot. King Lot is now ill and Belli-

. cent- is ruling the Orkneys. Gareth is the
youngest of King Lot's children and he is also
the tallest.

After such explanations, the tether may be-
gin reading the poem, making clear that the*
pupils understand what =spate is. Other words
in the first fifteen lines which the teacher
might wish to have on the board and define
before Beginning are cataract, precipitancy,
and vacillating. After reading for a brief

- while, the teacher may interpret -in ordinary
prose the meaning of= what has been read so
far.-
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The teacher should make sure that the rela-
tively difficult beginning of this poem does not



prevent students from getting accurate knowl-
edge they will need for the rest of the story.
It is important to relate Gareth's plight to that
of any youngster today who wants to stand on
his own and who feels that his parents have
held him too long as a child. The equally un-
derstandable concern of parents needs also to
be explained, and when if is pointed out that
in this particular case, the queen was well-in-
tentioned but somewhat selfish, the teacher
should make it clear that this is not always
true- of all parents. They may be both -well-
intentioned and unselfish.

In connection with the journey of Gareth
and his two servants (who go clad like tillers
of the soil southward from the Orkney Islands
to Camelot, which supposedly was situated -in
southwestern England, possibly =at Winches-
ter), the- teacher should be sure to call atten-
tion to the descriptions of the landscape. Art-
ists in the class who wish to portray Gareth
or any = portions of this story should be encour-
aged to do so at this point:The teacher should
be careful, of course, =not to turn= the study of
"Gareth and Lynette" into =a number of = art_
projedta-and picture drawings._ The main_pur-
pose, as always, is the aPpreciation of the
poem =itself.

When the teacher gets to line 210, once
again it will be= helpful= in reading the poem
aloud -to have some girl student prepared to
read the part of the widow = and =a= boy in the
class prepared to read the part of King Arthur.

Words which will bother the students as
they -go =along are fealty, line 240; rend, line
241; reeve,. line 260; - craven; line 272; sup-
pliant, line 277; wan-sallow, line 294; the verbs
clomb (for climbed), =line 56, =and drave (for
drove), Sine 659. The teacher may want to un-
derline these next words in his own copy and
use the= underlining to alert him to passages
in which the pupil may need help :

= Book of hours line 46
to the quick, line 89 (The quick originally

referred to the delicate base of the
fingernail.)

knaves, villain, lines 93, 99 (These mean-
ings have changed with time.)

Thrall, line 104 (Relate to enthrall.)
cornice, line 158 (Relate to Cornwall.)
ravage, line 278
biewis, line = 298
Seneschal, line 302
trenchant, line 500
isled (Take refuge on the same isle), line

= 603
c.atapult, line 655_
crupper, line 656
petulant; lines 716 and 743

If the-teacher proceeds far enough into the
idyll the first day, it is- possible to assign the

remainder of the story for outside work, al-
though always the following day must be
taken up with enjoyment of hearing the poem,
or at least portions of it, read aloud. If the
teacher can bring his students up as far as the
point where Gareth rides off with Lynette,
they will be deeply enough into the poem and
aware of the way of reading from the presen-
tation to manage the rest of it by themselves.

BASIC LEVEL
GRAMMAR

In this unit of graminar, which covers using
correct forms of adjectives, adverbs, preposi-
tions and conjunctions, slow classes- may con-
centrate on the avoidance of the double- nega-
tive,-" a hour," "the both of them," "them
boys," "swims good," and "being that," etc.

These pupils . Jed to use participles, ger
unds and infinitives to brighten dull sentences
and to reduce overv-eAght sentences. They need
to learn -to punctuate correctly participial
phrases.

Through_ a undaric -practice the =slow =pupils
will learn to-avoid dangling phrases in speak-
ing and writing.

The teacher needs to point out that =an un-
derstanding of verbals can improve expression
and help eliminate one .type of sentence frag-
ment.

Emphasize -that- a _participle is-only part verb
--anthcan-never:stand,alonetas- apredicate-verb.
-H-el p-these =pupil s --tcy-see ',the =differen ce .betvieen
f`Planth_growing--withilittleirzmoisture'-' andtethe
plaritsltre:groNVing -with little-MoistUre."

LITERATURE

".Gareth and Lynette"
The suggestions given under the standard

level for teaching "Gareth =and Lynette" may
be used with ==slow groups also. The teacher
may= have to proceed at a- slower pace.

More audio-visual materials and films will
be necessary for this group.

ADVANCED LEVEL
GRAMMAR

Bright students need to know the formally
correct forms of adjectives, adverbs, preposi-
tions and conjunctions so that they may exer-
cise judgment about what to u_ se in a giyin
situation.

No usage error should be allowed to go un-
challenged. The good pupil. must be made
to see that good usage will help him attain his
goals.



Bright students will benefit from intensive
study of verbals.. As they reach out for Im-
proved style and concise- ways of expressing
themselves, they will find verbals of great val-
ue. They need to understand that a mature
style relies heavily upon verbals- for clarity
and conciseness.-The good class needs to draw
parallels between no_ nessential phrases and
nonessential clauses.

In studying the punctuation of participial
phrases, have the = pupils read aloud unpunc-
tuated sentences, and they will ordinarily pause
before and after a nonessential phrase. Point
this out to the dais: they-- ordinarily pause
where commas are needed.

LITERATURE
The Idylls of the King

It is suggested that the advanced group
cover all the idylls (episodes)

Techniques for Reading and Discussion _

So that your own teaohing goals do- not
become = blurred,- you-will-want-to decide-early
whether to teach The-Idylli-of tlaf, King as _ -a
poem or as a story. Which= will -You aicent
its dramatic _story line or the poetic form and
content?

If ° =a= unit= on poetry =has= preceded this story,
your students might review_any of the devices
you made part of that instruction.

It -is= extremely useful =to put A Cast-of Char-
acters on your blackboard at the beginning
of the unit =By - discussing it, you can amiliarize
students with= the pronunciation of names and
at = the same time help them understarid- rela-
tioriships among the characters.- Such= =a list
need= not be given in the or er =in= which stu-
dents meet the different individuals.

An_-_ -assignment_ _schedule- -which -_- conforms_
iofriO_-ono-inflekibles-pattern- is=11:,g-OodAndute=
meritto- better -reading-- an d =to enthusiasm r _for
projects. Variety _comes when you alternate si =-
lent-reading --with ofal.-

Give help with the pronunciation of all
unusual and all proper names. Use discussion
time to keep attention on characterization as
well as on the story.

Discussion periods can be held frequently,
not only at the end of an episode. Whenever
the teacher sees that a certain section has
made an impression and the class would like
to talk about it, the teacher may pause -for fur-
ther discussion. The teacher =can= supply addi-
tional historical background. Draw parallels
between tharacteri the class has encountered
in short stories.

Suggest a -list of activities (projects)- that
will enable each pupil to relate his own hob-
bies and interests to the study at hand. This
will make him more contributive and co-oper-
ative. He will participate in discussion more
earnestly.

Sonie -of -the students -may be ente :sing
and begin their= projects- almost -as soon- as they
get into the_-SWing-T of ± the? story-. Otlers == may
-catch thespirito

tfiet Ad1Vbe 4winTdingYur
ports,-F_OrAsrojectaiahou_= e---limethe=z-reading

Osttorklieduleyour
-final-e-x-amirfatiOn--7after-,all=iprojectk-havc-lieen
completed T -his =_ _timing =_= lets =each=- _chil_d= bring
his-r-Own-==worto=--fruition-and-E:avoida-_-40-aking
_him= feet jrustratCd--iffIli feWcordet-while-f-Ie
is-rstilli--_erigilisSed--in:=Iiia _project, -so -that-- he
dropiiit

If studen have een diligent and original
with their ideas and undertakings, make a con-
certed-effo o_plan - =an= examination in which
you phrase =at least = one- =question= that permits
everybne to summarize what he has learned
from his-own_ research.

-Depend on volunteers to shoulder =some of
the responsibility for reading. A sound tactic
is to assign a rather lengthy sectionone com-
plete episodeto three or four -students who
like to read aloud and who can be relied upon
to prepare carefully. Students =take turns doing
the reading. Usually able students can be or-
ganized to work at this as a committee; they
might be given responsibility for the whole
day's assignment, including the preparation of
their own questions, Which they will present
to their classmates in a- round-table discussion.

SIXTIUSIX WEEKS_
STANDARD LEVEL

MPOSITION=-_

Continued= emphaSiS:MUst be:given to correct
sentence4Structure- and=_--ordere&siecluence.-_- At-
-tentiOn 1---must -be giVetrAhe---developmerit, of
power sin-writing;_iiielUditit the ability -_t-o--sort
out -details,- to-torganize_==idea-S,- to -= emphasize
Maiw'rpoints,___an& --to__iridicator by phraseir'dOn-
riectives; and other :transitional --deViceS: vela-

= tionS that: are itriportarit P_UpilsIntist have
ulAr_ practice in writing reportk_-StorieS;Ae--
sbriptiona,-exPlanatioris,--diredtions,
reviews, announcements," and-in- doing creative

Writing. Pupila--should_ -matter the ptinctuatiOn
of simple, compound,_ and complex sentences,
and punctuation to =make meaning deal.- The
writing- of the pupils_ Will be -related to the
literature-for-this- unit and to their needs and
ekPeriences;
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GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC

Continued attention must be given to all
elements previously- introduced. Emphasis
should be placed on the discovery of the lan-
guage needs of a particular group- of individ-
uals. The creation of learning situations, funC-
tional in nature, should meet those needs. The
use of the colon,- the dash, Sand parentheses
should be mastered.

The teacher needs to remind the pupils that
the colon is always used after the salutation
of a business letter. Point out that a colon be-
fore a list raps for attention. It zeems to say,
"Watch carefully-for what comes next."

The teacher needs to call attention to any
excessive use of the dash and the exclak.ation
point which indicates schoolgirl style. Show the
pupils that the dash, properly used, is a legiti-
mate and helpful mark of punctuation. Point
up the drama implied by the dash in -this sen-
tence =from Joseph Conrad's "Youth": "We
live as in a dreamalone."

Try to cure-students of the habit of = using
- the =dash whenever they are to-re-

phrase a loose sentence or to figure out what
punctuation a sentence requires.

Diction is one effective method of- teaching
punctuation.

Before time for final examination the teach-
er should take time for a big overall review.

LITERATURE

The Novel

While teach_ ing the novel, the teacher should
emphasize:

Enduring qualities = ofgreat fiction,
The novel as a mirror ofiife and times,
Human emotions revealed_ by characters,
Qualities of realistic writing, and
Enjoyment from reading fiction.

The following suggestions for teaching Silas
Marner came from The Teacher's Manual for
Adventures in Appreciatt n.

Silas Marner by George Eliot
In Silas Marner one= of the -= teacher's = aims

should beto help pupils see that in a well-
wrought = novel = characters affect the plot, and
that as in life, when people and situations in-
teract, the people change and= the situations
change. The teacher - should help =his pupils
see how this novel -uses= a theme of importance
to human beings and explores that thethe -by
means of human emotions and ideas supported
by skilled use words, images, and narrative
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devices. It is necessary to help the students
comprehend the honest, affectionate whole-
someness of a character -like Dolly Winthrop
and understand how these qualities are bal-
anced against the hypocrisy and cruelty -of
William Dane ; how Eppie and the gold sym-
bolize two unlike ways of life --one- leading
to the stunting of the human si-;:rit, the other
opening to happiness and satisfaction.

Aside from its use- as a suitable example of
literary form, Silas Marner contains values and
concepts- which are important from personal,
social, and ethical considerations. This novel
is concerned with happiness and with -the
choices an individual must make in -life, and
so, too, are high school students. The =story
opens with- Silas Marner,- friendless and-blight-
ed ; the story concludes when Eppie- says, "I
think nobody could be happier than7we :Ate'
In the- interval the novel has explored -signifi-
cant values and concepts: that life canibecome
stunted without -love; that wrongdoingicarries
within itself the germ of its own -Punishment;
that -human- beings= are= more importerit7than
mOney7or things:E that no one -can =ekapel,,the
consequences-_oficharacterAlcing:Vi 7 =77- 7
planatiowfor-these concepts =and--va u
pupil learns =much :about =the causes-fo
behavior_; he has-smiled- with amusement ;Osier
the foibles =1)U-the fhtnnan larni
beceme inoreAhoughtfUlhe is -theretiw re-7
theiMpertance oUthe choices--allAmman7 lin
must*makei:andholf=these eheides7detelMine
thel quality of their-I-WO. If thelitiOirlitii
fully comprehendedSilat= Mariner, -;156 -er--or=
der-has been -put= into- his-perception -=of
liVe his oWn life.

Several weeks before the teac e ms
Silas Marner, he will want to investit e--some
plans to create interest in the stu
novel and= =of Silas = Marner in partici' ar
this purpose two bulletin board displays are-ef-
fective: One on = The Novel and another on
Silas_ Muller, Famous = Representative o

ovel.-These = two = bulletin-boards ma
presented simultaneously or (2) the m
presented one-after the other, each for a= week,
and on the same board. = Perhaps some =art Ad-
dent would prepare them. Use colorleffectively
for background and avoid any pictures_ or-let-
tering which could be associated with drab-
ness.

For display on The Novel, the teacher may
ask some pupil to type up some of the follow-
ing facts on index cards or on papers =of= var-
ious colors.

The idea of Silas Marner first came to
George Eliot as a memory from her childhood,
a single vivid image of a weaver carrying= a
heavy bag on his- back, his silhouette = against=
the sky just at twilight. Little did the man



know that in the mind of the wide-eyed little
girl watching him -from= a distance, he was
to develop into a story read by generations of
people.

Jack London left school at 14, went to Bea
at 17, was a tramp at 18, became a writer In
his twenties, when he gained fame with The
Call of the Wild.

The French writer Alexandre Dumas poured;
out a steady stream of novels. Of them all,_two
remain almost as popular as in his own time:
The Three Musketeers and = The Count of
Monte Cristo.

Little Lord Fauntleroy, the- seven-year-old
hero of the novel by- that name, set- fashions
in boys' clothing and hair-stylingAcurls). The

-novel was more popular with Mothers than
with sous.

avid Copperfield has much in it of Charles
Dickens's own life. Is it his masterpiece, = better
even than Great Expectations and ale of

No ities?- enshi/itself regal* e as
wor

eE__ etc er e-zcar sa_arating
Oria --;,,-r-e-psentatiVeige_ i:-=;=tria

rarianclorFstiiire= Jad e_
upils==wi a -rep_areA- mtgi=

iVez r_==Z titles = -of = famous = novels=
-=ekain =n=

oard tisitUrfer_ :Su c ---purpose z:
ifil-theme alegen if7=-_colored5le era:-

VEL T LEASE
Q__ _:A m-fhr=balarice_ foraro-firi e

ie
= appealould personality -types

Fee j _

interested f=in==ru- ress-
el -srity=an :=0--lorlfikl=1:41--- feting

ess-=ofma urit itekablesi- _utheri
obi=

=Able
opperfiel_d The

o-: Or==_all=_Iekdertf,=-=Eath:-Vietorial-=_repreSenta=-_
ion of--efrieVer ha= zr-b=0.Si= eit--iv-legend4Uchfas:
its onefor_Huckleberry -Finn. =

ucklebrry:Finn-bk :111arktT-Wain-_(Samuel
Clerneng)=- -z

Scme===people_;-__consi der =this_--the -4reatest---

itk.:Whatever-its-fihal=f3ladeln-Amer- iCitii-
literature, this =novel _is==thereEthatAil-__h_Ws-
Stem jitick_zan-d==hisi---Negter-friendi4lirdzitito--

e-ed=downilthe_llifiSisSito_-/A:sRivorowrit,raft.
-m-ong;:manr-thrillinvanth_hurriorou-sTex=
erferiCCS, they:OritoiltitefIVOitte-VO-tkala

wags -who =5trY- Iiii-etheirs4I-OeketS ittztli'd
_actlense-ef-Iluck _and=z=Jim-_arid;th-e-zkindlY___

p_eOple-whorif- theysttheeti---_-Theiriolye_Vtal

tures the ft el of life along the Mississippi
and a -way of thinking -that entered into
the definition of "American."

For Silas Marner the second bulletin board
should include a map of England, with an ar--
row pointing to the area of Coventry. Jin the
`Midlands county of Warwick). A literary
Map of England can be worked out by a com-
mittee ofgood-students or-the teacher may

.._ask,astudent-to-;trace-a map= of England, with
indileatedAv color. Other clas-

ses `might= illustrate clothing worn in this
period or artifacts mentioned in Silas Marner
(a joseph; tankards, guineas and crowns,- pil-
lions, gig,--Silas's Method of using a string tied
to the door- handle as a way of roasting- his
meat), headlines- representing wartime news
of the Napoleonic period= and the emergence
of-- the Industrial Revolution, a=_ neWspaper
based on -Silair_Marner and:prepared-1*Y a .pre-
viods =clam of readers -The -= teacher----should
avoid any pictures= of news iteini whielvinight=
disclose crucial incidents in the-plot; Oneolored
paper, the teacher might type -or letter
questions,such ashese:_

Sdas-Marnerfor -the first tire- his
oard = =may _tot -contain all of these
may begin to save =for the next class

-and o the present, rely on fewer materials.
Evert n-a Meager diplay will help to arouse in-
treat in coming even

-not er -method 7of -arousing-- . :est it the
informal= method of _alluding to,Silasti_MArner
1th: At least-three---,weekSliefere-z-thez_igurilg--_-start
-foread=vitrz-Thertea-cherzilioul&E-Watehklo-r-ep-
pertilnities-_to=ins_ert-Ante-r-ClaS,Sketithl-diSeilitsiOn

-canmerits=sutk as these
s = -Of al __place in =-Silas

AkaractersYare-sittitg in
a= tavern iSCIdising_ithOSts-=:-Stiddehlylt_:,==wild-
-eyed:-,men===ttelf_eS=in= fro_iti==the-_rainy:znight and
they _think they__ -are realing -a ghost._'

or
"Yes, there really_ =are= some = changes = =in the

world In the United States the- eldest son isn't
always_the =most = favored child. When we =read
Silas Marner, you'll run into the law of primo-
genture w e - _it= on = the board). That was a



law that left all of a man's properties to his
oldest son. Why do you suppose such a law
existed? What did it accomplish?"

or
"Do iycu really think someone without an

education is- sure-to drift? There's a fine wo-
man in= Silas Marner, a woman named Dolly
Winthrop. She is certainly not educated in the
formal sense, but she has a wonderful outlook

on life. I'n-Fardoriffte-ir you to read about her."

A teacher. will have to phrase these little
"stimulators" in his own= language, and he will
need to watch for his own opportunities to
insert them into class discussions.

Possible Difficulties

For most pupils, the two most difficult chap-
ters in Silas Marner are the- opening = chapter
and the scene at the Rainbow Inn (Chapter
VI), which to them moves so slowly that they
miss the humor. The teacher could= follow the
widely used plan of= reading Chapter-I aloud,
as the pupils-folloW with their Keyes_: Chapter
V_I_maY-be=presented_ by casting-five=boys
the Parts- of Mr.- Snell _(the landlord), Mr.-
Macey- (the tailor), Mr. Dowlas(tIfe-farrier),
Mr. Lundy (the butcher), and Ben Winthrop
(the -wheelwright) The players read their
parts from-the text In such a perforMance,
memorization is unnecessarily lime-cOnsuming.

Godfrey, Dunstan, and Molly Farren exhibit
this behavior. If the teacher has already taught
some of the short stories and nonfiction in
Adventures in Appreciation, he-can use excel-
lent examples from short stories like "That's
What HapPened to Me" and "Zone of Quiet"
to illustrate the human tendency to twist rea-
sons to justify actions. On the Other hand; the
man in "The Red Dog" is honest with himself
and does not-rationalize-(and-also experiences
moremore Mental pain t'.an if he had "proved" to
himself that Spook was-better off)-.

Suecessful methods of teaching Silas Marner
invariably depend upon good class diacussion.
Although the teacher plans carefully, the best
discussion is built upon concepts and-reactions
which arise spontaneously -_,froth the students,
and the _teacher must be ready _to seize the gold
of- _the-moment. 'Although the best classroom
momenta-of insight and illuMination cannot-be
=planned in advance, thateachei: can neverthe-
le-sa_prepare the situation in which these Mo-
ments =are -more likely-to arise.-- =

As -in classics; of =Silas
han-Ahat:1-61--ithe=ret-

ing-z=m-OStaftha, upilsr-iichoose-_=ior=th-emselves-,-
B Tegin-iiing_Ah-en6_vel,s_rthe-E-teather may
teaclikKdOtain---_-worda,--which:- ap-Pear--yeelatiVelt--
oftenAiiSilis---Minier.=Ifi_pupils=fara-lrepared
to encoun eicthefollaWing -Worda,.theiereading

--

impetuously

_ ylovialityr _
-1i00i#Ar
wainscoting
ascertain -ver-atious-

z- 4nmparison compunction__
audible ruminating

Stidt__ these -_-,words-in -sOme-j-context other
thanErliteti_afatio_n==foe-V!o- -toe, _ hoWeVer,-, =lett
thezpaPilapre-judge-SiliaMinier,as,:az-diffictilt
vocabalaryzeXercise. =The_ -teadheri=shauld
sent the-wOrdain-many=differentsentencea cae
uses--a6Ahat theirrneanintaare-rdefinitelY:over.

_

Some-=_ clear exposition--of-theipsychologY- of
selVdecePtion -(rationalizing) will be_ needed
by _most _pupils._ without using, -ipty_OhOlcigkaj-
termi_nol_ogy,_ the teachiri_shouldAndidatazthe
huniatenderiCY:--tOE.-jfiatify-:--adtiOaarafter-the-
eVari 7=arid=to_ Pere_eiyaliituatioris -in= the light
most-SatiafadokiAO---oneaelf=and-titefzdanger--
of -this} false- reasoning -Wheir_oarried--tot

ixhorted::
-transient=
-conciliatory
rectitude- _

unWoitted

_ _The 7-Study-i;OtSBas araer_As_-_,toib_e=
gin, e teacher should read the Aritroductifity-

,

and Her= Best - -= Seller, Silas= Marner." =He may
lia-feztoio

arid.riAvelaVhich-have-recentlYE--ihestelevikedE
or -ma-lio=into ----nicivies. -,Aski=them- = which =- novels
mentioned =Anzzithe-7:intrOduCtOry__- material= are
icnoww-tothem-.--

--The teacher
one prepared in -advanceY-read't aloud -the last
two= _paragraphs - of - tle introduction.; -theae_
passages set = =the _1 -ocal and historical= set ng

:reading_z the -_ introductory= Jaragraphaand_
Chapter -J,--__StoPPing":_ta:=digeidsa = matters =which
may need_ arification_:=-zpossiblyz._4hest

u e,th e :_-huniaatende ncy:_ta_mistrust= trangera
-or - anyone WhO_EAS-_ different--such --zaa- a- 'person
-who- speaks sltnOthat 7-,lariguage-;;-the -_-_trusting,-
inipreaSionable-_natare;_OtiSilaa-_,aaa-YOmig--_-_-mari--
in Lantern-Yard; aridtth_e_nattitelzOf == weaving-

_ before:Aka- machine ,-4,rodu--ct. reached even`- to
_ the-remote village$ likaRavelo_e.

.

_

To avoid-_quick -superficial:- reading of =de-
scriptions, the-students-should stop-at_ various
stages- =of= the= noVelztO:_=_yisUalize- certain__=scenes
zor-incidenta. -The teacher ,may read ra:passage_

to=--closor their_eyes,---then
after,fafew-moments7Of litiaginative -effortask

4E4
_ they see ins_their linaginatioh3.--The-zitiM of zthis

ex6kcise- is -to-_=-_tpaid=the--z'authoes7-suggesticirts;
but tq--exP andAhaMAni_ -keePing: With the
scene Goodi-,passagesjor---thialmaginativA:vis=
talization,are_theantern-Yard-scene in which
the l Ott, are _-- unstan's ;entrance to

Scene,-; the--ex=



citement in the village the morning after the
theft,- the New Year's Eve party at the Red
House, and Molly Farren making her way
through the snow toward Raveloe. As a second
step, ithe teacher may ask the pupils to visual-
ize characters. Taking the author's materials
and expanding them in, the mind's eye is a
profitable teaching activity.

Study Guide for a Discussion of the Novel
1. Did the book I read reveal the complexity

(the many sides) of human character, or were
the characters "black" or "white" and there-
fore very untrue to life?

2. Did the book avoid oversimplification and
the falsity which underlies it? (Did the hero or
heroine always know just what to do? Were
the actions "black" or "white"? Were there
sudden, startling transformations in character,
such as an =old grouch being changed into a
sunny soul without any- real motivation or a
mousylittle girl becoming the belle of the ball
overnight?)

3. What was the quality- of the language?
(Was --the description- accurate according' to
what I know= about the regif,.,,o -Was the dia-
logue true to life according -to_ =what= I know
about that peof people?)

4. Was =the book one whieh could =be read
on more than one level? What was the them_eof the book? Were-there any symbols used in
order =to =get across some =of life's deeper mean-
ings ?- Were there truths or= values presented
in the =book which I can think= about in relation
to the =World about me and in relatiOn to my-
self? (Material -values ?- Ethical values ? )
important was the experience-being comnium-
cated?

5. What do you think can be gained -from a
mature- book read in = a = mature manner _that
cannot be gained from an keape novel read
only for the action of the story?

6. Do I enjoy- a book more and do= I evalu-
ate its worth more carefully If I apply thesteps =Howard Pease sets forth_in "A Letterto a Fan"?

BASIC LEVEL
AMMAR

The slow pupils should_also study the correct-
usOf the colon, the dash, and the parentheses.

Special attention should be given to sentence
sense= the use of structurally complete sen-
tences, order in sentences, effectivenetss of sen-
tence variety -and= conciseness, and correct us-
age of troublesome verbs. -The. teacher should
take = time with= these students to give a
thorough review befoie the final examination.

LITERATURE
Silas Marner

Many teachers find that slow readers have
difficulty in penetrating beyond the surface
events of a story. To prepare these students
to comprehend the theme of Silas Marner, the
teacher ma_y teach or review Howard Pease's
"A Letter to a Fan." The teacher may- select
the significant points of advice in the Letter
and place -these points on a chart- to remain
posted during the study of Silas Marner, or
write them with colored chalk on a blackboard
space where they will not be erased.

The footnotes are quite helpful with slow
pupils. They- should be read and discussed
thoroughly.

Before reading the novel, slow pupils may be
assigned one page each to look for difficult
words. After the list of= difficult words has
been compiled, the teacher may assign five
words to each pupil. These pupils will= be= re-
sponsible for= learning the- meanings of the
words-and-discussing thein with-theclass. The
entire class will take notes on the words.

With= slow- pupils one chapter should be
read and discussed at a time.
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ADVANCED LEVEL
GRAMMAR

On= the basis of class dilcussions, themes,
and tests, the teacher will= deterniine the mdi-
vidual-needs of = students4Do not allow them
to _waste time - on rinciples they have already
mastered. These udents also- -need to have-a
comprehensive review- of =concepts, principles,
and skills learned during the year as prepara-
tion for the fmal exammation.

LITERATURE =

Silas Marner
Thought and Meditation
The teacher may write a question on the

board; she may then ask the students to =think
about = the == question and =to make notes =of their
thoughts. After four or five minutes, she may
open = the discussion with the help of= some
reliable student. The teacher should vary this
procedure on different days. Somatimes 11.
could have these pupils write for five minutes
on some topic, then_clevelop = an oral_discussion
on the topic: =Other= times, she = could let her
pupils know that their written reaction to some
point will = -be= the =conclusion =of a ten-minute
oral discussion:= =Occasionally the teacher may
place a queStion on the = board f,or silent medita-
tion wIlich is not =to be followed by any talk-
ing or Writing whatsoever. This =latter method
can be = extremely effective. For-it, use quets-



dons which are more personal. All four of
these methods are particularly useful in help-
ing to relate life and literature.

Topics for Discussion, Writing, or Both
A. "No' man= is an island unto himself."

What connection does this quotation have
with this story'r

B. This- novel - would -be a good book for par-
ents to study. It has wisdom about how
to rear children and how not to rear
them.

C. Some people are born lucky; others
never have any good happen to them.

D. Some choices in life stunt our growth;
others help us to grow.

E. People like to talk about ghosts. Whyr

Read a realistic or historical novel.
Discover the theme of the novel.
Learn salient facts about the author.
Draw a graph to show plot development.
Trace character changes and write character

sketches.
Compare the characters with real persons.
Make a vocabulary list from reading; add to

the cumulative list.
Use new words learned.
Do a reading dramatization of an interesting

scene._
Make pen sketches of interesting scenes.
Participate in -group activity on problems

arising from the study of the novel.
Practice atialyzing plots.
Compose thesis sentences and thesis ques-

tions for rise_ in developing expository
= essays.

HAVE YOU= MASTERED= THESE
CONSTRUCTIONS?

C. _The,--need--ffor-lOvei_and-iaffection -is- nOt
= limited =to characters in novels: _

D._ -"WhatsOeVersattait soweth,ithat-shall he
alSOteap.";

play-ns'any,i_Pait: in s a -happy
What =does--.-Ge-Orge=_:-EliOt- -seem -_ to

say=? -What-do--you4aY?

_AvOitUa-nsexcets-=ofInOralizing6n-theseInat-
ter&E,-X6ting speopleofteni reject= ndult--preach.;__-=
Mentgif---the 'points-sate: einphasized=to-6-fie-avily.-

exarnine-the'loUr -points
which-c-OnStittite PeaSe's principal

1. Noun 1. Subject
2. Object
3. Predicate nominative
4. Indirect object
5. =Object=of ~preposition
6. Appositive

-7. Retained object
8 Objective

complement
9. Adverbial objective

10. - Nominative= absolu
11. Direct address
12. Possessive
13. Nominative of

exclamation
Same uses as a noun
Modifies a noun or

pronoun
Modifies a ver

adjective, or
another adverb

Makes a statement,
asks a question,
orexpresses a com-
mand= by express-
ing i.ction, being,

1. Find the theme of a story and be -able to
express it in-your own- words, the fewer
the better.

2. Be alert, lotk for symbols, and if there
are some, decide what they stand for

3. Pick out human == values= presented by the
author and label them either as spiritual
or as material_ values; then, according to
your own way of thinking, rate them as
to their importance.

4. -P-Onder over-- these_ under,the--surface--ele-
Mentis and 'ask yourself how- they apply-
to, yoni-personally.

Suggested Activities
arn t o structure of the novel.
arn the different types of the no 'el.

2. Pronoun
8. Adjective

4. Adverb

5. Verb

6. Preposition Introduces an adjec-
tive, adverb, or
noun phrase

in the house
on the desk
Over the fence is

(noun)
out-of = bounds



a_

7. Conjunction
(1) Coordinate

conjunction .

and, but, or,
nor

(2) Sub-ordinate
conjunction

The prepositional Churchill
phrase consists of
the preposition and Clemens
its object, a noun
or pronoun that
answers the ques- Coopertion what or whom
after the preposi-
tion. The preposi-
tion shows relation

= Dickensbetween its-object
and the word that
the prepositional Dolan
phrase modifies. Dumas

(1) Joins parts that are
grammatically alike

-Edniondsastwo nouns, two
verbs, two phrases, -
two clauses Ferber

(2) Introduces a clause,
which,-of course,
!s subordinate
If you will wait Forbes
Unless-the book is
returned Forester
Because he was late

8. Interiection,-a Expresses emotion and
word "interjee, has no grammatical re--
tecr into the latimi to =the rest of the
sentence = sentence ---

Hurrah! we are off Harnett
Ouch, that hurts

9. Gerund (ing form
of verb)

10:= Participle (ing
form of verlyor
third principal
part)

1L Infinitive

Used as a noun

Used as an adjective

Hawes
Hilton

Holt

Hough
Used as a noun (also may Hugo
be used as a modifier)

10th GRADE RECOMMENDED
READING LIST

FICTION-'
Aldrich
Austen
Barrie
Beach
Blackmore
Boulle

Boyd
Bronte, C.
Bronte, E.
Bulwer-Lytton
Cather

A White Bird FlYing
*Pride and =Prejudice

Little Minister
Run Silent, Run Deep

*Lorna Doone
Bridge Over the
River Kwai

*Drums
*Jane Eyre
*Wuthering Heights
*Last Days of Pompeii
Death Comes to -the
Archbishop

My Antonia
0 Pioneers!
Shadows on the Rnck

*Don Quixote
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Hulnie
Jackson-
James-

Johnston
Keith
Kipling

MacLean

Morley

Muntz
Nathan
Nordhoff

The Crisis
Richard Carvel

*A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's
Court

The Deerslayer
The Pathfinder

*The Pilot
*The Spy
*David Copperfield.
Oliver Twist-
Hannibal of Carthage
The Count of
Monte Cristo

The Three-Musketeers
*Drums Along the

Mohawk ,
*Cimarron
*Giant
*Showboat
*So Big
Mama's Bank
Account

Captain_Horatio
if oniblower-

Last-NirWDays of the
Bismarck

Mr. Midshipman-
Hornblower

Mcholas and the-
Wolf Pack

The Dark =Frigate
*Good=bye, Mr. Chips
*Lost Horizon
Kirkland Revels
Mistress of Mellyn
The Covered= Wagon

*Hunchback of Notre
Dame

*Les Miserables
Nun's Stcnr
Ramona -

The American
Cowboy

Smoky
To Have and to Hold
Rifles for Watie

*Captains Courageous
*Kim _

*The Light That Failed
Guns of Navarone
Night without End
Haunted-Bookshop
Parnassus on Wheels
The Golden Warrior
Portrait of Jennie
Men Against the Sea

*Mutiny on the Bounty
Pitcairn'S Island



ENGLISH 11

In the eleventh grade,_ students will have
opportunity to appreciate -America's literary
heritage and to express themselves effectively
in a variety of forms, both oral and written.
From some city schools, nearly all the grad-
uates go to college. If a large percentage plan
to go to college, the eleventh grade teacher
in planning his English course must surely con-
sider preparation for college an important
factor.= There will; of course, he students to
consider who will terminate their formal edu-
cation at the end of the twelfth -grade. The
particular needs and interests of the _classes,
then, will suggest areas of emphasis. As he
has done in pretious yeart, the teacher will
again build upon the- skills already present,
reinforcing the desirable skills =and- weeding
out- negative attainments like slovenly speech,
slipshod thinking, and inaccurate expression,

COMPOSITION

English 11= perhaps the focus of work
in coMpOsition- should= =be upOn-Jhe short=theme
ofthree,Efouri_otlive=fkaragraphsjAhougli,v0it-;
ings-:Ofthe longer=themes from= -five eight
paratrapho Should ignored.-= ==The =work
in Ithenies of these lengths is -e-SpeciallYi=reCOM,
mended,_ for the college7bound atudents._ Only

-two-yea-mare- leftfor gaining=proficieney.

Proper- developnient=ofthemes, whether long
or'shOiti:Will=involve theory and-practide in the

Planning for paragraphs
Development of paragraphs
Connection between paragraphs
Special types of paragraphs: Introduc-

tory transitional, and summary.

formed. Narration, description, and exposition
may be carefully studied and practiced, with
stress on exposition.

Practice in precis-writing (at -the teacher's
discretion) should receive attention. In doing
precis-writing, students_ learn to interpret an
author's meaning and express it adequately in
their own words. Searching for the meaning
of a passage makes students- more thoughtful
readers; expressing it adequately leads to
more - precise writing. A good precis tests two
major skills: reading and writing.

Practice in business and social correspond-
ence should receive attention.

Vocabulary should be taught at every op-
portunity, preferably =in context. The teacher
should insist that the pupil build- his vocabu-
lary from his reading, leaning heavily on his
dictionary in doing so; and that progressive
expressiveness from increasing vocabulary
makes-its appearance _in= the themes written,
especially outside class. It is necesary to warn
agthistio

lien_the:Student prepares_a =theme, speech,
or report, theiteacher-i_tholild stress= the
tariCe___-Of -= reading; _Atiid_
thinking: He4;libuld emphasize preparation,
planning,:outlining; and:carefuhrevision.-

Teachers may refer to Georgia Tech's
"Checking the Theme" under "Composition"
for twelfth grade.

The- paragraph- h_ is -excellently adapted to -in-
owever,-in the eleventh grade-

thoSe=atudents planning-to go to 00110e:will
need-_-_practice- in in=class7---themes--- -Of

_.apProximately 300 = words: Students
dert_itand -that anyone who= _can-_a= good=
paragraph can usually- -write= -a -good =theme= or
letterAjhat- on_ its own; a,Varagraph --Must =haVe
unity= -and Toherenco-,-_--gokrriatc one =of- several
paragra_pkt on the-saine--Etepiejlt,mtst==contri,
bute4o-the unity and--eoherence:of-_-a whole
theme.: In- addition;,,eleventh -grad-el Student-4=
should ,understand,the-- special- nparbi-AslaYed by
paragraphs-in -longer thents
graphimay introduce the--theme; the'last
graph_ -brings: it,:to a conclusion;-the
in- between paragraphs= -Sttte-_-_partidular=:- ideas,
supply- illustrations, and protideliansitions. 7

In-the:organization of -themes, -,goed _compOsi-
tioiy:Should be exPeeted and_---denianded; --The
puP11==_M_ay- -be _stimulated _-bY-_practichirvariout
literary-itylet, =since= -his-- Own IsAargely,

For vocabulary study, = see Tressler, pp.
147; Adventures in American
"Glossary", pp 833-843; vocabulary = studies=
scattered throughout Adventures.

-BASICILEVEL

WhileatudentS at the advance. -level should
-beceneouraged,_:to=-inveStigate tOpics-:_With which
they are not'fainilar;_:studenti- at :the 'biisic
level_ should ordinakilt-chOose:fariiilar subjeOtig
so that iii-Ore--_-thought- can be- =given to the-Man-

- nerAfif presentation:They may= _write on harrow
t_O-0164:telatedit&their- 00erience*-An-extitint--
ly -may- =low more about= =_ horses
thaii-_,does-anyone_ elseiin: class. Thii pupilz may
feel-toorecsecurelf_he,ii--giVen_ the _opportunity

. toAti or Ipeak-_ on-thisiOubjedt,_Vith Whiohjhe
is niOrefiiiiiiliar._Withidine extremely sloW4tir-
dentiii-the- teacher -May- -get the -best-- results
even in-the eleventh_gradehy assigning simple
topics, _such_ as _"Hoer t-o-Play_ a Game" Or"110w
t-O--Bathe_4D01.'1:Theire-crunnt writing -=of trief
paragraPhe- _=usually= -more_ helpful td-slow
ottidentiir_,thatii the occasional_
theineki.=-Zrii-if basic en- t

dei=hoever,_-shou reports and
sample= library piapsers-,--outlinittgin preparation
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for the reports. Reference material for the re-
port may be listed in simple form. They should
have practice in writing entertaining, informa-
tive letter& striving for increased skill in ex-
pression; mastery of =letter form; and correct-
ness in capitalization, punctuation, and sen-
tence structure. Courtesy, gratitude, tact,
friendliness, and neatness should be their
letter-writing goals.

In composing oral or written book reviews
or reports,. the slow student's assignment may-
be simply: "What is the book about? Give
two or three reasons for liking or disliking
the book. Give examples to explain your
points."

STANDARD LEVEL

With the standard group, the teacher should
strive to accomplish the goals -discussed at the
beginning of this- topic 'Composition": plan-
ning and developing paragraphs; showing prop- _
er connection between paragraphs; writing
introductory, transitional, and summary para-
graphs; studying parts played by-Paragraphs
in longer themes and applying this information
to their own themes; practicing the writing
of _various literary types; continuing precis-
writing and letter writing; =and continuing
work in vocabularY and spelling.

The student at the= standard -level should
combine sentence elements correctly and ef-
fectively, -avoiding -faculty- parallelism He
should write clear-definitions-and_logical ex-
planations He should =- develop= a vocabulary
of vividlyidescriptive_words and- icioid "piling
up" adjectives. He must be able to locate ma-
terials, take notes, organize them, anct write a
report which= presents clear, accurate informa-
tion, properly documented.

At the standard level_ in the eleventh grade,
students must recognize the importance of log-
ical thinking= in composition -work. If= the writer
wishes_t6Anake an idea clear= to= the =reader
as it is to-him, he needs to supply the details
he = has observed, -give= = examples, = illustrate,
compare the unknown with the known,= or
classify and differentiate. The student must be
aware that = essay-type - examinations= regularly
call for paragraphs developed by reasons or
definitions. HiS writing will improve if he looks
for these signs in other people's writing:-Shatp
detail; = pertinent illusttation; full, factual
evidence; valid comparison =and analogy; pte-
cise definition.

within the poem, while -the student at the
standard level must attempt to develop the
total meaning of the poem. He must realize
that a good-idea will not make a good poem.
He assumes a thoughtful, critical attitude. In
developing his composition, he may show the
conflict within the mind of the speaker: he is
momentarily torn between his love of beauty
and other complex claims that life has upon
him ("promises to keep"-).. This- development
at the standard level may be of a rather simple
nature, depending upon= students in the parti-
cular class.

The student may include some discussion,
not too complicated, of poetic devices and
verse form, showing how they contribute to
the success of the poem.

ADVANCED LEVEL

At the advanced level in the eleventh grade,
students- -must be able to do well all- facets of
composition-work discussed above. The impor-
tant thing is that =the= product be _of a higher
quality _and-more_ thoughtful and mature-in
presentation. These superior =_students = should
be able =to write=== paragraphs of all_ types,
single _and = connected, sh-owing the student's
maturity _ of thought= end = judgment He im-
proves in-ability to write- clear, _correct sent
tences, = striving for variety and rhetorical ef-
fectiveness; he improves =his= skill in precis
writing. His library papers-are on-literary sub-
jects-and are-correctly-document-ed. He aVoids
Vague-generalities and- aims to convert the
-reader or listener to his-point of view by giving
sound reasons:

_

If-the advanced-student_ does a composition
on-Frost'a"Stoppiiig by the Woods on a Snowy
Evening", he is able,- Perhaps, to go beyond
that done by= the etandard-level student The
superior student- explains the small conflict
("promises to keep") as symbolical of a larger
conflict in life. One part of the sensitive,
thinkIng -man would like to_give uP life to the
enjoyment of-beituty and art; =but= another part
is aware of-larger duties and responsibilities
responsibilities ow to other human beings.
The ma e studelA, explains_ that =the speaker
would-like to satisfy both impulses, but when
the =two come into Conflict, =he seems to_ suggest,
the "promises" may_ be given precedent. The
superior= student *ill, PerhaPs, include in his
analysis= a discussion of Meter, = rhythm, verse
pattern, imagery, figures of speech, and tone.

A_ t this== level most compositions will grow
out of the= study of literary selections.- These
pupils should atte t,'f le, analyses
of poem& The poem may be til "Stopping
by the Woods on a Snowy Evening." The basic
pupil may =write the = prose meaning of the
poem, showing the picture he =gets =or the ideas

The superior student -in- the= eleventh grade
may. contribute literery criticisms, short stories,
expositions, and poems to the school literary
magazine. This project encourages creative
writing among students in this stoup.

Activities for composition work are sum::
ted throughout the discussien of literature.



GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC

It is impossible to make a practical guide for
teaching grammar in the eleventh and twelfth
grades; some pupils will have satisfactory
preparation in grammar by this time, while
others will be deficient. There is likely to be,
then, in the eleventh grade, students who need
a reteaching of simple grammar, as discussed
in grades seven throrigh ten; other pupils who,
for-the most-part, need a review; and, finally,
those students who may concentrate on rhetor-
ical principles. It cannot be foreseen, therefore,
how much instruction time should be devoted
to any particular phase of grammar at this
grade level. By means of tests, discussions, and
compositions, the teacher- determines what sub-
ject matter to teach and when to teach it

BASIC LEVEL
Ideally, there should be no -basic level in

grammar for the eleventh and twelfth grades;
pupils should have mastered =all fundamentals
in grammar by the end of the tenth grade. By
some method, howeyer, pupils advance to= the
eleventh grade without- owing basic funda-
mentals-of grammar.The= teacher, then, must
make a new beginni starting with the skel-

Kind of Adjective
Descriptive

Possessive

Demonstrative

Relative

eton of a simple sentenceincluding subject;
verb, and completerand continuing by- grad-
ually adding the uses of- different parts of
speech within the sentence. These different
uses will include, of course, uses of pronouns
and nouns within the sentence (direct object,
indirect object, subject, predicate nominative,
and object of the preposition). It will be neces-
sary to cover, again, case of pronouns and pos-
sessive and-plural-forms of nouns.- These- stu-,
dents may be guided- from the use of the ad-
jective to the use of the participial phrase-or
the adjective clause. With the adjective clause,
the relative pronouns are explained; with the
adverb clause, the subordinate conjunctions
are studied. By this time, then, pupils are using
sample, compound, =and complex sentences.
iThey must practice proper punctuation = of
these sentences and correct capitalization. The
teacher must emphasize and require of this ba-
sic group= the complete sentence, not a- frag-
ment, and a clear sentence, even -if it is very
simply- constructed. As they use simple =mod=
ifiers, the teacher should emphasize and re-
quire proper placement

The teacher may _find the following charts
helpful in= teaching simple adjective and ad-
verb modifiers.

-ADJECTIVES

What It Does-
tells what kind of

tells whose

points out

tells whose, which
or what

Interrogative asks whose, which, or
what

Indefinite does not limit to a
particular thing

Article indicates definiteness
or indefiniteness

Nummical tells how many or
how much

ADVERBS
Kind of Adverb What It Does

Time- tells when

Place

Mariner-

-Degiee-
=

tells where

tells how

tells how much
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Examples (in bold)
close election, misty
mountains, _green dress
our-car; my, your; his,
her; its, their
this tree; that, ihese.,
those
I don't lcnow which picture
is prettier. man whose
wife is here.
Which suit did you order?

many people, few, any,
Several, some
the movie;- ai an

fifty soldiers;
twentieth, five-sixths

Examples
afterwards, again, daily,
never, now
above, anywhere, here, in_,
up
fast, truly, wisely,
well, slow
all, almost, enough,
too, hardly



Number

Cause

Opposition

tells how many times

tells why

contrasts one idea
with-another

Interrogative = asks how, why, where,
wheu,
affirms or deniesAssertion and

-denial

Positive
bad, evil, ill
far
good, well
little
much, many
uniquely
unique = -

universal
single
matchless
instantaneous
mortal-
infinith
eternally
here
there --
now
when

COMPARISON OF MODIFIERS

Comparative
worse
farther
better
less (littler)
more
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form--
rie forth-
nolOrin
no form
no form
no form
no form

r, form

These rules for comparison may be usel
:with the chart.

=

1; -Most modifiersexpress comparison in one
of three ways c

a. By= adding -er or -est to the basic
word.

b. By being placed- after more or
-most.

c. By change of word.
2. When coinparing two (or-two groups of)

things or actions,-use the comparative de-
gree of the modifler. When comparing
more than two things or actions, use the
superlative degree.

3. Words such as perfect or first, which al-
ready are absolute, cannot be logically
compared.

4. When 'comparing one person or= thing
with the rest of its class, =use: such a word
as other or else with the comparative de-
gree.

5. When comparing one person or thing with
the rest of its class use all, if necess-
ary (not any), with the superlative de-
gree.

6. Do not omit any necessary words in stat-
ing a comparison.

first, secondly, twice,
once
consequently, so, there-
fore
however, y'et, still,
although
haw, why, where, when

no, yes, not certainly,
indeed

Superlative
worst
farthest
best
least (littlest)
most
no form
no form
no form
no form
no-form
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form
no form

- =The teacher may move on to- the _adverb
phrase or clause, using = the same method as
does the_chart; he may pse sentences like the
folloing

1.= He =runs= as ough he had -been fright-
ened. (how he ns)

2. =He runs whet:lever- he can. (when' he
runs)

3. He -runs wh*rever LE goes. (where
tuns)

4. He runs because he likes to run. (Why
he runs) ,ite

5. He runs as far its he can. (to what extent
he.runs)-

6. He runs= if he feels -like it. (under what
conditions he runs),

The teacher =should work, 'at much as
=inaividuals ; -however,- size of = classes

undoubtedly -will _ presentAtilandietpzin_doing=
this work.-_ The_ teacher should -=find
time to go over errors :With: the titndent---_-WhO
has writteitithe_=paper and pOint out parti!,
cular weakithises. lt- may be necessary -to_:-A10
some of this-= individual we It before and-after-
school.-_ The -aotinon errors made on a fiarti=
cular --set-of compositions. *nay be ,listed on- =the
board and disetiSSed- with tne-DuOilii. -
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These very slow pupils sometimes know so
little that they become discouraged and con-
fused. If the teacher can move very slowly just
one step at a time, the pupil may mw a. one
thing and feel an accomplishment. He will be
encouraged, then, to continue his efforts. The
teacher may try to concentrate on just one ele-
ment at a time in- pupil compositions and may
let that element be the basis for her markings.

___For_one_set _of _compositions,_for_example,__tlfe
chief concern_ may be simply that every sen-
tence- makes a bomplete statement and Is
punctuated accordingly. Concentration next
time may be on the complete sentence plus the
proper use of adjectives and,adverbs, with the
red marks used for these error., only. In an-
other set of compositions, agreement of -sub-
ject and verb may receive the emphasis. When
these compositions are returned, the teacher
should= devote some time at the board, using
illustrations concerning the specific elements
stressed and emphasizing these principles.

Most of these pupils-are, no doubt, weak in
spelling and vocabulary. =They should =keep
-a= list =of words misspelled in their own= composi-
tions, adding to-At-throughout- the -year.

-mediately = after these= words haVe been -mis-
spelled,-an attempt should-be made=to master
them by= use= of the dictionary and fulth-r
practice in using them. Lists of-troUble-rnakers
or words commonly_ misspelled may also be
used Lists are included= in =all good grammar
texts, and several are included in= this=pit 'cu-
lar guide.

Vocabulary studies for- this-basic- =group
should--not =be too complicated. Best- results
are= usually obtained - =by- compiling a list from
the reading, = particularly= from- selections =for
class Study; These-selections will include a-vari-

`Sty of words with_ which -this group =will not
be familiar. The teadher may choose = the Sim-
pl_er= ideas_from the word studies-infTressISr's

--Englith ia= Action,-Course Three, pp. =1.00:.147.
Word-Studies scattered throughout Adventures
may also-be helpfuL

STANDARD LEVEL
=

-Some students at the standard = level will for-
get rules usage if they do not review peri-
odically.-.For this reason, time should be al-
lotted for periodical reviews of the- = funda=
mentals of grammar. These students are able
to accomplish a great deal -on= -their -own by
reviewing= rules and= = explanations and practic-
ing skills in-which-therare -we-ak ; the Ws-cher,
however, will need to etplain ccetain princi-
pies_= that will give some= pupils in this stand-
ard group trouble. He should use errors in
their dompositimis to discuss =in class, explain-
ing =the principle involved and the proper pro-
cedure. When it is possible, the teacher should
work with individuals, discussing errors made
On the particular paper.

These standard pupils should proceed rapid-
ly with grammar ,reviews so that more time
may be spent on rhetorical- principles. The pu-
pils should become proficient in recognition
and correction of the following errors of sen-
tence structure:

1. Sentence fragments
2. Stringy sentences, up-side-down subordi-

nationimproperlyrelated-ideas
3. Faulty reference of pronouns -

4. Dangling- modifiers (dangling partici-
pial, infinitive, gerundive, and preposi-
tional phrases and dangling eliptical
clauses)

5. Misplaced modifiers (misplaced adverb,
piling up = modifiers, squinting construc-
tions, faulty co-ordination, needless sepa-
ration of related modifiers, split construe-
tioni)

6. Non-parallelisms
7. Needless shifts in subject, number,- tense,

voice, and mood. -

=Sinceisome-softhe_seistudents,_ as _

(1 ants: f romt-the-- adir-ancnik=-grodp== ill----b-e-Anter-
-este& in_ taking- -gollege Examinations

for-p_ractice-orfforearly-sccePtanceito-Follege, _

the -may-be=CalleduPOn----Wtuggettima-
-terialsthEit=wilLitid--PdPilt-tcrpreparetfOrIth-ese
examinations: =Actually= ths--_PurpOss6of- the-_=e-k-

_=see=whatAW-students-can,--do
with-the---knowledge-snIktackgrourid,_thatAie

-has;-_Crambiinglet theXollege13-oard__TExiiiiiria=
tions_ivno le:;htiViiever;--theref=srerrilit--
terials= dealing with vocahularyanSlOgiet,=-log-
ical--_--arringsinenat iit _Intalri:ppntiples
thSt, -enough;- the
student =a, good - foundation in= English funda-
mentals. The =_ following = Publidations include
some = excellent materials: =--_

Hickman, Sara, First English Review, Cam-
bridge 39, Massachusetts: Educators
Publishing Service 1963:

Wood, Earl F., Junior English Review Exer-
cises, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts: Edu-
cators Publishing Service,1962.

ADVANCED LEVEL

--Periodic -reviews in graMniar to kiOP -these
bright-=pupirsTrefrefihkUiwrules,--ptin-ciplesi-and
Usage-Tcan=stirely--dO=tio-klarinizaha theylare _per;
Napa --naidestititY; ---Too_== 7nnich-i_===tiMs,=-fro*ever,--
should 7n-Wbealletv_edforthese- reViewsThe-
006-theies-hrightersitideritStliiitild---IMVStiind
-_16_coriberitrate=nn- and= -practice writing. Teaca
ersiolt_the_advanced-puPilt-_-in all grades -must
be they _cannot- omit-the
teaching_ -of granninWAII=thO -way back_ to= the
beginning_ of juilicehig_kOhOol*ith:4* -excuse
that these-are the Itiright_schildren t they
haVe, :therefore; --mattered --fun_damt.ncalts-_'=-0-



grammar. If this is the case, a large percentage
of pupis willl graduate from =high school with
little knoaledge of grammar.

With this group, though,= the teacher should
stress rhetorical principles. These students
should master all principles listed under the
"Standard Level," and they suould be required

-to show evidence of this mastery in their own
compositions.

The teacher may supplement the grammar
text with materials that include rather Com-
plex grammatical structures,= spelling lists,
,word studies, analogies, =logical development,
and poetic language. Such material= may be
found in the publications listed_under "Stand-
ard Level."

These- publications, as was suggested under
the "Standard Level," will also make the stu-
dents feel more secure when = they take College
Board Examinations. Another publication
which is helpful not only to prepare for the
College Board;= but also to prepare_for writing
on any occasion is 1aies410*- -to Write =-

_College-Elitiance

One of =the best -publications =to -use= with the
advAnced == groups from -ninth _grade = = through
twelfth' is En'I = of the Year-ExaMin-itions-foir
College Boui, Studefits.-If the- teachers -will
kin this-as-a_standsrd-in making-bdt-some of
their own tests, improvement_in -lo *cal_think-
ing =and writing will result

Teachers -_do= not always agree on t e est
-method= of organizing- t e study oLAinerkan
literature. When one= examines -textbooks -of
American literatnre, he- finds -a = variety- of ap-
proaches : arrangement- As to chronological-
development, arrangement according to-types
(novel; short story, -drama, nonfiction, and
poetry)-, or arrangement according to == sections
(South, West and-MidrWest, = and East, includ-
ing =New -Engltaid); Another- arrangement =of
materi.1 is-a grouping intb these three head-,
ings: The elements of -American. life--her land;
her people, and= her histOrical heritage; the-
spirit of America as revealed ih her theory of
government, =her ideas of education, her reli-
gion_and philosophy of life, =and her- principles--
of literary-criticism; and the relation Af
Ica to= the_worldher influence;_ -her- attitude
toward other nations as =regards their _political
and commerical relations,-thdr= history, cus-
toms, and art, and their literature.'No =matter
what the organization, the _= same= literature_ is
here to be studied and enjoyed. The teacher's
enthusiasm and Attitude are much more im-

-portant than the arrangement of material with-
- ln A text.

Many teachers prefer to organize the liter-
ature course according to units growing out of
chronological development, since the literature
is closely associated with the- historical de-
velopment of the country. Gehlmann and
Bowman's Adventures in American Literature
uses the chronological development but places
the Modern Period at the beginning of the
text. No matter whether the Modern Period- is
placed at the beginning or at the end, any
teacher should be able to use the chronologi-
cal development, = starting with the Colonial
Period and ending with the Modern Period,
if the chronological arrangement is what he
prefers.

When one examines textbooks of Ameican
literature, he = quickly observes that much em-
phasis is plaml upon American heritage
many -of= our forefathers coming from England
where literature had- been produced for twelve
hundred yearsthe settling of _our== country,
with the early records, = diaries, and journals;
the molding of our nation, with the historical
documents for which this =country is famous;
the development o e different sections with
hardships encountere a wars fought.

-
pupil sees_ in merican-hterature a re-

ection- of our-American- ways- of=life and
thoug knows = that authors write -for= and
about peop e=their-work and their problems;
their lan =WI h its cities, = towns= and-farms; the
world o nature, _facts, and-ideas ;-andlof times
paSt,--present, and future.

Althou most teac ers_ a ee that the in-
structor=s ould= evote -more =of --his -instruction
to-the -stu -artiCulat Works-than he
does- o-the stu background, they
believe- that conditions . of-an authoes-life and
the histciry_ of his times-very often illuminate
a work of art-so-greatly that such= background
material cannot be ignored without severe loss
to pupil. The- teather, owever Should re-
sist the tendency to spend too -much time on
history or on telling irrelevant Anecdotes of
author's lives.

The teacher who needs =help in determining
quaritity of materials to' cover each report
card period may use this suggested division
(overlapping-will occur)
First Six Vireeks

Second Six Weeks

Third Six Weeks
Fourth Six Weeks
Fifth Six Weeks

.

The Colonial Time
Thr_Making of a

Nation
The Flowering of the

East
New England's Golden

Day
Growth and Conflict
Time of Change
American Literature in

the Modern World



Sixth Six Weeks (Some teachers prefer
to begin with this
period.)

There are seven periods with only six report-.
card periods. These divisions of subject matter
into six parts will not be-eTractly the same for
all teachers; some teachers will- spend more
time on a certain period than- will other teach-
ers; therefore, suggestions and discussions in
this program will be under the chronological
headings rather than six-weeks periods.

Many ideas included in this discussion of
American literautre are suggested in. Gehl-
mann, Bowman, and Kinnick, Teacher's M..n-
ual for Adventures in American Literature,
Atlanta: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1958.

THE COLONIAL TIME
In beginning the Colonial-Period, the teacher

may explain that even though= American liter-
ature =is new in comparison with literatures-of
Europe yet it has, in-- a- sense_beeni mature-
f ronf ita-beginning. These_sttidentaiin- the elev-
enth grade 'rave not studied-English literatttre,
but they studied-American-history-in-the eighth-
grade-and many of them study American- his-
tory in the eleventh grade. This study-of Amer-
ican histdry in the eleventh grade, accompany-
ing the Study of American literature,-isa rather
ideal-set-up, each course =an aid tb the other.
The students know, then, - from= their -history,
that the early Colonization Of AMeriCa was tak-
ing place= just as one of the greatest periodif
English- literature- was= drawing -to a -elose
the Elizabethan Period, which produced
Shakespeare. Students may -remember, from
their stud' of history, that there were men like
Sir' Raleigh, who in England wrote
poetry = =as well as history and who = were -inter-
ested also in American- colonization. At_ this
time more and more of the English_ people, be-
cause of the effects of printing amithe_Renais-
sance -were interested = -in literature and edu-
cation. Students in the = eleventh _ grade are
familiar with Shakespeare's England, _because
they have studied Shakeipeare's plays in= pre-.
viousismars. They realize that the theater, too,
had itt effect on the many people Who attend-
ed the plays. They, tlerefore, can =understand
tither -quickly why American literature was,
in one respect, = mature from the beginning.
They-should understand, however, that they
must not expectto _firidiat theibeginning-of
the course beautiful= sonnets such as Shake-.
speare wrote: Imaginative literature was ab-
sent, forthe most part, until 1800. The pupils,
in a class discussion, may give reasons for this
lack of Creative material. They, no doubt, will
discuss hardships encountered,by the early set-
tlerslack of food, trouble with Indians, prob-
lems of building homes and establishing gov-

ernmental processes. The first task of the new-
comers was to adjust their Old World habits,
tools, and minds to the -different_circumstances
of the New World. What a contrast to Rug-
land! Students should recognize this -contrast.
Never before had men known such spacious-
ness in lands, streams,- valleys., "Heaven and
earth never agreed better to frame a place for
man's habitation," wrote Captain John Smith.
Students should recognize rather_quickly_tha'
-these eftiqy prohlenis of adjustment and begin-
ning a- new life were not conductive to the
writing of beautiful love sonnets. or any kind-
of imaginative literature. If they will reason
they may suggest types of literature one- would
expect under these strenuous conditions:. early
records, letters, diaries, and journals. Earliest
Spanish, French, and English writing in Amer-
ica was largely a record of discovery, explora-
tion, description, and history. Some= of the
writing was done by temporary residents. The
teacher- may remind students that this aware
ness of the land-has continued to characterize
American literature from John Smith's True
Relation rto-Steinbeck's Travels with- Charley,
written in our own day. _

In creating interest in "The Painted History
of the Delaware Indians," there may be a-dk-
cussion-concerning our own Chucalissa Indian
Town. Since this Indian village is only a short
distance from the city limits, several students
in each class have probably- visited =itit This
discussion may stimulate others to visit it They
will have an opportunity to sit down and watch
slides, accompanied =by an explanatory record-
ing, to look at arts and crafts, and to watch
Indians =as -they-do beaded work, to view skel-
etons, and to obsenre excavation. Some pupils
may have printed = material which was given
them on their visits to the = Indian village. This
material may be-shared with classmates.

This picture writing will probably stimulate
a discussion concerning= language development
Some students may do library papers on= der,
tain phases of language development. H. =L.
Mencken's The American Language may prove
helpful throughout the -year. Teachers may
find =the = following= article helpful: Ashley,
Annabel T., "Using Dialects U.S.A. in High
School Classes," English Journal LIII (April,
1964), 256-265. As pupils

= consider modern
means of communication Magazines, news-
papers, books, radios, and television -- =they
are impressed with the great strides that have
been- made since this early graphic- method
was used by =the Indians.

Tap hers complain that the Colonial Period
is uninteresting_ to pupils, that it is dry and bor-
Ing. Some teachers, for this reason, prefer to
teach the Modern Period first. = Gerhard Fried-
rich, head of the .Depavtment of English at
Cedar Crest College, Allentown: Pennsylvania,
suggests that this early American literature,



composed of literary irecords,:-,-may-_ be perhaps
----ntere-meaningful -to pupils if it -it: presented

in the p erspe-ctiVe- of European; -especially- Brit4
iSli;,--literature- of the same time. He gives the
following suggestions in an Teach-
ing of -Early_ American Literature,"- :English
Journal, XLIX (September, 1960), 887-894.
During the Elizabethan- Period, England was
expanding. This expansion resulted:in-_ Amer-
ican -COloilizritiOn.In---Englandithere--Were-minor

I types of travel iliterature; theological writing,
and some biographical and autobiographical
teetideS.--Ferl-obSerVing-thiStrendtheteather
-Witfer,_to=_Itichard===llaklilyt'i-;-The5:Pkinciplef
avigati a_ ns- - Toyage_ s 3T_ ri ffi,t-

- _
t_ ri_ s r = D u-_ .

coveries :01the-English= Nat an,made -hy-Sea-orn_
over Land, the Compass of these 1500
years (1598-1600), and Saninell Purehate _Halt;

625) .- Pupils should see that records consti-
ute typical links (huirn.n and literary) to this
xpanding England.

studying _these examples of-early -histor;
-1-caf;::;inegraphical-, and theol _ogical-writing_s,

-upils;riccordingto _ 'ethic ti-"e
e P _amusolz_to,_=,ob.serve t

Oc_
-oat some ors use j6_C

overstatements, e othe
vivide but episodes and use

understatement.

_ Book, if viewed from u
=related o expression, will Ncontribute

to delight_ _an--enterpunmen
awe for things ancestral. -suggests
word er-concerne with

--7---=oorifen's-Trfashienk-Thea_ _

and the problem of- --to trationAtaY--ibri4Oun-ct-
in athanie Ward's Cobbler of

-e ;_fee olivthititiste_adt Ate
-66-0 eess putting-stress-itin:VItatt-Atrold;-=:it is

better - or him to give attention to a _combi-
nation 6t--_himartiemphaSiswit
flaws and _excellences-Ai -Own:: Amer-

write

s write

American Pepys, and from the Diaries and
other writings of William Byrd, of Virginia
and North Carolina. Questions such as these
will make the assignment more meaningful:
What conditions helped to produce the similar
and the different characteristics? What pas-
sages are still significant? Which phrases are
expressed- in a superior manner? Friedrich
suggests that Sewall's _ ackntiwledgment- of
conscience some years after his part in the
witchcraft convictions and his account of the
unsuccessful courtship of Madam Winthrop
are humanly appealing_ as is the "leg-pulling"
humor of Byrd.

Pupils interested in medicit or dentistry
enjoy Byrd's selection "Primitive_ Dentistry".
Some of them will be stimulated to do library
papers on early practices in dentistry.

Sarah Kemble Knight's "From Her Journal"
may -be studied -as an- example of informal
writing before spelling was standardized; Pu-
pils are interested in both spelling and capital-
ization- ome pupils May do oral of _written
compositions on stabilization of spelling
AnTerieiC----The=teacher=may mention that
George-Betnard-Shaw, British playwright, was
particularly critical of-spelling methods. Some
students search of material showing

aw's-a

inStead of 7complaining that there were no
Shaltespeares_ror-Dannes-51imong:thn::earlyPitri

litith11-writemterichers-rindlittidents: should per-
liaps judge Puritan literature in the -light of
the itritineargbals-o-r_iiniSsioriof life;,SUggests
John F. Warner, Jr., forrnerly- a high school
English teeWe-vim E*ithoscttszlindKnow- An
editerfor-±HOOgliten7- article "The
lifiiiian:=Side-irif Literature," English Journal,
LII (November, 1968), 587-590, 609.
iiiinda-USAKiWthe--Pnritans- had purposes

----iii-Writifif:===one to inform ==rieighbors and fellow
rigliShritenE7aritrias the of rer,certeyents

aking place r in the colonieS and -the second
their feeling about a variety of

subjects for later rf1ection. -z-4We-olitintes--10
suggest that since -_eke 1041- no- leisure to be
squandered on romantic lietion,,what 'could be
inoreekcitinrthan==tht-immediate7stitiggle: be-=
tween man and Satan?

Even though change, Mr. Warner be-
lieves in stressing, with pupils1 the human
side of Puritan literature. The poetess Anne
tedfittelet fereitamPlev:wrote_lYrics_extiress,

Ing her herzhushari&_1ri-_"Tolleitt
and Loving tisband,"-pupils 740__114166 JVriold,
unfeeling Puritan. Only a forif 6

edrich suggests the use of comparison
studying these early writers. Pupils may use

otton Mather's Bomfaciuss or Essays
or comparison with writings a

enjamin Franklin, or coin-
anklin and Jonathan Edwards. To corn
anklin and wards, e arrange_ .posi e, columns Metal

es, and public activities, essential concerns,
es of literary works, an -traits le.

uch -a comparison shows differences between
periods of thought and expression.

If ever wife were happy In a man,
ottipare4,_

wholeprize their làve more than -mines
can.



arner poin ra tree and Taylo
for inclusion in= the teachirig of Colonial_ r-
atUre- because of Aheir warmth-and feeling= and
lOVe for` =both= spiritual and physical- natures.
He, too,-includes Ward's = The S` pl Cobbler
of = Aggawain as a delightful denunciation of
women's fashions and mariners, -with t e au-
thor at =times resembling a disinterested u-dent of tweritieth-century finery
Warner expresses the desire_that more People
today might-- exhibit the forthrightness and
fearlessness of Ward in calling Ai fo -a fop." .1

There are two sides_ concerning uritang,then, to teach-pupilsthe-Puritan-of iggles-worth's Day= of Doom or of onat an Ed=
Ward's sermonistic ,sufferingt arid Mari the
the-world -Pukithn=with the warm, compassion--ate , human side.-To show only one- pe isdistort the idure

u ils s ou also remin e a
difficult path to happine s seeri
tans - was perhaps drie
ical surroun ings o e an io

_se
c oo

rojec
icarlet et

=

Oman= er
-
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Injustice that IlaWthothe =condemns, he is con-
cerned thk--integtitylef the individual in
a hypocritical society, -- and he udeS-the,Puritang
to -silk-gest-re--modern parallel, the events of the-
McCarthylrearingt.

Then;_i7according-tO-_--EMrsc---,TOS- ePhs, Perry
Miller's-The_Puritan- Writers will be interesting
to _thes,-PUTiils; And what often seems dull prose
to--Manytudentsc--,WilVcornefaliVe,==_Theyi:#44y,-,
foeXariiPle,Aiscirs6 instances in thetwo_,-works
in WhiChPUritans_--did,interfere-lin=the'personal
or. religious Tlifei=otuthe--indivilludi,="Various=-top-t
i-c-s_MAy_Tbe-FdeVeloPed-----fromthe-ireading_ And-
study-Wthese= _three books. As the year _pro-
gressesother comparisons may_libei-.---made-=:= a
comparison = of Hester and Abigail to Mattie
in rEtliiiii=_FroMei-td-Tenelope in The ----FtiSezc,f
Silas-Lep---ham;- a- comparisonf Of =Proctor's "real=
izAtieril-= of the importance --of huthan-i-intekrity
to its revelation to Joe Keller -in AU My Sins
Or to the soldier in The RedRadgeof :Corikate,
or _afteMpArison-i-Of_Ithe,,To icessiorri;--of =,.=C
worth-to-that:of-Ahab_ in Moby Dick

est contribution that America --hav-Madet-to
world history. Because of its perfect form,
beauty-i-of-ilanguAge, and love liberty, the
Declaration of Independence= is_--coMM-dirilr con--
Aideradritbei:nablesteXpressi-on-eoncernin-g-Ited=
dom.---=Tbe=greAt -fEngli-sh-=e-Statesmamla-dst-one
declared our Constitution to be "the most won?.-
der-ha-Work evertstrOck-effrata==giVeri=tinies,by
the,,_braiii:and=r-purpose_ot= man." Surely these
documeits deserve intensive study.

It-a,study -of this_periodi-beginsi-with-:Frank-
lin!s-Autobiegrathyi_-_r_-Rupils,-7=will7Terhaps:---be-
more interested in the selection if ithey-__ are
first interestedriini-the=-Man;-'Wheri-theY:realiXe
that-Tranklin=_=,--helped-n-_draft-f the --Deelaration-
orindependerice,=_ther,constitUtionJor,Penn-syl-
vania,-the--ArtitleS=ofiConfederAtionithe-treatY
Of-allianCe2With,_-FrAnda;_-the--treaty_-of-_-_Peace
With -13ritain,--An drthe -Federa1=-COnstitcrtioWifOr-
the_new----nationthet=wills=perbaps feel he de-
serves further study.

IN

1'he unit "The -Making
though comparatively short in m
should studied intensively,
includes_the men and -documents =t
uted-to=the success of our revolutioi
founding of our nation. It-is only natural
all Americans to be interested-in-how-_Wei-
our independence,- but-too many perhaps fail
to realize that the order, justice, and reedem
for which our country is famous -were the great
achievements -of,=fAmous_-Americans
eighteenth -century. American citizens tend_

e--fer- granted that -this nation, = although
comparatively young, is -1 e oldest republic;
the oldest federal system, e o dest democracy
in the .;world;=arid that onstitution is the

t-ivrit en constitution in the -world.

reminded -t at just as s-
nson is considered- the most.

in the English literature,
iokra considered the
American literature ;Is

iscuss-characteristics make in re.a ical or autobiographical material.
so-lea rou h rese-a-rc -111- the

at iogra e of the = oldest
iteraturePlutarch's Uves.. was writ..

reek s -century. e =urt er-
a_ obiogra

on= himself instead
e. rney should know,
essionk personal _Amemoirs,

ers, accounts of travels an
,iographical or =au obit:0014A=
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eir times, and one -reason
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=

Franklin, who spent time in England in -the
interest of the colonies, also insedLthe=Engtitgi.
weapon, satire. Some of Franklin's lettersiight-
ly satirize the Puritanical temperament.
Whereas Sewall's humor is subconseidus,_-
Franklin's is intentional-.7He-aldo--used---sitiridal:
writing in an --_tn_Win,English-
men :tn-= the =tolonial'rpoint-_of_zNiew.- Pupils may
discuss other satiricall%Vritings=theY-lave=raad
and compare them r with Ftanklin's-f--SalectiOn;
They may -try writing a short satirical
on flItoinel=phast====of---School--==liteirThekiniat-=stitte_j:
111:Anefsentence-,atithefen the effect they wish
theiatieato have on tha_s-reader::-TuPils=-may
eitchangenthanies;and==seeAfthaAViiting-=hasithe__
effeetthqTwriter:wisheslt to have.

=

Stress may be put on vo.abulary
-"- -""

words in
Franklin's selections.
-and -by: using 6,:riclittinnaj.Y=-zand==-writing===sen=-==
tentearnf-theitivhii--theY- should beCome fa-
miliar
felicity, acquisition, etc.

-Before- the classbeginathe_=study-of -famous
spat-eh-ea -ancUrdnetiMen acheras
read. the unit "Continuing Struggle7,

under "Growth-
ui

Pupils -'EShould--7read--intenSively= ther-Daelara=
tiont=titltdependettei=inict_the=-FirSt=jnangural
Addressr-=by Jefferson. They iint-alutie yiewkas
to the-----Meanint=-Of---particularipaatages:Ttiey
may point out principles that are still adhered
to by Our government, regardless of the
calz-partrin- power. -They-T=sh_otild-makaztv_elose
i- itudyOf-the---languagechciice of words, fig-
urs of speech-,i--and=rhettnicia principles. They
may list -and=Adentifyj=littires: of=ispe6cW4foin
the First Inaugural Address, such as -Ethel:10k
-10f_irig_:=-1=====

- ``t;t4t6=gov-etinnetits-iitgAht-i:bulwat
- "general government as-the:a at oidhoe-

_

-_--Ther- -obsentt language is not
peculiarto pOetry.

In the --Declaration=i-tif---Independenea-±4nipils
may point out 71aralleliSIT14-rilise--1_o_tAiffOtent
types of.plirasesand clauses, including the par-
ticipial phrase. -They may make a study of
wQrds su'h as these: inalienable, pruclence,
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have a controversial discussion on=w et er-
no aine's reasoning is sound. Does= he make
sdurid-analogies? They-may compare this e-
lection with -Patrick Henry's,_decidinglwhich
would have moved them more strongly to action
in that dayHenry's or a' e'7
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Pupils in this-group may_ think-of-Washing-
ton as the writer of our first -"State of the
Union"- They may select a -modern
"State of the Union" message, President John-
son's the late President Kennedy's, or former
President Eisenhower's, for example, and com-
pare and -contrast Washington's ideas with the
modern selection. They -may include also ef-
fective-methods of writing-good prose. =-

These pupils mayolevelop an_oral-or written
composition explaining -what John- --Randolph
meant when he said that Patrick_Henry-was
Shakespeare and Garrick combined -(Garrick,
one the greatest Shakespearian actors).

They may _prove from the- selections,-that
Jefferson valued _niost these --three con u
tions political -freedom for -Americai religious
freedom-for his state, and intellectual--freedom
for the natural aristocracy who would seek it.

An interesting,, informative- paper should
develop from this question: What are some of
the problems confronting the world today that
have- a direct connection

en expressed in the s con re-
,. gra eclaration ofindependenc

few years, Spenser, Marlowe, Shakespeare,--and
Jonson were-the answers. An English essayist,
Sydney Smith, in 1820, likewise, commented
unfavorably on America's cultural contribu-
tions-by wondering who read an American play
or looked at an American picture. The answers
to his concern, pupils may observe, were Irv-
ing, Bryant,- Cooper, Poe, and Hawthorne . Up
to about 1820 -Franklin was the only inter--
national figure that America had contributed,
and -he was not primarily a- writer. Between
1815 and-1860, however, Americans were de-
veloping a- natife literature, and the- writers
mentioned were-- -being read- and admired,
abroad. Earlier, -pupils recall, the colonies ha
gained from England; now,
Americ was becoming independent in her
literature,- using American speec develop
American themes.
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coinp-arisdn-S--*ith--othet==death==poeths, =suck=fis-,-
Donne's-i`l)eath_ Be Not --Proud," Seeger's "I
-1-i-aye==-=_SendetVons-==-Vith Death," _-- Tennyson's

Crossing=the--Bar;"-_-_orBr-o*ning-'S -"_Prosp_ice;"-
Some attentien inay-be!given-ligures,ofspeech

Pupils see in -"To a Waterfowl" --tesern=-_
blariceSAO-EShel ley"s="To a-irSkylarle=and-Keats"s:
`!0_116-t-oa Nightirigale'7They-i-should=f-recognize
the -Romanticist's --stress E- of- living things as
shown also = in -Coleridge's-

-Byrdn'S
teacher=--ShoUldr----explain=-that: `70_

Waterfowl" is ai example -== ofa popular and% =
teffective-way
or moral truth. _First-z=aff=actliat:=Seene-orin-di=-
dent=io=ziehosen- from nature or from life (here,
the flight ofa migrathigEWilit_tinck)--1==thenk
spiritnalAheme- or moral:ituth-suggeSte&_bitAhe --

scene-1-=dr-Yincident is -deseilbecFi(herei---WthAn:
diVine=providerice),_-Thii==Method:lnaybefoundi
also,-hen-the-=:pupils--=_StudfLongfellomc--Whit-
tier,-Lôwell, Holmes and Emerson.

Bryant'i poems possess beautiful lines for
:memory lwork. Linesmay:be-selec rom-=ff(i_
the e :=Gentiant'tOr e

-laureate-of
in:till:add-tor-President Kennedy.

The love of nature --h has been sung--bri-poets-14
all lands. "The Wild Honey Suckle" expresses
theleelinglthat this simple -wild aroused
in the heart oL Philip Freneau, our earliest
-poet:-,-.1-oy;==foar;=denbtpity=,-anger,1=patrietiSm-;
love of hoinereligieri=1-all==theSeldelings'ha-ve
-beeit-7_expresse-d=AriliriC_--peetry-- should:
--also be aware -thatst 0-5Word-Akrie_=-Caine from
the Greek:Vord7=for-b-rie=and,,thereforei:=means
"haVing-7_Wdoilwith--inOic!?-- The words of all
sitthgs=i-70e=-:)3ric
COuritrylia-Of Thee," Light."-

While
_

p- upils are thinki- ng in terms of :poetry,-
Ihey_i-inay-=Tcontinue :witki-Poe's: poetry. 1 Poe's
Poenie-prObably=fprosent-__--ow best= opportunity
in-Ef.AmericansliteratUre-fer -the-ristucisr:-oupootic,
detrios-,Ifitheteadheriplaris4or--pupils-_to_=-read
the poems aloud,_he s!ould assign them to the

i==best"teaders_fin==iatbrince:f:Becaiise-Of_the_fexcel=
lent musical quality, these poems should, by a11
means, be read -=-410-4-==eitherfby-IMpil$="qr -the

leachern-:Sorie-_ adhersiliiuserhel--13e1W-!-Ator;
choral reading, S_-:_withAepranoryoices--
e the silver bells; the girls -with low-pitched 2X1
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Pupils should note the absence of adjectives
in this classification. They should observe that
as a study in sound alone "The Bells" is one
of the most skillfully-constructed-poems in the
world. There are four kinds of bells, each
Made of a different metal, each suggesting a
different emotion, and each ringing out its
oWn-message-through stanzas that-seem to rise
and fall with the -changing --emotion that each
conveys. Pupils May become more aware of
the structure if-they are asked to complete the
following outline:

-
;

Stanza Kind of Bell Metal Emotion
I. sleigh-bells silver merriment
a.

partially- frorn'What he had learned in writing
poetry. z Froin, his-±writing:_of-_-poetry,E-_he had al=
ready-learnethhow_toibuildi_aStrubtore_ of uni-
fied -tOne;-11e-wasalready sensitiVe_Aoir:wordS
and could develop moods. The teacher may
read:tol,the__-pupi16-_Poe'S_Iamouj-treatise= on the
-short -story- that appeared -in Graham!j_Miga-
--zineriand=--WAS--_toneerned-jvithr reviewing Haw..z
thorne's -TviiceTold =Tales;=_k few: Sentences:fol=
low:

the selection-
-Ut-±Ainwels-atid_E-conSonants--affeet*-tha-;gerieral
mood and sound of the-lcinr=differentr-SectiOns-
The;rolling 1', and i_anirethe-res-onant'n'ea=aild .

ii!slIareAinked-fAyit_
tate the'tirnbre of thevarious me als the

ellstoringi

construct-
ed a tale.Ifiwise;,Ie=haanetfashioned- his
thoukiifrEto =acodrriodate-inS7intidents;isut
-having conceived, with deliberate care,- _arr-,ceftain s=unique=--be-airiglez:effeet-_=te- -be
wrought out, he then invents such inci-

-=---416-nt-s=ha=then-j--itonibinea=,"su-W-,eyentS-as-
may best aid him in establishing this pre-
C=onteived==effeet,isen-tences tend not to the outbringing:lof-this-
effect,--theri=r_het has failed in his first step.
lifithe-=-WholecompoSitiori==threta--sliti-ulds be
no word written, of which the _tendency,
direct or indirect, :is-Enottcf-t the pre-
established design;

a ,
circ-urn

s_see in e s
for=thernodern
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Interest- may

;_as '=
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he -
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such a of-the house
The Amontillado." Pu-

etective stories the foundation
elective story. ManY:Tpup_ils are
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irected __toward the stories of
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was a common device-used
-t- "The Rime

The teacher mar

= e Mariner":
atross!

'With
of

n black
spot, lived This

stirred-in _ is acChio
first person tends

o -make the -unreal- -seem real,: and Poe, like
other great Romanticists, 3-used it. Teaeher and

-pupils,- in-studYing--P00-sootieijaa Irs
-cuss hisipurpose,=hil=-me e essential

Parts in-the-tslotl-then=particular ircuMStanhces
the reader as

-r- t ri ti snaha ac e cs___ iangua
perfection of meter, unusual tonal quality, --
a1 oft-iatrac_ turej Aunusual

-4efrains-ti-and-intritatelpa erned=tk-liresTilliic
poety and many lines

-------quotable:- s
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iigaWtOpretentCtheZharish-cfuali - inher-
ent the--weedt-i-greWing-bY-the
jail- -are- ayinbols_=-f= -_(called_(

erime)-=,==-,bUt near the-doeir-iS=A-=resebuShsyni,
= bOlizing; that- -the heart: of-__Nitturiteult pity
-- and -13&-kind.=--The---reeds-VerAUS=Ahe -rose -image-
= is= &arried:Jo =-:the -=Thi weeds=-1-and--ithe

brooding==qualitroUnature yield;ff_under
--fltience--ofrright---thetight;:to= ft-nages-of -love:and

conclusion===that= sthetwolristitutioris_-=-Enust-=-=be
=separate & norric-;ino*El.,-_zaCcoEclizit-nto
Warfel-,- --that --=SysteMS==df_ =and-==govern=
ment-are-theiTroducts of ancient -tradition -and

--that-chafigeszarenecessarr to==renovateztheml-
also-that-_--Heaven's=-method-r-of,retributionAies
Within====the--iiiihot =of _each_person rilan'alsalve7

-not=r_in- punisliments==proinise4=====tir
theology_=but from-thoiewhich=le inflicta=upon

deed&--destroy=-Ah-e--_ criniinarS
kinthipi-Vith-his:_felloWs.--Hester'&--feattirea, be-
co mifl ike

jait-syrnbola
while ----cethetery . shows

Vhygick ornet-i e ieVe
i v=its

e heved _thatthat lUso--
_iVidti-i-=Jnustbe
e -tle most= Of

reit oned=,r,her
wthorne,

As pupils turn from Poe-to Hawthorne, they
will continue their observations of the develop-
ment of fiction- in America. "Dr.-Heidegger's
Ekperiment"- and "The =Ambitious Gue-st,"
along with other stories by Hawthorne, _may = be
used to_show _his = characteristics, such as sym-
bolism, influence of-PUritan ancestery,-hiaphil-
osophical ideas, -the study--of right and -wrong
in human conduct.

Study==StudY,_ ands==disctissionniay-MOVe--Ifr
shOreWerks-ot fictiontOthe----noVeLSom pupils-
mayz,derresearch-onbriet-Ehistoryof-lth&=-nove_4----
following-steps by `which= it-deVelopedi=in=lEn-g-
land--=_They-should==be=aware-of=differendes_-be-_-
tween--the -novel and---the =sh-Ort=litorgitat-e-r-- -
complexitTotiplot in=the_in-ovel,=-morextensiVi
tisefOffincident_=:moriConipleaudkaradterization-i-=
and-wider-EgeographiCalzfecepe-Stime_rje-a-cherair
prefer to teach The=-EHOnee,==6U-Siven-
While_-a=great many=prefer--_to -teach-The= Scarlet=
Letter. -lt= seeinsAhWiii-ahr=snie-re-f-,disaisaion-k=
in ifthe-Englisk-:-Journalfor-_-_-_example-;=1-,ztenter=u
around-z-- -er-Exither==Ahan--1111==
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b. Characters moved by more elemental
emotions

c. Reliance on subjective-impressions

d. Representation of the more unusual or
exciting aspects of life throughout the
novel.

e. Atmosphere, often one of "strange
things about to be revealed"

f. Satisfactory resolution to the problems
at the end of the novel

4. Select quotations for wrtten or class
comment to show that you understand the re-
action of people living within-the confines of
such a strict code of living.

xamples:
"No man, for I considerable- period, can
wear one face .. . and another to the mul-

titude, Without finally getting beViril-
-dered as to which may be true."

"If truth ivere,,-every* eke
scarlet letter would blaze =1

many a bosom beside that

both---Imirtor,--of Character= and a--maker of it;
that the -_Ocean where + Ahab ihunts the
White=-WhalefiI-forl,Melville-nothingMItIthan-
the=;backgrott nd-l=,--:=against--1,Vhichlthe="drama,,is-
played=triut,=lhe-+-charadters-:-+Ire---=of--:the-_-riea;-
inflOnc-eds,_brAliesea=;-_the,Ship-,1s_the,world5In
=W-hichAhetitiratria,*ena cterkflif_e_car- acts upon
character t and,--refledt=tharacter.:-Vhe=storms
and=theietnInte++hoth-_,_inidne:an-C17-refle4_i"the
storms and the calms within -=the souls and
bOdieS=-of-,-,thedharacterstheinselveS.-Bhiefarb
uSes, Conrad's",,Ilitger-_=of-i-Ah/t-ENarcisus," The
Shadow Line, Typhoon, Eugene O'Neill's In the
Zone, Melville's Moby Dick Wirt Williams'
The Enemy, Hemingway'i The _Old=" an and
the -tozillustrate,his---points:t

Bluefarb_ shows, also, =:-that- e=seu,-ut=used
Ipt=esclnel*:--iiilotoatattoki;-=i-5-gtz,Anstoad=i5f
findifig,+=escape::_thefIadap-ers-----Ofterilt succeed
in trading one demon for another. He uses Mel-v1l' Ta}imQ1 11 tain 1e.-, rshmael-,_ a- =_-.-- ---

New;=_XorkisCh-ool-teacher who has-,--moments- 1-
of iebellitrit-rigai6sti the -- utictromiztiC*61-class-
room.----- -hen-=, he sign& -aboIrd,_Ahet-whaler

little=:- -, knows -:rii_hti- _ fe-s-Iiivstore tfOr-.-_ ,---arm6 -s chantedfroni E the dock
seaman _ia,.....
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seems

method-is used for the Study, whether individ-
ual reports, class study and discussions, or pan-
el discussion, the teacher should -uide-the-difk
cussiOns toward an explanation ofthe part the
sea plays in fiction. He may use uide an
article by Sam Bluefarb, an Englis /ChIr in
San Pedro, California,- "The Sea-Mirror and
Maker or Character in Fiction and Drama,"
Enilich Journal, XLVIII (December, 1957),
501-510. Bluefarb says that although (Tea
is never the protagonist in these wor is

Biuefarb conTtinues his discussion, centering..
it on nostalgia. that in most sea
stories, after the ship's mariners have wea
ered-the malevolent -stormit or =indifferent
ca ms and ave- *nally reached-home, the -Old

-sail-or

back -across- the years, nonostalgia "a
in comrades in the

of memory. I in
Byron a-oceari e teacher may= read ines
the pupils, on the watery lain/
Tewreckite all thy deed") as

ueftrbxplains that-the ship, ce it puts
is an isolated world in the cosmos of sea
as isolat O-__ ng days!

adds that the security ern-s :tin=



er's:world- is only a dreameven with radio,
radar, and lifeboatswhen the malevolent sea
wishes to re-assert its forces. At such _times,-
though, the qualities of men come to the sur-
face and are exposed by the best sea writers,
and each man sees the challenge in terms of his
own decisions in a crias. Thus, the -sea is a
maker of character and a- mirror_ to reflect
chatact0- for each man's destiny is bound up
with the manner in which he faces the chal-
lenge of the deep.-

BASIC LEVEL

The-teacher- may choose from selections
in this unit the ones he -feels- pupils in this
group can, with his help, understand and en-
joy. _Pupils may make a topical outline of the
intioductory material-or-they- may write short-
summariesef each paragraph. They may do a
simple outline on "Thanatopsis," such as the
following:

STANDARD LEVEL

For the pupils in the standard group, the
teacher may use any of the suggestions he
thinks appropriate. These students, in addition
to suggestions -listed above, may trace a com-
mon faith revealed in "To a Waterfowl" and in
theconclusionto="Than-atoPsis-;" i== ---

Another-suggestion is this-: Ask the class if
they agree that

eir--Poetry,;tkobevheavenlybiori- i _

---_,--=_ConsortS-Avith'--poverty iand7--scorh."?_-=

1. Nature Ims _various ways of speaking
to those who Jove her and commune with

r -

If they agree, then they should give proof
of their -conviction. They may include refer-
ences to other_ poets who have consorted with
poverty and with scorn.

These students may,- by further research,
show that Bryant was aware of the dangers
that threatened American deMocrary-and that
this awareness was reflected in_his-wor

ey may _read-_ historical _novels-
m comparison o

istoricai

414r)t)ek_l 1i
ego

=



---=_=_Froin,==a-studyr of Poe's short stories, -these_=
pupils may develop a written-isdistussion-based

--quoted from his review of
Hawthorne's Twice-Told-i-Talaa-goncerning-the_-
construction-ofia:story-: They-smay---answerAhe-
guestiOn-:---poes Poe accomplish this =---p utpose?
The discussion should- include of the
answer by using specific -iexamples from_ the

_

These pupils may look -ahead,--to-_-Eniekson
and, --:_by,further Teo dingi=develop==a-- Composition
to -show that both Emerson and Hawthorne
r,ught the abiding principles by which one's

life can -be guided,-andithat,-1:_r'different:Methi
od-Srthatr_SOlight= the sama---kiiid-=of-Ons*efsAf

--the-==teachei-Trefers;= this-lasSignment-*_:maT be
ostponed -nntil-the_Istudy;:ofEmerson-

r2reading TheeSearlet4Atteivthese-pu=
pils-=may=Tmake -teomparisOn=of-the-crime-pun-
ishment-retribution : idea-==as,--landled_,=_-by_-Haw
thOnei,*_ithr the same -problem as handled by
---Coleridto=in--"The Rime of the-Ancient-1_48n-

_

considering SelectiOni r m- is-chap'
pupils -may show how nationalism,= democracy,
-ManiWian reform, and romanticism are All
eflec e in the literature of is period. One

se characteristics, may be
x= developmeiit as a question on an ril-

These pupils =should= read: the ilwh o lir of Moby
Dick. 'They should d6 further reading -toncern=
ing=thesea-and-=_delielop-ipapers,- AS = a_--result-2of
this ==-reading.--_ They may go =back to the _Anglo=
Siaxen-f-TeriOd-,sinrEnglishAteratore= to -study
"-The?Seafaree-and--,on=to,BYron's--'`Apostrophe
to the' gcean;!",-or=otherFshort selections i Show=
inr some of the same attitudes thosefound-
it-iMOhytoiak.-T'rhey=$ar,reOdfCorirad'siNigget
of the Narciuu' or The Shadow Line or---=Ty,
phoonj' F -. eill's play In the Zone,-
-Ernest -H .-Tbef_Olc1==Mon-ancr_the-=_Seai
or Wirt rns, The Enemy. In addition to
discussing_ syMbOliSM-0-6-1-part-splayed-liT the
sea, and other phases :of -content material,
these students may Inake_,an interesting study
of_Melville'szand,OOritad's_-=poetic_styla-of---Writ=

Out of the- study of= this period, pupils at
-each of the three levels- should have long lists
of vocabitlary_words to study and use in sen-
tences:--From "'The Pit and the Pendulum"
they -riiay choose- locution; interininableness
avidity,- charnel, and -moiety; from '-'-The Tell!Tale-Heart,-.1dissimulation, sagacity, deputed,
gesticulations, derision,--dissemble;-fromAntra-

-ductarr material, belated, mandarins, recluse,
thoPiam-, idyllic, -motley; from Hawthorne's
selections, venerable, mendicant,=eccentrici
conjurer, impregnated, -rejuvenescent, imputed,
dotage, eienti complaisant, --effaced, co-
qu Ambitious Guest," cleat.

ludicrous,en en o felicity,
aciou -anni i at
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ncor& writers, Emerson
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---=_ Some pupils = find the study of Emerson, the
= transcendentalist, -andThoreau,- the -=nCiri,-conk

ormist, rather difficult.
should put forth _ _special o _ sfithitker-theio
-Writeriinteresting andOnderetandable.=-_-= The
ideas of both hi-= _

m
almost sentence

Begiiiiiing_AlWstudy,:otEnterg_O-n by plunging
-inWthe,,i_deolOIATanstandatitalistiEtiayR_,Ovet=-

pupils jb-suck==anEelteritAhat it will be
difficult to convince --=rtheitiAligti-=' there is any

f



pleasure in reading-the selections. The-teacher
may = stimulate the pupils' interest by using
some _quotations with which -_the pupils are
qUite familar: "-Hitch = your -wagon-to a_star"
or "If you write a better book, or build a better

etrap than your neighbor, the- world will
.ce a beaten_ path- tu-your door."- They per-

haps will be surprised to= know that the quota-
-tions originated _ with -Emersmi. The- teacher
May have the pupils turn to one-of the essays,
calling-their attention_to_a controversial_ state-
ment such = as "To =be= great is to be-misunder-
stood" =in "Self-Reliance." An- interesting dis-
cussion- should develop = =with _pupils of this
age, and, then, the teacher can_gredually guide
the= -pupils _Coward a == discussion= of a simple
explanation-of transcendentalism

-- =Some - of= =the = following_conceptions of _trans-
ntcendentalis may_ be _= mentioned -:= = There= are-

truths that lie-berondn(transcend) pnof, truths,
known to the conscience -father-than= to- '-the
test tube ;_ the_ belief = that - a- == mountai__n= lake°= s
more =beautiful than a drains e_ditth; the con-

--viction that all men = have -- within --them some
spar of_divini an _at_a grea _man _thingg,
such as - slavery and

mockery
s-s ou -be =e imina uic

able Pupils will- mezso
inspiration -of= this=reform--inovethen .
personally ac uainted with the =English pbet
Wordsworth =and the= English is orian arl
some pupils, t , er;ril
see= if=Emerson- as- c arac eris cs zi
with =these English= writers.
Wordsworth - -asature'

see' merSon-as-wan n
effirSttime

-can- e=see." Pupilsi no donlit;-= es u
lections-by-other ,writers - implying that -we-our--

--selvee color what-we-See; alter_ are's=
''Silver" As-an- example. merson, like - Words=

h, believed that nian1Was-One-With

In= studying the essays,_pupils should under-
stand that not one= is a model of unity coher-
ence, =and emphasis; rather they are-nuggets
of wisdom. (The teacher may= =use -_ the term
aphorism = herC) One -of the brighter pupils
may read Bacon's essay "Of Studies" = and give
a-report to =the -class =to =show that-he, too, uses
the sentence to express = a truth or= precept.
Emerson's unit of thought is-generally the -sen-
tence,= =not= the-paragraph. Any number of sen-
tences from_the-essay may be used for discus=
sion, with pupils ''taking sides" and == =using the
principles of persuasion:

" lowers and,fruits are always& pres-
.." (From "Gifts")

. "A friend is a person with whom-I= may be
sincere:= =Before =him =I may =think aloud."

m " 'endship")
_

"But -the= President haepaid dear for -his
hi " (From "Compensations")

4. "Whoa() wouldbe a mant,mtiat be a non -
conformist ." (From "Self-Reliance")

entlema man o th, lord,
leoWtiactions=:
atirfa "

iey _think =z=of

emar ist_words that=give m ouble
-durin e-readin the essays: =meanings
-shou be looked and the words in

sentence e following- Words will
=probably be - mcluded-in I* -- ancary,
porthiences,-arraign,-veneration,__onarous,-cons-
inasistirabili -rar ludo; _dissimulationi= para.

. .-raj ta WI 1 aversion= r Awn._

t elnipils- urn y feel
that Alis-mgiteria -is- e Afloat di ficult -in- the
-textbook unless-the- eac er,,here; too stimu-
latesan interest is= the _13effinniriv---Pii -ils to-
day =have _ex eriences with -the-nondOn ormist,

_particularly= e-reedin f=fiction,- end they
- tend to, -ra er _curious concerning_ThOrau.

e teac er may_arouse- mor- e_in t e st by- using
is- do -tioi-fron- merso

t of _the= short oems may= be consi ere
merson's thoug _clothed in -meter

memo mous
o lowi

won r, 1111 time ust =what the
think and_ o, aid_most of them are

rno tu to selections to discoVer his ideas.



---_Before r: they turn to selectiOnS,-_-=the-Jeacher
may alsoz= impress them -withz-Hawthorne's--in--
formation concerning : Thoreau as given in his
-American Notebook*:

1
Si_ mature,--An-returnzzfor his love, seems

= _-_toz-ad-oPt=liin- as her -esPeciarzchild,-_and-
--- ShoWt-lizt Secrets __which---fewriotherSz-are-

allowed-I-tor= witness. He
--ibeast,---r- fish, -_fowl, and reptile, and'-hak-

----strange=storiesz=te-,:telPot-=adventuret-and=--z_
friendly-paisages-rwith--theie- lower-breth-
ren of
wise,_-wherever-theys=grow
miliar-friends.-=_Hels-also-zson-intiniateterma

I- -Withz-thezielonda:=-; Ati-in=a,==eharacteristie
trait that he has a greatiregard=lor the

_ 1---:±memory whose wild
-lifezwonld'havesuittd:liM=gowell.====-
"With-,=all-zthis-thelasz_lnorkthan--altincture-z-
of literature, a deep arkF___true-:tasteirior--=

true, innate-±and-literal-iri7=observation,---yet=
giving the spirit-as well as letter of what
he:fsees;!zeverfins-ssala =e-reflectsltawoOdedz_=±-

----- banksshOwing_ZeVe _ e-====

wild -beantYcif-the whole ade

-werld:-=COnt-ord-As known as the home of
Meg, Beth, and Amy, -girls-may-give- reports on
Lotnsa-----AlatIAl_tott and her Little Women. _

_Other WOrke=Mar=bez-included, such ati"-_Little
Men, Jes=BOys,antr_Underthelilacs.---z

-Concord :- Writers_Ao the
Cambridge -ipciets;= the =pupilashould observe- this
difference:_-Whereas- the_=-Concordi-Writern- were
philOSophers-JirnaturaliStaz-Whof Wanted-AO-4o
kuittlyi=about=-_=_their business, the 'Cambridge
-poets -Were-=part=_ of the I larger -WorldEngland-
andt _EnrOpe;-_---- as ==well-r-= as Boston. Since= =Long-

lellOw-_ ini_perliapazthe_ -most'"meMorited"---peet
in_Ameriet,---:_the-teacher_May=itithulate-intetest-
by giving thef_ beginning line of-a-z-zquotation
and asking-Aheclass-zto-oomtlete it,=-Airien=auch

=as theSe:

children, and you shall
-_----" "Lifelareal,lifeis---earnest,_-,"_-

"Thou too, sail on, 0 Ship of State . . -."

"UndertheaPreadinecheStnntlree;---;"

=

_

Most- of- the pupils should be asked to read
Walden. Selectons=from Walden may be used
or class discussion, The pupils should attempt

to get -an understanding what- oreau4s--1
saying-as-he-urges men to simplify if lives
and to Seek out realities,- Each -pupil -may --write
is own interpretation of oreau'a view of
1) choice- =Of=rea -rather

-than ephemeral values, nonconformity.
-Sentences;- such-as the following,may be-use
and iscnsne

interes
ula e
rates -w
him;
with
row o
wine
more about on

e mi no
pecially as he
admirers con

ome an

fellow may be u er_-stim-
Emerson's.

and
e, we could go and talk with
ellow, we cannot go lk

palace,_-AticL6ervAritt-if,-fAn a
ifferent colored wines, and
me coats." As zthey Andy

ellow, the pupils may
aye- been zahappler,rnan,__es-

crew zo er, i =Is- neighbors and
ve felt free to enter his

1losop
ossiP, and they w

are old'women over
ime is but the stream I g i in."

Pupils may take issue with some of these
views and defend their own viewpoint.

As concerns the Alcotts, perhaps special re-
ports by a committee of girls will suffice. A
boy may report, on the father, Bronson Alcott,
who kept everyone he met stirred up and
thinking. For_ information on Bronson Alcott,
pupils may examine Emerson's and Thareau's
journal entries. Since to- people all over the

"The Ship of r -ideas,
rhythm, -repetition, _and-figures-of=sp-eech: -Pu-

may -begin with the title to show the me
aphorthe-state is-aiship.They may continue
byekplaining_the apostrophe (addressing the
Ship as Union); explaining who the Master was
and the _workmen,- what- forge nhaped the an-
chors of -hope. They will nee that
Longfellow- extends his =figure of _Speech
throughout the poem; the idea of the state, the
United States, as A -great Ship. In "Hymn to
Night" they may continue -to recognize figures
of speech, particularly personification. The
brighter pupils = May analyze-- Longfellow's
"Hymn- to Night" and Shelley's "To Night,"

=



comparing and conrasting the two "night" 1. He was brought up on a New England
poems. "Divina Coinmedia I" -offers an oppor- fann.- -=

tunity to study the Italian sonnet form. 2. He was of Quaker faith. iT

Pupils usually enjoy James Russell Lowell's 3. He had strong antislavery convictions.
"The Courtin." The ;itle catches their interest.
This selection offers opportunity to stress the They- may observe that, his poetry is filled
Yankee dialect, and the- pupils may be aware with simple imagery and -quiet reflection. Pu-
that Lowell in his Biglow Papers made a real pils may do briif research on the writers Whit-
contribution to thi history of our language and tier refers to in "Proem"Spenser, Sidney,
culture in faithfully reproducing the authen- Milton, and Marvell. Pupils should understand
tic Yankee dialect. A recording may be useful the significance of the titleProem. The teacher
in understanding this- dialect. Pupils may dis- may refer to the "Proem" of Tennyson's "In
cuss dialect as a device for creating humor. Memoriam" ior comparison as to function. In
They may also watch for the various ways in "Proem" pupils may see the Puritan idea, that
which Lowell achieves humor in A Fable for all talents were gifts from God, and the Purl-
Critics. Pupils enjoy comparing Lowell's crit- tans felt they owed. God -both work and grat-
icisms of the different writers -with their itude in return for His gifts. A pupil may bring
conceptions of these same writers, even con- to class Milton's sonnet "On His Blindness,"
sidering Lowell himself. explaining that Milton was the great English

Puritan poet who had the same attitude to
The Vision of Sir Launfal has lines appro- ward God and talent as did Whittier. tn"The

priate for memorizing. The w5rd vision in the Eternal Goodness," however, Whittier's Goti
is a God of goodness, love, and mercy, as op-title--should be emphasized; the wise pupils

may feel cheated - when they find that- Sfr pósd tO thsfeaiful God o1 the Puritans.
Launfal has never -left the castle at all.
Lowell's idea was not-to tell a story about a In the study of "Snow-Bound" (this study
young knight, but to drive home as vividly as should ideally be on a snowy_day), individuals
possible the truth that our opportunities for may give oraLor written descriptions in their
service lie at our very doorsteps. Several lines,, own words of the-father, the mother, the uncle,
beginning with"Earth gets its price for what the aunt, the elder sister, the younger sister,
Earth gives us," may b,e used for comparison and the schoolmaster. Some pupils may Tead
with parts of Emerson's "Compensation." Gàldsmith's account of the schoolmaster in

"The Deserted Village" and give an oral or
Pupils will probably be more interested in written comparison. Pupils may make a. guess

as to what book was hid from younger eyesRolmes -if the teacher tells them that Holmes'
lectures at Harvard were so entertaining that a Dicken's novel or a Cooper noVel perhaps?

- authorities arrañged for him to meet his class- Pupils should add words to their vocabulary
list: idyll, ominous, portent, querulous, spher-es at the end of the day. He was the only one

who could, keep the students awake. Pupils ule pellicle,, meteor, supernal, trammels, con-
may dizcuss what characteristics he possessed cIiant occult.

- - -

which made him an entertaining- lecturer.
"My "Contentment" BASIC LEVELPoems like Aunt" and

and some of his infoinal essays may be suffi- The teacher may have students in the basic
-& cient evidence to convince pupils that- he waa group restate the thought-of each of Emerson's

witty. poems after the poems have been read and
- diScussed.,. From Emerson's esaays- they may

It may be possible to have a cothmittee re- -make a list of aphorisms that the) consider
port on- Holmes, one using interesting phases unulual or worth remembering. They may re-
of his life as an introduction and others pre- view some of Poor Richard's sayings by Frank-
senting )m as a poet patriot ("Ole Iron- lin and -compare them with Emerson's, per-
sides"), as a humorist ("The Deacon's Master- haps noting that Emerson's qualities of ideal-
piece"), or as a philosopher ("The Last Leaf" hm and high aspiration were lacking in Frank-
and 'The Chambered Nautilus"). The teacher lin's plain common sense.
may need to guide these discussions to be sure
that- important factors are not- overlooked; for Pupils in this basic group may have diffi-

4

-= example, near the end of the discussion of culty studying selections from Thoreau; how-
"The Chambered Nautilus," the teacher may ever, certain parts of Walden pertaining toask thi pupils how the theme of the poem wild animals will perhaps interest them. They
connects Holmes with the Puritans? With the should be able to have simple discussions on

= transcendentalists? certain beliefs expr"sed in selections from
Walden; foi example, ". . . I am sure that I

A the pupils study Whittier's selections, never read any memorable news in a news-
usually left to the last because he was the one paper," should provoke discussion. These pu-
farmer in the group, they may look for evi- pils may write a description of Thoreau as they
dences of three great influences: see him from reading his selections.

109



In stuying-theCambridgepoeta, perhaps for
a -rOview; pupils eMay-Write biographies-nnd =let
other= pupils- guess---who-the:subject of =the =bio--
grephy- is. They may-,read -One-or -two -state--
Merits at -a-time -unless -the correct -answer: is
given.

They'shouldrl3e-sable:_to analyze; in -a simple -g
way;- =" -The Tide Rises; the:Tide--Falle"--andf-tor

-compare-
some = other- short-sea- poem.-=This--groupshould
be =able -to do;-_-n_isiMple analysis_n-Otthe-_tionnet
"Divina- Cominedia, 1,"-igivingthe-chief- thought=
in---_thefOctaye- and =find

-1110--,paers--_EzeorrolvIn-zfit_:
few = :selections-- they =may -sumnutrizo---1.-.ONvelys_
criticisms of,±the-different *riterei_they=liave
studied (A "Fable =for °Critics) . They= should
also toe able to- point -out _exainPles--_-of Lowell'e

Some pupils -may- -enjoy. -looking_ =up the his-
toryiefithe;frigate Whieh-
HolMeS-wrcte his poent-- They= -±sko- nWkieiableto-everStateMen
statements Cotten n -s CoY,

they -= may = relate _to UM

Pupils may take' a =stand concerning the
following quotation =and= then defend it in an
oral or written- composition (Thoreau's "Self-
Reliance") : "His_ (civilized man) notebooks
impair his memory; his libraries overload his
wit; the insurance office increases -the= number
of accidents; and it may be =a= question whether
machinery does not encumber-- ."

From EMerson's "Gifts"_ they= may develop
this = idea : In the 1,ight of this= essay, =what crit-
icisms can you-make of = some of our common
practices in Christmas giving? Do you agree
with Emerson? If so, how? If not, explain.

These _pupils t.should rend the whole of Wa
den. They May = develop compositions growing
out Of the reading = by discussing Thoreau's
philosophy. = They may defend a certain posi=--
ton totake issue-with him; for example; these
lines =should stimulate discussion: "If the en-
gine-whistles, let it whistle till it is hoarse for

its pain. If = the =bell rings, why= should we run?
We will consider =what -kind= of =music _they are
like."

iza-

tvto

well e-_ the kind of critic
rational rel -Is

-akin' gnomic wisdom_
5r adolescence; = =anit

a_Scot =of =my
on-genial-An _they nmpli=

a that
-zsameqs-oure-es,=eS

esel eavor

's sonnet



Some = pupils =may read letters = written= by
Oliver Wendell Holmes and = report on them,
showing the wit and humor in tiem.

_
Pupils may == select an= = example of modern

criticism,= perhaps fromfrom= Saturday Review, and
compare = Lowell's tyPe criticism with -that of
the modern reviewer. These pripils =may write
"A =Fable for Students," including brief com-
ments on familiar persons or types.

Then, in -connection with= =the= slavqy dispute
-and the struggle-to preserve =the Union are fa-
_mous-Speeches :and= documents - similar = =to= those
of Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson,- and
GeOrge_Washington. _

Beginning with the idea= of the westward
movement, pupils through -history, television,
and- movies, =are= already aware of the -trouble
with the _Indians. -They recall_ "The Painted -
History of the Delaware Indians" as orie of

-the first literary selections. -They =may =now= turn
their =attention =to "Lament of a Young Man for
His Son" and "Songef the Sky Loom." In =these
poems they should recognize imagery,_ parti-
cularly the metaphor and= personification: =They
see that the Indian; with his love =of natural
beauty, -was not Always sole

e er =other
ime e tih s-=w

a
ifiriAa ere music. _



ing= of the songs of a = nation and I care not
who makes = its laws." Pupils may do further
research concerning ballads, study the ballad
stanza, and write ballads of their own.

.experiences= like these,- then the other --class
Me-mbers are- likely= more interested:in-the
selections:- -=' __ =

Froni -the'literattire,4pUpils--=._shotild_should-the'
-frontier_ as the:Place:where the pioneer omes
up-=against_-the-wilderness_and: also as =a- =stage
of-culture;_=They--shotild-be awarerthat-all-Pior_
_neerS= were _not-rude_hunterS=-there-were--mis-

'sionariek-school-Aeselierk-i-editors,==laWeiVdb_cr-
torsi-_---ancVScieritists=.=_=In --the study -Sf-i---V_Sstsl'i
`_`_Johnic-olter's ItaCe _for-LiferPup may- =read
first= for --renjoyMentrancl- then -diScUSS-Why=_-:_this
story--liaS=p-opular-appeak-TheAdea:of conflict
is --usrially_nientioned.:Pupilsmay,= then--;--diScuss
-different-types:T(1 -Conflict-- in ',Stories (theZ-one

' here- iS-ChieflY_Physical).-- They -may think_ =of
"The=13it---and-the--Ter-fdrilinr0-:!TrksiAmbitiouS

---GueSt,"--- ``Dr.-EfHeidegger's_
others. They-ina-T-see conflicts = of =man against
man, mari-Sgaiint-nsture,-'Marit*airists=sOciety,
ancLJrian==against=himselt--YroinE;Sarah-=Eleanor

=---ROyce_-E-they-=See:_the-Chatteter-irif--he-s=-Pioneer
woman frOM -Francis -Parldnari,-ithe7cUriosity,
hoSpitalitY,--lranitnation;=-PrideOf---r-a-Chievenierit,

-gratitude-,irsociaLsensitivity_
--_-

j_perstition
=of the Indians. They may be 7intev

ested to serve=jus r manrisedpsyr
--4cholo ealing=m* laris:=1-eliStened

1 --Ots-contritdidt
observedit-cUittons__and--il--s--11reir

guest, tried to s4djus them. Class -Aininbeit
may_do 5 n ian-superStitiOnS.

-her2may.Joom pare ese conce _those
TorseTni t -o

In speaking of, folk music, it is-only natural
for people in this section- to = think= =of= Negro-
folk- _music. =A= pupil may-be interested in- doing
research-on Negro-blues,=,-including, of Course
W.C. Handy. Since many. of these pupils= are
familiar=-_with- the = Mississippi River and = with
the Mississippi Delta, they should have= abetter
understanding of life -as it is expressed in the
spirituals than-do peciple =who live in other sec-
tions of the Country. From &serving men_ load--
ing heavy bales of lotton, =they should-he able
to understand why-tile-spirituaLsays, "Nobo-dy
knowS the =trouble I see.="= Pupils may examine
collections-of Negro-Spirituals to observe sub-
ject matter, mood, and religious faith.:Record-
ings_will aid pupils in seeing= how word's =and
music blend to produce mood.

-
Pupils :Should= scliscriss-ireaSons- forAncluding

spirituals= the= -vrestsrrif-:SongS-:-srict 'ha;
E-iJiterattire-_--courseAlthou -atAiter--

attirek -these= Songu may Saveritin _
sired,_ =xhey - are = the=literature _of _the- common
people= or_o_f- certain classes_ or- groups ifoUPeople:

ome of the brighter pupils may ===make-:-S4ttitly-
aritlWriWa-,_--papertomparin trieib**21*11itde-=-_
with =the old_ classical Iliad and _d

lo=Sitx& ovu u iltrnsy4elsd
_ro

enjo ana's
for its story

s alifornia-when
exico. =They -may=_evaluate

man- ime-legislation.

ounial
correlating=

erature. Art
o class, while

ac her considers e- ar- e een
it ncit-OViSable
e c alL of the-history-for this pe-
e impact==of -th-e= war=iS-relevant to

attention -centered': on =this
n --con ributedliagaiiv as

ation"f-MatterPiesmasterpieces- of- our
documents- and speeches.

713 u -these farifous-inasteepieces-in
erature---and = fitin=ob-servatioir Of

modern _happenings uPils-sh-ould--be == aware
-ggle-for-freedoln - continues TheY

shou _appreciate ericari=literatule-
rec-or the- s g e -freelcini.-These=fa-
mo s= speechoi == present the = opportunity cer-

achin an a e the

ravel
-&ieta

a o
ainin

fan tha

e ences-
=fit
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of some of our =basic _laws= governing iree-
dom, i.e., the_use =of the fifth amendment
by witnesses before -Congressional hear-
ings.

3. Arrange a bulletin board =with clippings
from _the news and significant = pictures ==
of_ historical importante which -bear out

-the fact .that freedom is a -continuing
struggle. _

Note the many facets of -freedom _which
concern men, i.e., speech, religion, press,
justice under law, want, fear.

Learning Activities

Read selections of= political prose= and speech-
es of the eighteenth century to learn-on =what
we base our right to be free.

-
ENWCS SPEECH IN THE-

VIRGINIA-CONVENTION

6:= Discuss Wh y this ciocument is still so per-
tinent to us and to mankind.

THE CONSTITUTION
I. Skim the Constitution to determine what

rights are = guaranteed the individual.

2 Discuss= why this= document-has been re-
tained in its original form through approxi-
mately 175 years.

WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS

1. Discuss w at suggestions Washington
makes to people who want to live in freedom.

Locate=elementa-hihei;Speechrhich=datec
=----it-.-LocateeleMenta:_inAli-e-Speech-Ahat

===

1.= =Discuss = how= Patrick_Henry uses good psy-
chology in= addressing the convention of 1775.

e_a_ El paragraph -in-whic
disctiss- w et appeals-tornares-reasan-
or to man's emotions o swa is au ience.

iscuss eine j

3. Paraphrase tbe paragraph,, oward =the
preservation of -your government . ." Use con- -

- text to = help= with -definitions of unfamiliar _

words. Check -the accuracy of your inferred
definitions wi e dictionary

EDO

andblir oentearefu

iSCUSS o r reac
an ur -u
ria

BRAHAM LINCOL
MIDNIGI

sa
can invoWesici



ANNE-RUTLEDGE= c. What is the emotive effect? How is it
achieved?-1.- Read -=this poemto-:deterthine----how_Aime-

_ _ _ _

Rutledge felt she e-Lirieoln-a= better final== paragraph:- -How is
of -men. = LinColn-humble?

a.= Explain the significance of the first
two verses =of the_poem.

b. Cite the 'apostrophe in the poem and
explain its importance._
Justify the title.

THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS

?. Comment on = Lincoln's speech as being
incomplete, = but = not_unfinished._Lincoln gives a
coherent =and unified speech, but= he provides
the audience with ideas which they, rather
than he, may reconcile.

---CONTINVING---STRUGOLEFOR-FREEDOM- _.-

LONE--WOL- F'S:OLD;GUARD;-

1-.- From7your-- -merican---Elistory_bild-kground,
=what -do- =you =kriow of the StrUgglk the =-Indians
have =_of America's=
continental i7expansion =Are-thepresent living
coriditionS:of-i_thelndlansf_mir=personalconcern-?--

_-

----_-2; =Read liamlin-Gar- land's_StorY.77

3` Note passages -which--refled the_Indians'
resignati_Or=With:_hon*40-- the Onavoidable-

-_71nfiltration-of --the74white-men.--

1. Read =the address to determine Lincoln's
humanitarian =concern with war.

2. Cite examples from the speech which
show Lincoln's style to =have terseness, emotion-
al appeal, strength, and dignity.,

3 Memorize the address to be presented
orally. Judge the interpretation= from stand-
point of effective manner of presentation.

rite well-organize aragraph in
state w a . as stilLhave timelei

ians
mow toward

s-5es overn.-

ASKI _ TIOW_OF
-DECEMBErett--:±7oim

inco n wro
in D _Roosevelt's speech to

e= madehis audience aware of
e na ion's situation. =-

am
calling

second
inco n - viewed

Oreefil
=

ense of

esaor
tower

expected from
in their

o -no the

sees for



2. Discuss why he sees -our = world= =as a- haz--
ardous world.

-_3:: Note= the= frequency of the == conditional
clauses. How is =this effective in sustaining the
urgency of his theme?

4. Explain =his reaioning in the =following :
"The course of men is determined= by the= faith
that men are guided by "

5. Write a summary telling why Bush feels
that only freemen can save the perilous world.

6. Cite examples of figurative language and
explain-their effectiveness in this essay.

EVALUATING

1Write= a composition in which you show
that Jefferson's ideas_have =been= the basis for
extending the interpretations of freedom
through American'histo

a. Use Lincoln's speeches.
b. Use ideas expressed by Sandburg,

Markham.
c. Use F. D. Roosevelt's speech.

2. Discuss the political prose =you have read
from the standpoint of literary merit.

Universality of; ideas
-Forcefulneis-in -manrier=of

3. _--yo- u--- were to --zseleet---_-literatute be
placed, in -0Vei=Seas Library,
what- =would -you Tchoosel-o-_-_-sh-oW-the4eople-of
the- werldAmeriethi- c_on-cepts of Iteedoni?
reasons; -=_- :-

=_ ---A=.-Freedom- -must be earnest by each -gener=
-atiowf LW situations =our national,_ outic6M-
munitY;-=-=andl=our-EperSonal lives -that- -supped-

--= r-

ONTINUINGSTRUGGLE--JFOR- FREEDOM,-
esources-t=
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West, brought about largely by the completion
of the transcontinental railroad. Pupils= =may
use assigned topics for special= oral or written
reports, such as the following (from Teacher's
Manual, Adventures) :

1. Folklore heroes (Mike Fink, Davy
Crockett, Johnny Appleseed, Pecos Bill,- Cap-
tain Stormalong, Paul Bunyan, Joe Magorac,
John Hem7, Jesse James, Billy the Kid)

2. The driving of the Golden Spike:, the ad-
joining of the transcontinental = railroad= at
Promontory Point, Utah, in 1869

3. Showboats of the Mississippi = (Edna Fen
ber's Showboat)

4. Homespun_ philosophers: Bill Nye, Arte-
mus Ward

5. Stories = of Bret Harte

6. Mark Twain's "Celebrated Jumping_ Frog
of Calaveras County"

7. The Oklahoma Land Rush: Edna Ferber's
Cimarron and Marquis James' The Cherokee
Strip

_

TornSawYer-or -HuoIrTinn- or _both. A -great
Many-et-these- pupils -Would' be mature =enough
to,-reaclf--ThefiAdventuret of Htickleberryi7finn,
now -recognizing=it-as more than- a- boy'siitory,
ratli6r = as =a = novel with that= _overtones, Con-
cerned -_ With -a_ -world :-Of- -fear and cruelty_ and
_rolence_end -injustice. ---= =,

I-- In--tearching-iThe Adientnres-iof_ Huckleberry
=Finn-Sherniond- Cummings' --artielef-- "What's

=== Hnckleberrr =Finn ?' '---- English- 4,1nurnal,-- L
-(Jannary_1961)_143,==-may'pro*6--belpfnl==to the
teadher. T_he_:-=disousaion"__here -many of
his Ctirninin-ga;= professor- of-English
at=the-,-Universitt _nt-SOuth- Dakotaibegint his
-article-_-=brsaying that all -the,-`-`claeiics'-'-t-that
We-_put befOre-iour:highEschoOLstudents;--Adven--
turec-of= lhicklebefir seeinto --be

-the:- most
-with'_ the =_adult -world,° =it - shouldit 1-ah

s- trike-_reaponsivefireita,,adventurcittsi-epiSodea,
"ei_cplo-ding-Aike-:---a--- string= --jef-= fireerackers;"
Shon1c1--provide_tiff-conetitiOn=for-=the-asae-m-
-bly=lint AeleVision-r=dranitt---111r.:-C emthings-lioints-
out,lifoWeVer;-=-that-_-`one= _of _Marki-of
achievements =in writingfinclele

:=4-elisen; el3rightet studen ifronivenetrat

" thiS=4 6_i_eled---t4oVerifti --e-_-Se--c-ond
ila from

o tell =the

ovels-an
plaint-states b
Eggleato
Garlan
Sandoz, and

stories about" ioneers and the
ass ee r ldrich, = Edward=

Cather, amlin
'person- u a

e rnateria -covere an
these-rep-orts varies, u
If the report method is -Use
always =guide so -t hat t e im
not tie everlooke re
exaMple, there" shou
color._Pupila may rent
Color or Whittier's.-
should also be =given to iren-
vocabula

level reven brighter r-
penetratin , no ains_=

-_ _men mmm s ex laina,___.- _ _

st6 onsisten r sck' om f view.and eepiri c s_c arac er =and t-that
irr--a-o _- iloi_ng fie co true o-leveled
ncve eve .

e 8U ace -one= of
erCeptive rra ve, with- Mick- as

A=wi ess,-110 a_ju 's chief character-' ic-iaS an-artist,is_i ling:: Huck;
however,- isresourceful mevasive= =tricks;_ in

- keeping= quiet-AL:preserving his -anonymity.
= This evaSiveness -Often-eats_ him intott- a--ssiVe

--OrisUbmissive-role.-MrCuramings-explaine at
high__ school Ereaderilite=net used to---Od -

ttichment,- that =the televisiori-h6roevdarei- do;
and win. Ariewer-is-expec -to-infer noth-
ing. He == thinks it Ai-With, this second level
that 1 school students -nee .help. Tfiis= evel
is=wha the _author_impliea-ari w at A e-reeder
infers oo _opportunity =far pu i s istin-

uis tiveen-- iniply= and -infer)-_ a o t
World oftnen alon -eleVen_hundred-miles- rom
_St etersburg= ikesville = There is-criticism
-Of range or s 1 urnishings and- Em-
meline's,ie o , -manners- der ilkes'
funera o (public :- respOnse the
9.,adies an - Children
i

n -AdMitte '_'1, eS(tha '8E * .
remac -of

institutions - (_slavery and monarc

f;Xit
classes:_

ac erzrnust
ant' actota will
arte ateries, for

iseutsiono -local
n s-

emphasis
an

elections from olvaa ian e
Earth will emphasize the pioneering of na en=
alities and =the kindness-and helpfulness -of our
early -settlers toward each o er u ils may
note t at this work is re erre to sa a _of=
the prairie " = and "_the-mos owe noVel-
a ioneer life in meric "

arquis-Ja.mes'
okee " pupils enjoy re erence sooners,
the se lers -w o-wen acro e sooner
than they had any ri se ection
is rather== informa ve concernin e staking'
of claims.

r wain, - _often re erre
American of writers, n *onal,_and
the moat genuinely democra c, must -receive
his_-share of emphasis._ upils should under-
st.nd the importance of his birthplace=--fron.
tier Mis,souri, w ere North meets the-Soutlfand
East wee est: Most-pupilsat-theeleventh-
grade 7.)vel are familiar- to= some.- _extent = with
Twain'b-wri-ing. They have probably _read

Since sis=no es:seeend-,leVel,
the4ap=betweenlhis-awarenessiandlhe actual.'
itifigiyea Annelf Of-the= -lindatire

---of=theriosjr_ek duck 6ia=funinyWherithe7d-Odi-net
mean _lo=be_- the-W_ 11 lies"Inneralzhe iitTigrat=

- undertakers==annotncenentAhat
thel:yelppfg .

= cellar,-ncivt=isilented,



had- A-1,kat. Satire is also, used, and = unless -the
readeri;recognizes indictment =of the
meanness_ and- cruelty n-=_men, -he miasess a ma-
joriniplication. . _

Mr.-_-Zunimings continues his artiele----by
cussine,the violence-in--the_ novel_ reje-c-;--
tion=tif-so-ciety,-Huc k -versus_-his-tonscience, -and
Huck'slinver:-grOwth.---Cinirmings -reVieWa=the
beginning _-by =reminding=r.the =readerL that-- -the=
middle.class -citizens= -do= -their best- to-=ignore
Hircki=until-he---coniesAnin-monez-_-and=-Hirckis
content to beignorek---but=4ts---abOy-ef---meank-
he-attracts= the benevolence- of Judge-Thatchiti
who=is,:toIake-_-_care-of Widow
DouglW=Whois- tor-civilize -him-.-To--be=civilized;
Huck-===nnist go- -te--- school- -andAearn --to PraY.---
If-le---deesn't behave, =he:evill---

charige-.=-Iie_sensea-the=tYpocriSyr_in==the=eode.
erifordera and- decides=that-the =_onlya dirantage
In helriing--otherr--PeoplefiSlor-the-other-peoPle.---s

Huek-,--==af-- "Course,- eseapes_-from--thes:-*Orld to
Pap's=eabin and-rthen_ with-the-runaway-Jint-te.
the zgrandeur -ofrnatitre,, asr-shown-in-theiniajes.

er_atornr,-__the -aVesonieneas_nr lee
the = freedom ;ofAifegOritJadkao- s an
riveebeCOMWdringeronsihntiiiiIa_ eferi

y from society and Zteven akainSt-,SOdiety-
undernining4houises_wreOkingstelnkOa_ =an
drowning:men-One-ZhOwever, grrEA
rUletaand_raindkle-elalree-_-40-eaS coin=--
fortable3-on,&raftilliks4eSPorige=a
atthe--stareis alriroatneetiefi( _hap tui(1-

it ties-the ending to the- beginning by Tom's re-
appearance. Mr.-Cummings- advises that if pu-
pils-have an understanding of what the- author
has been-trying to say,- they can be trusted to
niake their owrr judgments, and-they may-see
something 'that the teacher and critic have
missed:

IC LE

There are numbers of hooks and selections
representing the writing of-- this period that
pupils in the ba.sic group should-enjoy. These
pupils are usually interested in western stories.
There is excellent _background material in
Adventures. Outlining this, material may be
beneficial. If pupils have trouble -in- making
outlines, they-may read-silently and then,-by
discussion select the major ideas. As it

the teacher may-write the outline on
the chalkboard.

These pupils usually enjoy collecting infor-
mation concerning the folklore heroes, and they
enjoy Mark Twain and Bret Harte stories. They
may point out rod discuss humor in the writing
f these two men.

XII) : ``It was rather solemn,-
big still-river, laying or
at the stars, and-we di n

and it-weren't-often
le kind of a owchtic

Huc 's-strug e=w -con-
science as he .shie umrain s e
plains -that his- conacience *age
the-civilization that Ire--has _reject ; -1
as a-boy_he was = taught th=consi er slave
an-institution sanctioned_ by 1' on an
abolitionist as a_creature-with c aws an
His conscience Stirs him =up , _on -=occasions, _"hot-
ter _than ever," but when _he thin of Jines-
acta-of400dness to-him, he 'decides` right

I'llgo to hell."

c 'a-maturing,
is an inner growth, not
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=

Here is a good- -opportunity to stress the
Space Age, with -Man's 'Atte-mpt to visit the

An interesting oral discussion may develop,
with-100s "taking sides and using their pow-
er of persuasion, on thia_question:-To what ex-
tent 416_, you think the =white man- was -justified-
in =taking the Ameiican continent away from
the Indian?-_-

_

Pupils in-__this___group may compare Lee and
Lincoln, the men as -well- as their- styles_ of
writing. They Should--make_A careful analysis
of "The Gettysburg Address," noting-the_rhe,
toriCal-principles used.. They may -Memorize
"TheGettlalititt-AddreSii.":r_--------

After- reading- the cowboy song "All Day on.
the Prairie," the pupila---may-discuss,-_-perhaPs
ori,ani-e-ssay-typo-testi-whether-or-not the _ Ow,
boy==_in_Jhiball-ad-FiXiiairexarriple-nfEtherson's,
self4eliarW_-man.-=1-heyir_Mayi;write_-:j-=ballads: of
theWnw-n--or-cOMParernant merican-ballad--with-
ari3Old-Vorabillad

_

They -=nriiy--discuss-,Mark-i T.wain"s attitudes_
toward life, answering the question Itl what
s-6116Wirli= Mark Twain a moralist?"

,They -should make -a thorough---analYsis-i_of
GettYiburg:AddreSs"-an-fl_of-the:"Second

InaugtiralAddress,"-_noting---the-nse-ofithe-±bal=
ancedc-seritende, structure, effective' _

complex and compound sentences,- and
coln's_ ability to put-into-simple_ words profound
feelings. They should point out passages to
show --_humility; -consideration of others, -insist-

_ -enCe_Ori-the=right,deveutrieis; and -Sense-14=re:-
-spongibilityascoirimander=in=chief.--Pupilik-may--- --s,

read_iBenet'S=JOhn---Broir_n's--Body=andilind-Pas-
Sages -whiChreveal_-_th-c-diffieultiesfthatr-Linteln
encountered during the --Civil --War. -They-niay-
read appropriate npassages -to the =Class, after
they have :explained- setting- for each -paS=

They may detrulop=a writtelidiscusSiOnisi=per=
-haps on an essay-type test, on this_Auestion;-_-
What- impression might foreign readers gain

- of America and American life_ from --reading

After reading -T Sawyer 1 -_-__--1-_:--

Fi-on,_PtipilS-in--the,_a_dli_an&e&group may discUSS-
this question: How do the two novels differ
astcLnatratiyo-power- richness-nf--irisight,.-iichar=:=char-
acterization, evelopment? How do
these two books other writim

rk
'AN
===

PUpile=M-Alwadvanced4rOW-SlioUld-lwableu
to make_,intetestingcontribUtiOns-ifromollater=
al reading.These oral or writteit rr-o ;11a
include The ;laitoti-641-U

==-Writiri Tom ckle
on the Miuissippi, A Connecti

ur.s Court
cherokee Strip, Sandburg's Lincoln. Some i-pthu;

Gone -w
Wind. They-4nwWaaslsor=ra on Churchill's
Crisis and The Crossing, articles -ins-Eruoptes--=_Cat-
ton's -Wnieriaan-
Day Lincoln Was Shot.

These p_UPils=M-Wre-vie*-=-1-4Ongfe_11694-z-HW-
*eat aiinotinu, ldAsTokoMie-ifeXplariatiOnS-_-_-=rif_

---inatUral_Z--Phtnotrieniv--AndimwidevelOPKCoiripar-_=7

Mene=Seelit'SAdeu:ofthUnder---lavitl-greatlpladk
birdiWitir-lbudirouringWingi)=-May-lbetempar-ed
with jlifi__,olitlyllTOrse idea of Thor and his _

discus-
sion on Parkman's style:_Parkinitifx_XtYle
a griOd-etaiffPlelet expository writing? Choose
your position and defend,-it.'_ eval-
uate- Dana's style, noting especially the Char.
acteristics t t er:-_readercOnfidencer=-: in
the truth his

its in

ils in this group will, no dou
Catcher in -= ye, Lord of e Flies,
other modern books when they discuss
Finn's re nature.-- The teacher s
be ready-to e this discussion.

ter studying ebster's 114iberty and
Union," these students may develop an oral
or written discussion dealing with today's prob-
lem of states' rights versus national sovereign-

E OF CHANGE
This unit, rine of Change" is fascinating

to many pupils. The dominant "new direction"
of_this transitional period is realism, and by
the time pupils have reached_ the eleventL
grade,-realistic-literature seems to have quite
an peal and-fascinatiori-for=them_After one
more yearth they will enter:college; =--they -feel
that they eno_ugh to study and

realistic problems presented in -liter-
ature. _

They should be able to recognizefrom their
study-of history, reasons for the trend toward
realism. To begin with, they may observe that
with the vanishing of the -frontier, with-the
completion -ofthe -railroad- network, and with
the emergence of a-new= South-of-free labor
and diversified industry and agriculture, and
with organization of big business, many new
problems emerged to receive attention from
writers. Poets like Whitman and Markham,
for example, were greatly concerned with -la-
bor and industry.-

- Since pupils at this time are familiar with
Emerson, they may be more interested in Whit-
man after reading Emerson's comment on
Whitman's Leaves of Grass. In a letter mer-
son said, "I find incomparable things said,
comparably well." 'The-pupa may examine



poems to see if they agree with Emerson. In- rhythm serves to emphasize the general chaos.
terest may also be stimulated if the teacher They may compare Whitman's view of death
tells pupils that Whitman's verse was shocking in "The Carol of Death" with Bryant's view
to precise people of the time and tat Lincoln, in "Thanatopsis" or Edna Millay's in "Dirge
after reading Leaves of Grau, felt that he Without Music." Pupils should be aware that
should hide the book lest the ladies should "The Carol of Death" -is a part of "When Li-

I = burn it. They soon discover Whitman as a poet lacs Last in the -Dooryard Bloom'd," a poem
of the common man and of democracy, believ- inspired by the Death of Lincoln. Some pupils
ing that poetry should express everyday ex- may read the whole of the poem and make
periences and interests of the. ordinary man comparisons with "0 Captain, My Captain !"
and woman, that man and nature are tied to- and with Markham's "Lincoln, the Man of the
gether in spirtua1 unity, and that America People." Pupils rather enjoy Whitman's hand-
is the best of all societies and civilizations. ling of the scientific mind in "When I Heard
Pupils may be interested to know, however, the Learn'd Astronomer" as the speaker be-
that the common man, for whom he wrote, has comes; "tired and sick" and goes out to look
not read Whitman's poetry; rather the edu- up at the stars. They should explain the anal-
cated, literary men and women, it seems, have ogy in "A Noiselss Patient Spider" and note
idolized him. Later, pupils may notice the op- parallelism.
posite trend with Sandburg's poetry. - =

Frorn the study of sefections by Whitman,
Pupils are familiar with free verse from their pupils should have an understanding of Whit-

reading of modern poetry; they are interested man as an innovator of both form and content
to-know that Whitman is considered the father of poetry; they should understand that-he took
of free verse and that his influence is particu- a wholesome pleasure in just being alive; his
larly noticeable in works ofCarl Sandburg and verse took poets to a new continent of poetic
Vachel Lindsay. -To see this influence, pupils composition and appreciation; he dared to ing
may turn to Sandburg's "The People Speak" of himself; he dared to admit that as a man
and to Lindsay's "General William Booth En- he was partly a child and partly coarse and
ters into Heaven" and then continue with partly fine. (Stuff'd with the stuff that is coarse
Whftman'sselections. aid stuff'd with the stuff that is fine. ..").

In "Song of Myself," pupils see Whitman's Tifrning to Sidney Lanier, pupils should de-
velop an appreciation of Lanier as the musi-joy in life and his thinking of himself as the cian-poet, the last of the Romal,tics,=yet notproduct- of all that has preceded him. Pupils

44 'without anticipation of the coniing age ofMILA VT 0 AL IV £LIIL IL (I1 J.L V V

senses as communicators of this joy (sight,
"the smoke of my- own breath"; smell, "rich
apple-blossom'd earth"; sound, "the cries, cur-
ses roar, the plaudits for well-aim'd shot").
Pupils may refer to the Wilbur story, "Where
Does Poetry Come From?" to note which senses

-a modern poet seems to select. Pupils may see
in Whitman's poem both realistic and romantic
elements; they may point out examples of a
positive kind of beauty and eiamples of a
harsher -kind of realism. They may point to
lines in which Whitman regards himself as a
part of nature, thus showing kinship with,
Emerson and Thoreau. The selection presents
opportunity for examining characteristics of
free verse

Pupils may use "I Hear America Singing"
and "Mannahatta" for comparison with selec-
tions by Carl Sandburg; for example, "Manna-
hatta" may be compared with Sandbug's
"Chicago" both as to content material and
poetic devices.

Pupils may agree' or disagree with Whit-
man's conception of mirac1es as expressed in
"Micles"; nevertheless, -they yeconize -the
poet's appreciaton of human life and of na-
ture. They should be concerned with tone-and
.tempo in "Beat! Beatt Drums!" The irregular

realism. He was truly a transitiondl poet, using
familiar patterns of rhythm and rhyme, yet in-
cluding echoes of_the world of work and care
and strife. Pupils see a rësemblance to Poe, es-
pecially when they recall "The Bells." Lanier
believed ihat with proper care for the pure
sound=of words, poetry could become a kind
of music of its own. Pupils hoü1d analyze
"Song of the Chattahooche," which shows La-
nier's love of music and love of the outdoor
scenes of his native Georgia. The analysis
shoukl include a discussion of the poetic de-
vices of alliteration, rhyme, and repetition.
They should not overlook the internal rhyme
and the slight variations in the refrain at the
end of each stanza. "The Marshes of Glynn"
with the flowing sweep of a symphony offers
an opportunity for music appreciation as well
as imagery and mood. Pupils may contrast the
irregular-flow of=this poem to the strict rhyth-
mic pattern of "Song of the Chattahoochee"
Lines 64-78 are well worth memorizing.

In Emily Dickinson, pupils recognize the
intense, indiyidual, highly personal poet whose
economy, symbolism, and crystal-clear imagery
coul4 easily place her iii our-own time, A com-
mittee of pupils may conduct a study of Emily
Dickinson. A narrator may give interesting
facts concerning her life, character, and work.
Another pupil may give analyses of "I Never
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Saw a Moor," "My Life -Closed Twice," And
"I'm NobodY." A third=pupil May disduss "Some -
Keep the Sabbath; " "HevflitiPpYls-the Little
Stoner and "A= Word-." A- fourth-pupil =may
read and interpret lines from "ThereIs No
Frigate= Like- a Book," -"Success_ Is Counted
Sweetest," and "The- Sky = Is -Lew." A fifth
may- continue with "Faith Is a Fine Invention,"
-"ILI Can Stop One Heart;" and "The Bustle
in the House." The narrator may ask the olasi
these questions: r

1. ("I Never Saw a Moor") If you were sump
ming up in one- word the thought -the- poem
presents, what would the-one word be?

2. ("My Life Closed Twice") Have you any
idea what partings= Emily Dickinson is refer-
ring to in this poem? What hints are there =in
the biographical material to suggest the nature
of these partings?

-3. (I'm Nobody") Is= the= poem consistent
with what you know of Emily Dickinson's char-
acter?

ome-Keep abbe ich_ofthe
new directions in _poetry =does_=this poem = illus-
Lae ?-

The narrator may give, in conclusion, a sum-
mary of Emily Dickinson's:
1. verse patterns = 3. compression of

thought
2. figures of speech _4.= attitudes toward na-

ture, people, and
religion

Edwin Arline-On --Robinson _pupils_ see a
-poet -Whose _poetry- s -=unlike _Whitman'Sj-yet --not
as- musical -or=elabOrate-AS-sLanier's1;-:-Jlearly as
compact-_ as Emily= _Dickin'on's-- Yet_ipeculiarly-
Robinson's--_Pwn-.-_-They--obServe---t--,:poet-Who
sometimes - -= erirne-stly_= =sometimes = =

--sketches shis =pOrtraitS,-_-_ofteri- allowing:ithe- read-
er to- c omp ete th picture. They=are_interested
to-knoWithatltobinSon,=_like--manY-ibther
ers,--_-ketiirriedte=tho-Arthtirian- legends =for -sub,
ject rinattesTupiWenjOy =the-portraits of Min.;
iver CheeVyiand---Richard:CorZ-"Riehard---CorY"

=lives =an :o p p ort ity_ifor: diSCUSsiOn,:ediiceened
= external -EaPpearanees.--:T'upils=-,Should--be--

aware-that -- inner- and=outer lives- -may- differ.
The3t.=_- enjor-=the-7humor
longing-for_thefgeo-&-ol&,:daM:Papils=may -diS--

=cuss I_Whiether-orrio liaii!-ShOWn in-
Ind)

6. ("How Happy is the LI le
is the verse form? Notice close r es instead
of exact rhymes (stone, :done. s ono

6. ("A
ho say

Or- -do= =you agree_ with_Emily Dic 'nsen that "it
just/ Begins =to live/That ay" Support. your
answer.

rd )__ Do ou a ee with- some"
word =is = deadyWhen it =is said"?

7.- ( There is No Frigate ook") s
pupils =to= mention at= least two comparisons the
poem makes.

-_--8. ("Success Is Co-tinted Sweetest") What is
the theme of the poem? Do you= agree= with it?

9. ("The-Sky Is Low")- What kind of wind
would a 'narrow -wind" -be -? strong? gusty?
thin_? whimpering?

10. ("Faith Is a -Fine Invention") Why are
microscopes Ilrudent in an emergency? Does
Emily Dickinson make-as good a case=for faith
in -this poem as-she does in 9 Never Saw a
-Moor"?

11. ("If I Can Stop One Heart") = Do you
=agree with Dickinson's attitude in this poem?
Exp a i n.

12. (` the Bustle in the House") Note the
second stanza-metaphor that follows the gener-
alization in the first- stanza. Is the metaphor
a suitable one? How does it fit the idea of the
poem?

James i om u ne Field, =and
EdWin ark am grouped as-popular
poe oosier dialect of Riley should
receive emphasis. Pupils--may compare Riley's
dialect with-Lowell's n`he Courtin." They may

point out features of life that ave now
vanishe

=Pupils= _are-familiar-,with-the-ne_WspapOrman,
-chkldhoo -=_-POOMS-i_ "The

Sugar en and
Nod;"-lindLittle=Boy -=

Edwin Markham's' an With the Hoe" and
"Lincoln, =the Man of e People" should re-
ceive emphasis. In_= "Man= with the Hoe," pupils
may =see the relation is poem bears to our
mechanistic civilization. hey- may answer
these questions: Has the_ prophecy been ful-
filled? What changes have= come =about= in the
lot- of the common laborer in the= last half cen-
tury?

Pupils may-compareAhe-Lincoln poem with
the other_Liritoln

The second -half of "Tithe- of Change" -is de-
voted -to= "NeW -Directions -in Prose -,"---including
William --Dean Howells, ='Strah Orne-s-lowett,
Hamlin Garland, =Jack =London; Frank --Norris,
Stephen_ Crane, O. Henry, and Finley Peter

_J)unne._ At this time,-_-_the= pupils -are---=-r drawing
-closet° their-own =century, with realiStic tend-
ences ecoming-__-more pronounced. =_Most- of
them_perhaps =understand that-realistic= writers
take_the world as it is, the bad ttlonVArith the
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geo=d,,the---plain or ugly- along_With Ike beauti-
,They-__may recall- characteristics = of lhere=

mantic fiction- -writers,---such-_ as Poe. and =Haw- _-

therne,-___in- Order -1 note --the --contrast-betWeen
the romantieT

e
fiction writere- and the `realistic

fiction== writera. =JUst .what selections-lo studY.
and-the:amount of time lorspend_ en---them,=_ -Will=
vary --with teachers =ant elasses. -If:the teacher

_is == pushed for time,--it -may be= practi-call to lave _-

pupils -read-_theee -stories-at with special
rep Ortelor --the:class.-- One-group :mayi-yead- all
-of -Sa-r-ah=- ()hie Je*ett'i!---The:,COantry-- of the
Painted- fiis-lo:_yelateftelhe atorY_finlhelext,
"The_-Town Poor."- Another :_groUp_=may "-read
Hamlin==Garland's Main4ravaled -i-sitotde:
Soa==of- =the =Middle:BOrder.--k-third:----groUpniay
revie-iv_jack,London's-The_CillioUthe_=Wild:=and
The-Sea:Wolf, =as well:_lishisTehort stories Some

-read-:Crane'altod__Biidge-
age:, (they -imay--_ remember= the-_ movies- versiOn):.
Another group_,may report en--a good - collection

en ry Stories.

-All--reportasliould-etress-realisin. In =addition,
the -- following= elettentaahould-?feceiVe

--sis--
=

-1.-Tathoein-thelivesettliaractere,in-: dWe
=

arland'a-__Tortrayalof
the-,,reader,fcirtit, ression-:_

3 e-torifliel-Of man again -_riatureinfi
don's

,
==Diction = -and= surprise-- endinga ,of =0-; Henry's _Henry's

e = Irish= dialect and criticism -_ef lhe,exa-g7.
_gerated-:::faith:-Ini-:meeharii_dal;=-0-regreia

=- =Dunne's = "Mr:= Dooley onMachinery."=--

Since = William Dean :11o_wellais-ioften--,,Speken--
6t-as-3he sponser--andthanipien-ef realismr_andr-
siriteTi-Tle:JRise classic
story= -of- the- self-madeintan,_la considered- -the
bed:of his royels,_11:1011t= 01 it
It7iSeSMS that Howells had a- beldneae and
freshness nOt-foundAn -many- other:Writers, and

Lapham --continues to be geo4=--teth-
pa_ny.- Te_ unit:suggested here ls-taken-= fromWish = _Arts,- A Guide, Public
Schools, Montgomery -County, _marylask

THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM

A novel may- be taught for close reading.
The organization used= here is one of dividing
the =novel into- chapter blocks based on plot de-
velopment.

-1. Discuss Howells' skillful use =of the -inter=
view in-chapter:611-e-

a-An-reVealing-SilaarperSonal valuea
b. -in showing -hOW- Silas_ came into-great

-_--wealthe;:(preliminary-exposition)i=

-c. in revealing -_ the _-attitude: of people
--(through- Bartley :Hubbard) toward
-the nnewly-rich- Silas LaPham.-

= 2. -Discuss what-the Laphame feel- to be
portant in -life, as revealed thrOugh- exposition
-arid-=narration-m,thapteretWe arid-three.

Write sentences- using fact words: to show _

that -you --- enderstand- what -these statements
containing- einotive-wordaexpress.

Examples:
Mrs. Lapham, "Oh, it isn't what you've
got, and it isn't what you've done, ex-
actly. It's what you are."
Mr. Corey, "Tis not so deep = as a well,
nor so wide as a church door, but 'twill
serve."_

"Perhaps it might be= argued that
one should--put all of his values into
pictures; I've got a good many- of
mine there."

c. Explain how -the incident of Irene's
headache changes the course of= the
plot In =real life, does- a trifle deter-
mine important events?

d. Locate for class presentation incidents
of dramatic foreshadowing, i.e., in

- Tom's affair with the Lapham girls



(chapter nine) and in Silas' business
ventires (chapter ten).

e. Compile a list of terms --Used _in "big
buSiness."-,Explanations of these terms
Will -Add_ to your understandingtof the,
novel. --Consult some adthOrity-, or:refer-
ence sources_ in the= library -for mean=
inks.
Examples --

buying onthe:Margin
wateredatock= -

retrenchment-
assignment-

-4. Daterinine -what Conflicts -arise as -_ the
Laphams and the-- Coma:interact-in-social -sit=

-uations- (chapters_ eleverithroughlifteeii) _ -=

a. Analyze-CriticallY tha-meetings!of_the
two= families =1st- the --Laphaine;-_-at ---the-
Corey dinner, 'after -diiMer4tSil_at? -of=
fi-C-e) . What social- -grades:- do =the-Jiap--
hams -MalWhat soCiali,tacts,:d0==the-
Coreys-- -_exhibit _= in light- of -1Aphait'S
=ignorance rDiscuss- findings: =7

b. -O _a_ -brief atiMM-ArY?btA_Vliat SeWe
a _`sympathetic

_

Read to_AliSCOvet=loW--= orii=g=EC
lovef-rmade---the:_-major-_fdharadterskseektiarea

chitnge-,the -fcourse :=4:0_flifeW-W-01=tilarin*
-7 (Chantera§i --eenthroughlnineteen)

a. Discuss the symbolic importance of the
house on Beacon Hill in- the fortunes
of Silas Lanham.

b. Discuss "... manners and customs go
for more in life than our qualities."

c. Write a short paragraph explaining
the title of the book._

d. Summarize frorn your classnotes and
Howell's discussion the characteristics
of a realistic novel. Interpret the final
disposition of characters in term_ s of
these characteristics.

=

DisCus.§ the immediate-e ec o
declEration. a valties_
Laphame= ore s
tons ever overshadow o
did the = Laphams- use_ conunon sense-
during this:trial? Is a neutral person
helpful-in seeking minters?

b. Discuss: Is self,sacrifice ever justifia-
ble? 7 -

6 =Read= to= find = what-moral - issues - were in-
herent in Silas Lapham's struggle for his wan-
ing_fortunes (chapters twenty through `twenty=
three) .

g. - See -=the= film -_"-American Literature=--the
Realists" :to-_ understand= -the =social- conditions
to which-the realistic -writers reacted:-

9.___LoOk- up- the -politicaL and economic con=
ditions_s-Cf_the=71870'aiand= 1880V to -digover
thi-_--liackground=i=against Avhia_HOWells--friakes
his- studt= Silai.- Whit -waSihanpening=in---,busi

-nesi-development-in-Ahis:i'-periOd t- What-steps
wete:_being_,,takenito-influenca-the =government

_t-,referenCes==azi -mericatfhistory
text Report these fiti in

a. Trace, by using== short sentences, the
- ominous= appearance of and allusions
to Rogers throughout the book;

b. Paraphraie Walker's metaphoric
speech -about whether to= show that
you understand its full implication.

cDiscuss -how and why his seeking an
ethical solution to his adversity made
Silas Ft lonely man.

7. Note, as you read the- final chapters of
the book, how Silas places his ideals above
personal gain. _

= th-fthe__=teachet-Vhelp,_==theY may= ,bef-=able
t=6=4iidtisj-Whittiian!sfilttittide-in_ iradlers"=-Xs_
ailfealthfUl--antidO
tide

0_rie- of,Whitinan's special attr-actionsAir
--gift --for_niatnificent =short de§griptive =phrases.
Pupilain=thebasic_grounfShOUld--lie able3Weiol-

--le-Ct=a zSerieS_T--o-f audh-,--nhkagelairom the
=Variety_ of subjects

to -giirean-actdrate impression -of his interests.
-

_These_ pupilSjnay=lriake-, a =simple -outlinaier
Lanier-'=s "Song_of the, Cha Ooc_hee."- The-see-
ond-,_:ithirk and fourth- =stanzas -each-=:,:offers
a-=different kind- of temPtation'to
may = name a= topic for -each- stanza-is-noting_ a -
dOmParison with man's life suggested- -by the
last stanza.

They may make -a chart -of th-e rhymed-words
in =one stanza =to shoW how intricate the_ pattern
is. =



For each of Emily- Dickinson's poems, pupils
may interpret- the meaning in- a sentence or
two.

They may write in= their own= words the pic-
ture they get of Rich_ard Cory or Miniver
Cheenr

From Riley's "When the Frost Is on the Pun-
kin," they may list examples of the poet's ap-
pealing to the_ 'senses= and of the use =of onomat-
opoeia.

Pupils at -this level usually enjoy Jack -Lon-
don's books and stories. They may = do special
reports on- Call of the =Wild= and other books
by London.

Pupils in this group =usually enjoy O. Henry
stories. =They may review_ "Ransom- of the Red
Chief" if they have previously read it, and they
may read others that they-haVe not read. They
may evaluate -the .0. Henry surprise ending by
these two tests: (1) you should not be able to
see it coming; (2) you shouldbe obliged to ad-
mit, on looking back over the story, that the
chTes - were - there. ey_may apply-Ahis
"The Cop an e nthem."

s voca =u
sive artieularl
Lion's Paw," "
of-War," and "The

These pupils may give a written interpre-
tation =of =Emily Dickinson's "A= Word." They
may agree or disagree with =her =philosophy as-
expressed in "Some= Keep the Sabbath." They
may prove that "Therels no frigate like a book/
To take = us lands away: " They may agree or
disagree with her philosophy in these lines:

"How dreary-to besemebo-dy_t
How public like =a =frog = = =

Totell'youriname- the sliVelong -day ---

To an admiringibogr

These pupils, =like the advanced group, may
also write a-- discussion concerning Emily Dick-
inson's attitude toward= society, religion,- and
nature. They =may =base= their discussion on the
poems studied.

From Robinson's "Richard Cory" pupils may
develop a written= discussion -of the _philosophy
suggested,' or= they may write an analysis,- in--
eluding philosophy and also symbolisrn _(bread
stands for bare necessities; meat stands for
the more desirable' things =of -life)-. Pupils may
prove _this statement is _true: -_- _-`-The -= note = that
sounds= mostinsiaten rou h al (bin.

-son's poems-iS that -coura e ma -s ow
that` - =he picture d Tilbury Town with =a= gallery

-c arac e

STANDARD LE

a study of emspu
m e standard group s Ou e able to develoP
a written composition itman the= Poet
of emocracy." They.- should use-spec. ic-ex-
amples from selections to prove their points.

studying "The Carol-of Death," Whitman
pictures = himself as= finding consolation in the
carot of -a= bird. Pupils may find copy of
Byron's "The Prisoner of Chillon" = and compare
the effect of =the caroling-of a bird on =the =two
speakers.

In "Song of Myself," the students =may find
support of= Whitman's= fundamental joy in life
and show how he uses the five senses as com-
municators of this joy.

After =studying= Whitman's picture of= New
York, pupils may try writing a similar = picture
of= their -own city in rhythmic free verse. = One
of these might be =accepted for publication in
the school literary magazine.

These. pupils should be able =to discuss, per-
haps on an essay-type test, why Sidney Lanier
is called a transitional poet.

ut some t_ ought
oor." _Design and

one pu i s are of-
e design =know
j n.Ptust happe

n studying on on s ui re," pu-
pils may show how =the author uses he dog to
increase =the sense of danger. They may- also
diScuss_ animal -- instinct==as opposed= human
instinct= or the relations ip between e dog
and the man.

Pupils may =be able to= see similarities be-
tween Soapy in "The Cop =and the Anthem"
and Markeim in StevensOn's "Markheim."-They
may= write a paper showing similarities in-their
reasoning as concerns crime.

Many vocabulary words should come from
these Selections. The proSe selections are par-
ticulary rich in words =with which many of
these students_ probably are not familiar.

ADVANCED LEVEL.

In "Song of Myself" Whitman thinks of him-
self as =the product_ of = =all that has = preceded
him =and the epitome of _eve hing in the
world. These advanced pupils may enjoy com-
paring this attitude with that of Tennyson's
Ulysses =in the poem "Ulysses" ("I am a part
of all that I have met").
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The advanced pupils may be able to make
a comparison between "Song of Myself' and
the opening lines-of-Dickens' Tale of TWe-Cit-
ies.-= Contrasts are _given-in-both.

After considering why the speaker is "sick
and tired" in "When I Heard the Learn'd As-
tronomer," some -of the pupils in- this group
may find Orwell's essay "A London Pavement
Artist" in order to compare this speaker's at-
titude toward astronomy with Bozo's attitude -
in Orwell's selection ("The stars are a free
show; it don't cost anything to use your eyes").

Some of these pupils may work up a panel
discussion in connection with Robinson's re-
telling the Arthurian legends. One may
explain the Arthurian legend; another may
discuss Malory's Morte-d' Arthur; a-third may
use_Tennyscm's Idylls; and a fourth may review
Robinson's -accounts. Other writers who have
used Arthurian subject matter May be in-
cluded. In this discussion, pupils may show that
Robinson was a traditionalist in form, but not
in philosophical terms.

These pupils- may and
'iitman's attitude toward nature. They may,

if they like, bring into the discussion the Eng-
lish poet Wordsworth. To do this; they should
limit the discussion to certain selections. -_-

-
They may compare Lanier with Poe as to art

of verse and romanticism.

In-studyingz-Robinsores- "The Master;" pupils
may don= research : On =classical -mythology. They
may share stories of the gods- of Greece and
-Rome- or -myths- -about the Titans and the later
gods who were believed to _dwell on _Mount
Olympus. z -

--=

-7--They= -make careful comparison of
"The= -Master"' with _Tacheli-- Lindsay's "Abra-
ham Lincoln-Walkszat z

-- After: reading: several poems by Riley and
Field, -pupils in the ---advanced group s: should
bezable-logive-tn -intelligent sediscussion on why
they are considered' lesser --Poets than Lanier
and Emily Dickinson. They should bring out
differences between -na popular poet and a-
great:picot- == I

After-IstudYing =-Markham'S "Man-----with the
Hoe," zs6Me-±piipils---nia3(z develep= a comparison
between this and Vachel =Lindsay's "The-Lead-
en,Eyed;"--"Song of the -7Shirt" --- by_:-then- English

also included- in the discus-
sion. The pupils should include, in the discus-
sioi,, content patterns

poetic devices.

These pupils micy discuss certain selections,
particularly love poems by Emily Dickinson,
to disprove this statement: One-cannot-hen-
full understanding without broad experience.

Pupils may read Tennyson's "The Brook"
and compare it with Lanier's "Song of the
Chattahoochee" as to content, rhythm, and
poetic devices.

On an essay-type test or-for a composition,
pupils may discuss this statement, _concerning
Emily Dickinson, pointing to specific poéns
to back their ideas: `She can be alert and terse
as a telegraph message" or "She-loads mean-
ing into that terseness ..."

They may point out similarities between
Emily Dickinson's "I Never Saw a Moor" and
Tennyson's "Proem" to "In Memoriam." Based
on the poems reed, they may write a discussion
on Emily Dickinson's attitude toward society,
religion, and nature.

They may do additional research, perhaps
reading Thomas H. Johnson's Emily Dickinson,
An Interpretive Biography, to decide what
Emily Dickinson meant by "My life closed
twice before its close." -

s may ma

- -

=aileds -of 7-pathos
in "The -6 -i-I- -_ may also include
"Under 2- the Lioh,s-, this iconneetiOnAhey
may r6 IiirW'- m a==-=- essay--'" ratinislChil-
dren" Av ich is an excellent example of =_Use- of

In the s u y of London's "To Build
pupils may show t at=the basic -conflicts pre-
sented-injhiS- story are a part of Man's life
today They may write an account of4t-struggle
of a person against- fire of ',Water zo =heat or
cold, trying to balance success and faiIure
keep the-reader in supense asztothe outcome.

=

The_students-__-skould= be able to writ-,4tiv-ix,
66110C-:=4i6-6tuiSiOrf of conflicts within stories
by comparing "To Build a Fire" ---2witii--"The
116StilengeroneGaMe"-JMaifigainst y._

Eupils=rsay=read Crane's_Red=Badge of-Cour-
_age and 'zgive a criticalzrevie*--of

-
The advanced pupils should_ be able to -add

to their vocabulary ,a-liuMber of words from
these selections. ;-

7-- --1MODERN PERIOD ----

Although the -"Modern _Period" is placed at
the end otthe-literattirediscussion,-theiteaCher
may use all er_p_aitt-not the selections in this
Periodszwhen-be-rdesiresSoMe--authorities=on the
teaching-of±Englislylleliare--itit -ivis6-I6=tegin
the literature=course-E-WW-the-z-Mo-derifre-Hod
Binder most Interested in--modern--liter-
attire. If they are not Interested, it seems easier
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to stimulate interest in the modern selections Since the Modern Period includes an enor-
than in those, for example, of the Colonial mous amount of literature from which to make

- Period selections, it isimpossible to attempt a discus.
- sion of even the selections that-might be includ-

There are other teachers who begin the ed in the eleventh grade course If the chrono-
American literature study with a shorf 8tory 1oica1 approach has been used, by this time
unit The short story perhaps comes nearer ap- the teacher, no doubt, has already referred to
pealing to most students than does any other and used many of the modern selections in inak-
type of literature Some -teachers use only ing comparisons of like themes or of authors

- the modern short stories at this time, while with similar characteristics
- other teachers use not only inodernshort sto- =

ries but also selections from the whole field The material in the Modern Period may be -
- of American literature-and-orgarnze the study divided into units, as Adventures divides it,

in a chronological order Some trace the of modern fiction (short story and novel) ,

early history by beginning with simple Bible modern nonfiction (essays, articles, and bio-.
' stories, the story of Ruth, for example, contin- graphies) , modern poetry, and drama For

- uing through Arabic songs, vocal ballads, and study, the teacher may make selections appro-
finally arriving at America's -contributions priate for his particular classes, using the sim-
They include selections that portray romanti- pler selections for the basic pupils and includ- i

- cism (Irving, Cooper, Poe, and- Hawthorne) , ing some of the more complicated -for the ad-
realism, himlor, l5caUcolor, naturalism (James, vanced group Since most pupils are vitally in-
Twain, Harte, Garland, London, Crane) , and terested in reading short stories, some will read
finally end- with modern writers (ifthey did ahead The teacher should be sure to assign

- not study modern stones first) In conducting these pupils appropriate supp1ementary stories
this- unit -the instructor cannot, without great The teacher may eicourage them to search br-
disservice to the pupils, ignore America's world new stones inHarper'for xinn1e, or Atlan-

= ticMy-Rétsandpaldiscussionstnay
= : Iing,findingits=form-inthejwork of Poeand= be base4 on the extra stories = = ==

I Ha'wth5rne, and-reachthgiti heights ui- thi 't =Ii =- modem-ira atthehads-f-süch=writersas Teácher's Manual for Adventures=ntAmér
_i 0 -Heiir1Wilbur Daniel Steèlé,Sthen Viii- gi eéil1ent helps fortèach-

- cen ene , 0 fl inec, an-1- iain ing all typeiof literature in-the Modern Period---- = Faulkner-i-Teachers who-'use-this-unit atthe
-- begiñiungtiaythat'it1grvei piipili anoverview-

---i=- = = ----1t=suggests that a Ian for developing appre-
U- which ishelpfuLin teachingiselections inthe ciation- of-the shurt story as a type -wil11

:- differe!tipepOdsthroughOutthe coursi- guided by aquick lookat-the aspects stressed

-± Author -' StoryTitle Idea=

Conrad Richter "Early Marriage" = Following Characterization
- WillianfFaulkner "Two Soldiers" Gettiiig the Poizitof View =

Stephen Vincent Benet "The Devil and Daniel Going-Along with the Author's
Webster" Mood

John Steinbeck "Fligt" Responding to the-Background
James Thurber - "ThiSecret Life of Observing Structure

WaIter Mitty'
Ernest Hemingway "Old Man at the Bridge" Appreciating Symbols in Stories-
Maureen Daly - "Sixteen!) Appreciating-the Author's Style
Ray Brádbury "The Pedestrian" Gitting the Idea Behind the

Story

Any of these aspects may be examined =in corrections as the paragraphs come in At the
the other stories in the unit, and otheraspects end of-the unit each itudent may select hi beSt
may béexáInined= in -thos stories-for hic1i-

a singie ieauure iS pornu ou ior specia' for example- Realistic Endings m -ShorLSto-
ries" or "Interesting ChAracters I Have Met instudy the Short Story Units" =

Asto activities, there, of-course, will-be dis- For vocabulary-strengthening,, pupils maycussions
excbangJf add -words to the vQcabulary section of their

ion Among composition assignments, one may notebooks, handling them in the usual manner
be to have pupils writea paragraph on a sun- They- may bring in other sentences in which
pie aspict of the story The teacher may mark they find the words used.

= = -= I
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The= teacher may have collections of short
stories brought from the librarY -to- the el-Ass-
n:min:arid -build the unit= around these (includ
ing aeries from text, also). For further direc,
tions, -turn to the- discussion of the =short =story
undef = the "Modern = Period" for _-the= twelfth=.grade-.

The -following -diacussion may proVe-- helpful
to the-teacher of proseffictionAt iStakenfrom
"Learning- to -Study,"- -the_ Baylor School=for
Boys,---Chattanooga--, TennesSee,- and WA's= written
byllr.-_-James Hitt, English =teacher:- --E

flOWTO STUDY-PROSE-FICTION

-James:Hitt
Before any -real- advice _be i-given-Cirlow

to -= study= prose fictiOn, You = muat-_--havel a- liasic
understanding= -of==_-_what-cfiction:-=is;
know,---ffor instance-,--Vherein fa2fstory--=differs
from = an incident= or- s_SketCh-2_(charieter- off-le=

BOthr_diffet-enden4=-:clefinitioninaY-,
be given-r-voint- by -cluoting- the -- questions a
teacher - -and- =the- answers= of ----an2=eightli-grade
studefit=who,forfEhia:sanswers,:iWas=depending
nponAVt-f=thing-s=conlyreedin
-a,bright-searchingintelligence

ac erfaske mime
betVeen-E-clic=itetyAtii -= an incident
since tiall -ethri-e-,Mar-be:abotf esii) =ma r_
be imagined ?' --'-=

the reader can= identify himself, -that is, a char-
acter who claims interest and sympathetic un-
derstanding from the reader.. (Whether=-= the
charactei be a villain =or a = hero = is beside = the
point if the = reader = can sympathize and under-
stand the villain's motives, though he= =may
disapprove =of the = fellow's =methods== and lack
of scruples.) _This= character faces a problem
that= =must =be resolved through his own effOrts.
Each attempt to resolve it, however, makes
matters worse until the problem seems- impos-
sible of solution. Then, = when =things =look black-
est, == through his ownefforts, the character re-
solves the problem."

It is, of course, not necessary for the lead
character to be aware of his. problem =in the
beginning, = nor is it = necessary for =him to = re-
solve his = problem = = happily:= Sidney Carton, in
A Tale of-Two Cities, for example, resolves-his
problem of a wasted, dissitiated life by doing
"a far, far better thing" than he-has ever done
beforehe gives his life for the= happiness.of
others. Nor is= it necessary -for the story to
follow the standard plan, wherein the attention
is focused on -a_ s mpathetic lead character,
andf-rea er =interest is _built dub through =thefear -ne so ve
at e end, n of story may -be
inverted-

e arac r ma tris -
=pathetic, and reader interest is- held through
tW fear t at e wi 1 succeed_ in s evi signs

until, in the end he fails.

st

"T a = teaches
story -s2=siis

_,-

sse.22= w oes= 2_author-
-of=1 =ereeteit _susPense,52ma e-
W- a-n wE-Whatiiaptens2ne ?"----

ere re other obvious varia ions,but Aleactiption aboiii = outlines the =basic
structure-of-almost every sound =piece =of fiction
from e fairy tales to =the=classics =to _the stories
in_the- magazinei which=are currently on the
newstan s of your nearest drugstores

Again e student thought, me longer
than _befere. "You get interestedin the char-
acters.-The author makes the -characters =seem
real."

"Good," said the teacher. "One-of the best
ways-of creating suspense is in- character de-
lineation. But the characters in many Sketches
are portrayed well, -too. Where is-the differ-
ence?"

--A is_ escrip ire= efiiiitleit-fof
=Suggestion:2E1*f _=toi:studt

lietion-t: 1:read-Iferianintieirien
But=this-advice,===. t--= read-for iileOSOtejenOt.
ple, for your Aeachets-c=ltreicontintielly7a.saiten=
in itetittnee7for3YotiAti,re-iid-4iid-AlreY
refuse----2 've-f5ou,--any=credit,-for-reading---the
Weateriti-ra- venturekitOkiee_UZin-e-=key-,Oi, Ake-
=Murcler-:myeterit-s--,ef=EarrE=StahleyGekditek..
storiesJhat-ffillfill:=the-requirements-idU
finiti_on =of _stories = and -are-filledwith=suspense.

-The-4eaLobjectioriftettlie==utivahadVeriturestery-,-
-__hoWeireinnot--thaVit=clifakeiti:itse-i-ot,IMS13erise,butt at-zit:lac =otherc2=thingt=for one= -thing,

aJlie-Me-n_Whieli--,:makes.any-realinterpretation=ef

Finally the student answered, "In the
the characters are in some kind o ouble and
trying-to get =out of it, or they have some -prob=
lem they'retrying to solve. You want to know .
how they'll come out because you're interested
in them: "

The teacher was impressed. "Why, you've
worked your-way to the definitionor, as some
say, tlie eternal formula of a iitory," he -said.
"A story, then, is about =a character =with whom

3.2.7

It is= true that = the= suspense of -the= usual ad-
venture stories_offers reading enjoyment, =but=
the =reading of better fiction offers that same
enjoyment and, at the same time, offers other,
additional enjoyment _Thus, in= reading good
literature, there enjoyment and enjoyment
The additional pleasure= comes with the discov-



ery of some author's rfresh or thought-provok-
ing view of human experience. Use of the word
"discovery" is significant, for the themes (ideas-
around Which the stories are built) of good =

literature will rarely_be stated openly and in
so many words. That is-the method of the es-
sayist, not that of the literary artist. The
themes will emerge from conflict. They will be
seen as the heart, as the unifying force, of the _

enveloping- action; and you, the reader, will,
at some point in the story, suddenly become a-
ware of the theme of what you are reading.
Perhaps you will _think or-exclaim,-"Why,. of
course And you will feel- the deep, abiding
joy of discovery-.and something more you
will feel the pleasure of adding to your store-
house of human experience, of learning- more
about how people think and feel and act

Then, as-you become avvare_of theme in fit--
tion, you will begin to think about fiction in
terms of human experience. You will_ examine
the motives of the characters of a story; and
when you find them unsound or trivial when
compared with the sensational events or storms
of emotional crisis which they -produte, then
yoti- will_make your-judgment al3ou e-author
andireject his bad_boo -for You- im
a poor artist: Thus, -the
fession"Atery-is not tkatit usually concernsit;-
self-with the love or sex-adventures _oLbetrayed
girls -(for-some of the greet -storiee of- the ages
make-use of the same theme),_but-_that the
motivation- is slight and the suffering -is out
of all proportion. In short, the confession story,-
if it runs to type,- is sentimentalthat-is,-tife
author-has tried to stir the reader's emotions
without- knowing -or _caring why -they lthould
be stirred, and-without_showing exactly what
emotions should-be stirred in siich-an instance
as thiS, the author is attempting-to -create-his
suspense with emotion for emotion's-sake and
does- not care where the emotions tome from
or whether they are appropriate-to-the-char
acters and-situation which are supposed-to call
them-forth.

"But," some student may object, "some ad-
venture stories are not sentimental because the
characters are well drawn and properly mo-
tivated-and the stories have a theme."-Yes,
that-is true. For example, it is true of Duthie!!
Hammett's murder mysteries. But consider the
eternal theme which emerges from the conflicts
"crime does not pay." There is nothing fresh
about it. You cut your teeth on it in the comic
books. Actually, with Hammett, as with other
writers of mystery stories, the theme is merely
a routine excuse for creating the suspense of
action and violence. Their formula, then, is
suspense for the sake of suspense.=

In the study of fiction, therefore, it would
seem that rthe focus of reader attention should
be upon the theme óf a story, since- it is upon
theme and upon the artistic presentation of
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theme that--a work of fiction, under- judgMent
will either- standlor fall. This -is-_-true; but to
focus_ -up-on- the: theme --of- a story_is easier:: said
:than done.- Until--.--you --are.=_an- experienced stu-
dent-- ot fiction, yoti- cannot; of course,: do =jUS-
ticento a work-of -fiction -b-r-searching_ page One
and each 'subsequent_ -page for th-eme,-'since
in few-works- of -art will the th eme= be- -literally
stated fery_Our-: convenience. The =theme will

= emerge from- conflict and will
inseparable anct-zunified_iproduct of character
delineation, plot, -point of view, tone_ (attitude
of author toward_his-Amaterial, )-and-lang-nage
(these lad rrtwo-Jteis[are- ;Often ;referred- to =as
"style").- Thus, =many= a -good- po_tential- Student
of =literature -may --fail-to---_beconieliw_are, et-the--
theme-of =a- story- during-a -first-reading.-= Until
you _acquire--,- =experiencei_ simply-1 -lose
yourself -in-theetory-during---yeer-firstreading;
with--y_our m-Pmory;_ search-for theme-of the

-Storrpre-
sents. Re-read certain i=key incidents and study
-their conflis--forsimilarcommentsuponhu-
manman experience: A-skyoUrself-Whether -in-each
conflictithefidea about human---life that emerges--
ithé:saméidéaas- that-tiro ini&-whi
d-atne iitar conflict of the -whóle-stor--is built

eate glances-for

1-There -are -a -lew artistic

-eVidence,===-

evices-whic_
writer-useslto point-up theme, and when'you
discoverfoneffsitAhese-AdolsAn-4iction-,-jnyow--knOw

of-theme
netrit-OneAitthese-xleyiceslairony;JronyAs=-_a-

iwarof-,-Ifor;_anfeffect=efteritrasting-JiPPearaii-ce
and-t-reality:expettatitiiv:and-attitaL-_-oiitc-ome:
VerbaHrony=_Apeakakipraist-butlintendsf,bialte-,

intends
-itooy_sfoodo-rs=iwhot-,:alsoharactOevlvorclvo6.-.
=tionsehow,ihimItoTheignorantot-whataudiente
or -readetsknow to be- true it'-is ironic

eliaracter,=inlrom-of-=a-Vertingjdisaefer,-
actain-fa-Avarthat,=_`_`ironiCally, invites it Irony
ma-Y-Ai-ppear=!briefly,-_-orgAt----may-form-Ahe-yery
tot-ridt-Ure-sEOta work_ of art.-=

AnotheroUthese: devices Isihei_use-- of sym-
bolism -In words of -literature 14n-:-stin-
anim-at-e-=object-=-allou-se; a=ship-,= al:_artide5=of
clothing-acquires -br---repeated! ---Inentionf,==a
specialaimpertanteriot-justiii==a-dvancing--=the
-plot but-in directingthe--reader's attentien-ito
the-central-Idea, or theme, of the -wcirIC

=let :us, assume that---iall -of you have -read
HuckleberryFinn and-zerePresentlY engaged In
re=reading----itstritiCally.-It you have become-AC-
cuStothedjefekereisingriour critical- insight-Into
a work of --what are youibetothingtaware-Aff
in the ==re=reading of --thiiinovel==a novel that

as
thepast-sychrhave=_prob_ably-regarded-,-as_about

--smple_-_and_ tliemolast=a_ piece of _fietiont-ati-
You-_have_--iread?-_-_Oliserve- at you re-read, how
all the conflicts of-the various adventures --of
this picaresque novel-point-Up the same idea.-



That --of all, Mrs. -Watson, _the owner_ of
Nigkek, Jim, =is- continually picking -at Huck's-
fa making= his-life-miser-able _in- the hametof
Christian duty_and-charity-, painting- such a
bleak Picture"- of =the--- paradise= = she -vows -Huck
will= miss= that 41uok-lhOpe-s_ that henwill-Zmits
Now,- Hut k-knows-th-athe- is ignorant -and -"low
down" z and __inust= believe- all- she says,-- but -his
feelings,= in spite _=of hit ijudginent,_amthat- she
is not charitable woman ;-- . Agtin,--Huck's-
father a worthless-drunkard an-d-,W_orse,i1
ing-thatHtick_ihas returns
to claini a- "father"ii- due." He- beratet Huck-for

School,_ learning: to -read,--:_and---improV=
ing himself in -any =way. -He;--"-who -has_ never
been= a =real lather, = demands -respectand profit
of a-=-son he has- neglected anct:_deterte-d,_-and_
Huck's:mind =accepts:the_ "judginent" -=of- the
"father," _though--=_hitreMOtiont-- rebel against

an d--lieart-are et oddsi over whether lie -_ should-
be etcape-lirom = slaVery.-= lie has
been=- taught that nothing "row - down'='= -and
criminal= as a =slave -stealer, and - he =believes =it:
Indeed, =so= conscience-smitten does he become
that he leaves the-raft, on one occasion, to turn
Ji_min ==but =- his-affection for_Jim-will_ not per=
mit = the- betrayal: -Finally he _decides _he o-
to ifelr for Jiiiirif_neeessary;==lieknoWs=r_
is ` 0W-dowtr_-.!'--11-e--knIti*S-=:_th-atzlik_Liti_VOMi
he _ a slave,_
bnt-!hitijeeliniel-dify:_=reason uc ion,

amor e 1 it_eletf
areAliat=rit-wouldlieAn -unfelt-, to 7e 4y--100-
-old 4ittil=.. _ ord-
Shepher_dson =feud, =Buck Grangerford Suck's=

ifistruCtor=inAhNirtuetiandAustice-4:Cleuding-
uc lfcannot--fdOtilit=2:for--A344.4-Ayno-koae-ds=-

- multi -le;---_--want-OnAliagedTas-AIWOOrtnalWat - _Of
life=4-= estehil'===hfin==-'hovtri)*)ple=i--muste6nditoti
themselves ;Yetlinek'ii-1=_IeelingsFare7=thetez=_Ot
the4eader=that-_leuds=-=are---wrOngetpeciallyf
at-lieloOkt-fer=the-=leistE--itime,-_=upoivtheAetk
boyish face of --13itc1-==;-- .-Then, finally, Tom
Sa3fkeiwIto-_-collabOrateis= with---Hutk---_--4n7 the
rescue-- =of

witlf-a-i-thotten&-romantic-ibita,-=-Of ==fo- olishn-eit-
draWn-5from_A'oniantic3Efictionz=atIlarge-Htiek's:
feelingaitre- that =the complications- upon_ which

niATonsists are :-unnedessary-4ind=r-iMpractical,
but= TOIM=ltaS_ the=aUthoritr_oftromantic_ttaditiOn_
and =the prin_ted page_behindliiiosothat_liook,
ignorant Mick must accePthis-judgments,-=

NOW, from each of _thete Conflitts----th- er
emerges the -same =idea, = and= you should find
no= trouble= words;- Theconflict-
in etch instanceis hetween-WhattiCk-ihat
taught:to be -true and-what he feelt loltoe
so, -6f-course, the theme is -Mitt -in=human- l- ife
or society there is_ -e- vast differende--betWeen_
appearance and reality;

-Huckleberry Finn,- -whose- language is that
of thel"river but whose heart is innocent, iap_er---
fectlY designed to- show -the world's-hYpocrity

in startling relief. He is ignorant and super-
stitious and has been taught more wrong things
that right, but his instincts are sound and his
heart is honest. Fortunately, he usually follows
his heart to the reality instead of his mind to
the appearance. Thus, theme is inseparable
from character delineation as,-of course,= it is
from all other =elements of a work of art.

Observe that the tone, that is the attitude of
the author toward his mateiials is ironic. =From
beginning= to = =end Huck =reveals by words and
actions that he is ignorant of that which the
reader knows to be true--that Huck's regard
for -the appearance of a thing is -wrong and
that his conflicting feelings for the reality are
right = So = grim and startling are the "appear-
ances" at times may be certain of
the = savage bitterness with= which Twain te-
gards the = ignorant folly, =the dishonesty, and
the brutality of human society. In this light,
you may see that= irony, appearing in every
conflict of every adventure as it does, forms
the very structure-of the novel.

ra t =have-no power_ o -move the-raft-up=
stream -and-thus-"retrate= any Of their -course.

seeking-freedent for Jim, they-flow-deep-
et._ an deeper touthWard Ante slavery. If the

- great-river-is=a-symbol-of-lifethen- symbolism
here- Pointslup-theme again ;_==for -the= appear-

- ince is escape-for-Jim-but the_reali Asurnora
_certain slavery.

e_--Ayrnbolitm,therels_--irony;--Xon-,
that Huck_ard=Jim -are tutting.

ie =current= =of the= =great -_-titee-;:olf4
y_must'- teUpy_ avelinrdownStreami-

It is, ofcourse, impossible to = separate the
contributiVe-_sources of theme -from a- story,
since the theme-is the unifying force of str
ture and_the_end- of_ all-artistic_ coming-togeth-
er. But-it convenient speak of
the _=different _elements- of- a _s theY

beisolated for studious inspection.

Fiction, as y_ou must realize by this time, is
the representation of an author's way of= look-
ing at_life, even_ as is an mei, drama, poem, or
sermon. 13ut the author of-fiction, if he be -a
writer-of any-real = consequence,-has-more than
ideas= which he wants-to communicate; he has
feelings =about life= which= are inseparable-froM
his ideas. His = = theme, =as= a consequence, com,_
bines idea and feeling. So_ _the= student-who-be-
gins his_ -study of literature with the statement,
"I= don't like_literature rI like life, " = may dis-
cover- that literature is a part= of-life, concen-

- trate& and -interpreted so that-all other parts
of his life assume an added interest.
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Mr. Hitt's suggestions may be used in teach-
ing the novel as = well as in teaching the short
story. Additional suggestions for= teaching =the
novel may be found in this guide under other



periods := Huckleberry Finn under "Growth= and
Conflict" and The Rise of Silas Lapham under
"Time of Changes." Adventures gives a helpful
"Guide to Reading the Novel," pp. 130-140.

Although America w_ as the leader in Bevel-
oping the short story, pupils should be aware
that they must- turn= to England for-= the early
development of the novel. Reports may be used
for this early history of the novel:= In studying
literature of the different chronological periods
in- America they see a pattern, also, in the de-
velopment of the =American novel.

Most off the -novels eread- outside-__class
with =an=- intensive study of- one or -o _hr_class.

_The teacher should == guide =the= pupil =in bis,:out- , by--manyi=colleges -in --giving valuable :scholar-
side -rreiding.--The-idear_ method, --_of _course,- is ships to-inierior __students. --Who are good-lith-
to -keep- each-Piipil =reading- -at rate-and letes ?" --Then-the- essay should be studiedi for
leVel. 'The -1-ReconiMende&-Reading- is a-- what-it-has:to- Say: on that subject. After coP;
helpful-:lguide- as --well- as- a-re-lists- within_ texts, Sideration has been:giVen to what- -t-he-- author

has-u-Say,ptipils=may-_neXt_see_z_how it=is =said.
-MODERN:NONFICTION_ ,Thermaylookifor answers -to- =these questions:

_ _ HoW7did-the---nutlf6r Otganitie_ hisAdeas?----What
When _we _findzeurrent- periodicals_ filling =the- are-_-_the,characteristica-oLhis-_style? _-Give_=e-x-pageSWith-;eSSaySartielea,= ----iamples,-oLstitenfe-fi -Ahat-are,partidularlf_a0;.

review- -s-APee-c-h---ek,==edit-o-rials- =biographical = W_ _hat does= this author - =domaterial,-we-realize-reading s es erica- the -s eucan F-P ofpriatice-in-iou own-:writare,ehangin e ietio = ,

r

topics of essays in today's textbooks. Dr. Carlin
says that there is something for every taste
and interest = in - the modern = essay, which= -in
newspapers and magazines goes =by the -name
of= article, feature, department, or column. By
the same= token every =level of = reading may be
found among essays--levels = of reading diffi-
culty ranging from that of Boy's Life to that
-of the Atlantic.

Matters of form, according tb Dr. Carlin,
should not be overlooked (formal, inforinal,
personal, familiar, descriptive, reflectiiie, philo-
sophic, critical, abstract, factual); but interest
should first be stimulated = by a question, =such
as "What do you think-d the practice followed

sectiPn-=o
whereas
were

---_-A-

!r

o lo S i

=

ei I

--_-,-i-

e C

.e- essay and biographical = sections S

W

7

_

ee, rt e-a

-_

,t -i- ie_ --s:

-=

ays

e_ e-hr_ n-g_ d

eeif-segments iographies,,Wri t Sinethingttdtay=-abottzany. special_ interestbefore Wenti -Centl -wereanthia = i'" - --they_maF-5- have,ankJhatthey- may improveing- -Biiwell'S._ ki a ; i-ieePtiin __ __t eii-ovi_writifig,,by_-,itulyiog_ gsaya,:11ey _-but l*intietkdeltf sbiogr4phersi4geAnethOs ntw-ilao-16conelattteicliformed persons-Of-thefietion=Wri fnakeltheiriNographies= --'--,
interesting t-AnCiderit ,_CiiVeMatiOni,--4USPenSe_ _-___
and=clima)G, ItsvehaVe4-neWIfAn;=fiCtion Thertayobserves-that the,-eSsay_-relies_-Ani
aliiedili6graphy-lhe--nn ern,=autebiography __ WrhnfoMation4d-fats,bUt_mostofthex_(pupilALma ,:hAve7alrea zeiporiericc7:With----it's at- o iograp -S-=given::At, rib* amplei-of==nonfiction_-An-Anagazines_hlerid the

Optessioni eauS?0i__ ,elemerits--until__m_ost people do_ not to dui
i-brought_aue =zuhuita iexperiences ting--sh_ tetWeen-thetwo.

Fran-
outle
whit
to -man t at they have -tried to perpetuate
their- lives in print. T =oday the biography -and If th study =begins with E. B. White'se essay s 3.r-
autobiography are -giving o - _ .tit' t the "From Sea to Shining- Sea," the teacher rnay
novel-__ first arouse- interest -inrest in the-essay by asking:if

the- pupils have read Steinbeck'S Travels with
Pupils should -recognize biograph 's con- Charley. There will =be some who have and.

tribution to the understanding of our country's others who =have not. A d iscusslon may follow,-
past._Surely Carl SandbUrg's Abraham Lincoln with pupils telling = that Steinbeck and his--
and Douglas Southall Freeman's George Wash._ poodle, = Charlie, left -from the New England
ington- are excellent examples to use for this section, went on through the mid-western states
understanding. o e West, ac rougt th 'W- t b k th h the southern- route

to New-Orleans and finally on to the Northeast.
Pupils have had a tendency to complain that_ - They = may recall some -interesting experiences

the essay is dull, or difiicult, or archaic; and that Steinbeck had. Then in the first few para-
since it his no plot, its form-is hard to analyze. graphs of "From Sea -to Shining Sea,"- pupils
Jerome Carlin, head of the English- Depart- =will immediately notice= resemblances between
merit in Fort Hamilton High School,_Brooklyn, this selection and Steinbeck's story. They may
in an article "This I Believe---About the-Essay" notice- the informal style, humor, subtle wit,

and keen observation of people and things.gives specific suggestions for teaching the
modern essay in English Journal, XI (Septem-
ber, 1964), 403-411:

in
He says that pupils are They may continue with other essays, notic-

interested n dating, automobiles,-Ilying, sports, ing the use of the narrative element in Dorothy
comics,money, -college, and even= high school, Canfield's' "Nothing Ever Happens," the inter-
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view -Method in Childers' "A Poy Who was
Traded kir a Horse,"- sensitive perception and
gift- of- words in Thomas Wolfe's "Circus- at
Dawn," the use of anecdotes to support, gen-
eral statements in-Dobie's1"The Heraldry of the
Range," theepecial Words and-methodTotargii-
merit-iiiKrutch's "CoriservatiOn-Is_NotErough,"
and relationThetweerijhe author-'s= personality,
his simplicity of language= arid-important-ideas
in Eisenhower's "An Open Letter-to-AmeriCa's
Students," and special- -poWers =of a novel and
ways -to= ctiticize movies in Schulberg's "Why
Write-If-You Can't Sell It to

-Before beginning the- study-of the-biograPh-

raphies,differ=from_ novels of -They of
course,__ will= mention= that -_etren theugli_--the --

writer,---of fiction -- -may base AIis -story---_ on --an
actual_ --happening, -_ he -does :not -have_ to -abide
by facts, as does the -biographer;
tion IMposed- , biographies-- ---and:-=historians
tends-to- giVe -pupils- theldeeAhat-lbiogrephies
must- be -riut- and -dried.T_ The--,punile:should==un,
derstand, moreover,--that_ after Ahe--- facts-- have-
beenAgesented,-_Ahe Jaskof, 4nterpretation4e.
mainland 7-this kinterpretatiow-fputsbiegraphY=
iritorithel,fiel&of;literattre-ThWiriterpretatien: --

giVesigthegbiographeetifetaineftaSkas-f=that -of
thelidticin-_Writer-;-=-TheActionwriter,lhOwever,
-arranges:--his---materiaLjeccordingAo---Etheithethe
lie: ore e-,--witereaszAhe--;biographer --hee=tol- _
find= et= the AheM-e-=the --`41nettriing"_f_- 6t --the=

earrangementbf-mniteriali111,464
pen-d,AiroWeveren--_-: iejnterest-In-lthe eubjett-subject===
this liisAntereStzin-riharacter- _

sonelitk;liis_intereetlin:-Jievi==the_-ienbject=repre-
lerited=therage,:Or=_in_whatkiriciOffMen-41e-was.

tone, verse patterns, and rhythm that the en-
joyment will be- lacking: Many pupils, on the
other hand, seem to enjoy poems much more
when- "they become conscious of the various
poetic devices or of the poet's art. The teacher
has to "feel" his way with the particular group
being taught

The teacher may find help in an article by
Gerhard Friedrich, head of the English DePart-
!Tient at Cedar Crest College; Allentown, Penn-
sylvania ("A Teaching Approach to Poetry,"
English Journal, XLIX (February, 1960),
75-81.- Some-suggestions from the article fol--
low. Mr. Friedrich warns that even== though
the child respond§ naturally to rhyme awl rhy-
thm, the first great danger in teaching poetry
is that -we develop within our pupils inade-
quately an awareness of different rhythms and
different kinds of rhyme schemes. He suggests
that pitiful is the college freshman who opens
a discussion by saying that the poem is iambic
pentameter, -that it has fourteen lines with
rhyme abab, etc., and is a sonnet.-He thinks the
memorizing of literary terms and their defini-
tions-an -the_ ability to_spot-certain-poetic-de-
vices, _ alliteration and _onomatopoeia, are
in=themselves tt--deedening way of-studying
poetry.-Theteacher,-on the other hand,
strive to-make the student-relate his increased

of versificition- o the -specific=ef-
fect or urpose of the _= particular poem. Mr.
Friedric -warns of a second fallacy-that con-
cerns e child's love of =a= story or a-story told
in verse, whether - good or- = bad verse. = Pupils
may be:asked to write= in straight prose and in
what = =they regard -as poetic prose. = This exer-
cise may lead to their -discussing what con-
stitutes the = poetic element and-what it is good
for,-anyway. He-warns_against a-third danger,
memorizing -for= = appreciation= and especially
the reciting of the-memorized verse: He thinks
that the child's delight in -memorizing some
verses will become drudgery if - utterly= replaced
by discipline. A= fourth warning has to do with
the teacher's belief that the child _will= respond
to the teacher's preferences. They may= respond
to one = _ -type= of =poem more= readily than to
another ;,-they may also discover m_ eanings that
have escaped an- able teacher.

The-pupils, of course;- are- familiar with Lin-
-They,- perhaps, -have already studied

"The -_Gettysburg Address" and are interested
to kilo*: more about the invitation and the giv-
ing of-the speech. "Lincoln Speaks at GettYS-
burg"- ay be used for the- first biographical-
study-. Some pupils will be _interested to read
further in Sandburg'S Lincoln. _

"Washington_ Attacks at Trenton," "First
Through- the Grand -Canyon," Cornelia Otis
Skinner's "The Family Trade" (acting) should
furnish excellent biographical material for
furtheretudy.

MODERN POETRY

Some teachers approach the teaching of
poetry with an apologetic attitude, since they
feel- that many pupils, particularly boys, are
indifferent -to the study- of poetry or are prej-
udiced toward it. Sometime% however, the
ve:y slowest pupils in class are- the ones who
at the end of the year express an appreciation
for what they have learned about reading and
enjoying poetry. It is very difficult for a teach-
er to know just how to teach poetry. He must
be careful not to put so much stress on imagery,

This professor advocates intensive rather
than extensive study of poetry, especially since
close literary analysis is a method used in the
Advanced Placeinent Examinations of -the
College Board. He feels that the analysis
should not be a summary of the story-content.
It should rely upon =the form to help determine
what the poem communicates.

To begin -the poetry unit, the teacher may
quote definitions -of the term poetry given by
various poets. He may- begin with Frost, since
most pupils are somewhat familiar with him:



"A living poem begins with a lump in
the throata home- sickness- or -a= love-
sickness. It -is =a reaching= out toward ex-
pression, an effort -to find fulfillment. A.
complete poem is one where an =emotion
has found ituthought_ and the- thought
has found the-Words."

The next quotation is from A. E. Housman:
"I = can no more define poetry -than =a

terrier can define- a rat' but I think we

both recognize the object by the symp-
- toms which it provokis in 'us."

Coleridge gave these definitions:
"Prose": words in their best order.
"Poetry": the = beat words in the best order.

Matthew Arnold said, "Poetry is simply the
most beautiful, the most imPtessive; and the
most effective mode of saying things!'

Untermeyer in =Pathways to Poetry gives the
following distinction between prose and poetry:

Prose

1. No regular beat; no pronounced rhythm. 1.
2. No particular shape; the unpatterned para- 2.

graph is the unit; loose in design.

3. Usually low in pitch and conversational in 3.
tone.

4. Responsive to facts; informative in purpose. 4.
5. Plain and precise. 5.

Definitely measured; strongly rhythmical,
Definitely measured; the line and strictly
marked stanza make the pattern; = condense
and concise. =

Usually= sharply= = accented =and thrilling in
tone. Concentrated and, therefore,-intense.
Responsive to feelings; emotional iri_effect.
ImaginaVve and=suggestive.

Poetry is -= intense: (The Use of figurative
language =is= evidence of concentration and
intensity.)

3. Poetry is significant =_(The= poet provokes
the reader to= think and feel- and- arrive
at_ his own'answers. Poetry contains judg-
ments on human values.) -

4. Poetry is 'concrete. (The =poet = thinks =in
images; he sees his - thought:)

Poetry is rhythmic. (Poetty depends for_
an-important part of its effect on the met-
rical skill of the poet and his skill =in=
combining sound-effects.)

6. Poetry is formal. (There is form or archi-
tectute to poetry, even to free verse, that
prose does not have.)

7. Poetry is complete. (If all the qualities
mentioned = above come together to-pro-
voke within the reader-an emotional or
intellectual-response -to a recreated hu-
man experience and if none of these qual-
ities may be separated from the-unity of
the total impression, then, poetry is com-
plete.) -

Although there are countless selections from
which to choose, pupils usually enjoy the major
poets Robert Frost, Edgar Lee Masters, Vachel

2.- Read "Lucinda Matlock" to- determine
what personal= values made Lucinda feel
her life was well-lived:

Compare- Masters' view of life in- this
poem with Wilder's view in Our Town.
In what way is their subject matter alike?

3. Read "Mrs. George Reece" to discover
what principle guided her life. Discuss
whether you -feel Mrs. Reece is flattering



herself too much in her achievement.
Does she resent the position in which she
was placed by her husband's fate?

4. Read "George Gray" to find what would
have given real meaning to his life.

a. Discuss how George = evaded real
experiences in living.

b. Write a paragraph indicating
evasions= with which =you might be
tempted =and hew these might pre-
vent mature development.

Evaluating Activities (May include poetry,
novels, drama, etc.)

1. Summarize from at least three selection's
you have read, the forces that help= set
ideals by which men live.

2. Narrate a conversation between a roman-
tic and a realistic author in which each
defends the technique in one of his novels
as a method of = presenting life.

3, Possible test questions.
a. Discuss= characterization in= sever-

al of your readings in terms of
"... it is the curse of prosperity
that it takes work away from us,
and shuts =that door to hope and
health of spirit"

b. Discuss =how =several authors point
up the significance of everyday
activities in life.

4. Prepare a short oral report on a play =or
novel read= as supplementary reading.
Stress the ideals by which people live.

Lee as it Yeung-Man
Walter Reed = -
Evening and Morning Prayer
Prophet= in the Wilderness,

The Story of Albert Schwietzer
_= George = Washington Carver
_The Story= of My Life
Abe Lincoln.= Grows= Up
The Riverman

MODERN DRAMA

Most---pupils at this_ grade level are interested
in =plays. Radio,= television, school plays, Front
Street Theater, the Little = Theater, and
Shakespearean = Festival have all helped stim-
ulate this-interest Some pupils in= class are also
in a speech clais, --where =they= perhaps study,
the history of = drama and= participate in staging
plays. These speech pnpils may be interested in
reviewing, for the class, a -brief -history of=
drama,= beginning with- =Greek drama, contin-
uing -with early drama in England starting
Within the Church, continding-into the Eliza-
bethan -Period {Shakespeare, Marlowe,- and
Jonson), stopping perhaps with Goldsmith and
Sheridan and -finally reaching the_ Celtic Re-
vival in Ireland (to show-that the Abbey PIO-

1ers for - example, Kelped stimulate interest in

biography
biography
short story.

biography
=biography
biography
biography
short story

formation of theater groups in our own coun-
try). They may mention that early Americans
loved the play; even Colonial Puritans pre-
sented drama under the title "moral- dia-
logues." Southern colonies had theaters before
the = Revolution,- and= traveling companies of
actors rode the stageaches and canal boats
to fake their plays
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the Western settlements.
Theaters were also built on river boats.

Pupils should remember that even though
drama is written to be staged, a play- is a story,
and, therefore, skills developed in reading fic-
tion will help in reading a play. Since the play
is written to be staged, dialogue is most impor-
tant Pupils may enumerate functions of dia-
logue such as the following:



1. Dialogue identifies= charactersit gives
cluei to the character's nature.

2. Dialogue reveals the relationship of the
characters to one another.

3. Dialogue carries the story along.
4. Dialogue stimulates the audience =to emo-

tions and ideas.
Although pupils in the eleventh grade study

American literature, they should be encour-
aged to continue from year to year their read=
ing of Shakespearean plays. They may choose
ones that are not used at the other grade levels
and may have reports and panel discussions in
connection with the drama unit.

Moat teachers probably prefer to use
Wilder's _Our Town for intensive class study,
since-it seerris to be one of the most popular
and = best-loved plays in our contemporary
drama. = Pupils always enjoy taking parts and
reading this in class, Since there is no scenery, -
a stage-like arrangement may be prepared at
the front of the room where the action takes
place.-
=Pupils-- should- observe that characters are

excellently = branded: The mothers;-MrS. Webb=
"typical," but they are

not_- alike. =The fathers-both=" intelligent -Men,
=are contrasting studies-efthe -same type, They

="611-auldfElleaware- that even though Wilder pre-
'__-_nerite-,4Elittle communitY,:heis also =preSeriting

an - _entire = human .community -from which -the
-Andiende===iS",exPectedto -learn something About
At-Self.E-Thekz_itiay _observe that the play is actu-
Ally"-IC;trilegy, -Made _up-,of daily-life, loVe_and

-,,,fiiiitiikte'r;abd--,firially -eternity; that it is con-.
e-erried="Withrthe:continuing cycle of life.

=The- =brighter puPils may -see in the stage-
mAnAger-zE-&-"resemblance to the chorus in Greek
plays -- Also = =the simplicity of the setting reSern
iblesthe_i_Greek play, and -in a sense, there is the
tragedyi=_-according to the Greek definition,
with-Death -the agent of fear.

_ The following suggestions for teaching Our
:Townate,taken_ from English LangUage Arts,
a= Guide, Public Sch-ools, MontgOmery County,
Maryland:

OUR TOWN

1. Listen to the teacher give some back-
_ground for this American play. Take
notes as he discusses the unconventional
features of this drama.

a. Read carefully the = preliminary
stage directions.

b. Discuss the advantages of a stage
free of sets and numerous proper-
ties

2. Make note of the teacher's explanation of
the unusual role of the stage manager
and the functions he serves.
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3. Note suggestions on use of imagination in
reading drama in the film, How to Read
Plays.

4. Read the first act silently to note the
daily activity in the lives of two ordinary
families.

a. Note stage business. Prepare
given parts for oral reading.

b. Cite passages which clarify the
role of the narrator, i.e., as a
stage teehnician, as an agent of
transition of time and place, as an
interpreter of the action of the
play.

c. Write a short paragraph to show
why Wilder parallels- the lives of
the Gibbses and the Webbs.

d. Discuss this play as one of action.
How is it unlike other plays?
Does Wilder suggest future action
for the next act?

e. Discuss how Wilder makes the
audience feel it is part of the play.

5. Read to discover hew the second act sup-
ports the author's purpose of the play.

a. Discuss Wilder's treatment of the
trivial and prosaic in life, i.e. on
homework, on walking home

i.e.,

school, on household duties.
b. Discuss what commentary Wilder

makes on life in:
(1.) Emily's and George's

hesitation 'before the
wedding ceremony.

(2.) Mrs. Soames' interpo-
lations= and appearance
at the wedding.

6. Read Act Three to determine Wilder's
concept of death.

a. Compare Bryant's view on death
in `Thanatopsis" with that of
Wilder. Compare the expression
(mood, vocabulary, etc.) used by
Bryant with that of Wilder in the
Stage Manager's first speech. Is
this speech poetry? --

b. Select speeches in which the Stage
Manager is both objective and
subjective. Discuss thiAr this is at
variance with character develop-
ment in she conventional drama.
Are the characters as well de-
veloped as a result of Wilder's
technique as they would be in
conventional drama?

c. Discuss the perspective that the
dead have which would give the
living a fuller appreciation of life.
Cite incidents which support your
ideas.



7. Refer to library research sources; i.e.,
Cheny, The Theatre: Three Thousand
Years of Drama, to discover what use the
ancient Greeks made of the chorus in the
theater.
Write a comparison
chorus and the Stage
Town.

8. Write vi id adjectives
characters.

a. Compare your list with those of
other class members in a discus-
sion. Be able to justify your choice
of adjectives with incidents from
the play.

b. Decide which adjectives are A
apt in delineating the characters.

of the Greek
Manager in Our

for five major

9. Draw sketches of several of the charac-
ters showing them in their familiar daily
activities. (For the artistic.)

BASIC LEVEL

Pupils in this group May find interesting
cartoons by Bill Mauldin or James Thurber.
It may= be possible for them to use some of the
cartoons on the bulletin board. There are usu-
ally pupils in this basic group who are in art
and= shop classes. In connection with the study
of the short story, they may do an Attractive
bulletin_ board. Hot rod discussions will no
doubt follow the reading of Mauldin.

These pupils may enjoy reading and- report-
ing on an article by Mrs. James Thurber in
the July, 1964, issue of Ladies' Home Journal.
In the article she tells about Thurber's loss of
eyesight. On his dog cartoons, she would= add
the nose and eyes because of his poor eyesight.
His spirit, however, seemed quite unusual; he
continued to-keep his sense of humor. Someone
may report, also, on "The Night the Bed Fell."

Pupils may do character sketches of both
the boy- and Pete in "Two Soldiers." They
should be interested in the -locality, since
Memphis is involved, and this interest may
stimulate a discussion of localisms.

From Steinbeck's "Flight" they may discuss
the knife as a basic element in the story.

From Stuart's "Split Cherry Tree," pupils
may -sum up Davy's evening chores, give ad-
vantages in his working hard, and compare
his chores with those they are expected to do.
Since Stuart brings his own experiences into
most of his writing, pupils may enjoy further
reading of his selections. They may read from
the short story collections Head o'W- Hollow
and Men of the Mountains and his autobio-
graphy Beyond Dark Hills.
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Pupils- in this group may enjoy a review of
short stories by a "clues" contest, clues to
characters or plot or situations. The student
reads his clue, and another gives the correct
answer.

They may review vocabulary by writing
original sentences, using words they have
learned during the unit.

They may, after reading "From Sea to Shin-
ing Sea," try writing about cars, houses, class-
rooms, etc., by giving them personalities: "My
car is a tired old Buick that hangs= its head
down between its cauliflower ears."

After reading "Circus at Dawn," by Thomas
Wolfe, pupils may search for words that appeal
to the senses, list them, and use the dictionary
to distinguish the exact meaning of each.

SloW students may enjoy Dobie's "The Her-
aldry of the Range. The boys may make re-
ports on cowboy equipment or-clothes.

The artists in the group may make sketches,
aftei = studying "The U.S.A. = from the Air."
These may include New England landscape,
the crowded= East Coast -area, the -Dakota
stubblefields, and long stretches of railroad
and highway across the West.

From biographical material, these pupils may
describe the picture they have of Lincoln from
reading Sandburg's Lincoln.

They may write sentence summaries to show
ideas gained by reading nonfiction selections.

In the study of poetry, selections should be
chosen that are not too difficult for this group.
They may write sentence summaries, do extra
reading tin light verse, and read some of the
ballads in Sandburg's Songbag. They may
write precis of poems. With =the teacher's help,
they will enjoy some of Frost's poems, such- as
"The = =- Pasture," or -"Mending Wall," and
"Death of the Hired Man." They may write
a short theme on whether or not they would
have liked for Frost to come to their school
to read poetry to them and tell why or why not.

These pupils should be encouraged to read
simple plays, perhaps one-act plays, and novels.
The teacher and the librarian may guide them
in their selections.

STANDARD LEVEL
In addition to activities 'already suggested,

pupils in the standard group, from their read-
ing of "Of Missing Persons," may develop a
discussion on these questions: How much is one
affected by circumstance? In what ways do
people sometimes find escape?



From their reading of "Early Marriage,"
they may discuss how methods of character-
ization are well demonstrated.

They -may develop an oral or written discus-
sion, after studying Faulkner's "Two Soldiers,"
to show that the story illustrates courage, hon-
or, hope, pride, compassion, pity, and sacrifice.
(They may need help from the dictionary to
distinguish between pity and compassion.) If
there are few difficult words in this selection,
pupils may show how this fact is related to the
point of view.

Pupils may enjoy comparing "The Devil
and Daniel Webster" with Irving's "The Devil
and Torn Walker,"- as to subject matter and
style. Some may report on- "By the Waters of
Babylon," written eight years before the first
atomic explosion. They may also give a report
on Daniel = Webster from reading Kennedy's
Profiles in Courage, to -add interest in prophe-
cies the devil made for Daniel.

In the study of Steinbeck's "Flight," pupils
may show how setting is an integral part of the
story. Pupils may= do= research= concerned with
Steinbeck's life to show why he was Particular-
ly interested in the Mexicans. The class will be
interested in a report on Travels with Charley.

After reading. "The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty," pupils may develop a discussion show-
ing Thurber's insight into human behavior.
They may write a brief short story about- a
high school student. The real-life = sequence
should be commonplace and typical, but imag-
ination can run wild in the daydream.

There may be panel discussions and individ-
ual reports centered around Hemingway. One
pupil may be responsible for information- about
factors in his -life thatperhaps influenced his
works. Selections may be chosen from Moveable'
Feast, showing phases of his life in Paris. Other
pupils may -give critical reviews of Hemining-
way'l novel. In= connection with The _Old Man
and the Sea, they may turn to Edward Weeks'
"Hemingway at His Best," for comments con-
cerning this particular novel. They should- ob-
serve the no-plot idea in "Old Man at the
Bridge," noting its power to illuminate charac-
ter and situation. They should observe sentence_
length, . vocabulary, and general economy of
expression, since many modern writers have
been influenced by his style.

When considering "Split Cherry Tree," a
lively discussion should develop concerning
misunderstandings between 'high school pupils
and their parents. What can young people do
to avoid misunderstandings with their parents?
These pupils may enjoy drawing up a code for
better relations, balancing responsibility be-
tween generations.
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Pupils may compare Daly's success in writ-
ing familiar events to Jesse Stuart's.

From short stories studied, they may choose
the character they would most enjoy having
for a neighbor.

The teacher should encourage pupils to
read supplementary biography while studying
nonfiction. They may write essays of their own
by trying methods used by different writers.
They may write, for example, about incidents
to put over a point by the method used in
"Nothing Ever Happens." They may describe
people in pictures by using friendly and un-
friendly terms.

After- reading "A Boy Who Was Traded
For a Horse," pupils may discuss the interview
method, deciding what elements or factors
make up a purposeful interview. They may use
examples for television, such as reporters inter-
viewing delegates to the national conventions.

They- may enjoy- comparing "The Heraldry
of= the Range" with a selection from "The Ad-
vancing Frontier" or "The Postwar West."

Most of these students are quite conscious
of getting accepted by colleges. "An Opening
Letter to America's Students" may provoke
. a interesting discussion as to why it is becom-
ing more difficult each year to gain admission
to the college of their- choice. The teacher
may have excellent -articles which she has
collected and which she may share at this time.

Pupils may search for effective words and
phrases in book reviews. They may bring to
class what they consider excellent reviews from
Atlantic or-Saturday Review and explain why
they are excellent. Using_ methods found -in
magazines, they -may write reviews of their
own.

In "Washington Attacks at Trenton," pupils
should notice Freeman's use of probably, doubt-
less, perhaps to let the reader know that he is
filling in the scene with interpretations of his
own.

Pupils may bring to class interesting articles
about Robert Frost. Many articles are avail-
able, since- his death occurred not long ago.
They may have accounts of his reading his
poem at President Kennedy's inauguration.
He was considered- a poet laureate of America.
They may develop compositions from this
study of Frost and his poems, such as "Ideas
about Life and People Expressed or Implied
in Frost's Poems." They may discuss his use of
New England localisms. They may compare
Frost with Sandburg or with Whitman. From



"Mending Wall," tilt/ may discuss whether
or not Frost thinks following tradition is a good
idea.

These pupils may do an analysis of Vachel
Lindsay's "The Leaden-Eyed" and compare
it with Markham's "Man with the Hoe."

Pupils may give reasons for the popularity
of Our Town. They may discuss methods used
by the author for making it ealistic. They may
develop a discussion of character change or
character development.

Additional plays and novels should be read,
with guidance from the teacher and the librar-
ian.

ADVANCED LEVEL

As the pupils at the advanced level study
the Modern Period, there is no end to assign-
ments, both challenging and creative, that they
may do. They should be encouraged to write_
essays of all types, poems, =and short stories.
The best of these may be used for publication
in the school literary magazine.

They may discuss topics of= a more compli-
cated or controversial nature than those clis-_

custed by the = pupils at the other levels. In
their study of Faulkner's "Two Soldiers,!! for
example, they may discuss Mississippi poverty
and tie it in with present problems. There may
be panel discussions and= individual reports
on Faulkner's = life and certain works (the
teacher may guide in the choice), including
novels and short stories. They may bring to
class magazine articles and pictures concerning
his life and work.

Pupils in this advanced group should do in-
teresting discussions involving the idea of = sell-
ing the soul- to the devil, as has been suggested
in connection with Irving's "The and
Toni Walker."

After reading Steinbeck's "Flight," these pu-
pils may write a composition justifying the
tragic outcome. =Pupils may give critical reviews
of novels by Steinbeck. Some may discuss his
Travels with Charley, agreeing or disagreeing
with his attitude toward present problems in
the South, particularly in Louiaiana.

In their study of "Split Cherry Tree," these
able pupils may evaluate the outcome for its
soundness and realism.

They should be able to have an interesting.
discussion growing out of "The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty." They may write on this topic:
"Fantastic daydreams often compensate for
frustration and arrogance in real life." They
may also refer to Michael Fessier's "That's
What Happened to Me."
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Most of the pupils in this group. are already
acquainted with Hemingway. They may do in-
dividual reports and panel discussions, includ-
ing short stories and novels. (The teacher may
advise as to-selection.) One or two pupils may
choose certain selections from Moveable Feast,
showing traits of Hemingway and his associa-
tions with other writers in Paris (Fitzgerald
and Joyce, for example). Some may give crit-
ical reviews of The Great Gatsby and Portrait
of an Artist as a Young Man. It is interesting to
see Hemingway's comments on the other writ=
ers of the time. They should be able to discuss
symbolism in "Old Man at the Bridge" as well
as in The Old Man and the Sea.

They may read autobiographical material
concerned with 'Jesse Stuart and develop a
paper showing how certain writings relate
his own experiences.

From a study of Bradbury's "The Pedes-
trian," pupils With scientific minds-may make
interesting Contributions that have to do with
automation or the psychological phenomenon
called regression.

They may make a detailed= structure of
Krutch's argument -in ."Conservation is Not
Enough." They. should observe that he quotes
authorities and includes quotations from other
writers. Some of these pupils may look up
Burns' "To a Mouse," giving an analysis to -the
class-.

/Mei; reading "An Open Letter to America's
Students," advanced pupils may discuss why
Mussolini and Hitler -were able to lead the
young people of their countries into the vicious
movements that brought disaster to -the whole
world. They may also include Castro in this
discussion. They may dilcuss how they them-
selves can build up defenses against= ever being
swept into such a movement.

These pupils may do rather technical studies
of book reviews in magazines such as Atlantic
and Saturday Review. They may decide what
elements should be included and then -try to
write reviews of their own, using standards
they have selected.

Many pupils- in this group may be interest-
ed in further reading of Sandburg's Lincoln.
They may analyze qualities that made Lincoln
a national hero. They may develop a compari-
son of attitudes toward the office and prac-
tices related to it with those of the present
day.

In connection with "First Through the Can-
yon," pupils may discuss the topic of why men
invite hardships and probable risk of their lives
in such exploration as Powell's. The explore-



of the Antarctic is a contemporary example, as
are expditions into space that are being made
by our astronauts.

Turning to poetry, pupils at this level may
desire to include in their reading such poets
as Marianne Moore, William Carlos Williams,
E. E. Cummings, and Wallace Stevens, but they
may concentrate on Millay, Frost, and Sand-
burg. They should write poems of their own,
perhaps including attempts to write different
types. These may be entered in contests or
used in the school's literary magazine. They
may study chapters from Louis Untermeyer's
Doorways to Poetry and Lawrence Perrine's
Sound and Sense and apply principles learned
from studying these chapters to their own an-
alyses of poems.

They may develop discussions, such as the
following:

1. Show what Frost meant by the quotation
"Writing free verse is like playing tennis
with the net down."

2. Give evidence that both the outdoor world
and human companionship are important
to Frost's enjoyment of rural life.

3. Compare and contrast Frost and Sand-
burg, showing particularly Frost's interest
in rural New England and Sandburg's in-
terest in urban life.

4: Do Frost and Masters agree in attitudes
toward writing free verset Choose selec-
tions to discuss in order to defend your
position.

5. Compare Alan Seeger's "I Have a Ren-
dezvous with Death" with the poem "An
Irish Airman Foresees His Death?'

6. Apply "Abraham Lincoln Walks at Mid-
night" to modern times.

7. Show that Edgar Lee Masters re=created
an Illinois community.

8. Show that Edna St. Vincent Millay was a
poet of beauty, love, grief, courage, hu-
mor, and cynicism.

9. Study some of T. S. Eliot's poems, with
the teacher's help and with helps found
in different reference books, doing anal-
yses and making reports to the class.

10. Read and evaluate Benet's John Brown's
Body.

Pupils in the advanced group should develop
interesting papers from a study of Our Town.
They may, for example, do research =on Greek
drama and compare Our Town with a Greek
play. They may discuss the realism in Our
Town and then write in dramatic form a typi-
cal happening in their own community (scene
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in their own home, at school, on the bus, at a
football game). They should maintain a realis-
tic tone and keep the humor good-natured.
They may write opening speeches for the Stage
Manager.

They may discuss changes that characters
in Our Town undergo.

Pupils in this group should read.and discuss
some additional plays and novels. Plays may be
selected from those of Eugene O'Neill, Max-
well Anderson, Robert Sherwood, or others by
Thornton Wilder. Shakespearean plays should
also be included.

Novels used for additional reports may come
from Booth Tarkington, Edith Wharton, Ellen
Glasgow, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Willa
Cather, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Thomas Wolfe, .
Sinclair Lewis, and others.

Vocabulary must not be overlooked at any
time during- the year. Pupils should make a
thorough study of many new = words that are
found in their reading from day to day.

lith GRADE RECOMMENDED
READING LIST-

NOVELS

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Brown

Sims

Wieland
-Woodcraft

NINETEENTH CENTURY
Bellamy
Clemens

Cooper

Crane

Eggleston

Ford
Hawthorne

Hough

Looking Backwards
*The Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn
*The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer
*A Connecticut Yankee

in King Arthur's
Court

The Deerslayer
The Pathfinder
The Pioneers

*The Spy
*The Red Badge of

Courage
*The Hoosier School

Master
Janice Meredith

*The House of Seven
Gables

*The Scarlet Letter
Covered Wagon



Howells

James
Melville

Richter

-Rolvaag
Wallace-

TWENTIETH
Agee
Atherton

Boyd

Bristow

Buck

Caldwell

Carroll

Lather

Chase

- Churchill

Crabb

Dodson

Dospassos
Douglas

Edmonds

*The Rise of Silas
Lapham

The American
*Moby Dick
Typee
The Lady
The Light in the

Forest
Sea of Grass
The Trees
The Town

*Giants in the Earth
Ben Hur .

CENTURY
Death in the Family
The Conquerer
Immortal Marriage

*Drums
Shadow of the Long

Knives

Celia Garth
Jubilee Trail

*The Good Earth
Dear and Glorious

Physician
As the Earth Turns
West of the Hills

*My Antonia
*0 Pioneers
*Death Comes for the

Archbishop
Shadows on the Rocks

*Song of the Lark
Edge of Darkness
Lovely Ambition
Mary Peters
Silas Crockett
Windswept =

The Crisis
The Crossing
Richard Carvel
Dinner at Belmont
Home to the

'Hermitage
Away All Boats
Three Soldiers
The Big Fisherman
Disputed Passage
Green Light
Magnificent Obsession
The Robe
White Banners

*Drums Along the
Mohawk

Ferber

Field

Glasgow

Hemingway

Hersey

Jackson
Johnston
Kane

Knebel
Lancaster
Lewis

Maddox
Michener
Mitchell

Morley

Noble

Norris
Page

Roberts

Saroyan
Stone

Stuart
Tarkington
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Taylor

Turnbull

Warren
Wharton

* Cimarron
*Giant
*Show Boat
All This and Heaven

Too
And Now Tomorrow
Barren Ground
They Stooped to Folly
Vein of Iron

*The Old Man and the
Sea

*A Bell for Adano
The Wall
Ramona
To Have and to Hold
Bride of Fortune
The Gallant Mrs.

Stonewall
Lady of Arlington
Seven Days in May

Roll, Shenandoah
*Arrowsmith
Dodsworth

*Main Street
The Great Madam
Bridges at Toko-Ri

*Gone With the Wind
Haunted Bookshop
Parnassus on Wheels
Woman With a Sword
Octopus -.-

Red Rock
Tree of Liberty

*Arundel
*Northwest Passage
*Rabble in Arms
Human Comedy
Immortal Wife
Love Is Eternal
President's Lady
Hie to the Hunters

*Alice Adams
The Turmoil
Travels of Jamie

McPheeters
Bishop's Mantle
Day Must Dawn
Rolling Years
All the King's Men

*Ethan Frome
Age of Innocence



Wilder

Wister
Young

Bradford
Cable

Faulkner

Ferber

Freeman

Harte

Hawthorne
Hemingway
Lewis

Poe

Porter, K. A.

Porter, W. S.

Steinbeck
Stuart

Thurber

Twain

Welty

Wolfe

Addams

Andrews
Antin
Baruch
Bok

The Bridge of
San Luis Rey

The Virginian
So Red the Rose

SHORT STORIES

Story Collection
Jean ah Poquelin
Old Creole Days
Barn Burning
A Rose for Emily
The Afternoon of a

Faun
A New England Nun
Story Collections
The Luck of Roaring

Camp

*The Ambitious Guest
A Day's Wait
Travel Is So

-Broadening
*The Cask of

Amontillado -;

The Gold-Bug
*The Pit and the

Pendulum=

Flowering_Judas
Pale Horse and Pale

Rider
The Furnished Room

*The Gift of the Magi
The Last Leaf
A Municipal Report
The Red Pony
Another April
Clearing in the Sky
The Night the Bed

Fell
Jumping Frog of

Caleveras County
Why I Live at the

P. O.
The Sun and the Rain

BIOGRAPHY

*Twenty Years at Hull
House

Under a Lucky Star
The Promised Land
My Life Story

*The Americanization
of Edward Bok

Buck
Byrd

Cornell

Eatbn
Ferber
Forbes

Franklin
Garland

Garst

Hart
Heiser

Horn

James

Keller
Kelly
Kennedy
Lath
Lindbergh
Matsui
Muir

- Pace
Percy
Pupin
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Ravage

Rawlings
Riis

Risk
Rourke
Sandburg
Stuart

Terasaki

My Several Worlds
Skyward
Alone

I Wanted To Be an
Actress

Love Journey
A Peculiar Treasure
Paul Revere and the

_ World He Lived In
Autobiography
Son of the Middle

Border
Jack London, Magnet

for Adventure
Act One

*An American Doctor's
Odyssey

The Boy's Life of
Robert E. Lee

Andrew Jackson
The Raven

*The Story of My Life
The Wright Brothers
Profiles in Courage
Alexander Hamilton
We
Restless Wave
The Story of My

Boyhood and Youth
Clara Barton
Lantern on the Levee

*From Immigrant to
Inventor

An American in the
Making

*Cress Creek
*The Making of an

American
Americans From

Other Lands
Syrian Yankee
Davy Crockett

*Abraham Lincoln
God's Oddling
Thread That Runs So

True
Bridge to the Sun



Vining

Washington
White

Ybarra

Allen

Andrews
Beals
Bishop

Bowers

Bromfield

Brooks

Capers

Carson

Catton

Chase

Clarke
Cooke

Dana

Davis
De Kruif
Ditmars

Garrett
Goldwater

Irving

Return to Japan
Windows for the

Crown Prince
*Up From Slavery

Daniel Boone,
Wilderness Scout

Young Man of
Caracas

NON-FICTION
The Big Change
Only Yesterday
This Amazing Planet
Our Yankee Heritage
The Day Lincoln Was

Shot
The Tragic Era
Malabar Farm
Pleasant Valley

*Flowering of New
E'ngland

*New England Indian
Summer

Biographi of a- River
Town

"The Sea Around Us
Silent Spring
The Coming Fury
Mr. Lincoln's Army
Stillness at

Appomattox
This Flaming Sword
This Hallowed

Ground
A Goodly Heritage
Hawthorne's Country
One Man's America
Two Years Before the

Mast
No Other White Men
Microbe Hunters
Federalists
Strange Animals I

Have Known
Trails of a Naturalist
The American Story
Conscience of a

Conservative
Alhambra
Knickerbocker's

History of
New York

A Tour on the Prairies

Keith
Kimbrough

McIlwaine

Macy

Moody
IVIuie

Paine

Papashvily
Parkman

Perry

Rich

Schachner
Schlesinger
Steinbeck
Thoreau
Wecter

Wright
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Anderson
Connelly
De Kruif
Gale
Gibson

Hansbeny
Kaufman & Hart

Landswy
McCullers

MacLeish

Miller
O'Neill

Rodgers
Saroyan

Land Below the Wind
So Near and Yet So

Far
Memphis Down in

Dixie

*Spirit of American
Literature

Man of the Family
*Mountains of

California
*Common Sense
Rights of Man

*Anything Can Happen
*Montcolm and Wolfe
The Oregon Trail
American Spirit in

Literature
We Took to the

Woods
Alexander Hamilton
Age of Jackson
Travels with Charley

*Walden
Saga o:" American

Society
Cultural Life of the
-American Colonies

DRAMA

-*Winterset
The Green Pastures
Yellow Jack
Miss Lula Bett
Miracle Worker
Raisin in the Sun
Man Who Came

Dinner
*Life with Father
Member of the

Wedding
J. B.
Death of a Salesman
Beyond the Horizon
Long Day's Journey

into Night
Oklahoma
The Time of Your

Life

.



.

Schary
Sherwood
Van Druten

Williams

Bench ley

Brown

Sunrise at Campbello Emerson
Abe Lincoln in Illinois
I Remember Mama
Bell, Book and Candle
The Glass Menagerie

ESSAYS

Chips off the Old
Benchley

Inside Benehley
*Dying for Dear Old

R
*The Fifty-First

Daragon
Cousins Modern Man Is

Obsolete
Day Life with Father

Life with Mother
Emerson *Self-Reliance

- *Compensation
*On Gifts

Forbes . Mama's Bank Account
Franklin *Poor Richard's

Grayson

Holmes

Hubbard
Irving
Kimbrough

Morley

Roosevelt

Skinner

Thurber

White

Benet

Bryant

Almanac
*I Entetrain an Agent

Unawares
*The Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table
*A Message to= Garcia

*The Sketch Book
It Gives Me Great

Pleasure
*On Doors
*On Unanswering

Letters
*The Strenuous Life
Our Hearts Were

Young and Gay
The Thurber Carnival
One Man's Meat

*Mary White

POETRY

*John Brown's Body
*To A Waterfowl
*Thanatopsis
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*The Rhodora
*Concord Hymn
*Forbearance
*Fable

Foster *My Old Kentucky
Home

*Old Folks at Home
Frost *Birches

*The Death of =the
Hired Man

*Mending Walls
*The Road Not Taken

Holmes The Chambered
Nautilus

*The Height of the'
Ridiculous-

*Old Ironsides
Lindsay *Abraham Lincoln

Walks at Midnight
Longfellow *Paul Revere's Ride

*A Psalm of Life
*Evangeline
*Tales of a Wayside

Inn
*Song of Hiawatha
*Courtship of Miles

Standish
*The Bell of Ate

Lowell *Patterns
*The Courtin'

Markham *The Man with the
Hoe

Masters *Lucinda Matldek
Millay *Renascence

*Euclid Alone Has
Looked on Beauty
Bare

Poe *Annabel Lee
Robinson *Richard Cory
Sandburg *Fog
W_ hitman *Pioneers, 0 Pioneers

*0 Captain, My
Captain

*When Lilacs Last in
the Dooryard
Bloomed

Whittier *Maud Muller
*Skipper Ireson's Ride
*Barefoot Boy
*Snow-Bound

* * *

* Recommended for college entrance examina-tions



ENGLISH 12
For those students who do not plan to go to

college, -the fourth-year English course is a
terminal course and, therefore, a- most impor-
tant one. This group will need a "last look"
at formal subject matter. For the prospective
college students this year is also a crucial one.
They will need a tightening of their skills, a
review of their English work, and more ad-
vanced work in communication and expression
according= to Tressler, Christ, and Starkey in
Teacher's Manual and Answer Book, English
in Action, Course Four, Seventh Edition, p. 1.

During the fourth year of instruction the
teacher should continue to keep in mind the
goal of the language arts, which involves think-
ing, reading, communicating, and listening.
He should strive to make the students aware
of the interrelation of these skills by- stressing
the importance of observing, reading, listening,
and thinking in writing themes, preparing a
speech, or making a report.

COMPOSITION

During the senior year the work in composi-
tion is in general the same as that for the
junior year, a-- review and a continuation of
junior- composition, with the focus still largely
on the short -expository and argumentative
theme, but with = practice in developing the
longer theme. Matters of sentence structure
and paragraphing will- still require instruction
by the teacher, but, by this time, the pupil, if
he has been well taught in the preceding years,
should write with sufficient Maturity to enable
the teacher= to assign individual and self-direct-
ed remedial work in areas indicated and, thus,
to be free to devote most of his attention to
the larger and more creative aspects of the
writing -program. If such a level of maturity
is attained, the practice in writing skills should
culminate in experimentation with "creative"
forms such as the personal essay, the- writing
of criticism, and perhaps the writing of the
short story and verse. Since clear, effective
expository writing is essential in nearly all
college courses, this type should be stressed.
Students should surely have practice in eval-
uating and writing critical analyses of certain
selections in- literature. Logical thinking and
organization should be required. They should
be encouraged to write poems, essays, and
short stories for the literary publication, if the
school has one. Since college professors seem
to be about equally- divided concerning whether
or not to study and develop the research paper,
this should be optional with the teacher. Cer-
tainly short library papers should be assigned
from time to time and correctly documented. 1

1 Most of- the ideas expressed in this para-
graph are presented in "Syllabus, Suggestions
to Teachers of the Courses in English," Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee : Baylor School for Boys.
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Students in the twelfth grade are extremely
interested in college methods and requirements.
The teacher may attempt to impress them with
Georgia Tech's "Checking the Theme" in A
Student's Guide to Freshman English, prepared
by the Committee on Freshman English of the
Department of English, Georgia Institute of
Technology.

Checking the Theme

1. Have I chosen a topic about which I
have something interesting to say?

2. Have I limited my subject by deciding
on the nature of my material, my audi-
ence, and my purpose and central idea?

3. Have I stated the central idea in a single
declarative sentence = which summarizes
the theme and indicates my method of
development?

4. Have I divided the central idea into ap-
propriate sub-ideas, shown the relevance
of each sub-idea to the central idea, and
clearly indicated the division between
these sub-ideas?

5. Have I followed my indicated method
of development clearly throughout -the
theme?

6.. Have I developed. each paragraph by
centering =it on one sub-idea of my cen-
tral idea? Have I arranged my para-
graphs according to a logical plan? Have
I provided= for smooth and easy transi-
tion from one paragraph to another?

7. Have I made =my sentences say exactly
what- I mean- in- such a way that the
reader- cannot possibly misunderstand
my meaning? Have I related the sen-
tences directly= to the main idea of the
paragraph? Have I arranged the sen-
tences in logical order? Have I provided
smooth and easy transition from sen-
tence to- sentence? =Are my- sentences
grammatically complete and correct?

8. Have I used words that are clear, force-
ful, and fresh?

9. Have I proofread to be sure my spelling
and punctuation are correct?

10. Have I followed all specified mechanical
directions?

In addition to considering such matters of
form and content, your instructor will insist
that- the work submitted be your own, that it
be submitted on the day it is due, and that it
completely fulfill the assignment.

BASIC LEVEL

The slow students, or those at the basic
level, should be required to write, but topics
should be simpler than those assigned the stu-



dents at the standard level. Refer to the discus-
sions- under "Levels" for the eleventh grade.
Similar approaches may be made for the pupils
of the twelfth grade. A- slow pupil, for ex-
ample,- may write a composition in connection
with the study of Macbeth, but the topic should
be simple. He may discuss the most interesting
character or the most exciting inciden' After
a Boswell-Johnson study and discussion, the
slow pupil may write concerning this question:
"Would= you have enjoyed knowing Samuel
Johnson? Why or why not?"-

STANDARD LEVEL

The pupil at the standard level should strive
to accomplish the goals discussed under "Com-
position" at both the eleventh- and twelfth
grade levels. His theme growing out of the
study of Macbeth should be more thought-pro-
voking than that for the basic students. He,
for example, may develop a composition show-
ing that Shakespeare, in Macbeth, accomplish-
es his purposeto show the devastating effects
of unrestrained ambition. His. theme must show
clear, logical thinking and presentation.

ADVANCED LEVEL

The advanced, or enriched group, should be
able to write in a much more mature manner,
using more complex topics and developing
these topics by analysis, definitien, comparison
and contrast, and persuasion and argument.
The advanced student may develop this idea
after he has studied both Macbeth and Para-
dise Lost: Show that= Miltim's Satan and
Shakespeare's Macbeth possess, to some de-
gree, the same weakness that bring tragic
results. Mechanical competence should be de-
manded, but logical thinking and manner of
presentation should be the chief objectives.

Francis Connolly's A Rhetoric Case Book
may be helpful in teaching principles of writ-
ing to -the advanced group. Another excellent
publication to use with the advanced group is
End-of-Year Examinations in English for col-
lege-bound students grades 7-12, by the Com-
mission on English College Entrance Examina-
tion Board, 1963.

Other suggestions for oral and written com-
positions are included in discussions under
"Literature" for the twelfth grade and in con-
nection with Advanced Placement courses.

GRAMMAR AND RHETORIC
BASIC LEVEL

By the time the student reaches the twelfth
grade, he should have an understanding of
grammar, but standardized tests in English
usually show a range among students in the
twelfth grade from about 3 or 4 percentile
(or lower) to the top 99 percentile. It is easy
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to recognize, then, one of the major problems
of the English teacher. He always has, among
his students, those- who cannot write a decent
sentence. They write fragments for whole
sentences, begin sentences with little letters,
run sentences together, or separate them with
commas. They put a period after the title of
the composition (where it does not belong)
but leave it off at the end of the sentence. The
same students are usually the ones (there are
exceptions) whose papers are not neat: the
papers are not folded correctly, the name is
written on the wrong side, the writing is illeg-
ible, and there are big blurs where they have
marked out = without recopying. Usually these
same students cannot spell ; for example, some
who have read a "pome" (poem) continue to
read a "pome" all year, even though the teach-
er marks the error and discusses it with the
students. These students, needless to say, can-
not develop paragraphs.

The teacher wonders first of all how these
students passed English -in the ninth, tenth,
and= eleventh grades, but they are in the class.
What, then, should the teacher de? He should
start =with them where he finds them and,
preferably, work with them individually. It is
much easier to make this statement than it is
to put it into practice. If there is any time
during = class, before school, or after school
(and some teachers find time), the teacher
should go over the paper with the individual.
When the teacher reads= the paper with the
student, discusses the errors and weaknesses,
and shows him how to improve the paper, far
More is accomplished than is accomplished by
simply handing back the paper with errors
marked and expecting the student to make
corrections by himself. Even this procedure
may do little for some, but it may work won-
ders with a few really conscientious students,
especially with new students coming from
areas where instruction has been of poor qual-
ity.

If these students are in a class by themselves,
in addition to working with individuals, the
teacher may use every device he knows to in-
still in the students the fundamentals necessary
to write a decent sentence and paragraph.
These devices may include oral drill, explana-
tions on the blackboard by the teacher, written
work at the seats, or any other method. If these
students are extremely weak in grammar, the
teacher may begin with the skeleton or back-
bone of the sentence as if they were just begin-
ning the study of grammar. She may write on
the board "John shot a tiger," explaining sub-
ject, verb, and object, and she may work from
that point. How fast to proceed, what to do
the first six weeks, or the second six weeks
it is impossible to tell until the time comes. The
results obtained with the specific class will
determine rate of speed and elements to in-
clude.



With a class like this, the teacher cannnot
be concerned with the pupils' developing a
style -or doing a research paper. So that these
students- may write clear and correct sentences,
however, the teacher hopes it will be possible
to add gradually to the backbone of the sen-
tence their understanding of the use of the
simple adjective, the simple adverb, the pre-
positional phrase, the adjective clause, the ad-
verb clause, and the noun clause. These may
be added very gradually to the backbone. The,
teacher must give students a great deal of
help with verbs. Teachers are often surprised
to find twelfth-grade pupils making errors
in verbs because they think the addition of s
makes the verb a plural form. Students should
be able to use the correct tenses. They should
also- understand the difference between "John
shot the tiger" and The bird flies" or between
"John shot the tiger" and "John is president
of his class." All of these ideas require some
knowledge of parts of speech.

Since pupils cannot write or speak without
using nouns and pronouns, the teacher must
drill and give practice in case of pronouns and
agreernent of pronouns with antecedents. Some
consideration should be given the relative pro-
noun since the students should try to use ad-
jective clauses. Knowledge of possessive and
plural forms of nouns will require practice
and-drill. For students to make use of principal
and subordinate clauses, they should have some
knowledge of coordinate and subordinate con-
junctions. Certain phases of mechanics, espe-
cially capitalization and punctuation, must be
stressed. Even though the teacher explains,
drills, and gives the class an opportunity_to
practice use of these elements, he must- remem-
ber the importance of working with each stu-
dent on weaknesses indicated by the pupil's
own writing.

Since spelling presents a problem for this
group, each student should keep a list of his
misspelled words and have practice in spelling
them correctly in -order to master them. In
addition to the individual lists, the teacher may
use -lists of commonly misspelled words or
words with trouble spots. Some lists are includ-
ed in the "Appendix" of this guide.

Connected with spelling words and vocabu-
lary improvement for- this group,- one of the
most effective methods is, perhaps, to use the
words they are encountering in their reading.
Selections for class study will include a variety
of words the meanings of which this group will
not know, and by systematic effort on the part
of both the students and the teacher, they can
build up a list and master it. Teachers may
supplement this list with other words. Stress
should be put upon the use of the dictionary
at all times. This should be habitual practice
when students are reading and writing.
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STANDARD LEVEL

By the time students in the standard group
reach the twelfth grade, they should have an
understanding of the basic principles of gram-
mar. Some, however, will be strong in certain
areas and weak in others. These strengths- and
weaknesses may be determined by their oral
and written compositions and by use of tests.
Best results are accomplished, then, by work-
ing with individuals. All people, however, have
a tendency to forget, to "get rusty." In order to
keep everyone alert and fresh in the use- of
grammatical elements, perhaps there should
be a review of all principles included in their
grammar text Some teachers find that stu-
dents in this group may use their own judg-
ment, to some _extent, in reviewing chapters
in the grammar text. If they are weak in a
certain area, they may study very carefully
all principles involved and do a good deal of
practice, using these principles. If they are
strong in other areas, they may review quickly
and with less practice pass on to some other
phase. The teacher must be sure, however, that
each- student -is attempting to review as he
should and= that the student is allotted some
time for this review.

Georgia Tech's A Student's Guide to Fresh-
man English lists the following as the worst
trouble-spots in- the use of language (they
may occur because of ignorance or because
of carelessness) :

1. Errors in basic sentence structure
a. Sentence fragment
b. Comma splice
c. Run-on sentence

2. Errors in agreement
a. Subject-verb
b. Pronoun-antecedent

'3. Errors in case of nouns and pronouns
4. Errors in adjective-adverb distinction
5. Errors in use of verb forms
6. Errors in spelling

If students have the understanding of the
fundamentals that prevent their making the
errors listed_ above, the teacher's chief effort,
then, maybe put upon= teaching rhetorical
principles. These rhetorical principles may in-
clude the following:

1. Parallelism
Pupils should have practice in writing

sentences,. using parallel nouns (as sub-
ject words, for example), parallel noun
clauses as direct objects, parallel infini-
tive phrases, and they should be required
to use correlative conjunctions correctly
(either . . . or, neither . . . nor, not only... but also) .



2. Modifiers placed correctly
Pupils may have practice in rearrang-

ing sentences having misplaced or dan-
gling modifers. A short list of examples
follows:

a. To get a better view of the stage,
our seats had to be changed.
(Keep the infinitive phrase.)

b. Perferring the mountains to the
seashore, the Great Smokies were
chosen for our vacation spot. (Use
the same phrase at the beginning
of the sentence.)

c. The auditors discovered upon
their arrival at the bank the
cashiers had fled.

d. Being completely untamed,
George warned us that the ani-
mals were dangerous.

3. Variation
They -may write sentences beginning

with adverbs or adverb clauses (with
correct punctuation), direct objects, par-
ticipial phrases, or noun clauses.

4. Correct=definitions
Pupils may be required to define terms

with which they should be familiar. The
purpose of the requirement is to see that
they use the correct form in defining; for
example, they should avoid- writing "a
gerund is where . ."

5. Co-ordination and subordination
To stress these principles, the teacher

may have students rearrange sentences,
putting the most important idea in the
principal clause and subordinating ideas
of lesser importance.

a. The gasoline tank sprang a leak,
when all hope of a record flight
was abandoned.

b. I was daydreaming in English
class last Wednesday, and I did
not pay any attention to the as-
signment, and so today I failed an
important test.

c. When we have made a good sol-
dier out of a rookie, he has
learned how- to march, use his
weapons, and respond- to com-
mand.

d. Mr. Stark has never paid back the
money he borrowed, and he wants
me to lend him more.

Exercises like these help make students con-
scious of rhetorical principles; however, ha-
bitual application of these principles in their
own writing is the desired result.
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ADVANCED LEVEL
The students in the advanced group should

need to spend little time on studying the fun-
damentals of grammar. On standardized tests
their percentile scores should be in the upper
90's. They may do a quick review to prevent
their becoming "rusty." Each pupil may review
rules and explanations in his text, stopping
for practices- of different kinds if he feels the
need or if-his writing indicates the need.

The rhetorical elements stressed with the
standard group should also be emphasized with
this group. In addition, more advanced princi-
ples of rhetoric may be used with this class.
They may review the forms- of discourseex-
position, argument, persuasion, description,
and narration. By analyzing works of good
writers, noting logical methods of development,
and by applying these methods to their own
writing, they, too, may become better writers.

To prepare students for college, especially
to prepare them for all kinds of tests, including
placement and College Board, many excellent
booklets are available. Some that include a
thorough review of grammatical principles, as
well as vocabulary studies, analogies, and logi-
cal development, are listed below.

Hickman, Sara. Second English Review.
Cambridge: Educators Publishing
Service, 1962.

Hope, H. Ewell. The College Placement
English Workbook. Marietta, Georgia:
Kennesaw Publishing Company, 1958.

Orgel, Joseph Randolph. College Entrance
Reviews in English Composition.
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts:
Educators Publishing Service, 1961.

Shostah; Jerome. How to Prepare for
College Board Achievement Tests:
English. Great Neck, New York:
Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 1964.

Wood, Earl F. Senior English Review
Exercises. Cambridge 39, Massachusetts:
Educators Publishing Service, 1962.

LITERATURE

In the senior year, the literature study in
most classes will be based on a survey of Eng-
lish literature. Some English teachers seem
to feel that selections- &one should be studied
with no study or discussion of historical back-
ground and little study, if any, of lives of writ-
ers. Other teachers require of their students
knowledge of historical information to the de-
gree that they must memorize the English
kings in order, with their dates. Teachers com-
posing a third group feel that it is a foolish
teacher who would attempt to teach Chaucer
in a vacuum or who would attempt Milton with-
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out biography and the history of the poet's
times. These teachers emphasize background
where it illuminates literature but do not drift
into mere historicism and biography. It seems
reasonable to expect the high school -graduate
to have some knowledge of the characteristics
of the literary movements- of the various liter-
ary periods and to have the ability to place
at least the great writers in their respective
periods. Attention to such facts "about" litera-
ture seems justified.-

The survey course in chronological arrange-
ment offers opportunity to teach selections,
included because of their literary value, as they
relate to history or to the life of the period.
Thus a series of units becomes an integrated
course. For the senior student, however, the
study -of the different literary typesshort
story, poetry, biography, essay, drama, novel
can be rewarding and is essential for enjoyment
of literature as well as_for college preparation.
Within the Modern Age, then, the- selections
are arranged according to literary types. These
types should be studied carefully and discussed.
The = teacher and student should be concerned
with the- selections, themselves, not with ac-
cumulating facts about each type. Students
should learn that the same ideas are often- ex-
pressed in different forms, even while some
ideas are best expressed in one form. They
should learn that types of literature are fluid
and flexible and that identifying writing by
type is not an end in itself.

The teacher of literature should be conscious
of the human constants which appear in all
periods. The more mature the work, the more it
is, or is capable of being made,- contemporary,
and teachers of literature will find the human
constants that lie beneath all the different
forms, styles, and. idioms.

The following divisions are made according
to chronological periods. Since there are eight
periods and only six six weeks (report card
periods), one chronological period may be
studied each six weeks with two exceptions.
For the .inexperienced teacher, it is suggested
that a study of the Medieval Period be started
the first six weeks, after completing the Anglo-
Saxon Period, and that perhaps the Seven-
teenth Century and Eighteenth Century should
both be taught the third six weeks. Some teach-
ers prefer to begin with the Modern Period,
or at least with the short stories in the Modern
Period, and then continue with the periods in
chronological order.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
ENGLISH LITERATURE

Surely one should not attempt to teach Eng-
lish literature without trying to stimulate with-
in students, at the very beginning of the course,
an interest in the British Isles and its people.
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In the classes there may be a few pupils who
have, actually visited England. All -will have
definite conceptions of English people. Some
conceptions may =be right; others may be
wrong. A good teacher, though, can stimulate
an interesting, lively discussion =of a comparison
of the American and the Englishman, showing
how environment, even size of the two coun-
tries, has contributed in makingthe people what
they are. He may use literary selections to aid
in this discussion ; for example, Jan Struther's
"Traveling America," Mary Ellen Chase's This
Charles Dicken's American -Notes, and Emer-
son's English Traits are all helpful in showing
similarities and= differences of the two peoples
as well as the attitude of each toward- the
other.

The teacher may steer this discussion so that
the pupils see the importance of the study of
English literature. They recall that England-
is an old- country, which produced rich litera-
ture before America was even colonized and
that America's early history, along with the
use of the same language, gives the two peoples
a common bond. They may see, in this early
discussion, that today it- is- almost impossible
to separate English from American writers be-
cause of the "one world" idea. The writers con-
stantly go back and forth, some English writers
continuing to live in America, while some
American writers may become English citi-
zens.

In this preliminary discussion pupils are
usually interested in enumerating advantages
that literature has over travel. In their imagina-
tions, they may think of themselves as travel-
ing throughout the British Isles but perhaps
spending the greater Part of the time in Lon-
don- during the nine months' period. This trav-
el will, of course, be by means of literature.
Bulletin boards can aid in stimulating this dis-
cussion with pictures of interesting places and
people of England and with maps of the Brit-
ish Isles. Even a chart showing English kings
will interest many students.

THE ANGLO-SAXON PERIOD
In the preliminary discussion students no

doubt recognize the importance of the sea on
the life of the Englishman. In a logical way, the
teacher may move to "The Seafarer" and
Beowulf. She may call attention to the many
sea poems found in the text, asking different
students to examine certain ones to see how
they resemble "The Seafarer" or differ from it.
They will find that some of these poems will
have the mood of the old sailor; others, that of
the young sailor. The teacher may then ask
why these early people possessed a pessimistic,
melancholy attitude toward the sea or toward
life itself, as shown in "The Seafarer" and
Beowulf. In this manner, then, a discussion of
the people, themselves, will develop : who the
Anglo-Saxons were, what people were in Eng-



land when they came, where they came- from,
what they believed in, how they lived and
acted, the characteristics of the poetry, why
the poetry possessed these characteristics.
Beowulf is of the greatest help in answering
all these questions. The teacher should discuss
with the pupils Beowulf as a primitive folk
epic. Then later comparisons may be made
with other epics studied.

Contributions to the English language should
not be overlooked. There should also be an
examination of the original Anglo-Saxon lines.

BASIC LEVEL

In the study of 'le AnglorSaxon Period, just
as in the study of any other period, the teacher
need not be too technical in his expectations.
These students will enjoy the story of Beowulf.
They will perhaps be particularly impressed
with the stress put on physical combat and will
watch with interest the outcome of the physical
struggles. They will be- interested in character-
istics these early people looked for in a leader
such as Beowulf. They may write a composi-
tion, for example, comparing, in a simple way,
Beowulf's- characteristics with those of King
Arthur, whom they will study about, off and
on, throughout literature; or they may write
an account of an evening in an Anglo-Saxon
mead hall. They may discuss orally correspond-
ing social events of modern life. These students
should be expected -to know the simple char-
acteristics of the Anglo-Saxon people and liter-
ature.

STANDARD LEVEL

All ideas and procedures mentioned at the
beginning of this discussion of the Anglo-Saxon
Period are applicable to the standard group.
They should consider all phases of the study,
such as conflicts, characteristics of the epic,
and poetic devices, on a more mature level
than that of the basic group. These students
may develop an oral or written composition,
for example, concerned with Unferth's jealousy
toward Beowulf, showing- that human na-
ture was then as it is now. In this discussion
they may refer to similar situations in other
works that they have read.

ADVANCED LEVEL

The students in the advanced group should
accomplish all that the other groups accom-
plish, and the work should be of a higher qual-
ity. These students may do research, finding
and studying other Anglo-Saxon selections not
included in the text or making a study of how
later writers were influenced by Anglo-Saxon
verse for example, Edna St. Vincent Millay
in The King's Henchman or T. S. Eliot in The
Cocktail Party. They may make a detailed
study of how the English language has been
influenced by the Anglo-Saxons. Papers should
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grow out of these studies and should be docu-
mented correctly. This is an opportune time
for those students who have not previously
studied Ivanhoe to do so. Oral and written com-
positions may grow out of the reading of
Ivanhoe. Students may discuss, for example,
the relationship between the Norman and the
Saxon, pointing to specific incidents in the
book to prove their points.

THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD

A greater part of the study of the Medieval
Period will center around the study of Chaucer
and The Canterbury Tales; however, some time
may be devoted to the old ballads and to
Malory's Le Morte d' Arthur. By the senior
year, students are usually familiar, to some ex-
tent, with Robin Hood and also with King
Arthur. If they have read Ivanhoe, they will
have, perhaps, a better understanding of a
conquering nation and the resentful underdog.
They must realize that both groups, -the con-
querers and the conquered, contributed to the
making of the English language and to the
making of the modern Englishman. From a
brief history, they can understand how the
system- of feudalism developed, with its effect
on literature. By this time they, no doubt, will
be familiar with works dealing with knighthood
and with incidents connected with. Wars of the
Roses (Joan of Arc) and the Hundred Years
War (Richard III at Bosworth Field). They
should surely recognize the prominent place
given the church during this period, with rec-
ognition of the Crusades, development of early
drama, importance of church vocations (repres-
ented ir C saucer's pilgrims).

In the study of ballads, the student should
understand that the ballad holds an important
place in literature because it is the literature
of the common people. Since the- old Scottish
and English ballads were passed orally from
one to another, they possess certain character-
istics. Pupils should recognize these character-
istics in specific ballads. They should observe
differences between the old ballads and liter-
ary ballads. To illustrate these characteristics,
ballads in the text or outside the text may be
used"Bonny Barbara Allan" (old) and
"Jock of Hazledean" (literary). Although stu-
dents recognize the tragic element in most old
ballads, they should recognize, also, that some
are humorous -("Get UP and Bar the Door").
This is an appropriate time to study the ballad
stanza. Pupils may practice writing ballads.
Some of these may be contributed to the school
literary magazine.

in the study of Chaucer, the student will per-
haps be more interested if he knows enough
about Chaucer's life to feel that the writer
had sufficient experiences to acquaint him with
all the 3 types of people he portrays in The
Canterbury Tales. There should be emphasis



on Chaucer's contribution to the English lan-
guage. Students should recognize the impor-
tance of his use of the Midland dialect in stand-
ardizing the English language. The original
Middle English may be examined, and stu-
dents (an exception may be made with basic
groups) may memorize beginning lines of the
"Prologue," the number of lines depending
upon the individuals. One of the best methods
to aid in this memorization is to use Ayers'
recording, one side explaining how to pro-
nounce the Middle English words and the other
side including the reading of a portion of the
"Prologue."

Since the pilgrims are making a journey to
the tomb of Thomas A. Becket, there should be
some discussion showing why they have chosen
this tomb. Through questions, the teacher may
make the students aware of the time of year
and the realism in Chaucer's having the pil
grimage in the spring. They should be able
to prove that Chaucer is a realist, a satirist, and
a humorist. They should be able to show that
he understands human nature. Specific ex-
amples should be used in these oral and written
discussions. Students should, also, observe that
even though Chaucer describes types of people,
he also portrays each as an individual.

Pupils should observe characteristics of the
poetry, noticing particularly the use of the
couplet. When they discuss the popularity of
this verse form with some later writers, they
can remember its use in the "Prologue."

In the study of "The Nun's Priest's Tale of
Chanticleer and Pertelote," students should
give some attention to the mock heroic style,
noticing expressions like "noble cock," "Lord
Chanticleer," and "Madam Pertelote." They
should be interested in the story itself as well
as in specific examples that make it amusing.
They may do some research showing that the
story of the fox and the cock is not original
with Chaucer but goes back to the days- of the
Greek writer of fables, Aesop. They may re-
member that the Uncle Remus stories, with
their Brer Rabbit, are the best-known American
stc :ies personifying animals. For comparison,
they may examine Edmond Rostand's Chanti-
cleer or George Orwell's Animal Farm. Inter-
ested students may read additional tales.

BASIC LEVEL'

The basic pupils will, for the most part, en-
joy the narrative element in the "Prologue"
as well as in "The Nun's Priest's Tale." They
will enjoy the idea of a pilgrimage and a study
of the characters. Some may write simple
papers of a modern pilgrimage ; they may write
descriptions of individual characters. Some will
be able to discuss, in a simple way, Chaticer
as a realist.
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STANDARD LEVEL

The general discussion of the period, al-
ready given, may be used with the standard
group. Topics for discussion should be more
complex than those of the basic group ; for
example, students may develop an oral or
written composition proving this statement' is
true: "The Canterbury Tales is actually a com-
posite picture of the period, bringing to life the
diverse peoples and occupations of the time."

ADVANCED LEVEL

The advanced students may use the ballad
"Sir Patrick Spens" for a rather detailed an-
alysis, considering these phases of analysis:
Show that the poem is made up of little drama-
tic scenes; show irony in "Late, late yestreen
I saw the new moone,/ Wi the auld moone in
hir arme"; explain the ironical comment con-
cerning the Scottish lords and ladies; show that
a conflict within Sir Patrick Spens himself
creates a tragic situation ; show how the poem
possesses the quality of suspense; discuss ad-
vantages the poem has over a prose statement.

The students in the advanced group should
do more thorough research than that done
by the other groups. In addition to ideas al-
ready mentioned, these students may do library
work to show that Chaucer got some ideas from
Boccaccio's Decameron or to show that Long-
fellow in Tales of a Wayside Inn and Whittier
in The Tent on the Beach use similar devices
for a story. These students should be able to
detect use of satire and write concerning it.
Some may do research on medicine in Medie-
val Period, writing on Chaucer's physician.
This group should be required to read addi-
tional Tales. The following list is recommend-
ed :

The Knight's Tale: "Palamon and Arcite"
The Man. of Law's Tale: "Constance"
The Clerk's Tale: "Patient Griselda"
The Squire's Tale: "The Brazen Horse"
The Pardoner's Tale: "Three Revelers and

Death"

In addition, these advanced students should
read T. S. Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral and
write papers on topics such as the following:
"Show that Murder in the Cathedral is more_
than the re-creation of a historical scene ; it is
an account that challenges the whole religious
conception of martyrdom. It the martyr a pas-
sive victim, and is martyrdom thus an accident,
to be fully accounted for in historical terms?
Or, if the martyr is not passive, but actively
wills his death, is Brito not right in his charge
that Thomas has really committed suicide?"

Advanced students may do additional re-
search on the history of the English language,
concentrating on the Medieval Period.



THE ELIZABETHAN AGE
With an enthusiastic teacher, students are

quick to sense that the Elizabethan. Age is
one of the most colorful and productive in
English literature. The element of time is
usually easy for students to clarify if their at-
tention is directed to the closing years of the
period when colonization was beginning in our
own country.- As the discussion proceeds, they
will recognize that writers like Sir Walter
Raleigh were also men =whom we connect with
the early colonization of our own country. This
is perhaps an appropriate time to point out,
again, the difference in the age of the two
countries (England and America) and, there-
fore, the difference in amount of literature
produced.

.

Historical background of this period is in-
teresting, since it includes topics such as the
Tudor rulers, the beginning of the Church of
England, the Reformation, the Renaissance, in-
teresting geographical discoveries, and effects
of printing; stress, however, should be placed
upon reasons why this is one of the greatest
periods- in English literature. In pointing out
these reasons, students should discuss the liter-
ary forms that came to the forefront during
this period: the sonnet (Shakespeare's partic-
ularly), blank verse (Shakespeare's plays, for
example), the Spenserian stanza (Spenser's
Faerie Queene), and pastoral poetry (The
Shepherd's Calendar). Some teachers may in-
clude the masque and the madrigal. Since this
is the age of Marlowe, Jonson, and Shakes-
peare, surely discussions will center around
this period -as the "Age of Drama." This is
appropriate time, then, for. pupils to review
early history of drama, bringing this history
to the time of the Shakespearean theater.

There are many good. selections in this peri-
od from which to choose. Nearly all teachers
will use Macbeth, sonnets by Shakespeare and
Spenser, lyric poetry by Ben Jonson, and essays
by Bacon. Some attention may be given to parts
of The Faerie Queene to show characteristics
of the Spenserian stanza as well as the appeal
to the- senses, moralization, and the allegorical
element. Other teachers may include the com-
panion poems "The Passionate Shepherd to
His Love" and "The Nymph's Reply to the
Shepherd," showing the idealism of the Eliza-.
bethan and, yet, the practicality possessed by
some.

In teaching Spenser's and Shakespeare's
sonnets some attention should be given to the
history of the sonnet, the popularity of the love
sonnet, the sonnet sequence, differences be-
tween Italian (Petrarchan) and Elizabethan
(Shakespearean). Students may write an essay
question on a test discussing Shakespeare's at-
tiLude toward love as shown in his sonnetl.
(Sonnets in text may be used.) They should
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be able to quote specific lines from the son-
nets in writing =this discussion. Some students
enjoy practice in writing sonnets of their own.

From Jonson's lyrics, teachers may choose
"The Noble Nature" and "To the Memory of
M,y Beloved Master, William Shakespeare."
Students will be able to give specific examples
of persons who lived short lives but contributed
much. Interpretations of this poem will vary
with students. These different interpretations
will bring about more interesting discussions.
It is well to have students memorize the whole
or parts of "The Noble Nature," the number
of lines depending on capabilities of the indi-
viduals.

In studying "To- the Memory of My Beloved
Master, William Shakespeare," students have
an opportunity to focus attention on style, re-
cognizing elaborate figures of speech ("Soul
of the Age," "Sweet Swan of Avon," `Thou
Star of Poets")'they notice the use of =the
closed couplet; the line "For a good poet's
made, as well as born" stimulates a live discus-
sion concerning the relative importance of
talent and training. Another reason for careful
study of this poem is that teachers will find it
useful for reference when studying certain
selections later in the course. Students may
develop a theme on "Jonson's Evaluation of
Shakespeare."

Turning to prose, students should examine
very carefully at least one or two of Bacon's
essays and should note style as well = s content
material. -The- teacher should impress the stu-
dents with the importance of observing this
early prose style in order to watch the develop-
ment of prose writing throughout- the course,
especially that found in essays. Later they will
compare, for example, Dryden's, Addison's,
Stevenson's, or Priesttey's essays with this early
form of Bacon's. They should observe the lack
of paragraphs in "Of Studies" but discover
evidence of intellectual power and a freshness
of style. Students may try writing their own
essays in Bacon's style, using direct, concrete
sentences, one after another, without partic-
ular attention to paragraphing or transitions.
Teachers may consider, with the pupils, the
beautiful language of the King James Version
of the Bible and its influence upon English
literature, directing their attention to the dif-
ferent types of literature included in the Bible.

Most time will be allotted, no dobt, to t
study of Macbeth. This play is often-a, te
selection of all- pupils, even the slowest. In
teaching the Shakespearean play, there is am-
ple opportunity for oral expression. Pupils
may do library reports on topics such as
Shakespeare's life, Shakespeare's theater, con-
ditions in Scotland and England during the
eleventh century, and belief in witches and
other superstitions of the time. Knowledge



gained through this Shakespearean unit will
make- students more interested in the Shakes-
pearean Festival conducted in Memphis during
the spring. Much of the reading of Macbeth
should be done in class by the teacher or by
the students. The level of the particular group
will determine whether teacher or students
do the reading. While most of this reading is
done in class, students may read other Shake-
spearean plays outside class, the slower stu-
dents reading the simpler ones and the advanced
students reading the more complicated ones.
All students should enjoy the story in Macbeth.
All students should be required to do some
memory work, the amount depending upon the
ability of the individual students. Teachers
should emphasize Shakespeare's vocabulary,
his unusual talent for unusual expression, and
his understanding of human nature. Explana-
tions of exciting force, rising action, climax,
falling action, moment of final suspense, and
catastrophe are given in Teacher's Manual for
Adventures, wjth a diagram included, pages
85-87.

There is ample opportunity for writing com-
positions, either in the form of answering es-
say-type questions or in writing on assigned
topics. These topics may be concerned with
development of character or character deteri-
oration, interpretation of famous lines, part
played by the witches, plot development, and
other subjects.

BASIC LEVEL

Students in the basic group are capable of
enjoying Macbeth provided the teacher makes
a special effort. The teacher must read the play
to the class and explain sufficiently for the
students to enjoy the story. Much of the essen-
tial background material may be supplied by
the teacher. Some of these slower students may
be interested in art or shop courses. The teacher
should make use of this talent in having these
istudents arrange attractive and interesting
bulletin boards. Some will enjoy making model
Shakespearean theaters. They may develop
oral and written compositions = on topics such
as "The Most Exciting Incident" or "The- King-
becoming Graces" (enumerated by Malcolm).
They may discuss, in- a simple way, "Macbeth's
Downfall."

STANDARD LEVEL
The discussion above (with the exception

of "Basic") applies, for the most part, to the
standard group. They should be required to
do a thorough study, showing some maturity
in both oral and written discussions. They
should be analytical in their discussions of test
questions such as this: "Trace the deterioration
of Macbeth's- character. Avoid being too gen-
eral in your discussion. Be able to quote, or re-
fer to, specific lines to back your ideas." An-
other question may be "Trace Shakespeare's
use of the supernatural elements in Macbeth."

ADVANCED LEVEL

In the study of Macbeth students in the ad-
vanced group may develop topics similar to
those for the standard group, but the teacher
must expect and require sounder reasoning and
more technical discussions. They may consider,
for example, devices Shakespeare uses to hold
the interest of the audience, to prevent monot-
ony, or to offer relief. They may study De
Quincey's essay "On the Knocking at the Gate"
(not in text) and giv4 an analysis on it.

These advanced students should be required
to study Hamlet outside class and answer essay-
type questions on it. The teacher may offer sug-
gestions to guide them in the studyquestions
such as these: Is = Hamlet consistent? Are his
actions properly motivated? Was the ghost
at -fault in setting Hamlet a task that could
do no possible good? What could be done that
would make any difference? 'Would a dagger
through Claudius' ribs restore Hamlet's shat-
tered universe?Would it restore his earlier
idealized image of his mother? In a written
composition, these students may attempt to
show that this is a tragedy of moral sensitivity
in a wicked world, the tragedy of the idealist
come suddenly face to face with reality. Addi-
tional Shakespearean plays should be read by
these advanced students.

In their study of the sonnet, in addition to
suggestions already given, the advanced stu-
dents may= have= this assignment: "Examine
Spenser's Sonnet 37 and Shakespeare's Sonnet
116. Give the rhyme scheme of each; give the
theme of each; give the chief idea brought out
in each quatrain of Spenser's and of Shakes-
peare's; discuss the tone of each. Now, exa-
mine the Petrarchan- form used by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, page 491. Give the rhyme-
scheme of this Italian type. Notice differences
from that of the= Shakespearean type. Give the
theme of this sonnet; give the chief ideas; dis-
cuss the tone. Which of these love sonnets do
you think the most impressive? Why?" From
this analysis, students should be able to draw
conclusions concerning differences between the
Italian and Elizabethan types as well as dif-
ferences in the style of the three poets involved.

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
For class study of seventeenth-century litera-

ture, the teacher will probably choose a few
Cavalier lyrics; John Donne's sonnet "Death Be
Not Proud"; Milton's companion poems, "L'
Allegro" and "Il Penseroso", some of Milton's
sonnets; an excerpt from Book I of Paradise
Lost; one or two selections by John Bunyan;
an excerpt from Pepys' Diary; and selections
by John Dryden.

It is almost impossible to teach literature
of this period without some discussion of the
historical backgrcund,'since much of the litera-
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ture grew out of certain conditions of the pe-
riod. A student, for example, cannot fully ap-
preciate and understand Milton if he does
not understand that the poet was vitally inter-
ested in the struggle between the King and
Parliament and used his pen to defend the
Commonwealth, as well as to produce what is
considered the greatest epic poem in literature.
A student is more sympathetic with Bunyan's
views as expressed in his Pilgrim's Progress if
he understands the conditions under which the
book was written. Some attention, therefore,
should be given to the Civil War, the Common-
wealth, the Restoration, Cavaliers and Round-
heads, the Puritans, Glorious Revolution, the
Plague of 1665, and the Great Fire of London
in 1666. Students should be aware that the
religious force of the Puritans produced litera-
ture of profound feeling from a simple, un-
learned man -like John Bunyan or a greatly
learned poet like John Milton.

Students should have little trouble in catch-
ing the spirit of the Cavalier lyricists: they
were gay, gallant, graceful. in love, fearful in
the field, and sometimes satirical and mocking.
Even the slow students will be amused at the
flippant attitude in "Shall I, Wasting in De-
spair," "The Constant Lover," or "Song from
Aglaura." Students observe, however, a change
in attitude when they read "To Althea, from
Prison" or "To Lucasta, Going to the Wars."

In turning froth the light-hearted to the se-
rious, students may study- Donne'r "Death Be
Not Proud." Again, they will obse, e character-
istics of the Italian sonnet. Even though this is
a death- poem- and students tend to avoid dis-
cussing this subject, -most students -seem inter-
ested in Donne's attitude as shown in this
sonnet. It is a rather consoling conception of
death. Some students will recall Shakespeare's
lines concerning sleep and death in Macbeth
(immediately after the murder of Duncan)
and may compare them with certain lines in
this sonnet. Other comparisons may be made,
using any number of death poems in the text
or outside the text ("Thanatopsis" in American
literature, Tennyson's "Crossing the Bar,"
Browning's "Prospice," Hardy's "Afterward,"
or Kipling's "L' envoi") .

The teacher may use excerpts for the study
of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress; however, some
students will read the whole work. The selec-
tion from the text may be used; another inter-
esting excerpt may be found in Long's English
Literature which is found =in many school li-
braries. Students are more interested in Pil-
grim's Progress if they understand- the religious
problem= connected with the imprisonment of
Bunyan and his writing- this work. They seem
more appreciative when they understand that
he was spokesman for the uneducated class of
people. They can understand the popularity
of the work when they realize that it was one
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of the first book- length- selections, the =novel
having to wait until later for full development.
Students- -may compare Bunyan's use of alle-
gory in Pilgrim's Progess with that of Spenser
in The Faerie Queene.

Turning to Milton's companion poems, "L'
Allegro" and II Penseroso," the teacher may be
able to obtain surprising results if he deviates
from the usual procedures and asks the stu-
dents to outline these two poems in parallel
columns. This may be the only time during
the year that the teacher assigns outlining of
a poem. The slow students may do a very sim-
ple, brief outline with the teacher's help, but
the more advanced students should be cap:A.1)1e
of doing a very detailed outline. When these"
outlines are placed side by side, students are
astonished; some become= aware, for the first
time, of the artistic talent that may go into the
writing of poetry. These outlines will show
clearly that the poems are largely parallel in
arrangement and are, yet, a contrast, the one
representing the gay, lively mood; the other,
the pensive, reflective, turn of mind. This pro-
cess of outlining affords an opportunity -to
study Milton's excellent word choice. Students
read that Milton was the most learned of all
English writers, and in outlining these poems,
most of them are- convinced that he was truly
a brilliant poet. This study offers opportunity,
also, to do some research in mythology.

In teaching some of Milton's sonnets, the
teacher may follow suggestions already given
for sonnet study. Many students may memorize
"On His Blindness." In studying the short poem
"On Shakespeare," a comparison may be made
with Jonson's poem on Shakespeare.

By the time students become involved in the
selection from Paradise Lost, they are con-
vinced that Milton, unlike Bunyan, does not
appeal to the uneducated people. They may
recognize that one difficulty in interpretation
is the word order, which often follows that of
the Latin, showing the influence of the classi-
cal epics. Some attention should- be given to
contrasting= this literary epic with the folk epic
Beowulf. In this -poem students recognize the
grand style of the old epics, although the poet,
in the lines, shows that he is attempting to
write on a theme higher than Greek poetry
had attempted. Students should study Milton's
magnificent language, the musical quality of
his verse, the great imaginative force enabling
him to transport us to spacious realms outside
our own world, and his amazing portrayal of
Satan as a truly great fallen angel. They should
understand,- however, that this poem is con-
cerned with the fall of man. In other selections
they have studied, they may be able to point
to characters who possess some of Satan's
characteristics, leading also to their downfall.



Since Pepys' Diary is considered the most
famous diary in world literature,= some atten-
tion should be given to it, with stress put upon
customs and happenings of the time and the
personal, chatty style that makes it interesting
reading material. Students may be interested in
making diary entries of their own, using Pepys'
Diary as a model.

Since all teachers recognize the importance
of good prose writing by students, the teacher
should surely stress characteristics of prose
as Dryden taught the Englishmen: clarity, sim-
plicity, order, and gracecharacteristics for
which each student = should strive in his own
writing. The students may list all transitional
words and phrases that Dryden uses in "An
Essay on Dramatic Poesy." This listing makes
them conscious of the importance of the tran-
sitional elements in writing =a coherent essay.

. They may compare this essay with one = of
Bacon's essays. There will be, no doubt, discus-
sions on Dryden's criticisms of Shakespeare
and Jonson. These discussions will furnish an
opportunity to determine characteristics of
good literary criticisms.

Students are taught that the couplet becomes
closed in Dryden's poetry and that he is some-
times referred to as the master of sound sense.
From time to time during the year, students
will study poems, in addition to= Dryden's
"Alexander's Feast," that will also show the
effect of music on specific persons. They en-
joy_ comparing this effect with that of- Timo-
theus' music on Alexander the Great. Noyes'
"The Barrel Organ" ! may be used in this man-
ner- or, perhaps, Browning's "Song from Pippa
Passes."

BASIC LEVEL

Many of the objectives and procedures dis-
cussed above can be carried out with the
basic group if directions and methods- are sim-
ple. As was mentioned above, the outlines of
Milton's companion poems- may be simpler
and not so detailed as =those of the more ma-
ture students. The teacher may, after the stu-
dents have completed their outlines, put on the
board more detailed outlines so that they may
get a clearer conception than their own brief
outlines give. These students of the basic group
may be held responsible for the obvious ideas
brought out in selections by Milton, Dryden,
and the other authors, as well as for the simple
devices used in the poetry and prose. They may,
for example, write a short theme describing
Satan or Hell according to the conception they
get from Paradise Lost, or they may discuss
the London Fire according to the ideas they
have obtained from Pepys.

STANDARD LEVEL
Any or all suggestions given above may be

applied to the standard group. Their outlines
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of Milton's poems should be detai ed, the cor-
rect outline form required, and logical con-
clusions reached. They may compare Satan with
Macbeth or with a character in some other
work they have read. They may criticize
Dryden's evaluation of Shakespeare and Jon-
son.

ADVANCED LEVEL

Any assignment given the advanced group
should be promptly and efficiently carried out.
From the study of the Paradise Lost selection,
students may develop an oral or written com-
position based on this statement: "The moral
downfall of a potentially fine and noble being
is a greater tragedy than that of a weakling
or a degenerate." A detailed comparison of the
effect of music in "The Barrel Organ" with
that of "Alexander's Feast" may be made.
These students_ should do additional research
and study in order to have a more thorough
knowledge of the period as well as practice
in development of topics that will challenge
them. They may read further concerning the
metaphysical- poets. Some may read all of
Paradise Lost with further study of the epic.
Students interested in music may do research
for a report on the development of music in
England in the seventeenth century. A student
may read Milton's Areopagitica and compare
the style with that of Dryden's "An Essay on
Dramatic Poesy." Another may read- Milton's
"Lycidas," considered one of the three most
famous elegies in English literature, and pre-
pare an analysis of it.

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Students will have a clearer conception of

the time element if they connect this period
with the American Revolution and the Declara-
tion of Independence. Since it is wise to make
the student conscious of world literature, some
literary events which may be discussed are
these : Franklin's Paor Richard's Almanac,
Voltaire's Candide, Paine's Rights of Man, and
the founding of the London Times. Although
almost every kind of writing was done during
this period, satire was the weapon used by
many critics of etiquette, fashion, education,
government, and religion; therefore, the
teacher should strive for an understanding by
the student of satirical poetry and prose. For
this understanding, the student must recognize
the various levels of satire from light, imper-
sonal mockery to cruel ridicule. This recogni-
tion requires mature reading skill, which some
student, and perhaps a great many, will not
possess.

Since this period is sometimes referred to as
"the Age of Classicism," perhaps there should
be an understanding of the meaning of the
word classicism as compared with romanticism,
as well as an understanding of some of the
characteristics of classical literature: emphasis



on artificial effects rather than nature and on
man as a member of society rather than as an
individual; emphasis on social position rather
than feelings; imitation and ornateness rather
than originality.

Teachers may guide the students in observing
a change in attitude and emphasis that occurs
during this period. During the first half of the
period attention Is centered in clubs, coffee
houses, assembly halls, and drawing rooms,
which the rich built for their own pleasure.
This life we see in a satirical manner in Pope's
"Rape of -the Lock." Toward the end of the
period English people were becoming aware
that many ideas were wrong and should be
changed. In literature there were new tones
of tenderness and sentiment. Warm emotion
began to replace the earlier laughing wit.
These changed attitudes are seen in `.`Elegy
Written in a Country Churchyard," "Deserted
Village," auk; "Cotter's Saturday Night."

Some teachers, to show characteristics of the
earlier group of writers, may prefer to begin
with Pope's "Rape of the Lock," which is-com-
posed of couplets that march like a military
parade. The teacher should- call attention to
the closed couplet. Students may recall that the
heroic couplet was used by Chaucer, and even
Shakespeare would often finish a scene with
one closed- couplet. Students, of course, soon
observe that this poem is a "mock epic." They
may contrast the intentions of the writer of this
poem with those of the author of the folk epic
Beowulf or with those of Milton in writing
Paradise Lost. Again, some attention should be
given to characteristics of the classical epics.
The students may enjoy writing modern. coup-
lets, sometimes in a mock heroic manner, of
corridor rush or athletic contests. Students
should be able to explain specific examples
of satire, the depth of- these explanations de-
pending upon the capabilities of the students.
At the same time, they may enjoy pointing
out choice bits-of humor:

But this -bold lord with manly strength
endued,

She with one finger and a thumb subdued:
Just where the breath-of life his nostrils

drew,
A charge of snuff the wily virgin threw."

Some students will- be more interested in
Pope as a didactic poet than as a satirical one.
They should memorize some of Pope's most
famous quotable lines.

Instead of beginning this period with a
study of "Rape of the Lock," some teachers
prefer using Swift's Gulliver's Travels. By this
time many of the students have already read
Gulliver's Travels. They read it, no doubt, for
the fairy-tale adventure in the four unusual
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countries. -Many are surprised to know that it
is really a book for adults. The slow students
are 'able to get little of the satirical meaning by
themselves; the advanced students may plunge
into the satirical study with more enthusiasm.
With the teacher's help, all students may re-
cognize the characteristics that make- Swift
an unusually good prose writer.

Turning to the journalists, the teacher may
use selections by Defoe, Addison, and Steele.
Students should be aware that certain types of
literature arise when there is a need for them.
During this period, when writers became con-
scious of a- reading public and they recognized
the use of their pens to bring about certain
.changes, the periodicals .came into being. In
the beginning, students will think of Defoe
as the author of Robinson- Crusoe rather than
as the first important English journalist. The
teacher must be sure that the students recog-
nize, as Defoe's distinctive characteristic, his
ability to make fiction seem fact. This quality
they discover in both Robinson Crusoe and-The
Journal of the Plague Year. At =this point, the
teacher may ask, "Which writer, Defoe,- in
Robinson Crusoe, or Swift, in Gulliver's_ Trav-
els, had the more difficult task in making the
work realistic?" The teacher should require
sound reasoningin an assignment of this tyPe.

To continue with the journalists, students
recognize that selections by= Addison and Steele
offer practical advice with a lively humor.
While some writers expressed spite, bad _man-
.ners,-and brutality, Addison and Steele taught
geniality and courtesy. Since some authorities
consider Addison an excellent prose writer, stu-
dents. should- Make a detailed analysis- of at
least one essay of Addison's. They should keep
in mind the definition of an essay and the char-
acteristics of both the personal and impersonal
essay. If they analyze "Party Feeling," they
will see mood and tone (secret of the personal
essay) and, also, well-constructed argument
(secret of the impersonal essay). "Party Feel-
ing" illustrates both secrets. At this point, the
teacher may ask, "Which style do you prefer,
Addison's or Bacon's? Why?"

The teacher may remind students that a col-
lection of all the Sir Roger essays forms a
running narrative, which may be considered
the predecessor of the novel.

There is no limit to the time that may be
spent in studying Boswell and Johnson, just as
there is no limit to the time a class may spend
studying Shakespeare or any other famous
writer. Some teachers will =feel that little time
should be devoted to these two men. Others
will be quite enthusiastic and will allow more
time for them. Whether the time allotted is
short or long, the students are always interest-
ed in Johnson as an unusual personality and in



Boswell as the writer of perhaps the most fa-
mous biography in the English language. In-
terest will surely be aroused if the teacher can
secure a copy of the magazine Wisdom (First
Anniversary Edition, January, 1957) and show
the class sketches of Johnson with various fa-
cial expressions, one showing him ravenously
and unconsciously eating his food. The teacher
can also arouse interest by telling a few hu-
morous anecdotes concerning Johnson's house-
hold: the old partially-blind housekeeper who
would stick her thumb in the visitors' teacups
to see if they needed refilling; Johnson's un-
consciously pulling off the shoe of the woman
next to him at the dinner table; his many
superstitions an some of his humorous defini-
tions. Before leaving these two men, students
should give attention to why Boswell's bio-
graphy of Johnson is a famous work, noting
that it is made up largely of conversations
that took place between Johnson and other -fa-
mous writers, actors, painters, and historians of
the time. Interest is stimulated by a colorful
picture from Nescafe Coffee Company, show-
ing the interior of a coffee house with Samuel
Johnson the center of attention, while Boswell,
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Addison, Steele, Gold-
smith, and others are_listening to Johnson ex-
pound. A key, identifying each person, accom-
panies the picture.- The students may compare
Boswell's biography with twentieth century
biographies, such as Strachey's Queen Victoria,
as to style and devices used.

The last group of writers in this period in-
cludes Goldsmith, Gray, Blake, and Burns, all
of whom may be considered forerunners of the
Romantic Period; therefore, if the teacher pre-
fers, he may stop at this point for mid-term
examinations, or if time perillits, he may con-
tinue to the end of the eighteenth _century.
Goldsmith's "Deserted Village," Gr a s
"Elegy," and Burns' "The Cotter's Saturday
Night" may be referred to as the peasant
poemsthe first, Irish; the second, English ;
and the third, Scottish. Students should ob-
serve- that even though these pdems possess
some characteristics of the earlier poet Pope,
they also show =new attitudes, with a concern
for a peasant class common to all. The new
idea of "brotherhood of man," perhaps the
first clear note of democracy, is expressed in
Burns' "A Man's A -Man For A' That." Students
will notice in Blake's "The Little Black Boy"
that one of the most= difficult problems of the
Modern Age evidently was recognized by this
poet in the eighteenth- century. The same prob-
lem expressed at the end of Burns' "To a
Mouse" they will recognize later in Shelley's
beautiful poem "To a Skylark" (man's concern
with looking backward as well as forward,
while the little animals do not have this worry).
They should observe Burns' patriotic attitude,
showing his love of Scotland and Scottish
people, that accounts perhaps for their pride
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today in directing tourists to places with which
Burns was connected when he lived. These last
poems contain lines that students should
memorize.

BASIC LEVEL

It is perhaps unwise to stress, with this basic
group, the satirical element in Pope's and
Swift's writing. They enjoy, what seems to
them, humorous lines in "Rape of the Lock"
and the story element in Gulliver's Travels.
The teacher may accomplish more in teaching
the simplest concept of satire if he uses "The
Coquette's Heart" with this group. They have
their own ideas concerning a flirt and are
usually interested in Addison's humorous sat-
ire. With Pope, perhaps more can be accom-
plished by interpretations. discussions, and
memorization of some of his famous quotations.
They should have some practice in essay writ-
ing in connection with the study of Addison
and Steele. They may try the topic "A Fresh-
man's Head." These pupils may do an oral or
written report -in connection with The Journal
of the Plague Year, based on differences in the
way the plague was handled when Defoe was
a young child and the way certain epidemics
are handled today.. They may develop an oral
or written composition, `Peculiarities of Sam-
uel Johnson." With the teacher's help, they
should be able to get the main ideas from the
poems by Goldsmith, Gray, Burns, and Blake
and recognize differences between these poems
and those of the earlier part of the century.

STANDARD LEVEL

Any of the suggestions given in the discus-
sion of the eighteenth century may be used
with the standard group.= One of their oral or
written assignments may be to examine a cur-
rent newspaper account of an important event,
comparing it with a paragraph or two from
The Journal of the Plague Year, thus making
an estimate of Defoe as a reporter. They may
attempt to write satirical prose or poetry, both
serious and humorous. They should certainly
practice essay writing during this period. In
addition to writing their own- essays, they may
make a comparison of one of Addison's- essays
with one of Bacon's; or Dryden's, thus learning
more about the development of the essay.

Some students enjoy doing library reports
(oral or written) on famous persons who were
acquaintances of Samuel Johnson : David Gar-
rick (the great Shakespearean actor and for-
mer pupil of Johnson's), Sir Joshua Reynolds
(the famous painter), or almost any other fa-
mous person of the time, since most of them
were acquainted with Samuel Johnson.

Students may develop compositions from the
following assignments: `Which writer gives the
best picture of peasant life, Goldsmith, Gray,



or Burns? Defend your answer." Others may
develop a theme from this question: "Explain
what characteristics Burns' poems possess
which account for the love of the Scottish peo-
ple for the poet. Refer to specific subject mat-
ter, ideas, and lines in your discussion."

ADVANCED LEVEL

The advanced students are, perhaps, the
only ones who can actually make a study of
selections such as "Rape of the Lock" and
Gulliver's Travels from the satirical point of
view, and some of these students will, no doubt,
have difficulty. These selections, along with
supplementary selections, should, however,
present a challenge to these superior students.
Supplementary materials may include Swift's
A Modest Proposal, about the famine in Ire-
land, or his Tale of a Tub, about religious sects.
They should, perhaps, read Gulliver's Travels
in its entirety. They may attempt to write sat-
ires on the speed mania, school politics, public
manners, or some other topic that interests
them.

Some of these students may do research on
the idea of patronship. Johnson's letter to
Chesterfield (in text) will stimulate an inter-
est in =the system of patronship. Other students
may read and give a review of Boswell's (and
Johnson's) Tour to the Hebrides. If the teacher
has a copy of JOhnson's Dictionary, students
will enjoy an examination -of it. Smile students
may make a rather detailed study of the Dic-
tionary, comparing content and style with = a
modern dictionary. These superior students
should be able to develop interesting composi-
tions on this question : "Samuel Johnson once
advised students of English to give their days
and nights to reading Addison. Do you agree?
Defend your answer.'

These students have opportunity to develop
interesting discussions and compositions from
their study of Goldsmith's, Gray's, Blake's, and
Burns' poems. The short poem "The Tiger"
may be analyzed -by students to show symbol-
ism (tiger and lamb), use of the question meth-
od ("Did he smile his work to- see?"), figures
of speech ("When the stars threw down their
spears"), and intensity and beauty of language.

Some may enjoy using certain stanzas and
ideas from Gray's "Elegy" ("The paths of
glory lead but to the grave") to compare them
with Bryant's ideas on death as expressed in
"Thanatopsis" or Donne's "Death Be Not
Proud." Others may analyze or evaluate Gray's
epitaph in the "Elegy," with this question in
mind: "Does Gray appreciate, in his own life,
the basic values, or is he putting stress on the
wrong values? Defend your answer."

These superior students should study each of
these poems in a more technical manner than
do the other students. They should examine
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the stanza forms,. recognizing in "The Cotter's
Saturday Night," for example, the Spenserian
form. They may notice poetic devices of all
kinds. The alert students may observe that
Burns deviates from the use of the dialect when
he is sermonizing or philosophizing. They
should show that Goldsmith -in "The Deserted
Village," Gray in the "Elegy," and Burns in
"The Cotter's Saturday Night" are stressing,
to a great degree, the same idealove =and
concern flr the peasant class of people:

"Long may thy hardy sons of rustic toil
Be blest with health, and peace, and sweet

content!"

They should be able to point to specific
lines or stanzas to show that the three poems
contain parallel thought.

The following question may challenge supe-
rior students to develop interesting papers:
"Show that Goldsmith and Gray were the dawn
of a new day, while Blake and Burns were the
sunrise." Another challenge may come from
this "Burns' poetic creed may be summed up
in one of his own stanzas-- .

`Give me ae spark o' Nature's fire,
That's a' the learning I desire;
Then, though I trudge thro' dub and mire

At pleugh and cart,
My Muse, though hamely in attire,

May touch the heart.'

Show, by using some of the selections we
have studied, that Burns' Muse is homely in
attire but does touch the heart."

THE ENGLISH NOVEL

Although the novel came about through a
gradual development, the eighteenth century
is usually given as the time of its birth; there-
fore, some teachers may prefer to review its
history at this time or, perhaps, have students
study a novel or novels. The novel is not a new
type of literature to students in the twelfth
grade. For several years they have read novels
and have had class studies of novels. Even
though the teacher may not wish to have stu-
dents study any particular novel at this time,
perhaps this is the most appropriate time to
consider the development of the novel.

First of all, the teacher may ask the students
to enumerate a few of the best novels they have
ever read. He may then ask a student why he
considers a certain novel one of the best he has
read. The discussion leads, then, to character-
istics of a good novel or to these questions:
What is a novel? What= is the difference be-
tween a novel and other types of literature
(epic, drama, romances, short story) ? Next,
the teacher may ask the students to recall
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selections already studied that may be con-
sidered forerunners of the novel. Through this
discussion, they learn that before the last two
hundred years, even before books were avail-
able, poets recited long talesepics like The
Odyssey in Greece or Beowulf in England. Stu-
dents, in this discussion, will perhaps mention
the following as forerunners of the novel:
The Canterbury Tales (usually considered,
however, the ancestor of the short story) ;
Morte d' Arthur (prose romance) ; Gulliver's
Travels (a fantasy) ; and Robinson Crusoe (the
adventure story). They should observe that
all these selections have .one element in com-
mon : they twist experiences of the actual
world or exaggerate to prove a point or hold
interest. On the contrary, the realistic novel
deals with the world as it is; however, they
may, at this point, recall novels in which there
is an escape from reality.

Teacher and students may recall that period-
icals sprang up during the eighteenth century
because there was a need for them. Why, then,
did the novel spring into full flower during
this= same period? Answers will probably in-
clude these ideas: improvement- of printing
press, which- resulted in- the printing of more
books; spread of education to more people;
access to more money; minds that were curious
and inquisitive; and a demand for stories
about people like themselves (the middle
class). Thus, Richardson in 1740 wrote Pamela
often called "the first English novel". This was
followed- by Clarissa Harlowe and Sir Charles
Grandison. In response to Richardson's Pamela,
Fielding wrote Joseph Andrews, followed later
by Tom Jones (many, no doubt, have seen the
movie) and by Sterne's The Life and Opinions
of Tristam Shanty.

The teacher may be the judge as to how far
to trace this development at this time. He
may suggest that they look forward to the nov-
elists and novels listed under "Milestones of
the English Novel." He should suggest, further,
an attempt be made to read novels (not pre-
viously read) from this list.

Some teachers may prefer class study of a
certain novel, such as A Tale of Two Cities;
others= may prefer, particularly with advanced
groups, having individuals give rather detailed
analyses and evaluations of specific novels.
A group of students may select a certain nov-
elistHardy, for example. One student may
discuss events of Hardy's life that affected his
writing; another may give a critical review of
The Return of the Native; a second, The Mayor
of Casterbridge; a third, Tess of the D'Urbe-
vales ; a fourth may select Hardy poems and
short stories to discuss.
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BASIC LEVEL

The students in the basic group should read
novels simple enough for them to understand
and enjoy. These may include Robinson Crusoe,
Treasure Island, and Kim: They may share nov-
els they have read with the class to increase
their classmates' understanding of great novels
and novelists. The teacher and the librarian
may guide these students in their selections.
They may write reports concerning the most
exciting incident or giving a simple explana-
tion of plot development, with a simple evalua-
tion of the book. These slower pupils should
be able to arrange attractive bulletin boards
to create interest in the novel.

STANDARD LEVEL

The students in the standard group should
check systematically-the "Recommended Read-
ing List," particularly titles with stars by them,
and attempt to read a large number of these
novels. Their reports should be of a more ma-
ture nature, than those of the basic group,
perhaps including some questions from this list:

1. State the theme. (Example Thomas
Hardy stresses the helplessness of man in
the hands of an unkind fate.)

2. What is the basic conflict?
3. How does this conflict express the theme?
4. Is the conflict logical?
5. What is the climax?
6. How are the characters connected with

the plot, setting, theme?
7. Is there a change in characters?
8. Is this change logical?
9. Does the setting actually contribute to

the actions and complications?
10. Does it provoke certain feelings within the

reader?
11. Give other impressions (style, satire,

irony, pathos, symbolism, tone, choice of
words).

12. Within limits of length has the writer ac-
complished his purpose? (Could the ef-
fect have been better achieved by the
extension or contraction of the length?)

ADVANCED LEVEL
.Critical reviews showing thoughtful, logical

reasoning and a detailed discussion should be
required of these students. In addition to fol-
lowing the "Recommended Reading List," they
should continually check the list recommended
for the Advariced Placement and attempt to
follow these recommendations. Besides panel
discussions of English novels or individual re-



views, these students may include comparisons
with novels written by novelists from other
countries. They may, for example, compare
Hardy's Tess of the D' Urbervilles with Flau-
bert's Madame Bovary (both deal with adul-
tery and the resulting tragedy). Another topic
which may challenge the advanced student is
this: "Consider novels that you have read with-
in the last few months. Which character pre-
sented to you the most interesting, thought-pro-
voking study? Explain."

Other suggestions for the study of fiction
are included in the Modern Period.

THE ROMANTIC PERIOD

Like the Elizabethan Period, the Romantic
Period is one of the most fascinating, colorful
periods in English literature. Since the twentieth
-century breaks away into rambling, free verse,
this nineteenth century is actually the best
time to study verse forms and poetic devices.
There is certainly a wide variety, both as to
subject matter and form, from which to choose
(beautiful- sonnets, odes, other lyrics, and
narrative poems). Teachers may have a tend-
ency to feel that boys do not like this period
because of stress put -on poetry, but they should
not be apologetic. Rather they should put forth
a special-effort to see that all students enjoy
and appreciate these poems, some of the great-
est iri literature. At the end of the Romantic
Period, when a big athlete says to -the teacher,
"This is the best period yet," she will feel
fully repaid for her efforts (and this sometimes
happens).

In beginning a study of this period, the
teacher may, again, bring the students close
to home by having them recall their study of
writers such as Emerson and Thoreau in Amer-
ican literature, with the interest in nature and
the belief in transcendentalism. The teacher
may suggest that the students in studying these
Romantic poets keep in mind this transcen-
dentalist attitude and remember, also, that
Emerson and W_ ordsworth were- friends, Emer-
son being one of Wordsworth's visitors. Stu-
dents will be alert, then, in observing some
similarities between the two poets.

At the beginning of their study of the
eighteenth century, the students no doubt
discussed the words classicism and romanti-
cism. There may be a review of the meanings
of these words at this time. The teacher may
call attention to the qualities or characteristics
of the Romantic Period; giving a brief resume
of what students should look for and reminding
them that by the time they have studied the
entire -period, they should be able to discuss
intelligently each of these qualities, giving
specific' examples to prove that the specific
quality is a characteristic of the Romantic
writers. In enumerating these qualities (a
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strong sense of the beauty of the world around
us, for example) the teacher, to stimulate stu-
dents, will mention interesting ideas concern-
ing specific works and writers.

Some of the students will be interested in the
writers themselves and will, as a result, read
their biographies. Many boys and girls are
fascinated with the handsome, restless, tempest
-tossed Lord Byron; or the very sensitive Shel-
ley, struggling against conventions of the so-
ciety of his day; or the brilliant, drug-addicted
Coleridge, who wrote few pages, but as one
writer .expressed it, those pages "should be
bound in gold"; or the tubercular Keats, the
apostle of beauty. Students observe, from the
dates under the names, that many of these
poets died at an early age. They are unusually
curious as to why this happened.

Turning to Wordsworth, the teacher may ask
students to- keep in mind, as they study the
poems, these ideas: Why has Wordsworth been
called "nature's high priest"? (By the end of
the study of Wordsworth, they should be able
to develop an intelligent composition on this
topic, showing that nature was his moral teach-
er and that he sensed a divine spirit within all
forms of nature.) What evidence is there that
Wordsworth placed emphasis on the part
played by childhood in the total development
of -a person's life? Is there evidence that
Wordsworth attempted to write, as he said,
"In the very language of men"? Mention may
be made of his dose friendship with Coleridge
and their publication of the Lyrical Ballads,
which really marked the beginning of the
Romantic Period.

Teachers may choose specific poems from the
Wordsworth poems in the text or give some at-
tention to all, concentrating on certain ones.
They may use "Lines Written in Early Spring"
to show Wordsworth's extreme philosophy
toward nature:

"And 'tis my faith that every flower
Enjoys the air it breathes."

These lines will stimulate a controversial
discussion. The class may continue with

"The birds around me hopped and played,
Their thoughts I cannot measure;
But the least motion which they made
It seemed a thrill of pleasure."

They should observe, also, that Wordsworth
feels that nature is in tune ("a thousand blend-
ed notes"), with the exception of man, who
is out of tune:

"Have I not reason to lament
What man has made of man?"



Students are delighted with "The Tables
Turned," since parents and teachers insist con-
stantly that they study, whereas Wordsworth
says,

"Up ! up! my Friend, and quit your books;
Or surely you'll grow double."

The teacher may humorously remind stu-
dents that Wordsworth evidently could not
foresee students as they are today or, else, he
would have been more cautious. Some students,
particularly the gifted science students, will
take issue with the following idea and, as a
result, a lively discussion may follow :

"Sweet is the lore that Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect
Misshapes the beauteous forms of things
We murder to dissect.
Enough of Science and of Art;
Close up those barren leaves;
Come forth, and bring with you a heart
That watches and receives."

Attention to these lines may bring about an
opportunity for students to use methods of
persuasion and argument. Fifth and sixth stan-
zas are appropriate for memory work.

There are lines in- every Wordsworth poem
in the text that will stimulate interest-within
students if the lines are carefully chosen and
used. Students will be more interested in the
little poem "She Dwelt Among -the Untrodden
Ways" if they are aware that Wordsworth by
using an individual, Lucy, is doing what Gray
does in his Elegy by using the dead in- the
cemetery. Both are interested in the underpriv-
ileged. Some students memorize the second
stanza (violet by mossy stone), but they do not
always agree on the interpretation.

Wordsworth's sonnets are interesting to
many students. They should observe the Italian
type (like Milton's rather than Shakespeare's).
That Wordsworth, the nature poet, has chosen
the city London as his topic in "Composed Up-
on Westminster Bridge" arouses their curiosity;
they see, upon further study, that the calm,
still effect brought about- by Wordsworth's
choice of words and beautiful figures of speech
is what one would expect from a nature poet.

"London, 1802" may be used to point out
simliarities with Jonson's poem on Shakespeare
(Jonson"thou Star of poets"; Wordsworth
"Thy soul was like a Star") and to stimulate
discussion of Milton. The teacher may ask
students to interpret the last lines. He may also
ask if they agree that Milton traveled in
"cheerful godliness" and took upon himself
the "lowliest duties." Students have, then, a
brief review of Milton.
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Students may be stimulated to concentrate
on "The World is Too Much With Us" by a
question like this: If Wordsworth thought that
people of his day spent too much time getting
and spending, what do you suppose he would
think of us today?

"Nuns Fret Not" offers an excellent oppor-
tunity to stress and discuss two main ideas:
the actual process of writing a sonnet and the
effect of too much liberty on some people ;
young people, for example, are sometimes ac-
tually relieved by having to abide by restric-
tions.

A teacher may prefer to omit the shorter
poems, concentrating on "Lines Composed a
Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey" and 'Intima-
tions of Immortality." Students are usually
surprised to know that Wordsworth wrote the
"Tintern Abbey" poem at the age of twenty-
eight. They tend to feel that he was an old
man when he wrote it. In addition to poetic
devices, figures of speech, use of dignified
blank verse, and other elements that the teach-
er may point out, the student should- also un-
derstand that this poem is probably the best
for teaching Wordsworth's philosophy toward
nature. The beginning lines will stimulate dis-
cussion on the effects of travel or the- effects
of beautiful scenery on a person. At this pciint,
the teacher may read- parts of Wordsworth's
"I Wandered Lonely As a Cloud", showing at=
ter-effects of viewing- the daffodils. The dis-
cussion will continue through the effects of na-
ture on the child and then the adult. Students
will recall how certain elements of nature af-
fected them when they were children. The
summation of Wordsworth's philosophy, of
course, will come with "The guide, the guard-
ian Of my- heart, and soul of all my- -moral
being."

The teacher may use "My Heart Leaps Up"
for an introduction to "Intimations of Im-
mortality," pausing for interpretations of the
line "The child is father of the man." Pupils'
attention may be directed to Emerson', com-
ment concerning this ode. He called it the
high-water mark of poetry in the nineteenth
century. Some of the brighter students -or the
teacher should perhaps supplement the -short
excerpt in the text with some additional key
lines. For most students, it may be wise not to
emphasize the idea of pre-existence but rather
to put emphasis on changes in the child as he
matures. Students may recall playing school,
or wedding, or funeral. These recollections
make understanding of Wordsworth's lines
easier for the student. This poem, although dif-
ficult for some, contains interesting and effec-
tive poetic devices. Some of the most effective
lines, however, are not in all textbooks.



As the pupils turn their attention to Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, concentration will, no doubt,
-be on "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," a
favorite selection with many students. Begin-
ning with the word rime in the title, students
are able to det-xt archaic expressions that
blend with the idea of ancient mariner. They
notice words such as eftsoons (quickly), kirk
(church), thorough (through), and cone
(corpse). =This ballad fantasy, which is more
or less a combination of ballad and dramatic
monologue, offers one of the best opportunities
in the 'course for studying practically every
kind of poetic device. Of all the attempts- to
create a world of illusion, perhaps none has
approached Coleridge's "The Rime of the An-
cient Mariner," and some believe it to be the
most famous long poem in the English lan-
guage.

This story may be read and studied in sever-
al different ways, the way depending- on the
Capabilities of the pupils. Untermeyer in
Doorways to Poetry, pages 253-277, offers
some excellent= suggestions for its= study, many
of which are included_ in _this discussion.. It
may read as the tale of a human being reborn
through suffering and understanding. It may
be read as an extended- moral lesson. It-- may
be read as a wild story, an account of incred-
ible hardships and a miraculous rescue. It may
be read-as an amazing blend of terror and ten-
derness. It may be =read for its- air of strange-
ness and wonder, for the magic-haunted sense
of some other world. But it should be read
first of= all as one of the greatest examples of
narrative poetry, a communication in which
music =and meaning, realism and magic, are
uncannily combined.

With all groups -some stress should be put
upon poetic devices, -since this poem affords
too great an opportunity to let pass. These de-
vices, the student should understand, Coleridge
has used =to increase the strength and vividness
of the story. Questions such as these may help
the strident discover Coleridge's effective
methods:

1. Re-read the last stanza of each of the
first six parts. How has Coleridge bound
the parts all into one whole? (Students
will observe that each part is connectea
with killing the albatross.)

2. How long has the mariner held the wed-
ding guest? (They must estimate this
time by using clues in the story.)

3. Look up a description of an albatross.
(Some are surprised at the tremendous
size of the bird.)

4. Give the steps by which the mariner's
suffering began to lessen. (They see,
here, stress put on other living things,

a characteristic of Romantic writers.
Coleridge,- no doubt, chose the water
snakes purposely.)

5. How does the poet make you realize how
ghastly the mariner looked? (They will
observe that the wending guest, for ex-
ample, fears the mariner's skinny hand,
and -that when the mariner speaks, the
Pilot falls down in a fit.)

6. How does Coleridge make this a weird
story? (The specter ship, Life-in-Death,
for example, is made terrible by repeated
alliterationlips, looks, lockswith ter-
ror-invoking simile or metaphor: "Her
skin was white as leprosy.")

7. Why is the wedding guest "a sadder and
wiser man"? (Students may decide that
he needed to hear the. story.)

8. What is the stanza form? (Ballad)
9. Find places where Coleridge made

changes in the length of lines. Give rea-
sons for this.

10. Find examples of the following: simile,
metaphor, personification, onomatopoeia,
alliteration, internal rhyme, color, con-
trasts.'

11. Give the function of interludes of dia-
logue. (These interludes are surely an aid
to realism, along with the use of the first
person. They also tighten the suspense
and deepen the suspense of impending
gloom.)

12. What experiences has= the- reader had?
(He has been plunged into despiration,
faced- with death, and brought to life
again. He has been both the wedding
guest and the ancient mariner. The su-
pernatural has become understandable:
the poet's vision has been comprehended,
entered; and shared.

13. Compare this poem with old ballads as
to metrical form, use of dialogue, use of
description, and story interest.

14. What do you -think Coleridge meant
by "suspension of disbelief"?

In answering the questions above, students
will see that internal rhyme begins to quicken
the short stanzas, and as the poem increases
in speed, words begin to imitate sounds
(onomatopoeia) :

"The ice was here, the ice was there,
The ice was all around;
It cracked and growled and roared and

howled
Like noises in a swound."

Continuing, the students see that alliteration
enhances the effect of sound:
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"The fair breeze blew, the white foam
flew,

The furrow followed free."

They see that alliteration and onomatopoeia
mingle to give the contrast of loud noises and
mysteriously hushed sounds:

"And the coming wind did roar more loud,
And the sails did sigh like sedge."

Alliteration and repetition emphasize the
spiritual and physical loneliness and heighten
the atmosphere of horror. (Students are de-
lighted to find the source of these "watery"
lines, which most of them have known for
years.)

"Water, water everywhere,
And all the boards did shrink;
Water, water everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink."

"Alone, alone, all, all, alone,
Alone on a wide,-wide sea."

They see use of the power of suggestion :

"Nor drim, nor red, like God's own head,
The glorious Sun uprist."

Inanimate things become animate, the very
stars leap through space, and darkness becomes
a hurrying savage animal :

The Sun's rim dips; the stars rush out;
At one stride comes the dark."

Images crowd upon images, one more start-
ling than the other:

"As idle as a painted ship
Upon a painted ocean."

"Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs
Upon the slimy sea."

Color must not be overlooked. The entire
poem is an accumulation of visual and highly
tinted effects: green ocean; emerald icebergs;
broad, burning face of the sun; the bloody
sun in a hot and copper sky -; the-western wave
all aflame; the hundred bright fireflags; the
lightning that falls in a river; the sea that burns
blue and green and white like a witch's oils;
the still and awful red of the ship's shadow;
the blue, glossy-green and velvet black of the
water snakes, whose every track is a flash
of golden fire ; the crimson of the angelic
shapes; the red lips and yellow lbcks of the
Nightmare Life-in-Death: Even when the read-
er leaves the world of enchantment for that
of common life, the color remainsthe bride
who walks to the wedding feast is as red as a
rose.

After loud noises, the end seems to come
with quiet rhythms and a great calm. The an-
cient mariner becomes a seer, and-his voice
is that of an oraclb as he bids farewell to the
wedding guest and stresses the lesson:
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"He prayeth best who loveth best
All things both great and small."

Of the other poets of the Romantic Period,
many teachers will include in their course some
poems by Byron, Shelley, and Keats. Students
usually enjoy studying "The Prisoner of
Chillon" soon after their study of "The Rime of
the Ancient Mariner." They find similarities
between the two poems: both stress love of liv-
ing things (water snakes, for example, in "An-
cient 1Viariner"; mice and spiders in "Prisoner
of Chillon") ; both characters are punished;
the mariner's punishment begins to lessen when
he blesses the water snakes, while the prisoner
is brought from his unconscious state- by the
caroling of a bird.

Some attention should be given to "Apos-
trophe to- the Ocean," since it contains im-
pressive figures of speech; it shows Byron's
love of the grand (big) elements of nature- in
contrast to Wordsworth's love oflittle__things_
(daffodils) ; and it shows the stress- put on
immortality by the Romantic poets (empires
crumble, but the ocean remains the same).

Poems that make up Shelley's beautiful
trilogy surely deserve attention: "The Cloud,"
"To a Skylark," and "Ode to the West Wind."
Students may compre Shelley's "To- a -Sky-
lark" with Wordswoith's skylark poems. The
teacher should surely have = students examirie_
the many beautiful similes and notice o-r mem-
orize the stanza beginning "We look before
and after." Students may look- for lines that
remind them of Wordsworth's "The = Tables
Turned."

The student should try to put himself in the
cloud's place. Attention should be focused on
the different phases of the cloud, such as sum-
mer storm, winter snow, clouds at sunrise,
clouds at night with moon and stars shining
through, clouds as roofs held up by columns
of mountains, clouds- connected with the rain-
bow. The line "Like -a child from the womb,
like- a ghost from the tomb" shows an impor-
tant trait of Shelley's; he may -write of death
and then life or of winter and then spring ("If
Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?")

In discussing "Ode to the West Wind," some
attention should be given the stanza with the
interlocking rhyme (terza rims), which is
probably new to many students. This is an -ap-
propriate time to stress Shelley's tendency to
go from death to life, winter to spring, or, as
with the cloud, "I-cAnge, but I cannot die."
Students are interested in the line_s that de-
scribe Shelley himself : "One too like thee:
tameless, and swift, and proud."

Shelley's sonnet "Ozymandias" usually
makes a deep impression on many students.
They see the same purpose here that they see



in Byron's "Apostrophe to the Ocean." lii-By-
-ron's ocean, man's control stops with the shore,
but "upon the watery- p34in/The wrecks are
all thy deed" and also "Time writes no wrin-
kle =on =thine azure brow."-In "Ozymandias-," -
the= works ol the vain king have vanished, but
"The lone and level sands stretch far away"
(just as they always have) .

--Keats' z_"_0_de- on a Grecian _Urn" deserves at-
tention_The teacher should -isteer- this _ study
so---10et--students see that another _Romantic
:poet=ii=--=14140-stressing immortality of _al sort:
when= _his-_-igeneration hat passed_ away;: the
-urn=_will =ipeak to succeeding__ generations= its-
message=_that truth-rare one,

JesCand=ohangeless.-Serrie will be interestechin
ree connected with this___Poem----- and

may mere-about the
rStudents- enjoy- discussing = =the

is- 1-06SM:it-the- nurn ,_ai:the7rPoet portrays them,_
edialty===-Alibst-i=of the =lovers ==-who = can= -never=

ur-"Torever Wilt4h-on loVe; -arid-1T she-- be

BASIC LEVEL

Many suggestions have- been given, the sim-
ylest of which the teacher may use with stu-
dents in the basic group,-remembering again
that these students require clear explanations
from the- teacher and = a willingness to h_ elp.
Assistance is surely needed in the study of this
period, because these poems= are difficultfor
the basic group.= These students, -in- a simple
way, should be able to develop questions like
this: "By discussing 'The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner' show that at least two of the quali-
ties of the Romantic Period are- illustrated
by the poem." To answer this question, these
students should be able to discuss love of-na-
ture and creation of fantastic dream worlds.
They may-also write a discussion concerning
the prisoner's experiences in Chillon. They
should be able to develop = a =paper explaining
why Wordsworth is referred to as "nature's
high priest." =

Most of
de to a= PNightingale, P too, has the may -_be= =use
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examples of selectionsestudied7show----
that Wordsworth did or did not accomplish
his purpose."

`The principal object, then, proposed
in these Poems was to choose incidents and
situations fr'm common life, and to -re-
late or describe them, throughout,- as far
as was possible in a selection of language
really used -by men, and= at the- same time,
to =throw over them a certain colouring
of= the- imagination, whereby ordinary
things should be presented to the- mind in
an unusual aspect . . . each =of them [the
poems] has a worthy purpose'."

These students enjoy reading Keats' letters,
especially those written =to Fanny Brawne,
whom he characterized as "beautiful and ele-
gant, graceful, silly, fashionable, and strange."
Based-on- their reading of the_se letters,= they
may - -develop papers to show Keats' attituck
toward= Fanny or the problems connected -.with
their courtship.

THEVICTORIANEPERIOD

rea: m s- =tnat
lithrature,an_
=6Stlie ed ien-sz

-concerning-writers-and-literature-of--tha-time
From comments made by characters -in= the
play, some knowledge may- be gained- concern-
ing Tennyson's writing as well as that of Eliza-
beth Barrett and Robert Browning.

At this time, it is well to have the students
turn to the Modern Period for the reading of
Strachey's "Queen Victoria's Accession." This,
too, will furnish background material for the
period and stimulate interest in this period, as
well as furnish students with an understanding
of modern biographical techniques. Some stu-
dents- may- read -the entire biography Queen
Victoria from which this selection is taken.

A_ nother selection recommended fOr interest-
ing background material is Housman'? Vic-
toria Regina. Some students have= probably
seen this on television. This play gives-lhe
students more insight into Prince Albert.%) in-
fluence, as Victoria's husband, on English
life and government. They see, too, that mem-
bers of royalty are, after all, human beings._
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tastrophe. Students are interested to know
whut-finarta-used-the-l%dy-to-look----towarda
Camelot (Lancelot, of course), and they see
the irony in Lancelot's line- "She has a lovely
face." Attention should be called to choice of
words. In presenting the .glitter of Lancelot,
for example, Tennyson uses dazzling, flamed,
sparkled, glittered; golden, blazoned, silver,
shone' burning flame, glowed, burnished,

spring" is much like Shelley's "If Winter comes,
n_Spring_be_far_behind?" Again, "That not a

worm is cloven in vain" reminds one of Words-
worth's philosophy.

flash;d.

Students in the twelfth grade are- familiar
with -the character Ulysses from their -study
of the Odyssey in the ninth grade, and they en-
joy concentrating on his attitudes in later life
by studying the selection "Ulysses." They may
interpret=- certain lines and show how they fit
into the whole poem, lines such as "I am be=
come a_name"; "I-am a part of all that I have
met"; "How dull it is to pause, to make an
end,/To rust_unburnished, not to shine in user
or 'He works his work, =I mine." Tennyson, per-
haps, thinks the world needs both types, repre-
sented by Ulysses and his son Telemachus; one
suited = to stay in Ithaca and rule, while the
other contrives "to strive, to seek, to find, and-
not to yield."

Tennyson's death poem "Crossing the Bar"
may be appropriately studied last. Pupils
should study -each word or line for a double
meaning,- beginning with the title. They usually
feel that Tennyson's attitude in this poem is an
outgrowth of h s long period of grief over the
death of Hallamthat he has learned his les-
son -which he expresses- in the lines "And may
there be no sadness of farewell,/When I em-
bark." Pupils may compare this with other
death poetts, = such as Keats' "When I Have
Fears."

As- _the students= __turn- to Robert_= Browning;
they may=questiorr- theirf omiiabilities-itccinter?
_prat _since r_f_they-:_reinOMberzth-Srtitt
__70=BEirietticefl_Virtipole=Street'BrOWningfail-e_d

-_--Ariterpret -saying,
. "W- arre v_heif_ 'that ---paMage-=-WS:t

written ItobertJBrowning7under
-Stood=. OA_V;z:onlys - understands- t"=Pdpil=s;
lio-WeVerii=particularly 6-----eboyerijoy Brow_p_=-
ing's-e=poetry.- "kirive-'-
R-Otise"_==-_a.)-td="Boot-=an_ addle"--the-rugged-;-
muoculine-type_--poetry gt'seentfif'appropiiate
asfan =proditcVof Browning.- "Give a -Rouse-AA'
Pe-rhapSf=t use in- ShoWitfg
the= -effectzro -r-MottOsyllables==a_=rugged,- cheer
ineffeet and -a- non- musical= effect--("To -Whom
Use &Mk ibOY---_Getitg0= -Oaf T-else").--StuderitS__ are
usuallyfsittprised-that-the-, use of one4y.1abled
yords--e_panroduce this:effect-

-Turning to the little-Selection from "Pippa-
PaSses;" = the te=acher __May -suggest that some
students- do _additiOriaLreading froril the =long-
Selection, -noting particularly- the effect



Pippa's songs on others. They- may- compare
this_effect_with_thatrif Tiniotheus in "Alex-
ander's Feast." Students- should memorize
these lines not only for the- beauty of the lan-
guage, but also- for the parallel structure.
These eight- lines offer a perfect example of
parallel structure, which is one of the chief
rhetorical principles to be mastered by twelfth
grade pupils.

Since the-study of Browning presents one of _
the -best opportunities for an understanding of
the dramatic monologue,- special_ attention
should be given to "My Last Duehess' or "-Love
Among the Ruins." "MY-Last Duchess" is- per-
haps-- :preferable, since- it As o_ne- of -the most
popular _mendlogues.---FirSt -of all, the- student=
must-Understand what -is= meant by -a dramatic,
monologue.= They :see- that the _:Pott_does=:not

-haVe-ari- easy_lask, since- only one person _rip-pears:i-n the_ poem,_ and-he not only must =-bear
his-own side of _the drama but alad=rndat
in-his:.answer certain question4=gestUres, and
even=- attitudes of the person= -we__=:-irifer-to
present. All-Students- may -do -ri -written ririalysis:-,
butttlie,teacher==will_ not expect-answers =of_same -

e-xPliriritirins-Of tlie=-SitUritibriers-e46- Mei
andZmeter )-_-:parpos-e_i-46=fatheeriv-o
-methodsJof-selentin IT aria -iOns-=_Of
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a -_=,niethods!--_ ma oeriv:sudeeSs_
-stinerfor=Stil en may= Chide
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---AtIdl-tide-conversatiesnal-Aoh-CiAntereat---A
_=aradteratisnienienUtl&et

What charadteri- gtiCtio --t -el-
How doyou= knoww?_

at is behind the jealous
eep love on the part of the

ure =to possess completel

9. What evidence is there that -he takes
pride in his art collection? -

10. How_ do you account for the Duke's in-
sistance that- the = emissary accompany
rather than follow him?

In developing discussions of this type; stu-
dents should always quote specific lines to back
their ideas.

"Prospice" is an excellent example to use
for an understanding of Browning's philoiophy
and attitudes. =As = -he= loOks-forward to death
as "one fight more/The best and the last!"
students are __reminded of his philosophy in
dealing with Elizabeth Barrett: "If you re-
main to the last beyond my reach I shall-die
proud =and= happy in having_spent a lifetime
fighting to gain the richest- prize a =man = =was
ever= offered," or as-he expressed =his= attitude=
another_ time, "A man's reach should exceed
his grasp, or -what's heaven for?" Pupils-may-
compare = "Prbspice" with Tennyson's = "Cross-
ing_the Bar" or Hardy's "Afterward." They
may have an oral discussion,as =to wh-etlier or
no rowning's-motiveAnz looking' formardito
death -is-'-ielfish= e -meet -_ i2ribeth -("I---shall
elas a a , ofcoursee as -line inc =

-_-.-

with rest!'_

_

u
Orr-

=Does he_-_cleMit -=wifellas==a,totrifianion-

What is the purpose- Of-th0-_- entire--_story,
viewpoint =of

--JOrin- the =erniagary-Whattli-en Ruke- eknecta
_ -

What is the author's -prirpose?= Tres-en-
---tationj --of- a -scene _ of --RenaisSar.ce_-_-Itrily,-
__-Apresenting ipeopl at a

wishes tO give a -dettainflaverlhatlie-
found in the age and -give the: eharac-

_--ters-arid the psychologital- impulset_
Jiind them.)

'k What happened to the Duches s? How do
you know?

8. What characteristics do you think the
Duke expects in his next wife? Ex-plain.



Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach," like "In
Memoriam," offers another opportunity for
students to see the doubting tendency that
many_of_the_writers_possessed. They may think
of parallel examples among in---7-eieWday writ-
ers. Much scientific progress Was taking place
then, as it is now. Some people, including
writers, always have- difficulty keeping up with
the fast pace of scientific development; they
seem to question .those things they do not un-
derstand and have- difficulty reconciling=
science and religion. Whereas Arnold says,
"The sea =of faith/Was once, too, at the full,"
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, though, in "-The Sea
Limits" ends with "And- Earth, Sea, Man, are
all in each."

Pupils particularly those interested in art,
enjoy "Silent Noori" and "The Woodspurge"
as paintings done with words rather than with

_brushes. They = recognize Dante Gabriel- Ros-
setti as an artist, and some of the art students
are usually interested-in doing research on the-
Rossettis.

in- life are further seen in the harrowing -of
clods (by the man with the mule), the- smoke
from -the couch grass, and "a m_ aid and= her
wight" in Hardy's "In Time of the Breaking
of-Nations." Wars'-annals-fade, but these -are
familiar scenes with every generation.

Turning to Kipling's poetry, an interesting
discussion may arise concerning the treatment
of soldiers during peacetime. This discussion
develops as= they read "Tommy" and see =the
contrast between treatment of the Anglo-
Indian soldier in time of wat and time of peace. .

Boys particularly =like "The Ballad of =East
and West," which brings together two young
heroes, the Englishman and the Afghan, =and
thus unites East and West Students enjoy-the -

swinging_ meter, vivid imagery; and powerful
diction. In recognizing the theme, students
must not stop with "East is East; and West is
West, and never the twain shall meet." They
must realize = that= East and West do meet

-Ahrough people themselves.
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e- njoy; =for -_- example, airettS_=:Toir-zWith
Street= and biographies of the Br_o_wnings - "With_
the= tettehet'S=2_help; _the 2= **IC'
main-deas-froml-th-e=ff_oems-7-and,es-s-ays;-=
may enjOiriTtiaitute ourii#

; -_;=== ---

TheSe=Studerits 81161141-he:able to:write simPle
discussions=on the following-ideaS:

DesCribe-the picture you -See_ in "Silent

-What_ikthe_story_ in "The:Ballad of East
_and:West'_"1_ What-is-MO --iltu-toao of using
the narrative poem? ===-

3, Hardy's_ 0- he Darkling Thrtiih!' refers_ito
thei=--death-of_what-t-Wb- thirig-s? -HOW do-



and manners of Victorian family life with start-
ling vividness, and it makes of its hero and
heroine realistic believable persons." On an
essay -type test, they may give a detailed dis-
cussion of Huxley's "A Liberal Education," in-
cluding main ideas and style and also why they
agree or disagree with his philosophy. They
may be asked to show, by discussion, that
"Flower in the Crannied Wall," "Ulysses," and
"Locksley Hall" illustrate three different char-
acteristics- of Tennyson. Some lines from each
poem should be quoted.

ADVANCED LEVEL

Again, this period, like all the others, pre-
sents= the opportunity for these students to do
research,-to read additional materials, and to
present interesting oral and written analyses
and discussions. A very bright student may
want to delve= into Browning's masterpiece,
The Ring and the Book. Another may be inter-
estid in reading all of Tennyson's "In Memo-
riam" or "Locksley Hall." All will, no doubt,
read many novels from this period. A logical,
mature discussion, backed with specific exam -
ples, should result from_ this question: Compare
and contrast Newman's "The Edncated Man"
with Huxley's "A Liberal Education" =asto
style and subject matter. Which do you think
has the sounder philosophy? Why?

Some of these students are usually interested
in reading additional selections= from Dickens'
Pickwick Papers, with the chief - assignment
being to show Dickens' methods of making this
his mostliumorous work.

They should be able, on an essay-type test,
to giVe _a detailed discussion of this question:
Compare and contrast Tennyson's "Crossing
the Bar" with -Browning's "Prospice." Begin
with the titles and continue tothe end of the
po-ems .

as they do assigned or suggested library books.
The brighter students in the classes can give
interesting reports on certain selections.

This period furnishes an opportunity to study
types of literature. Adventures in English
Literature by Inglis and Spear groups all selec-
tions into specific types: short story,-biography,
essay, drama, and poetry. Some teachers as
mentioned above, prefer = beginning the year
with a study of the short story. Since nearly
all pupils enjoy reading short stories, the
teachers feel that during the extremely hot
weather- -when= school first beginQ more= may
be accomplished by using the short stories.
Other teacherv-prefer having students= study
the short story unit at the beginning of the
Modern Pella . During this last six weeks,
many students are tired, and twelfth grade
students have interruptions in connection with
invitations and other factors involved in their
graduation. At this time, too, the short story is

-- useful in holding their interest. No matter when
the short stories-are studied, most students are
interested in-them.

Short Story
There are, no doubt, as many ways to teach

the short stories as there are individual teach-
ers. The method that accomplishes best results
for one teacher may not bring these results for
another. Jf,. however-, students have- access to
good short stories and a= time is allotted for
reading --thenf, a = certain = degree of success is
assured. An attractive bulletin board helps
stimulate interest. The= teacher =may -bring to
her room= from the library= = collections of short
stories. Since = students study American writers
of = short- stories= in=the= eleventh grade, perhaps
these collections for twelfth grade students
should include =many of the best British writers.

- If she has been notified ahead of time and giv-
en a list of English writers= of = the short story,
the librarian will have = these = books on a cart,
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e commi e makes
gestions:

1. = Although a survey is not_ desira e,
an advanced placement- course
should pro-vide_ a variety of Doetic
experience by including-selections
from = rent eriodiffeds English
literature.

2. In the study of= twentieth-centt
poetry chief= attention shou
paid to such- writers as s n-
som, Housman, and Har

Essays

The committee fee s that selected essays "The eXperienced -realer evaluates_ an end.and other nonfictional o
r
ks should be ing, not by whether it is happy or unhappy,

althose w hich can =be studied With special but by = whether it is c-onvincing. In other words,ds,
attentionLto-literary-effetts-and th6-artis- he wants the-endingto-follow-lorica

3. A_-Ati-dr_o_fi narrative
well=
LoCkr-In'heTRiin-a-foV *lent_
11/1ariner",=_-tThe_EVecit
Medians: froM _smut. -_uty
Talesi nand -sereCtioni

4. The committee T'reConinieWl=that
anintensive stud poems
by aziinglee_:aUthof be -niedz-as one
aspect _inf- the --bitAieltaiiii ntin Oie
analysis:

w how certain words and phrases in the
first two stanzas establish the setting (time
and region) of this poem.

_2. If you were outlining this pOem, what main
divisions would yeti make, and why ?

3.= Explain = line 7.

4. State as exactly as you can what the image-
ry.of the last two stanzas tells =us =about the
effect Of the experience on the poet.

5. What would be lost if the third line of each
stanza were equal in length to the first two?
Explain fully.

6. Discuss the use of rhyme in the poem.



If the teacher desires to limit the study to
British writers, a list such as the following
may be put on the board or mimeographed for
students so that they may know which writers
are British. (Most-of the collections will in-
clude writers from different countries.)

Doyle Hardy
Stevenson Barrie
Conrad Jacobs
Morrison Moore
Kipling Huxley
Bennett Woolf
Galsworthy James
Pickthall Forster
Mansfield Hudson
Maugham Knight
Neal O'Flaherty
Wells Lawrence
Lover Wilde
Dickens Scott
Collins O'Connor
Dahl Gordimer
Sansom

The teacher may add to the list or remove
names of-writers she prefers not-to include.

First -ofisall,. there- should probably be a _pre-
liminarY;discussion of iictiOn._ Studente may re

_ call-soniething=oftheliStory Of-the-alert story
from the-etridy: of.,_ American literature--.-- -The- --
early- histriry will include Irving,- and--
Hawthorrie:_ Teachers= = may 1.-fincV an -- excellent
discussion -of --fiction,- as =well as= the -other

-types of literature,=_In- _Approach-10:-tLiterk,
ture_ =by These --

=atithorS=fiayithdt-although--the-length::of the
short_ story_ is usually- =considered ==to be =under
10,000-;_Vords, --thei-noi,elette- =between_ -10,000

.

student should carefully examine Inglis and
Spear's Adventures= in English Literature for
an. analysis of Maugham's "The Verger."

The teacher may write on the board a form
for the student to follow for each story he
rads, or he may give each-student the mimeo-
graphed form. Suggestions for this form may
be taken from the discussion of the novel at
the end of the= eighteenth century, or each
teacher will perhaps have a form he prefers.=
The teacher should be careful, however, not =to
make this written form too difficult a chore.
Students may write these brief discussions on
4" x 6" cards.-Before the study is completed,
each student may choose one story for a rather
detailed written analysis. Since some stories
are four or five pages long, while others are
forty pages long and since some students read
more rapidly than others, perhapi a minimum
number of pages may be required, with bright-
er students reading beyond this number. The
reading will also include stories in their text-
book. It is not necessary to test students on all
stories. The teacher will know who is reading
conscientiously. She may include on the test
the stories in the text, an_ d perhaps it is well
first to review or d_ iscuss these stories with the
students. If -there is little time, then this may
be a quick review.

If this procedure is used to teach- the short
story -unit,,-students have an opportunity to
discoyeri authors -new-to-Ahem. It is quite re=
warding-to -hear -a student say, "I had--- not
known =before I started -reading_ these short
Stories that Somerset- Maugham is such a -goOd_
writer. I_ surely want to stories arid-

-novels:by him:"

Poetry

FM. the = modern poetry unit, if time is limited,
teachers may select poems that will show stu-
dents typical characteristics of modern poetry,
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Seven 14-years =thou- wert _lent to--me,--
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Exacteit by_--thy-late,riti=thejuSt
0-riehld-Plose lather;ndw-ilor why
Will laMent= the state -he- should_-

To_-batre- so _sodri -'sdap-ed= the world'S and
fleSh'S1tage,-

Andifinoother miscry; yet=age?
asked, say, "Here

--doth lie
B JrinsOribis best- pieee of fpoetry ;
For whose sake henceforth all his vows

be such -
As= What---lte-AoVes may -never_ like -too

Jorison -(1573? - 1637)=

W= hat- is = the principal point made in the
first-paragraph?

3. What is the principal point made in the
second paragraph?

4. In the light of the entire passage, was the
"unequivocal answer" (line 3) faverable
or unfavorable to Polk?-Explain briefly.

5. Com-ment thechoice of = words in= the
first sentence of riaragraph 2. Cite two =or
thrCe- other examples of the same stylistic
device in the passage.

6. = What -is curious or unexpected about the
wording of the last sentence` of paragraph
two?

7. Is the author's approach to his subject
positive or tentative? Defend your answer
by specific- reference_to_the_text.



such as free verse, contemporary -subject --mat-
ter,__new treatmentof subject-matter- ("stream -
of consciousness'"), --complexity,- and- coinpre-
hensiveness. The- one-world ide-a may be
stressed again- as pupils turn to T.S. Eliot and

Students- will find, -hOwever, that a great
many poets attempt to do, both with- subject
matter and traditionalipatt-ernA,__exactlY -what
some of the=b-est _poets in -the past have done.
Pupils -see in Yeats "The Lake -Isle of-Innisfree"
thOfirifluence- of Thoreau or-in his "The Fiddler
ofp-ooney" the- effect T(Which remin-c1S-
theM- of -Dryden'S "Alexander's=_-Feast").-
-theystudt- the little- poeM---"Silver"
de .la-_Mare, in addition to varie andr-intensityi-
forlth-o_ first time _they may= _recognize= _the
teacher guides _Theihr: who- actitallY:,seeS this
silver sheen -on tho_dOg,_
and -=all= the =other elenlentS:7"7his_-wayland
that- she [the= Moon]=-_peers;_=a44-:seesr Silver
frUit Up-on silvertrees moon, = odes,
the---,beautifuLseffedt.-Shice-r--s erael=_

The Barrel Organ" may be = difficult
for slow students, but, with the teacher's help,
they can get -the general idea. Some textbooks
omit key lines which show the =effect of the
music on specific individuals: the thief, -the
modish_w_ornan, the Oxford man, the laborer,
and the demirep. These lines sh-Ould-be-pointed----
out to students.

Rupert Brooke's "Great Lover" surprises pu-
pilsthe title misleads them. After they have
considered the things the speaker loves = (friend-
ly bread, rainbows, radiant raindrops, kindli-
ness of-sheets, male = kiss of blankets, smell of
old = clothes, hair's fragrance, holes in the
ground, new-peeled sticks, and others), it is
surprising what they can write down on paper
as= their loves.

t=reco
a-s o_= a_



Students should be reminded again that
modern =biographers present the =whole person-
ality, virtues and weaknesses, successes and
failures. They also employ the fiction devices
of incident, conversation, suspense, and climax,
resulting in a cross between a completely docu-
mented biography and a biographical or his-

-torical-novel,-a- biography _which_today rivals_the novel in popularity.

Essay

Turning to the modern essays, the teacher
may guide the pupils in a quick review of theessayists they have already studied, showing
how the essay has developed: Bacon, Dryden,
Addison and Steele, Lamb, Stevenson, Carlyle,
Macaulay, Newman, and Huxley. Definition= ofthe essay and characteristics iaay be reviewed.
The students should already be familiar, to
some extent, with the essayists included inAdventure& When reading "A Guide =to Brit-ain, the introduction to =the anthology,- they
became acquainted with J. B. Priestley. Many
pupils included Orwell, Woolfr_and_ Forster intheir sho story =unit From their- history
courses, other reading, -an from television;studen y this time have_ ecome-acquaintedwith Tire and s eakiri in.usually en o umoro Ormalcharacteristic -of essa ys, the =humorof aco-c and su jed taa ar-

rive] ootiri ephan
o efilLettera.'
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Street Theater, and the Shakespearean Festi-
val. They should notice the prominent part
played by Irish playwrights in developing in-
terest in modern drama. They should also rec-
ognize some of the playwrights as short story
writers or novelists already studied (Gals-
worthy, Barrie, Maugham).

Students quickly recognize Shaw, with his
---_ -sharp comments on' social -injustices_ anermoral

weaknesses of our civiliiatiOn, as the -dominant
figure in twentieth- century drama.- =Many have
probably seen _My= Fair_--Lady, BroadWay'a-mu-
sical version of-Tygmalioni- and are thus-eager
to read-Pygmalion. Since this playlAr a -satire
on the-false- values of-soCiety, here again_ja a
good--= opportunity-hi' the --brighter studerit to
maker a=- further study- of satire. They ni-ay_4*-

-_-call_-Swiffs-__iand,=Addison's_ satirical _methods.
-They -see=ShaW's inimor-has_a=tonch of-satire,
which -he _tises-=a3- a= sharp-_-social-lash Centro-
versial:_qUistionaarise4U-the -stddy: of this= play.
-With- guidance teacher;_aemo=of-the
resulting!diaenSaions---InaY-:be----profitabla; __for-
ekample,-i-Studenta=-0_-nOt-,a1Ways-fagre-62-that
ShaW=AsAliatifiedlri-Taatirizing,---aalfe_:=does,==cer7
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travels throughout the British Isles are ending.
They have seen this country and these people
by means of literature. Why do the English
people,- with whom American heritage is close-
ly connected, possess the= traits and the- lan-
guage that they do? Pupils may recall =the
mixed threads that make- up the_ English char-
acter (Adventures, p. 558) : "the action and
bravery_and_enclurance_of_the_Angloaxon,
the humor and imagination of the Celt (wheth-
er we call him Irishman or Scot or Welshman),
the gaiety and culture of the Norman French-
man, the boldness of the Elizabethan, the surge
for freedom of the seventeenth-century Eng=
lishman, the love of order and-graceful living
of the eighteenth-century gentleman, the deep
emotion of the Romantics, the moral earnest-
ness of the VictOrians, the sense- of the rights
of the common- citizen that is characteristic of
the modern man."

The conscientious teacher can only hope that
these literary selections (content== and= style)
have-"rubbed off " on the student, giving him
a= =clearer = understanding of the English Ian-
guage and of himself.

They may be able to discuss Barrie's use of
humor in "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals,"
pointing to examples in- the italicized stage
directions as well as in the drama itself.

STANDARD LEVEL

Teachers may select activities for this group
from suggestions _alreadymentioned; These
pupils are. able to discuss questions like this:
By using biographies you have read or bio-
graphical material from the- text, show that
modern biographers employ fiction devices
(incident, conversation, suspense, and climax).
The teacher cannot expect from these students
the more mature answers that students -in the
advanced group give, but they should be able
to give sensible discussions. Another topic for
these students may be =the following:- Show that
Barrie uses-humor and pathos side =by side in
"The Old Lady Shows Her Medals." Give spe-
cific examples.

These students may write a series= of essays
on their own "delights," imitating P_ riestley's
style.

Some= suggested assignments are as follows:
In a simple rnannet, etudents in the basic
oup may b- able- to show.that Synge's

-ders= =to the Sea" is a =local color pla
should be= able to observe dialect, Ways of Mak-
Mg a living, _and= other customs peculiar to

-these island people.

After studying "The Great Lover" they may
list =their= own loves, imitating, as best they can,
Brooke's style.

They may write a very simple short story
== or write a beginning for a short story.

Some students in _this= group may be capable
of reading Barrie's best-known novel The =Little
Minister and = the play Peter Pan and sharing
their-reports with the other members of the
class.



As students in this advanced group approach
the end of the course, they may enjoy- attempt-
ing to trace certain themes throughout the
course. One profitable assignment may be a
brief history of the English- language. First of
all, in Adventures, they may turn to the history
of the language given for each period. They
may supplement this by further reading -in the
librafy and by studying- Chapter 7, 'Words
at Your Service," in Tressler, Christ, and -Star-
key's= English in Action Course Four, Seventh
EditionInstead of scattered discussions, the
material should be combined -into a well-organ-
ized paper, showing _contributions mad_e by
each literary period.

Students enjoy doing panel discussions- show-
ing different authors' treatment of the King Ar-
thur legend. They may choose authors that rep-

resent different periods. One pupil may dis-
Miss Malory's treatment of -the legend in Morte

-d' Arthur; -a second_May use Tennyson's Idylls
of the King; a third, White's The Once -and
Future King; a fourth, Trease's The Great
Captains. They may begin with the early treat-
ment and end with the modern treatment of
the Xing Arthur legend.

Since some teachers prefer to have this ad-
vanced grouP- study world- literature rather
than English-literature, perhaps it is-adviSable
for these pupils:in the English literature course
to prepare panel discussions on works of _au-
thors from other countries or write critical
analyses, or make comparisolis, involving works
by foreign authors. (Refer to '`Eximples of
Literary Works Grouped for Comparison.")

EXAMPLES OF LITERARY WORKS GROUPED FOR COMPARISON*
(For Critical Analysis Essay)

Author Title -Basis for Comparison

BIM
ROBINSi

SHAKE

COLLI

ot

The life of queens

* English Language
1959



CHAUCER, GEOr is REY
TRAVEN, B.
LONDON, JACK

CLARK, WALTER
DICKENS, CHARLES
MILLER, ARTHUR

HUGO, VICTOR
KIPLING, RUDYARD
MAUGHAM, SOMERSET
SHAKESPEARE, WM.
STEELE, WILBUR

DOSTOIEVSKY, FEDOR
TROYAT, HENRI
WILDER, THORNTON
POE, EDGAR ALLAN

The Pardoner's Tale
The Treasure of Sierra Madre
Too Much Gold

The Ox-Bow Incident
Barnaby Rudge
The Crucible

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Light That Failed
Of Human Bondage
Richard III
Footfalls

Crime and Punishment
The Mountain
The Bridge of San Luis Rey
The Telltale He..rt

Sohrab and Rust=
The Counterfeiters
The Ambitious Gue3t

on erna e

IR-THOM

BRISTO
ThGS;JGm

rARKMAL:FRA

The Track of the Cat
The Turn of the Screw
The Emperor Jones

Looking Backward
Erewhon
Utopia-

Jubilee Trail
River of the West
Oreton



TWAIN, MARK
WARREN, ROBERT P.
WELLMAN, PA-UL
BARRIE, JAMES M.
BROMFIELD, LOUIS
TARKINGTON, BOOTH

BOYD, JAMES
CRANE, STEPHEN
MITCHELL, MARGARET

LONDON, JACK-
NORDHOFF AND HALL
WOUK, HERMAN

HOWELLS, WM. DEAN
LEWIS,-SINCLAIR -
MARQUAND; JOHN P.

CRONIN;-A. ,L
HEISERiNICTOR
LEWIS SINCLAIR

The Gilded Age
All the King's Men
Walls of Jericho
What Every Woman Know_s
The Green Bay Tree
The Gentleman from Indiana

Marching On
The-Red Badge of Courage
Gone -with the Wind

The Sea Wolf
Mutiny on-the Bounty
The Caine Mutiny

The Rise of Silas Lapham_
Babbitt
The Late-George Apley

The Citadel
An n-American Doctor's Odyssey
Arrowsmith-

oosier Schoolmaster-
e--
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12TH GRADE ENGLISH RECOMMENDED READNG LIST

Austen

Barrie

Bennett

Bill

Blacktnore
Bronth,
Bronte,
Bulwer=LYtton

Bunyan

NOVELS

Emma Galsworthy
Northanger Abbey

*Pride and Prejudice
Sense and Sensibility

*The Little Minister
Sentimental= Tommy-
Buried Alive
The Old Wives' Tales
Ring of Danger, a

Tale of Elizabethan
England

*Lorna Doone

*Jane Eyre
*Wuthering Heights
*The Last Days of

Pompeii
*The Pilgrim's Progess

of esh

Goudge

Hardy

Hilton

Hope

Hudson
Hughea=

Innei

*The Vicar of
Wakefield

Dean's Watch
Rosemary Tree
White Witch

*The Mayor of
Casterbridge

*The Return of the
Native

Tess of the
D'Ubervilles

*Lost Horizon
Random Harvest
The Prisoner of= Zenda

Green Mansions
Tom Brown's School

Days
Land God Gave to

ain-
rec o

ease
elove

onnec led

Forister



_- -Ste-Wart--:

Sutcliff

Swift
hackeray

Moon Spinners
Nine Coaches Waiting
Eagle of the Ninth
Knight's Fee

*Gulliver's Travels
The History of Henry

Esmond
*Vanity Fair
*Barchester Towers
Brideshead Revisited
Seven Science Fiction

Novels
First Men in the

oo-n-
ood of the

NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH
CENTURIES

Barrie The Admirable
Crichton

*Dear Brutus
*Peter Pan
Quality Street

*What Every Woman
-Knows

Bennett and Knoblock MilestOnes

Besier

Bolt
Coward

Barretts of -Wimpole---_-
---=Street , -

--A=Man_ofAll Seasons

Cavalcade- --
_ =Bitter- Sweet=

*Mtirdet-in ithe-_----
i_Cathedral2

--i--
Th-etLady's-Not :for ---f_,:-

!Mullin- - _ -- -r- -s--- ---

-Verftigi_
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e
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Costain

Coulton

Curtis

-Davit:

Duggan
Hill

The Conquerors
The Magnificent

Century
The Three Edwards
Chaucer and His

England

Chute

England of Song and
Story

Life in Elizabethan
Days

My Life for My Sheep
To Meet Will

Shakespeare
Shakespeare and the -

Players-
English Wayfaring

Life in the Middle
Ages

England

Clifford
Cowles

Coxhead

Daiches
Godwin

Gould

Graham-

Ben Jonson of
Westminister

Geoffrey Chaucer of
England

Shakespeare of
London

Two Gentlemen
(Herrick and
Herbert)

Young Sam Johnson
Winston Churchill
Lady Gregory: .A

Portrait
Robert Burns
The Greenwood Tree

(Shakespeare)
Jane (Austen)
Young Thack

(Thackeray)
Story of Charles

Dickens
.

eller of

-1

e
efarTserT

-mien-

_emus

Iaria= Pilgrim
unyan

rim's
unyan

tVenso



Wibberley

Winwar

John Bunyan
How Do I Love Thee?

(Elizabeth Barrett
Browning)

Immortal- Wheat
(The Brontes)

Wild Decembers
(The Brontes)

Life of Winston
Churchill

Immortal Lovers
(Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert
Browning)

Orwell
Pasternak
Paton

Porter
Richardson
Steinbeck

Tolstoy

White

Woolf

Animal Farm
Dr. Zhivago .

Cry the Beloved
Country

Ship of Fools
Pamela
Winter of Our

Discontent
Anna Karenina
War and Peace
The Once and Future

King
Look Homeward,

Angel
The Waves

* Pride and Prejudic

Br-on

uri-
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Mattingly



Treece Castles and Kings
Walker Eleanor of Aquitaine

* * *

* Recommened for college entrance examina-
tions

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM

The Advanced Placement Program, an ac-
tivity of the College Entrance Examination
Board, is offered for the secondary school stu-
dents who are- capable of doing= college-level
work. The Program offers = descriptions =of the
courses and prepares examinations to be given
in the schools. The teacher or counselor admin-
isters the examinations, and colleges, in turn,
consider for credit and advanced placement
students who have taken the examinations.

Some schools in the IVIemphis City Schools
offer in the twelfth grade a courEe called "En-
riched-English!' These classes are made up of _
superior pupils, and the most capa e may take
the Advanced =P lacement - Examination ete
may-beperhaps four_or ive ou

-five i -Mina
ac s e urse- stud

an to = take vance acemen.
on.

en
xamina-

Placement study intensively- novels, short sto-
ries, dramas, essays, and short lyrical poetry.
Examples- are selected from classics both an-
cient and= modern, and from world literature
rather than solely from English literature.
More stress is = placed on contemporary litera-
ture than is usual -in- the regular course. Oral
reporting,_guided class discussions, formal lec-
turing =by the teacher, and. use of audio-visual
aids provide variety to the presentation of
study material. In addition to special= textbooks,
a Vide-ranging room library is made available.
The students purchase their own paper-back
editions of novels and dramas studied.

The Advanced Placement Course requires
intensive effoit on the = part of both students
and teacherplus much more,preparation time

-than needed in the regular course.

kDESCRIPTIOMO E CO
SENIOIVENGLIS BAYLOR
SCHOOL ORDA
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work of art, aware of the artist's purpose (his
thesis -or- theme), aware of structural selection
of the artist's medium_, aware of the ,use of
artistic tools (irony, metaphor, connotation,
etc.), aware of standards by which the- merit
of a =work of art can be judged, =and aware
of -the intensive pleasure that may be deri,ed
from -the vicarious living which works of= art
afford.

. In- -composition, of coursei- the teacher de-
manded- mechanical competence -(thotigh-stu-
dents- who- were defective -ni _gram mar -were mot
eligible-for the course), -but- he Was -not -satis-
fied- with compositions the only merit- of which
was the _Absence -of errors in grammar,--p_u-nc-
tuatiOn,=:_'- spelling, = and parargraph-making -
Here, -'_-too, -thought -andl_its manner== of_ 'presen-
talon_ were the,-important- objectives.- ExpoSi=
tory_themeS,' critical= reviews,_--theines_OP-defini,
tion,-=4nd argumentative Writing_;---Were-ierilPha--
sizedln,ther-course.:A. enipts- at- creatim--writ--

-encottraged;st -o-ugh--rnot-;=eM-PhAsized-.
One=exercifie-- in-=,narratiVe-Avritinuand-Loriellin
ver.seAykitirig=1,VelkOeAulte: iitlVstudents:=in-
EngliSkAr.-Trorrffiffeeril
werezrequirealluriii

wealth of poems provided in the text by Brooks,
Purser, and Warren.

The course in English V included intensive
work in both-composition and literature, of
course, with the work in both fields done con-
currently. The class met daily five times per
week, with -some conference work done on
Wednesday afternoon and on Saturday morn-
ing,- and= for each = hour of class work- the stu-
dents probably averaged better than -two- -hours
of- outside preparation, though any estimate in
that direction, in view of quantity of outside
reading required by the= course, is largely spec-
ulative. =

-THE ADVANCED=PLACEMENT
-COMMITTEE-RECOMMENDELVREADING

LIST
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B. Reread the poem and your answers to the
preceding questions. Then write a para-
graph discussing your impression of the
character of Ben Jonson as- revealed- in
the poem.

SECTION II
Time-60 minutes

"Character-determines-incident-Incident-11-
lustrates character." f: _ _

-Write a -well-organized--essay evaluatingthh
Statenient-throughta--diScuasion of-on e t-ch Ara der
fromi=eAcli _of two important literary' -works.=
SO-end_Iitleast_10tminutes:olanniiryour-=estay.
Do-not -_ Answer this question-i-by-_-_siinpv-telling
the stories

SECTION III
- Time-60 minutes

Study thelfollowing:PaSeges==______=I believe Ttlia-Venniitte =Mentioning-that,
--1=iiittiy,firstiVoYaget rpm ostnn=t eiri -=-13-e=1_

_-=---4reatt3man
ttea_

on this=fetc-Asio

don't see why we mayn't eat you." Sol
dined upon cod- very heartily, and con-

=tinued to eat with other people, returning
now and then occasionally to a vegetable
diet So convenient a thing it is to be a
reasonable creature, since it enables one
to find or make a reason for everything
one has a mind to-do.

B. ---MorningS-,==before-daylight-Ilipped
into corn-fields and -borrowed -A-_w_ater-
Melon, -nr- a mushmelon, -or _a-- punkin, or
some_nei-vt_corn,-= 'Or things of thOtkind.
Pap -Always-said it warn't rno-harm: to
borrowtthings, -if_you-Twas meaningltiopa.Y
thein=beek-,SOMitime-;i hut the widow said
itt_wornt_Arikthing_lmit_A--_-saftt nanie -for
stealing, ,and!=ino=--decent-tbody-t-Vndl-0-_ do
it --Jiin-SaiiiihetreekOnerdttheAvidnitvtwas
partly right -and Pay-w-ASts-partlyright;
so e_s_=tio§t wity--VotiWbe-ilor-=twt:6-tick
outtwo tortthre_e_things-tfrom--Aie4ist,An
say-we barrnitAhenitteri-
=t_hentt- reckoned it *ouldn'
liarpvto±-, orf_eyt erkiSn_

bit

=

alt ---E onean

m ie 7
Asa em

cnotner.
_owe_

1th
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Read through all the questions before wilt-
ing any of your answers.

1. The poet presents three elements in the
nature of- man. What are they, and why
are they arranged as they are?

2. Discuss the appropriateness of the infirmi-
tiesnscribed to each element.

3. To 'what extent are lines.? and =8 a sum-
mary of the first six _lines? What else do
they do?.
Compare -lines 7--and- 11. Take into ac-
count both the sense and the language
used.

5. In what different ways is the- word know
used in the last stanza?

6. Discuss the repetition of thing =in lines 10
and 12.

= 7. What= does and yet dO in =line 12, and how
has it been preparedfor?

-SECTION II
nne-60,minutes)

Frequently- in-works= of fiction (novels, plays,
narrative _poems)= an=important=- harac

thetlawsi_theiconventions,_
uct-of n-society?In_presenting=su c

an ae ionsi-an--author'ipurpose
_

ma
arouse ouns pa or = the char_

"o a 'n

founded me. As the high_ watery walls
came rolling-in, _and, at their :highest, -tum-
bled= into surf, _they- looked :as- if= the lea-st
would engulf the town.'_ As= the receding
wave swept -bacIC with a hoarse roar, =fit-
seemed:to- scoop out deep caves irCtle-
beach,- as-if -its -purpose were to- Underniine
-the earth; -When some white=headed--
-lowa_thundered on,-_and-clashed-theinsehres
to = pieces= __before___they=t-ea-ched1=Itherland,-
-every fragment of-the_ late whole seethed
posSeSSed by_-the tfillrmight-i6f its wrath;
rushing,-to--fbeigathered to -the --conitioSitibii
of another-nionster:-
changed-- to

=_(-with storm-,bird---_sometim6si-
skimming -through- them) -WerelifteiL Up-to
hills ;-:=MaSsesE-of,--Water shivered_ _and-shnok
the beach with =`a booming mama
shaPe-AtinfiltifotiSly_46lredon;:aa -sOon3la-a-

beat=_aliothernhat(e-:an
ideatshOWOn-Ahe=horilon=AVithits---AOW-eitr-

__- --and-==bnildirigs,-ir ont14--=-
fell fast= and - thick; =I= seemed- to =sesa_ rend-
in- arid= upheaving of all_ attire - -_



SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS

-Adler, Mortimer -J. Hinit to _Read:a -_Book. New
_York :-Sitton and SchuSter,-1960.

Blumenthal, -Joseph- _C.- -English- 2200 A -Pro--
_grarnmed-Courie-in:Csianitnir Uslige.-_
Atlanta: HarcourtiBrate and-World,- Inc.,

Hook, Guild, and Stevens. English Skills, Grade
Twelve. Atlanta: Ginn and Company,
1959:

Inglish and- Spear. Teacher's Mannal- for Ad-
- ventures in Engliih Literature. New York:

Harcourt, Brace and World,-Inc;,-1958-
Levin, Gerald. Prose Models An Imiductive Ap-

proach to-Writing. New York: New York
and World, Inc., 1964.-

Loban, Holstrom, -Cook,- and Potell Teacher':
Manual_ for Adventnies- in= = Appreciation.
New = -York:- Harcourt, -Brace and World,

Lodge, Braymer, and IL eac
-for Adventures nadin
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TIPS FOR THE BEGINNING ENGLISH TEACHER* -

"How shall I teach?" rather than- "What
shall I teach?" is the question which usually
confronts the new- English- teacher. Although
he usually is well prepared in subject-matter
content and in the knowledge of the learning
process, he often finds it difficult to translate
theory into practice in actual situations. There-
fore, the beginning English teacher-may wel-
come practical suggestions which have been
developed through -experience by successful
teathers.

Organization is important to good teaching.
Perhaps the first question which the new
teacher must answer is, "How shall I organize
my class?" _The following suggeations mayprove helpful.

L Become acquainted with policies set by
the local school board, school admin* a-
ton, arid your own school

2. Bequest direction from your epartment
ne er

ese exist in our sc oo ur ssigiistuden
curriculum-- assistan ith

English Contribute to My
Future Plans?"

e. Suggest- students elect temporary
class officers (Selection cifftem-
porary-officers= often-sprevent* -the
election- of -_non-leadera who: are

:Popular-- with- the --group- and -al-
lowatimei_forths-teacher:101',Pre-

-sent= the importance of thoOSing
OffiCers--:wh-o==are capable and who
-would= --represent -_ the claiia----ude-
quately.)=-

-- f. -InVolve=thu-students- in setting up
-standards --_of-behavior=-which-they

riresponsibility-trinnhold.
_g___Prepare_===a-r-brief lovervie*--_-,=off-the

== year's -ithat the students
informe4---of ,ibe

_accomplished--

AequaintiStudentswithth-o---_system

rtCi

vol
reic

enmans

iscuss

vQani



copy of all or selected written as- 4.
signments and the -list of- books
the sindent reads.

p. Establish a workable- method for
having= students hand in their pa-
pers. Two stiggested plans are the 5.
hand-to-hand method and the in-
basket method.

Do not fail to become acquainted with
school policiesfor instance, on field
trips.
(Learn if your school policies are more
specific than your city or county policies.)
Do not-hesitate to seek help and advice.-
(To request = reasonable help is not a sign
of weakness but rather a sign of
strength.)

-4. Become acquainted with -thO textbooks,
manuals,- and =guides available- for- the

-English course.

5..--Exatnine- -the =permanent records- of- -your
students- (if -such- records are = available)
to-learn-their special- talents and-abilities. -=

-. for -eac_h:sttident to-read- a 4130_rt

yOtil'-iiitOOd'id-Oasof-±yoUr
_Studon-tS' reading

-_-_OrganizoyOur -wOrk,

Utilize
_

antaximum
-Eiris-Orreet

-4e-tor

-e- bride_ in _tbe e
e3u Wa-entire

van

Do, not-accept responsibilty_ on- too many
committees -_or in, too- many-- orgariitations;
(-TO doi-_gOod job you-need-time to fulfill
your-obligations.)_
Da -not___Oritidize -other people -and= proce-
dures in_iyour school.

Dor-riot:blame= Others-for your oWif:shOrt-
comin-gs-:suclf_as--_pdor _Class- idiSciPline, or

tireIO_prepare

o=nottako:advantage,of brivileg_es-loithe
your ciassestb_Smsoke

or Make-telephone:calla,
fail =to- attend meetings ==of -_your

trsktirlOisi asional_Zior =

tes_such

commi °-i° o-

r-ac t
r mi



d. Am I == making use of my' school's -re-
sources. such as the library, reading
materials- in addition to textbook, au-
dio-visual materials, maps, globes,
charts, and other faculty members?

e. Am I using community resources such
as the- public library, field trips for
the entire class or- a- few selected
members, civic leaders, and others?.

2. -Is my classroom neat and attractive?

a. Are mater_ ials organized- and acces-
sible?

b. Am I displaying students' work?
c. Is there evidence of good- housekeep-

ing practices ?-

8. Have I assigned_ enough written work
to become = acquainted = =with the caliber
of work each studentdoes?

9. Have I b_ ecome acquainted with each
student's ichievement level through-the
results of standardized tests and anecdo-
tal notes-on cumulative records?

10. Are my-assignments-neither too difficult
nor too easy?

11. Am I returning corrected written assign-
ments as =soon =as possible? (Papers re-
tained for a protracted time tend to lose
their importance, especially if the class
has moved into another unit =ofwork.)

Do I spend most of the teaching time on
my feet, moving- about the classroom?

13. Am I proud of my own personal appear -_
_== ance= an demeanor?

d._ AM-Jr-using-a -variety-=_Oflurniture
rangetn-ent?.--gfL-11--have-_===mOvabl6
chairs

s_ervml
oesIto

ges ions-

DING_7SENTENCE"



The five sentence patterns to be developed are

S. 'V.
(Subject) (Verb)

D.O.
(Direct Object)

I.O.
(Indirect Object)

P.N. -
(Predicate Noun) (Predicat

--

D.O. O.C.
(Objective Complement)

(Predicate ObjectIve)

The order of the -development of the sen-- The--_-predicate noun or -adjective:Ina -es!:s
rn-_tence pattea=by_g_rades-follows another pattern._



--E
-

-

- -- --i-GrAdës11And12 AGivèdetails
--

=ObhveOiiip1éinent CorEdicate obec- B Gweexampies
tive)=is"addëd atthis tithë-VerbaW arima
téred fOrithe sakeot seiiténce-variety only -

-iD TJse compansOns and contrasts 1E_iiiPát1érñ5- - - --E-UsedefirntionsST V D 0 ___ 0- iCOnibine two or ónfethods r

iiiecessary only to point' out'tbat-verbs
--

iI1 Arrange-your sentences in the most ap
- f'iichöshtg, -cãlirignaming, màking, -and propriate order- I-thihkimatake two-objectsiireférring==-to -"--=-- - £
-i lithe me-peonor thing - - A Usetimö order in telhngane*

pen&neg1vin h,or_e
V D O 0 plainmg méh caI'ócess-

ie thoé- Qscá sidjnt B GiVe defáilsin norinal-ordjT-of----- i- observation when deibing anthdesfl an&12itis well to-tachstu- - oniceñë 'i-deñt'to begin theliaii Iysisôf aothesWriting ' il

(fe, iidifficult- pOetrOr oiagês)by C Begin with a strong point-when
-iooiuijuirst=for the ve-thor-t1ie-subjct giving-reasons-for an opin on, but

_-iThiii*illtthelthem arrive-at'the struture-and keep your best point forithe end ii

aflgradé - ing-
1evelhóeVe=theibui1ding,ithiálysis andre- =- =i- f-
iyiiion oflithe students' ownworkiishould be-the =iIV Ue connective words and hrases"to

Jpeth sentences together=aiid carry-
the"thoughtfrothLone to another. (See=

Pattern 6 "4Jonnectivés Uséd in Writing" on. the
fol1owingge.)

There is a sixth pattern less frequently used
than the five initialirlisted. StudyinParagrph Building

s. v. ii.o. Does the Iongparagraihdevelop only
'Passive Voke 'Retaiñéd Ob4ect' one- idea?WháHs iheiopie"sentenceL? What=

inethod_otiiparagraph developtheis"usedt
=S AthethhtspresentedJn1ogical OrderL= - Whatconnere-ustoThlp"tie-tiepa*t i--'Jólin was given awati ofithe paragiaji together? Does the para-

in this pattith the veTh is -ilways in the graph haVe a strong ending?
WeOice.The retäiftéd objoot is what =- =-iiiii:i
==-wouId=belithe dfrect objët were The verlfl Procia.tinators 1i

the-actiVé5oicé. =--- . .-Procrastinators fálFinto_various types, de- iiliT-

S V 10 iio jending upoir-thé severeness of their affIictiom- I
Father gave JOhn_ -a wath. FirsthereJs lie mildrocrastinator' Heputs

oft untiIoOrrowhat- lie s1iouhddo today =

but'étillimanages to geFhis wOkdonewitliout J
WRITING BETTER P kRAGRAPHS causing toomuch stir. Then there ithenervé

A pgrih enables thewriter fo develop
wracking procraitinr.ForweeksThe delays
dOing a report On the day beforéthe reporl

-

fldea and the reader to grasp it. To ±write isdue, hefrihtehisfamilyiinto doing his
a-goOd-paraáph, firét=thinkiofi-Wliat-to say. afterschool thpe&ior him ivhileJie stays
Théiiplan how to say it. Present-facte, illus up inost'of the night-writing hisiinaéterpiece.
itions, and sound reasons. A paragraph is Usuallflie hatds in -his worki a second- before ftheiiright' length wThen it deiélops_the point the deadline. Wort==ofJéll, iiewever,iiisthé Un-
éli lyuiid fully. = rsonablprocras'Unatói lie waitUtuitil tlié-

deadliñédate or evenTheyondlt' beforeutting
Hto Write Better Paragraphs Ofl ifrantic spurt of energy. Hiwi,eport is i'-

variably late and invariablyjie expectLto be-
TT4imit-your paragraph to the deelopment forgiven, sinceginius cannot be hurried. Most Iof onlr one idea. - procrastinatorsare of-the inildniany are of

the nerve-wracking, anct only aifew=areof the
II, Choose from the following the method unreasonable variety. Thank_goodness the sit- -

best suffd-tó=youfiiiateriaitd purpose. uationiiiiiiéteversed. -

L
iAA
.L1U

-

-



ctivesoer1ptiveWrthng T-=
- aboe -=- beyond- -onmy4efarofrohi -furthê -onxiight ---iádjaentt here---- oppositéto

a1sO -. rntheclistance totheleft-
befóreme earby-- - ioTherig1it
be1öW- ntto _- - =-= =

- ---- ---

ConflecttvàsfOr Explanatory ritthg-i r- --a-
also' for iple -1 on the r1iaid

- = -another 1instahce ótherWisi
- asáeiiilt fof thi urposè sécoild -1=-

at11át -furthmore -similarly -- -
-'conseQue1itly- hkewisel ---- such- fiñally iii_ - -lien -'

rst- ----- necontiry_ hui
- --

Conneétives rnentitive-Writnig
cordrng a-- foinple nthe confraryâin- --- iifor - heotherhand-

-- .lthougTlii-- fuitherOre-=- - otheiwiEeaôthèr- heTticéE- ___ -sééond - ___-
= as arésult thibétrüe such --
= at'the same time inadditimi tliéiitoo

besides in fact- herefore
cdnséently iiiéhort thuseallyjortant rnóreover tosuni up

===iiiii fhi1ly ieverthe1ess w1ereas
first-

HOWTOWRITEATHEME down: L , 2. ,3.
____ thélikey ideas_for each of- By James Rtt, BaylorScbool for Boys three paragraphs.-=-A=ndremember that-

1. Estai5lih a point of vie at theiiivery be- eé)Lparagraphiin1ust-deal with=thatone
iijhiliing, and make-your oj,ening sentence idea.Neverwrite one sentence-as a corn- =

express t =pletéiiparargraph unfess-itiis=the opening
(intródtrcto)-sentence ortheTconhding

Don't-begin: "Thomas Hardywas born in (sumrnarizingsenteuce,
1840"

Begin -Hády delighted in the simp1e 4. W-heretóEiidinateria1? Be specific COn.-

of WOééëx rustics." irnuãl1returningto your source,=thesifua-
tlonTthe novelthe_piay-thepoem is im-

-==--"Pickerbaugh represents Lewis at portantTake_some ideas directly_frOi 1- TThis most brilliant." thepages. TJse Soñie oHlie author's own
"Dkkens' most-uninteresting char- = OdsTiDo everything to make your E'-

acters aie1iisiieroines" =- ireadericnow=-that1you speakwithauthor= iiitythat if youJhad your-reader_on_fhe --
In any of the last-three, you have corn- spot, you could ihw him exactl3rwhat

rnittedyourself-to a point of view. you mean. -== =

stick to thoint of view. Itinar 5._How do you keep-your-reader_with iout F-= bewrong,but stick te iLlEyerysentence Mnka TRACK_foThim. Tëtb1cs call= youwritemust-expand it-and- illustrate =- this ThANSITION a "going acros aitYour-theme-will then be unified. biidge, leading fron one idea-to anoher.- -== = Remember, writing is-a game of follói
8. Decide on three main paragraphs, each the-IeadoYourreder is following you.

= of 100_words-Each must-deaL exclusively Jte cannot- iWit unless: each sentertOels
with one phase of your centfàl ideayour= thnxt-_logical sterto take your..
point of view. HERE -IS WHERE THE last sentéñée. You shoUld not ask him to
TROUBLE BEGINS.Don't tryito go-be- jumpiiinto the middle of a *lioIly new
Oñd your first sentence until you jot- idea. Try such phrases as "for this rea-

191 -
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Suggested steps for correcting pagera:=

Have I aWide nusspellethwords?

orlideawand their develogrrient
ticizeAv_ntiiik- for clarity, brew_ -_-

ndlc_d_herena.

CritiCize--s-entence and paragrapit
structure.
Critic ize for errors in

==

usage; for-é-

(1) Pronoun reference
2) Spelling III-
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Does he have satisfactory posture_
oes he look at his audience?

Inns manner confident?
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Spelling Demos-
1,1tor_=d4auntia1arge percentage of thierrors in titu- in

rnihtbiintth1naster1ng=them and othetx-Vircitds NO-liar:you may d *Ce-iin-=i6riurionly mieiiid=
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"Car4s- are arranged alphabetically b -the 2 JLów do you find facts in a non-fiction
firstr1ortLbii-the top-hne,--always disregarding - boolc?- -"The," "'añd "An;iThe 1ãbélson the

.- outside andthe-guide-carth,nside the drawers ,re paris o a flOfl IC 10

¶1re'tö aidrn quickly loëâtinjthrworddesiréd -L.ame a leasb en
- = 4 What is the classification for non4ictaon- To findwhéthef the-=-hbráry has a cirtain bioki'- -

books arranged on the

EXAMPLE.To iind irhatiibooks-iiie library 6 What thtee types of cards. ire found-h_ by- James RullILowi1l, loókifor in the card catalog'
-LOWBLL the surname of the author; liElts-

,, . T

alphabetical place Ji - i !Y nat, are cross rerences
81hatisa-caUnuttber'-1sJ.L i 141.1-1 ddmt=r,- It _- ----jJ.t,ILt. u00n eiuieu- .Lile amera an -is = --

b*anted, look forCAMERA,ifirstWoidóL= 9 nOW yOU ifllu uOOait, OP. SuC yes Y
the-titlenotanartic1e. ca nurners. -

iT- -=-=-- 10 Whatarereferencebooks'
= 1OR ook-forii ire all How arereference books arranged ontadeséntthe blthisub -the shelves?

jétarefiled toget1ieii 12 istititseveniises-dictióiiares giveL
-
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